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The GreatestAdvance
yet made in

Tube-4
S

RADIO
Receiver

and Loud
Speaker in
Combination Cabinet
of Solid

mahogany

00

This Beautiful _Joe
Marshall 4Tube opri9
Noftescillating Receiver
Complete with all accessories

DOWN

WRITE TODAY for full particulars of this most exceptional offer. Marshall Sets embody the very latest improvements
known to radio. The wonderful new principle involved is proving the sensation of the 1924-25 radio season.
Coupling-the problem which radio engineers have been working on for years-has at last been solved. As a result,Zero
the
Marshall has no need for neutralizing condensers or other make -shift methods of avoiding internal oscillations which invariably
reduce efficiency. The Marshall Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver brings to radio a new degree of musical quality. Its
selectivity will delight the experienced radio operator. Yet it is so easy to tune that the novice will handle it like an expert.

Easy Monthly Payments -2 Weeks FreeTrial
This is the remarkable offer we are prepared to make you! Two weeks to prove that the outfit you select is everything we have said for it.
it
doesn't make good our claims, back it comes, and your deposit will be cheerfully refunded. But if it fulfills all your expectations, you may payIffor
it in easy monthly installments. You don't risk a cent when ordering from us. You must be satisfied, or we don't do business. Is it any wonder that
radio buyers the country over are rushing to take advantage of such an offer? If YOU are interested, figure on getting your order in early. while
prompt shipment can be made. Everyone predicts a serious shortage of radio supplies this season. Send for full particulars today.

Beautiful Solid Mahogany Combination
Compare the beautiful Combination Cabinet, pictured above, with the usual radio box
and horn. Here the receiver and Loud Speaker are contained in a single handsome
cabinet. Or, if you prefer, we a so have the Receiver in a separate cabinet of the
same
design. These cabinets are the work of a master designer- fashioned of solid
mahogany. They will harmonize with the furnishings of the finest homes. In spite
of the extra value, these Marshall pets are surprisingly low in price. Compare them
with others which cell for cash. Then remember you can order a Marshall outfit on
two weeks' free trial and pay for it on very easy terms.

Complete Outfits If Desired

In buying from Marshall, you have the choice of a set complete with all
accessories, or the set alone. You have choice of dry cell or storage battery
outfits. Unless you already own the accessories, you can buy them from us
at less -than -market prices, with your set, on easy terms. Your outfit will
come all ready to set up and operate within a few minutes,-saving time and
trouble-and saving money, too.

MARSHALL RADIO PRODUCTS, INC.

Marshall Blvd. and 19th Street,

Dept. 14-29

Chicago

Send Coupon for Special Offer!

If you have any idea of buying a radio set this year, don't let this
chance slip by. Our terms and liberal guarantees have set a new
pace in the radio business. The low prices we will make you on
a 3, 4, or 5 tube Marshall set will surprise you. A letter, postcard,

or just coupon will do. But send it today.

We also have a most favorable offer for radw dealers.

Write.

Marshall Radio Products, Inc.
'

Marshall Blvd. and 19th St.. Dept. 14-29 Chicago

Please send me your special offer price, terms and full description of Marshall Radio
Outfits. Though I may change my mind on receiving your proposition, my prefer-

ence now is for a:

3 Tube
Nam*

Address_

4 Tube

5 Tube

(Please check)
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Drawn from an actual photograph
furnished by graduate student A.
Malanyan, Detroit, Michigan.

You Too, Can Get the Big Jobs

zlectricity

"Cooke" Trained Men Earn171
$3500 to $10,000 Yearly in

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
byabsolutely
a Million
Dollar Institution
guarantee to return every penny paid me
and make it easier - not work half so hard. Why then inItuition
if, when you have finished my Course, you are
Now you earn $20 or $30 or $40 a week. In the same

"Cooke" Talks

on Electricity.
No. 4
The Electric Light and Power Com-

panies in the United States are now
serving 14 million customers in 16
thousand communities.
Six billion dollars are invested in
this branch of the industry alone
and more than 750 millions of new
capital will be required this year to
complete new plants arid extend service to meet the large and constantly growing demand.
Of the 25 million homes in the U.
S. 12 million are now wired for the
use of electricity. Others are being
wired at the rate of more than a million a year, and very few new homes
are being built without electriclighting and provisions for the use of
electric appliances.
The electrical energy generated in
1912 was about 11 billion kilowatt
hours. In 1924 it will total almost 60

billion kilowatt hours-an increase
of nearly 450 per cent.
The U. S. government census report covering the 10 year period
from 1910 to 1920 showed an increase
in population of 15 per cent. In the

same ten years the customers of the
Electric Light and Power Companies increased 270 per cent and
the amount of electrical energy used
increased 350 per cent-an increase
twenty. times larger than the increase in population.
Watch this space every month for
other astounding facts on other
branches of Electricity --the world's
greatest industry - the world's
greatest opportunity.

r -

six days as an Electrical Expert you can make $70 to $200

remain in the small - pay game, in a line of work that
offers no chance, no big promotion, no big income? Fit
yourself for a "Bossing" job-

Be an "Electrical Expert"

Today even ordinary Electricians-the "screw driver"
kind-are making money-big money. But it's the trained
man-the man who knows the whys and wherefores of
Electricity- the "Electrical Expert"- who is picked to
"boss" the ordinary Electricians-to boss the Big Jobs
-the jobs that pay.

$3,500 to $10,000 a Year

Get in line for one of these "Big Pay Jobs" by enrolling now for

my easily -learned, quickly -grasped, right -up-to-the-minute, spare.
Time Home Study Course in Practical Electricity.

Age or Lack of Experience
No Drawback

not satisfied in every way with my instructions. And
back of me, in my guarantee stands the Chicago Erigi
neering Works, a million dollar institution.

Nothing Like "Cooke"
Training Anywhere

"Cooke" training is different because it's the most

practical and most !successful. It's hest because it's
backed up by the greatest Service to students ever known.
It's this Service plus "Cooke" training that makes the
"Cooke" trained man the "Big -Pay" man everywhere.
Become a "Cooke" Trained Man yourself, and earn $12
to $30 a day-$70 to $200 a week -03,500 to 910.000 a year.

Investigate! Mail Coupon

Get the Vital Facts. Let me send you free my Dig new
book on The Future of Electricity. Let me tell you more
about the big demand for "Cooke" trained Electrical
Experts. Sign and send me coupon.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

Chicago Engineering
Works, Inc.

2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago

Dept. 29

Ail

You don't have to be a High School Graduate-it isn't even
Engi-

necessary that you should have finished the grades. As Chief
neer of the Chicago Engineering Works, I know exactly the kind of
training you need, and I will give you that training. My course in
Electricity is the most simple, thorough, successful and practical in
existence, and offers every man, regardless of age, education or previous experience, the chance to become, in a few short months, an
"Electrical Expert" able to make from $70 to $200 a week.

Earn While You Learn

With me you do practical work-at once. In my first few lessons
I show you how to make money doing Electrical work in your spare
time. (Over half of my students are paying for their course in this
way.) I show you, also, how to get started in business for yourself
and then I help you to get started.

ELECTRICAL
FREE
WORKING OUTFIT FREE
To do spare time work you'll need tools, etc. These I give you-

FREE-a whole kit, including measuring instrument, a real electrical
motor (no toy) and other things-the greatest value ever given by
any School.

Mail

this

Coupon
for m.31

F

BOOK

MI

If L. L. COOKE,

Chief Engineer. Chicago

Ab
4, Engineering Works, Dept.
2150 Lawrence
29,

4 Avenue.

Chicago.

#Dear Sir: Send me at once
full particulars of your Free
Outfit Offer; also your Free

book ,The ' 'Vital Facts" of Elec
tricity.bio obligation on my part.

Name.

Address

40ecePati00...-

ThetookiTrained Man is the "Big Pay"Man
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Order Direct From This Paget Save
About One-half I Compare our prices

OUR CATALOG IS FILLED WITH

Bargains Like These i

with others. Only highest grade nationally

CONDENSERS
23 -plate plain Cond'n'r.$1.29

known GUARANTEED parts. OUR GUARANTEE
PROTECTS YOU. Money cheerfully refunded if you

are not satisfied. Be sure to write your order and state prices plainly.
Send post office or express money order or bank draft for total amount

to insure prompt shipment. ALL PRICES ON THIS PAGE INCLUDE

SHIPPING CHARGES RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR. Refer to any bank or commercial agency regarding our reliability. If your favorite circuit is shown here, order
direct from this ad. No skill required to build your own radio with Randolph parts, Panels
are all drilled. Instructions are simple and complete. Everything comes ready to assemble.
Order direct! All shipping charges prepaid.

23 -plate Vernier Cond'r 2.69 ;
RHEOSTATS and
POTENTIOMETERS

Bakelite Rheos't, 6 -ohm .38
" 30 -ohm .69
Bakelite
Bakelite) Vernier Rheos't 1.15
Bakelite Potentiometer.

200 ohm

.59

TRANSFORMERS

Randolph Special, 6 to
1, 2.16; 31 to 1 .. 1.89 41
Sinclair Special, 6 to 1,

2.65; 3 % to 1 .... 2.24

TUBE SOCKETS & DIALS
4" Hygrade Dial

.29

Weston I'lug
VARIOMETERS
Moulded Variometer

.76

Bakelite Socket

.

Complete Parts for

Two -Stage Amplifier
May Be Used In Connection

With Any Receiving Set

1 7x9 Bakelite Panel
1 Thordarson or Columbia
High -ratio Transformer
1 Thordarson or Columbia
Low -ratio Transformer

Bakelite moulded
HEADFONES
Randolph Special, 2200

:

ohms

nrarLEPA"s
NEUTRODYNE RECEIVING SET
Genuine Hazeltine Licensed Neutrodyne Parts Furnished.

,..

PARTS FOR 5 -TUBE SET
1 7x24x3/16 Drilled Panel
2 Thordarson or Columbia Audio Transformers
7 Marked Binding Posts
3 4" Bakelite Dials
1 Grid Leak and Condenser
2 Precision Jacks
5 Bakelite Sockets
1 Bakelite Rheostat. 30 ohm
1 .001 Condenser
1 Bakelite Rheostat. 6 ohm
1 Bakelite Binding Post Strip 1 .006 Mica Condenser
Complete blue -prints and working diagrams and instructions.

2 Bakelite Sockets
2 2 -Circuit Jacks
1 1 -Circuit Jack
1 Baseboard

$109°
... :

9 Binding Posts
Diagram and Instructions
for wiring.

-

35 feet Hook-up Wire
1 Kit consisting of 3 Hazeltine
Licensed Neutroformers and
2 Neotrodons
1 Baseboard
2 Bezels

2.39

3.45

2.45

3.95
LOUD SPEAKERS
3.95
American Bell
With adjustable loud
6.96
speaker unit.
COUPLERS and COILS
.95
180° Varioeouplers
1.25
Reinartz Coils
.98
Electric Soldering Iron
1.86
Cockaday Coil.
Three -Circuit Tuner
2.95

Blue Bird Special

2 Bakelite Rheostats-30-oln,, ;

.28

Two Harkness Flexmormers 2.35

'

SUPER
Heterodyne Kit
Containing

3

1

mediate Fre,'

Transformers. 11

Circuit Transforri,.,
Special
1
Coupler.

Oscillator ;

x19,5
wIthnudiofre-

" 716 651
COMPLETE
PARTS COCKADAY RECEIVING SET
FOR 3 -TUBE
2 Grid Leak and Mica Coml.
1 Cockaday Coil

7 Switch Points. 2 Stops
2 23 -plate Hy -Grade Cond.
2 Bakelite Rheostats. 30 -ohm 1 Bakelite Binding Post Strip :
7 Binding Posts
1 Bakelite Rheostat. 6 -ohm
1 Switch Lever
3 Bakelite Sockets
2 Columbia or Thordarson Au- 1-7221x9-16" Drilled Panel
24 ft. Hook-up Wire
dio Transformers
iii
1 Single Circuit Jack
3 Bezels
2 Double Circuit Jacks
1 Baseboard
2 3" Bakelite Dials
Complete blue -prints and wiring diagrams
310.45
I -Tube Set

1990

Our Guarantee
Every article exactly as represented.

Every article

is

tested before shipping. Cora- :
plete satisfaction guaranteed
or money will be cheerfully :
refunded.

PONE TUVIREINARTZ RECEIVING SET
2 dos, Switch Points and Stops
1 7x14 Bakelite Panel
1 6 -ohm Bakelite ltheo- 3 Switch Levers
25 feet Buster Wire
stet
1 Grid Leak and
1 Bakelite Socket
1 -TUBE SET
Mica Condenser
1 23 -plate Var. Cond.
de
1 Baseboard
1 11 -plate Var. Cond.
8 Binding Posts .4t1045
2 Bakelite Dials
1 Genuine Reinartz Coil 3 -Tube Set $17.55
Blue -print and Complete Instructions.

2 -TUBE

HARKNESS SET

1

R -W

Crystal

tector
Bakelite

De-

Rheostat,

6 -ohm

7

of

COMPLETE'
PARTS SUPER -HETERODYNE
FOR 8 -TUBE

2 23 -Plate Bremer -Tully or Duplex Low Loss Condensers
3 Bernier or Columbia Intermediate Frequency Transformers
1 Bernier or Columbia Tuned Circuit Transformer
2 Bakelite 30 -ohm
1 Special Oscillator Coupler
1 Bakelite Potentiometer. 900
1 Midget Condenser

3 .0025 Mica Condensers
9 Binding Posts 1 .00025 Mica Condenser
1 .00025 Mica Condenser

1 .0005 Mica Condenser and 2 megohm Grid Leak
Complete wiring diagrams, baseboard layout and blue -print.

2 Bakelite 6 -ohm Rheostats

$1795
Set

51745

Set

539.82

Acme 4 Tube Reflex

-.7,.

very latest information on
all different circuits, consplete list of broadcasting
stations, and other valu-

1 Bakelite Terminal Strip for Binding Posta
Binding Posts
1 Multicord cable for connecting batteries
Baseboard and Bus 1 7130'3-16 Drilled Bakelite Panel
bar Wire
35 ft. Hook-up Wire
1 Carter Double Circuit Jack 1 Baseboard
2
Thordarson
or
Columbia
A.F.
Blue -print to com2 4 in. Bakelite Dials
1 Dubiller 1 mfd. Condenser
Transformers
2 4% volt C Batteries
plete wiring
1 Connecticut Filament Switch 1 .006 Mica Condenser

Acme I Tube Reflex

=

BIG MONEY -SAVING
RADIO CATALOG
containing a thousand bargains of everything on radio
-parts, supplies, complete
parts for sets, complete
sets, etc..also a mine

7 x 14" Drilled Bake-

1

FE

FREE

Complete Parts for

lite Panel
2 Harkness Reflex
Transformers with
Condensers
2 Dials
2 Bakelite Sockets
2 American Bell
Transformers
Single Circuit Jack
1

5
0

'59"

RANDOLPH RADIO CORPORATION
i 159 N. Union Ave.

Dept. 259

Chicago, Illinois

*** ullimminumniffimmiumunimmommomummumumnimminummumummffinommummounmuumimmummmunnummuipimummummunnimummimillimmum

able, up-to-the-minute
radio data. Send your name
and address on a card or

letter. We Will send eatslog free.

Free Service
Department !
Our radio engineers will
you solve all your

help

radio problems, and fur sash up-to-date information on set construction,
operation and improvement. This service is free
to our customers.
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SCIENCE and INVENTION READERS' BUREAU

Time and Postage Saver
IN every issue of SCIENCE and
INVENTION you undoubtedly

see numerous articles advertised about
which you would like to have further
information.
To sit down and write an individual
letter to each of these respective con-

cerns, regarding the article on which

you desire information, would be quite
a task.
As a special service to our readers, we
will write the letters for you, thus saving your time and money.
Just write the names of the products
about which you want information, and
to avoid error the addresses of the manufacturers, on the coupon below and
mail it to us.

If the advertiser requires any money

or stamps to be sent to pay the mailing
charges on his catalogue or descriptive
literature, please be sure to enclose the
correct amount with the coupon.
We will transmit to the various advertisers your request for information on
their products.
This service will appear regularly

every month on this same page in
SCIENCE and INVENTION.
If there is any Manufacturer not advertising in this month's issue of

SCIENCE and INVENTION from

whom you would like to receive litera-

ture, write his name, address and the
product in the special section of the

coupon below.

TEAR ALONG THIS LINE

...

READERS' SERVICE BUREAU,

12-24

Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please advise the firms listed below that I would like to receive detailed information on their product
as advertised in the
issue of SCIENCE and INVENTION.
If Catalogue
ADDRESS

NAME

(Street-City-State)

List here specific article on
which you wish literature.

of

complete

line is wanted, check in
this column.

NOTE-This Form Should Not Be Used For Technical Questions.

If you desire information from a manufacturer whose advertisement does not appear in this month's issue,
use this
space.
NAME

ADDRESS

Your own name here
If you are a dealer
check here.

Address

City

State

,
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Neglect of Home-Study Training
Cost This Man $47,424!
How much are you paying to stay untrained?
The other day we received a letter

which every man working for a living

ought to read-whether he's making
$20 a week or $200.

Here it is:

"During the forty years that I have been
working, my salary has averaged less than
twenty-four dollars per week with the exception of the last two years while I have

been acting as foreman of a department.
I made good in this position on a small
scale and saw, thru the failings of others,
what would happen to me

Mr. Wood is now making a staggering
salary as a result of his training, but be-

If You Could Use $47,424,
Pause Before You Turn This Page

Here is a man who all his life had ac-

Perhaps you are now making quite as
much as Wood-perhaps more. Perhaps,

cause it illustrates so clearly the principle
behind LaSalle training.
cepted the thought that he was compelled
to work for little or nothing.

For one thousand, nine hundred and

seventy-six weeks the writer of this letter
Paid at least $21 a week for the doubtful

privilege of staying- in the ranks of
untrained men.

unless I found a way to train
for larger responsibilities.
"I had read of correspond-

on that account, you may think that Wood's
experience does not apply to YOU.

But if training in Higher Accountancy-

or Modern Salesmanship-or

Business

Management-or Law-or Business Correspondence - or any of a dozen other
branches of business could change your
forty-eight dollars into $96
a week-and if you now
NEGLECT to advance your-

self thru the training you
need-will you not find it

ence courses and began

difficult, thirty-eight years

searching for that which I
thought would benefit me.
I found it in the LaSalle

from now, to explain to those
who are dear to you why you
threw away not 7,424, but
fully $95,0001
We're not going to moralize. We're not even going to
cite you any of the thousands
of letters from men who have

Modern Foremanship course,
and benefited by it, my salary

being neatly doubled, and I
was promoted from foreman
to factory superintendent.
"This happened in a period
of about ten months, and by

not merely doubled but

tripled and quadrupled their

devoting only about four or

incomes thru home -study
training under the LaSalle
Problem Method. We have
the letters. We will show

five hours per week to the

studies.

"I am now enrolled as a
member of the Industrial
Management Efficiency
course, and find the work
very interesting and bene-

them to you, if you like. But
understand, please, that they

would not alter the factsthey would merely emphasize

ficial. It can be applied every

them.Ble

day in the factory, and brings
results.

Below this text there is a

"I regret that I put it off to so late a day
in life to reap the benefits I am now enjoying, and can truthfully say to younger men
that if they would only profit by the experience of others they can gain more knowl-

edge thru one year's training by LaSalle

methods than can be obtained in ten years'
practical experience by hard work."
SHERMAN C. WOOD, Maryland.

We quote the above letter not because

Can anyone doubt that training would

coupon. It will bring you not only full details

when he was thirty-eight years youngerwhen he could attack his work with the
abundant energy of a younger man?
Yet his neglect of this one main avenue of business progress cost him -leaving simple and compound interest out of

advancement, you will not turn this page
until you have clipped the coupon, filled
it in, and by placing it in the nearest mail

have doubled his salary just as easily

the reckoning - the appalling sum of

$47,424-a fortune in itself.

of the training that appeals to you, but also
a copy of that most inspiring book, 'Ten
Years' Promotion in One."

If you are sincere in your desire

for

box placed yourself on the road to real
success.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
The World's Largest Business Training Institution
-INQUIRY COUPON-

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY

Dept.12384-R

Chicago, Illinois

Please send me catalog and full information regarding the course and service I have marked with an X below.
Also a copy of "Ten Years' Promotion in One," all without obligation to me.
rlBusiness
In Business Management: Training for In Traffic Management - Foreign and MIndustrial Management Efficiency: Lillah: Training
for positions in Works ManLJOfficial, Managerial, Sales and Departmental 1_1Domestic: Training for position as Rail- LjTraining
agement, Production Control, Industrial
road or Industrial Traffic Manager, Rate
Executive positions.
Engineering. etc.
Expert, Freight Solicitor, etc.
and Employment Manage1-1Modern Salesmanship: Training for posiRailway Station Management: Train- inPersonnel
ment:1.__I Training in the position of Pertion as Sales Executive, Salesman, Sales
ing for position of Station Accountant,
sonnel Manager, Industrial Relations
Coach or Trainer, Sales Promotion Manager.
Cashier
and
Agent,
Division
Agent,
etc.
Manager, Employment Manager, and
ManufactureesAgent, Solicitor ,and all posipositions relating to Employee Service.
tions in retail, wholesale, or specialty selling. 1-1Banking and Finance: Training for
sr

AZ/ pe

/

1174.:iV

l'
BusinessEngibk.

for
Correspondents and
Co py

0

Writers.
Commercial Spanish: Training for
position as Foreign Correspondent with
Spanish-speaking countries.

positions in Banks and in Modern Business Correspondence In Effective Speaking: Training in the
/-1Higher Accountancy: Training for posi- l_lexecutive
Financial Institutions.
L.' and Practice: Training for position as 1_Jart of forceful, effective speech, for
I_Ition as Auditor,Comptroller Certified
Sales or Collection Correspondent, Sales
Ministers, Salesmen, Fraternal Leaders,
Public Accountant, Cost Accountant, etc. MModernForemanshipandProduction
Promotion Manager, Mail Sales Man1_1Methods: Training for positions in Shop
Politicians, Clubmen. etc.
ager, Secretary, etc.
DLaw: Training for Bar: I.L. B. Degree.
Management, such as that of SuperinriC.
P. A. Coaching for Advanced AcMExpert
Bookkeeping:
Training
for
tendent,
General
Foreman,
Foreman,
1-1Commercial Law: Reading, Reference
countants.Li
Lj position as Head Bookkeeper.
Sub -Foreman, etc.
1_1 and Consultation Service for Business Men.

Name

Address

Present Position
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Many men fall

ID'S
AMATEUR
LGNS

in

building their Radio
sets because of some
trivial e r r or that
could easily have been
corrected b e f or e it
%vas too late. TheE. I.
Company II a s coo.

piled a book that will
help you avoid all the
common pitfalls while

building your Radio

IN EVERY

Everyone

w h o constructs a radio s e t
should know the sim-

HOME

Company has set these
forth in a compact
little book that is

valuable at all times.

sets.

PRICE 25c

Book No. 1

The man who wants

to build only those
PRACTICAL Radio

Sets that are guaranteed to give good results w h e 11 properly
constructed will need
this book.
principal
hookups

Gives the

successful

practical
Radio Construction.
of

PRICE 25c
Book No. 2

A Radio Well

Understood
Complete satisfaction from any radio
outfit is usually based on the operator's
knowledge of the fundamentals of

PAIP..3001-

ple fundamentals o f
the various parts of
Ills set.
The E. I.

PRICE 25c
Book No. 8

The Vacuum Tube is
marvelous piece of
study of it as given in
a

apparatus. A short

-

this book gives you
the principle on which

every Vacuum Tube
Radio Receiver oper-

ates.

PRICE 25c

operation.
Book No. 9
Question No. 1-What
is Radio? This is the
nature of the questions that this book
answers. Then it answers questions on all
the principal parts of
a Radio Receiver. It
is a handy book to
keep in your Radio
File.

PRICE 25c
Book No. 3

RAM FPIOUflia
AMPLIFICATION

Distance lends e n -

ellaritment - and its

the Radio Frequency
Amplification t 11 a t
brings in the distance
on your Radio Receiver. If you contemplate adding any Radio Frequency to your
set you'll want this
book at your side.

PRICE 25c
Book No. 4
.44111M01111W
HOW TO TUNE
YOUR RADIO SET

The E. I. Co. books, as shown here,
are expressly written, by radio experts,
for the man who wants to understand
his radio receiving set. The important

fatuous
hookup.

points are all covered and fully explained in simple, everyday language.

of the Neutrodyne and
how it all works.

Each book consists of 54 pages bound
with stiff board covers and handsomely
printed in colors. Their handy pocket
size enables you to keep them ready at
all times.
READ THE DESCRIPTIONS OF THE BOOKS
SHOWN HERE. PICK OUT THE BOOKS YOU
NEED OR IF YOU DO NOT SEE JUST WHAT

Everybody knows the

Neutrodyne
One of the
finest Radio Receivers
in use today. This 51 Page E. I. Company

book gives an explanation of every detail

PRICE 25c
Book No. 10

The simplest and yet
most complete Radio
Guide Book for atm;
amateur broadcast listener. La Print only
two weeks. fresh from
the Press.

PRICE 25c
Book No. 11

YOU WANT WRITE FOR OUR FREE LIST
Don't struggle in the
dark, looking for sta-

OF PUBLICATIONS.

tions-here is an in-

Anyone with

expensive

book that
gives you detailed instructions on just how
to handle your Radlo
set. You will be surprised at the increased results that can be
obtained through proper tuning.

ON SALE
AT ALL RADIO STORES
AND NEWSSTANDS

PRICE 25c

this
handy book as a guide
can repair and keel)
ill order his own radio
set. Covers every detail of the modern

HOW 10101AtE
TROUBLES IN
MIK RAMO AT

radio sets and tells

how to locate and repair any trouble.

PRICE 25c

Book No. 6
No better book f o r
work b ene h.

100

your

RAMO

HOOKUP;

tate
st*

Gives diagrams. hookups a n d details on
Radio hookups galore. One of the most
complete hookup books
Published. Authentic
a n d tip -to -date i n
every respect. Third
edition now ready.

PRICE 25c
Book No. 7

Each

Book No. 12

Prepaid
Just off the ores s.

Hookups galore on the
finest and

The E. I. Company
Sales Agents

most

LW -

to -date reflex circuits
in use today. Diagrams a n d descrip.
tions on every modern
reflex.

The Consrad Company

PRICE 25c

Consrad
233 Fulton Street

New York City

Book No. 13

RADIO'S FOREMOST PUBLISHERS-Everything in Books, Patterns and Diagrams
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Here's Positive Proof

That I Can Grow Nov Hair
These are true, unretouched photographs showing Mr. Murray Sandow's hair before
-and 60 days after using my remarkable new treatment for baldness and falling hair.
This is not a rare instance. Many others report equally astonishing results. To try
my new discovery you need not risk a cent. For I positively guarantee results or
charge you nothing. Mail coupon below for booklet describing my treatment and 30
Day Trial offer in detail.

By ALOIS MERKE

Founder of Merke Institute, Fifth Ave., N. Y.

FOR many months you have seen announcements concerning my new treatment for baldness and falling hair. If

you are bald and have tried other treatments without results then naturally you
are skeptical. All right, I don't blame you.

But what better PROOF is there that I

can actually grow new hair than these two
photographs reproduced above. They illustrate a result that hundreds of others have
written us they too have secured through use of my marvelous discovery. In this particular case, Mr. Murray Sandow,
of New York City, started my treatment January 23, 1924

produced. Yet now by means of The Merke Thermocap

Treatment, adapting the same principles to home usethousands of men and women everywhere are securing the
desired results-right in any home where there is electricity

-and for just a few cents a day!
I don't say my treatment will grow hair in every case.
There are some cases that nothing in the world can help.

But since so many others have regained hair this way, isn't
it worth a trial-especially since you do not risk a penny ?
For at the end of a month if you are not more than delighted
with the growth of hair produced, you won't be out a cent.

That's my absolute Guarantee. AND YOU ARE THE
SOLE JUDGE.

-and sixty days later-as you can see-he had an almost
entirely new growth of hair.

Entirely New Method

.

My invention involves the application of new principles
in stimulating hair growth. It proves that in many cases of
baldness-the hair roots are not dead-but merely dormant.
The reason tonics and other treatments fail to grow new
hair is because they do not reach these dormant hair roots,
but instead simply treat the surface of the scalp.
To make a tree grow you could not rub "growing fluid"
on the bark. Instead you would get right to the roots. And
so it is with the hair.

No Excuse for Most Baldness
At the Merke Institute on Fifth Avenue, New York, I've
treated scores of prominent stage and social celebritiessome paying as high as $500 for the results my methods

Coupon Brings FREE Book
No matter how thin your hair may be-no matter how many

methods you have tried without results, send at once for the 32 -page

book telling about this wonderful SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT.

It gives scores of reports from others which indicate what this treat-

ment will mean to you. Merely fill in and mail the coupon below and
I will gladly send you the vitally interesting 32 -page booklet giving
full details about the famous Merke Thermocap Treatment. Clip and
mail the coupon today. Allied Merke Institutes, Inc., Dept. 4612, 512

Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Allied Merke Institute, Inc.
Dept. 4612, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Please send me, without cost or obligation on my part, the free copy of the
new booklet describing in detail the Merke Thermocap treatment.
Name

(State whether Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

Address
City

State
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2503 Miles to the Southland for $40
At an actual cost of slightly under $40 a school principal in Montana
undertook a 2,503 mile tour in his car to San Diego, California. This
included the price of gas and oil.
Motor Touring to the Southland in winter, to the land of the sunny
skies and warm breezes, is inexpensive and at the same time is the
most interesting trip in the United States.
Motor Camper and Tourist, in the December Issue, tells you how

it can be done by anyone it tells you how to make the trip, what to
see and how to get the utmost from your trip.
You will be surprised how cheaply, how conveniently and how easily
a week or more can be spent in the wonderful southland.
BUY THE DECEMBER ISSUE OF MOTOR CAMPER AND
TOURIST TODAY

ON ALL NEWSSTANDS 25c the Copy. Subscriptions $2.50 the Year.

GERMOTT PUBLISHING CO. Inc.,

S&I 12

53 Park Place, N. Y. City
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World-famous Electrical Engineers
helped me build this training.
No one man on earth knows everything about every
subject in Electricity. So to give you the kind of
training that will surely lead you to success and big
pay, I have had the help of men from the following
great corporations and Universities, each an AU-

THORITY ni his subject:

Guarantee
You a JOB
and a

CHIEF ENGINEER

DUNLAP

Any man under 40 years, with only
common schooling, can win success
and promotion with Dunlap
training. It is the most comthe
plete, the most up-to-date, We
most valuable on earth !
Electrical
you
on
actual
train
JOBS, so you get the theory at

the same time as you get the

practice.

10 y instruction is easy

to understand, rapid.

Chief Engineer DUNLAP
Electrical Division

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Drexel Ave. & 58th

Dept. E926

Chicago, Ill.

MI MIMI MI

ME Ell MEI MI

PAY -RAISING COUPON!
Chief Engineer Dunlap, Electrical Division,
American School,
and 58th, Chicago.

Dept. E926, Drexel Ave.
Scholarship
Rush free Electrical book, $63 Free
and a
offer, copy of your guarantee of a Job
about Dun50' raise and complete information
Electricity.
lap -training in
Name

St. No.
City

State

Inc.

9. Columbia University.
10. Dartmouth College.
11. Massachusetts Institute 64
Technology.

12. Lehigh University.
13. University of Vermont.

14. Armour Institute of Tech nology.

IS. University of Kansas.
and many others.

Get 4JOBElectrical
Outfits
built
-METHOD training
50 % RAISE Dunlap
around four Electrical Outfits which I
is

send

to $200 a week bossing ElecGO INTO ELECTRICITY! Make $75 fascinating
business NEEDS
trical jobs. The world's biggest, most become a successful ELECI
have
made
it
easy
for
you
to
YOU.
TRICAL EXPERT, right in your own home, in spare time! And I
job, at 50% raise in pay or to
guarantee to place you in an Electrical
refund your money! No other school has ever dared to guarantee you
a job and a raise, as we do!

( Train You At Home!

I. General Electric Co.
2. Commonwealth Edison Co.
3. Crocker Wheeler Co.
4. Cutler -Hammer Mfg. Co.
5. American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.
6. Westinghouse Electric &
Mtg. Co.
7. Western Electric Co.
8. Underwriters Laboratories.

you as a part of this course. You learn by
doing actual Electrical jobs with this equipIncludes house -wiring, bell -wiring, electric light, Radio and motor
I guarantee to
outfits.
supply the most elaborate,
costly and complete outfits
ment.

$63 Scholarship

ever given by any home

f Mail coupon immedi-

into money Quick!

FREE

ately and save $63 cash.

I will send you my big
Free Book and copy of my guarantee
to place you in an Electrical job at
50% raise in pay after you complete
my training. Here is the chance

you've been waiting for to get into

the Electrical business, to head for big
pay and independence. Don't let
lack of ready money or anything else
keep you back. Mail coupon immediately!

study electrical school.

Turn my training
In your eleventh lesson. within a
few weeks after you START taking
my training. I will give you special Instruction In ELCcTRICAL
and RADIO JOBS. so you can go
right out and make enough

money in your snare time to
pay for this course and have
Plenty left over. Easy terms,
combined with my "Earn as
ymi Learn" lob lessons niece
this wonder.
ful training
within your
reach?
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Master Electricity By
Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by doing the
very work under competent instructors, which you will be
called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.
That is the method of the New York Electrical School.
Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,
Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates
of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to
be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Only Institution of the Kind
in America
At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art
of Electrical Drafting; the best business methods and experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill
to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,
transmitting and using electricity. A school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

Over 9,000 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World
No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is
necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will
be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under

actual conditions.

ass 0.01111 141N

The N. Y. E. S. gives a special Automobile Ignition Course as an
advanced training for Auto Mechanics, Garage Men and Car Owners.
The course covers completely all Systems of Ignition, Starters, Lighting
and other electrical equipment on automobiles, motor boats, airplanes,

00.11.11111111111110
111

: matirralletr II Ili Wm :

etc.

Let us explain our complete courses to you in person. If you
can't call, send now for 64 -page book-it's FREE to you.

New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

STREET

New York
Electrical School

STATE

29 West 17th Street, New York

Please send FREE and without obligation to
me your 64 -page book.
NAME

CITY
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Airplanes vs Airships
By HUGO GERNSBACK
WHEN the writer visited Germany some years

before the war, the Zeppelin airship was at
the height of its renown. A number of these

ships had been built and were making regular
trips all over Germany. The writer remembers that at
the time he was not impressed with these aerial monsters

and so voiced his opinion to a prominent technician of
Berlin, who became very much offended at the writer's
deprecatory remarks. The war
came along and the writer's opinion was vindicated in that the
I BELIEVE
lighter than air machines proved
THAT:
too vulnerable and too difficult to
Original thoughts
control for the purposes of either
are not necessarily
war or peace.
the best ones.
The writer does not wish it to
be understood that he thinks there
are no uses at all for airships. There are many such
uses, but he does not believe that the airship as we now
rinlionamrmnImounino llllllll

lllll 1.1.11

E111111111.1,1111111111/1111MIMI111111111111111111I11111111r1111111

know it will prevail in the future. In the first place

the airship, even when filled with non -explosive helium,

is too vulnerable for safety. A storm, while it can be
weathered by riding it out, is often disastrous to the
airship. This has been proven time and time again by
German Zeppelins, many of which have been destroyed

either by storm, lightning or explosion due
to atmospheric electricity. The latter has not
been mastered as yet. A modern airship is

anywhere from 500 to 800 feet long and when
flying at great heights is subjected to power-

far has not accomplished. But for Nv a r purposes, it is to
be doubted, if the airship will ever be used to very great
advantage. To do so would require a fleet of airplanes
to protect the airship, because due to its slow speed it
would easily become the prey of enemy planes. For
that reason we require airplane protection for our airships, should we wish to use them at all, AND, if you
have to use airplanes anyway, why use the airship at all?
An airship can be seen at much
greater distances by the enemy,
I BELIEVE
due to its huge bulk, while a
THAT:
scout airplane can disappear much
An ounce of expequicker than any airship.
on11111111111111111111111111 lllll 111r1Itte.11.1,1111..11tiiil.i

g
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All this brings us to the ques-

tion when we do travel in the air.
as we certainly soon shall, hOw

rimenting is worth
a pound of theorizing.

will we travel, - in airships or

airplanes ? From the above the writer is convinced that

it will not be by airship. While we may see a period
where for some years people with plenty of money will
travel by airship, the commerce of the country will
surely be moved by huge airplanes, which in size will
not be far behind the present airships, We shall see
airplanes 1,000 feet long and more with a wing spread
of almost as much. No gas will have to be used in lifting such a machine. It will be propelled en-

I BELIEVE

THAT:

Concentration on
even a mediocre
idea will of ten

tirely by some form of propeller and sustained
by wings. As such airplanes will travel at

speeds five or six times as great as those of

airships the cost of operation will be vastly less.

The present day airship takes ten hours
ful electrical stresses. This is particularly
or more to cover the distance from New York
the case when the airship rises or descends
prove more valu- to Chicago, while the modern airplane can
quickly. A huge electrical charge is accumuthan an in- cover the same distance in about four and
lated by the ship and it often happens that able
spired
invention.
one-half hours. The economic factor alone
sparks occur between the metallic members
will be the deciding one when in the future we
about the gas envelopes, causing any escaped
begin to count operating costs.
gas to ignite and bringing down the airship.
But
one
of the worst drawbacks of the airship lies in
But these are not the only drawbacks. Other and far
greater ones are, first: the tremendous cost of the air- the fact that the larger you build them the more difficult
ship. Second-its slow speed as compared to the air- it becomes to obtain great speed, for the following reasons :
An airship travelling in calm air at 80 miles an hour
plane (airships do not travel faster than 75 miles
naturally
moves forward at this speed. If however
easily
at
200
per hour, whereas airplanes can travel
-wind of 40 miles an hour it
miles an hour). Third-The expense of operation as it encounters a head
only
progresses 40 miles although it
compared to airplane operating cost.
is actually speeding at 80 miles. And
Fourth-It is practically impossible
the greater the bulk of the airship,
to bring an airship down without
THE GOLDEN AGE OF
the greater the power expended.
using a mooring mast or a shed,
SCIENCE
This is not the case with airplanes
whereas an airplane can make a
which
are built along the principle
is
now
symbolized
by
the
golden
landing very much more freely.
of an arrow and cleave the air ; thus
cover of SCIENCE & INVENThe only advantage for the airthey do not encounter so much fricTION, LOOK FOR THE GOLD
ship today it would seem, is that it
tion ; besides their bulk is much
COVER every month!
can hover over a certain point, an
smaller.
achievement which the airplane so
.till111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111
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By JOSEPH H. KRAUS, Staff IV edical Expert

War gases wIdch were
originally used .or killig

and maiming ara now 'oe-

ing employed for curing
the sick. Above photc-

41111111111111111k

Laying down a gas attack.

The photo below shows
one of the methods in
which the chlorine gas is

administered to a roomful
of people suffering from
bronchitis, laryngitis and

other diseases of the
respiratory

system.

A tube from the
chlorinator leads
to the keyhole.

Infant:. and children feel no distress from the gas. The reason
for the effectiveness of this +reatment lies in the fact that the

<11-17C rtpi:atory tit is coated with the gas.

The diagram on this page gives an enlarged
view of the terminal alveoli (end cells) of the
lungs. The two machines shown in photo at
the left proved highly satisfactory during ex-

METER.

periments made by the writer. The meter for
measuring the gas flow is illustrated at the left.

Courtesy Par7c1cn Engineering Co.

FAN,
mOTOR.

HEATING ELEMENT
CHLORINE CART RIDGE

CHEMICAL

CHARGE

Two other tyoes of machines are shown above
and to the left. One operates by ele, trolytic
decomposition ; the other by heat decomposition.
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Comic
Maeozin
in the Movies
W. it.

fly

Aft\ IN

All the antiquated automobiles of the
western half of the United States must
find a final resting place in Hollywood.
At least that is the conclusion one log-

ically draws after seeing the latest

HE THEN REVERSES UWE
-,CRRiNGS HER 'I CAR

Educational Release, called "Lizzies of
the Field." One of the most novel features of this picture is shown at the
left. The enterprising garage owner is
a terror with the ladies. He does away
with the necessity of formal introduc-

--- '..r. - , ole

sion seat which runs out on rods, gently

DULLS LEWD, AND SIDE
SCAT SHOOTS OUT SIDEWISE
PECKING GIRL OFF SIDEWALK:
.,,.:

WIRE BUN(' USED:
;11,1T, TAMEN /Rom

RUNNING A1.0A1C;IOE

tion by fitting his car with an exten-

WHEN STARTER'S REVOLVER IS
FIRED THIS CAR STARTS BACKWARD: IT BACKS UNDER JUDGE'S
STAND AND THEN STARTS RACE,
CARRYING STAND AND JUDGES

r-

t BE I7 E4InES 7C RUN
NOR
ld361)

CD

S<PNE IS MADE ON

w4r,

I,ROAD, AV -1S

MED MI

1040 1.00. FLAT

GRASP ST Rt. run,.

A

1

TC*N CAR AND STEEL

A:50 FACIA 70W -CAR

lifting the lady of his choice from the
sidewalk. A second movement of the
adjusting fever brings the seat and
lady up to driving position.

11111.

B' :1 CLIMBS HILLS,

Sr

5.

-,141V(f

sir

Its(X\6

i a di

;

NOTE: No vfirTICAl LINES EHR
TEIIGAAIA. ROLES 0R NEARBY
1401.151.. ARL PERmIS51131/

P VI

71 A*

<
\

.1:
0:-I
tug.

ws the hero "bed"
The stunt is done by towing the

bed with an invisible wire and again by

At the start of an auto race, one of the entries makes
a mistake in his gear shift and as a result the judge's
stand is taken onto the race course. An elevated
structure in the path of the course stops the judges

taking the picture with bed coasting

The camera is tilted to make

down hill.
puAr.,,(S TRPOwN

careening ride.
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The film is the story of a race. The hero
wins by making his car hurdle several of
the others which have been smashed. Of
course. the wrecks are made with old cars.
the duplicates being substituted in place
of the real ones at the head of the incline
while the cameraman stops his grinding.
The cars were made to jump by running
them over a long incline terminating in

A
C
K
C

a take -off. The winning car was made
to jump the others by increasing the

pitch of this mound. At the left is shown
the Ford engine block made of wood
with fruit tins as "pistons."

St7ENCE

The two garages situated across the street from each other resort to
foul means of getting trade. In the above illustration the Ford was
stretched (the illustration was created by making the body of telescoping plates). Each repair shop attached its tow car to the customer.
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The Motopeller
By P. (:.

PETECFNI. OF ROTTERDAM. HOLLAND

HANDLE

IRON WIRE FRAME
TO CARBURETOR

MOTOR
I/ CLUTCH CONE

VALVE

I

BALL
BEARINGS

F ROM TANK

STEEL PIPE

/

BALL BEARINGS

SHAFT

MUSKETOONS TO ATTACH ON
SILENCER
SHOULDER STRAPS

All

ot

,w1

tee necessary ..,,-..tra,monal details fur making
in

.he ahoy.- t ross-scctiona'. diagran-.

,

Dimensions

nzay

;dui pellet air
he varied to

CUT BICYCLE
The above photograph shows a Motopeller

that has actually been built and
gives excellent results. A three f,
pellcr is used in connection
horsepower gasoline engine.

GASOLINE TANK

FRAME HERE
?4A

.vhich
t
ro-

BRACE

a

GAS

TANK

or"

FLANGE
UNIVERSAL JOINT

FLEXIBLE ARMORED

N

is4

h

IGNITION COIL

I§

MUFFLER

GAS CABLE
MOTO PELL ER

EXHAUST

TO SPARK PLUG
Qi

OPTIONAL EXHAUST

OPTIONAL
EXHAUST

AND MUFFLER

Directly above is shown how a
light weight motorcycle

standard

may be used in constructing a Mo
topeller. The frame is cut off as
shown
motor

and
as

used

well as

to support the
the drive shaft

Below the motor are shown optional
methods of placing the exhaust. allowing it to run through a hollow
propeller shaft. alongside the shaft
housing, or to the side of the otor.
The latter is the simplest method
although it throws the gases toward
the operator when skating.

MOTORCYCLE STrIRAL,E
BATTERY
MOTOPELLER

COMPRESSION RELEASE.
SPARK PLUG

CARBURETOR

WASHER

Ceba WING NUT

The Motopeller may be used for skating, or it may be placed on a
small wagon or in a canoe. All these methods are illustrated above.
At the right is shown a close-up of a completed Motopeller.

'444

A

SPARK ADVANCE AND RETARD
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Li; CHAS. 1IEECHER BUNNELL
Illustrations by Author

THE ROMANS through

scientific

knowledge, whipped Europe. In their
amusements this knowledge made their
games interesting and popular.

Archery always attracted attention in
the street or circus for it was genuine
skilL In our illustration one of those

aim with speculums-really a
range f- ',.r and when the pear and arippear simultaneously in the
row h:
each glass the aim is correct.
center,
.cond illustration we show an
In c.

experts

'

my'
t

'

I.tttred

ships

condemned

to

,, to amuse the conquering

tine ship or its crew must

,.1111:11.,t, IL, adversary. Their war speed
is supposed to be relatively high, of

course

it lasts but for that hour and a

quarter-then it relapses into eight or so
knots after that. But most battles are

decided inside an hour and a quarter.

Theorema Ill was an automatic smithy

showing half life sized figures heating and
hammering an iron bar. In operation

water tank I through pipe 2 supplies
water to water wheel 3, which turns hollow shaft 4, having three cams that

actuate tappets connecting to each one of

the three hammer men that work by an
as
interior pulley and counterweightSome
shown by the man at the left.
water from wheel is passed through the
hollow shaft 4 into tank 5 that through
7 in opthe siply.
pipe 6 sum
up to the
water ft:
eration. W '
-'
es out;
.ter
t.
siphon ben,:
7 up,
'1
the counter
At 9
turning
is an Archer
who holds t...

.

'

t

',Inch a man

.1.ned.

Below

Fig. 9 is a two way cut-off valve-one
controlling the water flow, and the other
controlling the compressed air from tank
10, by way of pipe 11. The valve opens
when the shaft turns the man iron -holder
to the fire, letting the compressed air
escape through pipe 11, which blows
the fire.

Aim, the son of a Roman Emperor, became very proficient In all athletics.
found that it
Among other things '
.ult to throw a
must be extremely
r
h it again withvertical object, t'
n.
He became
out leaving one",
Add throw up a
such a juggler, that .
it
in
his mouth.
pear or plum and c
rt with a pear
While exhibiting t'"eight, it came
'
thrown to a
'

'

down again e/.3.

Ulf mouth-but it

-it went down the
d before he could be

not stop ti
windpipe-and h
did

helped.
, extremely popular
Horse racing
for its element of auger. In the chariot
races the reins were fast to the jockey's

belt-and he had to carry a knife ready
to cut the reins. Paintings in Pompeian
house walls show babies racing a Biga
and two horses; also bare back riding.
while the tread -mill tow boats also appeared in aquatic races, for fleet amuseownt.

m

L

ir II'
t

,

iieLV
11111116.1a 117MYTTY,
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EATh
y JOHN MARTEN LEAHY
THIRD

'It

is

Paradise.- murmured Hanipden.

"Yes-it is

SYNOPSIS

the story opens with Captain Li: ingstone,

irn-

pioring the aid of Darwin Frontenac, a famous

scientist who has recently discovered methods of
inducing hibernation in mammals.
The Captain
;cants Frontenac's help in connection with a discovery he made during an exploration trip to the
Antarctic. Before the Captain launches into his
story leading up to the final details concerning the
exact

help

he

wishes,

Frontenac re: -ices

a

fish

which has been frozen several days in a bucket of
warty,

bringing

fish

the

back

to

life.

Several

times in his plea the Captain has mentioned "her,"
aiso it is known that he wishes Frontenar's assist.
Once in connection with his knowledge of the
hibernation of mammals.
The Captain surprises Frontenac by making fur.
-then statement, rclatiic to life in the Antarctic.
The Captain says that certain discoveries that he
made during his trip confirmed his beliefs that at

one time the Antarctic was tropical and peopled
by hninan beings.

The Captain goes on with his story of his trip.
He tells Frontenac how his 'ship started toward
the South, approaching the pole from the oppn
site side of the poIe front the path of Amundsen
and other explorers. At latitude 76', land was
sighted and followed for several days. A channel
opening into the land was followed and the temperature of the water found to be 39' F., although
the air was -28°. Some time later, the water temperature rose to 44°. Landing. one of the party
explored some of the territory and found a carved
column imbedded in the ice. Proceeding furtker,
to latitude 85'. they established a depot, and at
this point birds were seen. From this depot they
start with dog teams inland, the temperature being
22' below zero. Reaching an altitude of 4,200
feet, the temperature is found to have risen to V.
Proceeding onward.
"Hampden

.

.

:at you have discovered-great Lord. her, in the very heart of %is frozen continent."

"And he reached out his hand and wiung

mine. Then they all broke out cheering' and

the other three pressed forward to shake

my hand, and they all said that I had made
the greatest geographical discovery of modern times and that they thanked God that
they had been fortunate enough to be there
with me.
"I am afraid that I became rather foolish
then-yes, I admit it try as I would. I
couldn't keep the tears from my eyes. All
I could do was. curse myself roundly for a
:

silly old femmelette.
"'Look at the dogs!' said Thompson.
'The blamed beggars! I know now why they
sniffed and sniffed and acted so darned mysterious.'
"The dogs were looking and looking, and

;here was a great waving of tails in celebration of our wonderful discovery.
'"Paradise,' I said. 'That is it. Hamp-

den: its name is Paradise-the Gardens of
Paradise.'

"'It certainly looks it,' said Bogardus.
"And it certainly did.
"Perhaps, indeed, the contrast added to its

sunlight

and stared like a man transported to fairy

.

He tittered a cry

land.

.

CHAPTER VIII
(GHAT,' I told Hampden. 'is just
what I have been wondering
myself.'

said Thompson.

'No,

in

is

sees

in some of the greatest paintings of

Turner. And yet it wasn't that, either.
Also, everywhere. the air seemed to be with-

out movement. And the cloud effects! They
were not grand or gorgeous, 'tis true, but

they had a beauty that no painter has ever
yet succeeded in placing on canvas. They
were clouds like those that must float over
fairyland.

"We did not look out upon the scene but
down upon it, rather. I may liken the Gardens of Paradise to the bottom of a huge
bowl, a deep plate would be better, the
lofty, terrible mountains-running away in

now

jagged pitches.

in

broken

swells

and

And down there, probably

two miles from the spot where we stood,

the snow suddenly ended.

There trees grew,
in scattered and ragged patches-looking like
pines, like weary, brooding sentinels. Down

true.'

'It is Paradise,' murmured Hampden.
'Yes. Captain Livingstone, it is Paradise that
you have discovered-great Lord, here in the
very heart of thi.,, frozen continent I'

ticed that there was a strange dreaminess
over everything, so to speak. It wasn't a
haze. I don't know what it was. It reminded me, more than anything else, of
these strange and wonderful effects that one

undulations,

it

isn't. a dream, because I have just pinched
myself and proved that I was never wider
awake in all my life.'
"'It is a dream,' said Wilkie, 'a dream
that

had wondered if it all wasn't only a dream I
"The air was not perfectly clear. At
first sight, it seemed so, but soon one no-

ceived of as a circular one. It was oval,
rather-that is, this part of it over which
our eyes could range. There was no telling.
though, what form it took away over there
in the northeast-we had come out upon the
southwestern edge-or to what distance this
wonderful and mysterious land might extend
in that direction.
"Before us, the ground-the snow, I
should have said-fell away, now in gentle

THE GARDENS OF PARADISE

"'A dream?'

of snow and ice and barren rock, and then
suddenly to step out of that fog curtain and
see this!
No marvel, forsooth, that we

grand depression, however, must not be con-

""

The others were gazing
astonishment and in awe.

loveliness. but I am by no means sure that
:his was so. For days, for weeks, we had
been foiling through an indescribable waste

a great majestic arc, there to the right and
to the left, until they were lost in the distance-forming the sides and the rim. This

.

stepped into the

.

.

Paradise

"There. not fifty feet from the spot where we
stood, ray a head-a severed human head."

the ground sloped, down to great clumps
and masses of trees and down and down
until every swell and hill and plain was a
mass of lovely green. Here and there
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streams were to be glimpsed, and there, off'
to the left, almost hidden amongst the

swelling, rounded hills-a formation characteristic of these Gardens of Paradise-a
lake mirrored back the blue and mauve and
gold of the Antarctic sky.
"And there, far away, in the very midst
of all this green and blue and dreamy,
weird beauty, a great mountain towered aloft

-its flanks for some distance up dark with
trees and jutting rock, and then suddenly
the region of perpetual snow. The summit
of this great peak was lost in the clouds.
The crowning one was of a curious shape,
something like a mushroom, and it shone
with colors so bright (and they seemed to
flicker a little) that we wondered if that
mass and color were not due to volcanic
fires.

"Yes, there they rolled away for mile on

mile,

rolled on for league on league-the

Gardens of Paradise. Altogether, a stranger
and lovelier sight the eye of man has never
gazed upon, nestling,sas they do, in all their

luxuriant and tropical beauty, there in the
very heart of this frozen, desolate, lifeless

Antarctic-in the midst of a land of un-

"There, incased in
the ice . . . plain
and yet as though

seen through a misty glass, the face.

within six or eight
inches of the edge
... lay the body of
A

very

y Dung

woman!"

namable loneliness, desolation and icy horror.

"Yes, and see them!

There they were

plain as plain could be in our powerful
glasses. Look, there were palm -trees!
exclaimed.
"'Palm -trees!' - Thompson

'Captain,' said he, 'do you see any bananas?'

"I told Thompson that we might find
things down there stranger than bananas

and handed him the glasses so that he could
see those palm -trees for himself.
"'I'm not surprised,' said Thompson.
'I'm beyond that now. I wonder, though-'

"He waved a hand towards the Gardens

of Paradise.
" 'Eden,' said he, 'had its serpent. I won-

der if this Paradise has got one, too.'
"'We'll soon learn that,' I told him.
"'What I don't understand,' said Bogardus, 'is how on earth those trees and everything can be. Be!' said Bogardus. 'Reason
tells me that the thing is impossible-absurd.
And yet there they, are! See 'ern!'
"Hampden gave him an odd look.

"'Then so much :;re worse for reason,'

Hampden told him. 'For, after all, what
is there so very strange about it?'
"'Strange?' echoed Bogardus, staring.
. "And I confess that I stared at that myself.

"'Why,' said Bogardus, 'the heat, for one
Here we have warmth and vegeta-

thing.

tion, even palm -trees, and all roundabout. for
hundreds and hundreds of miles, nothing
but snow and ice. Well, bless me, Hanner.

if that isn't strange, then I don't know what
on earth the word strange means.'
"'Oh, the thing is strange all right,' Hampden told him. 'That wasn't just my meaning. What I meant was that there is nothing mysterious about

it.

There

is

the

warmth of Summer Haven; this is on a
grander scale. that is all. Both are simply

due to volcanic fires.'
"'Yes', said Bogardus, 'but how does it
come that this warmth lingers here and

trees are growing? Why doesn't the cold

air keep coming in, the way it does there at
Summer Haven?'
"Hampden smiled a little and pointed up
towards the mountains.

They rise up all

"'There's the reason.
around, a veritable wall-at any rate, as far
as we can see. This wonderful basin is
mountain -locked. Virtually, the only way
the heat can escape is by radiation and
convection.'

"'Photographs? Not those birds. They'll
say that the pictures are fakes.'
"'Oh, cheer up, Trophonius,' smiled
Hampden. 'The world isn't so bad as you'
think it is.'
"'Cheer up? Oh, I'm cheerful l' said
Bogardus. 'I know something of the world,

And you mark my words: Captain
Livingstone is going to have a time of it
when he gets back and begins to tell about
too.

water all around and all the time. Why

right now.'
"And he did. He got out his camera and
photographed us there in the place of discovery and photographed the mountains and
the Gardens of Paradise.
"And then we started down, all eager to
reach the snow -line, to walk on grass and
hear once more the sounds of running water.
"Alas, why can't man see into the future?
Because, I suppose, it wouldn't be the future
if he could. There we were hurrying down
the snow towards the Gardens of Paradise;
but-if we had only known what was going
to happen down there!

snow that must be melting and sending down

isn't the basin filled to the brim? And suppose that the water flowed out; what them?
It would be frozen as fast as it flowed, and
keep piling up and up.'

" 'It would,' said Hampden, 'but you see
The water flows away to
the sea by some underground channel, that
is all.'

"'How simple and beautiful exclaimed
'And how warm it must get
going through these rocks! And tell me
Bogardus.

something: how is Captain Livingstone going

to make the world believe this? I've got a
good big enlarged tintype of them whooping

and hollering when he begins to tell them
about those palm -trees that he discovered
far inside the Antarctic circle.'
"'Won't we be there,' demanded Thompson, `to back him up if any of those gents
wafts skeptical?'
cried, "She

nothing else will.'

"'How beautiful and simple!' exclaimed
Bogardus. 'I thought of those mountains
forming a wall all around; but all the same
it strikes me as a mighty queer thing, let
me tell you. And here's something else:
"'Look at those streams, look at all this

that it doesn't.

"God in Heaven," Hampden
isn't dead."

"'There are the cameras,' put in Hamp'Photographs will convince them if

den.

5` 'Pooh!' said Bogardus. 'They'll say that
we all got moonstruck or something or were
all lunatics to begin with.'

these things.'
"'There are the cameras,' said Hampden.
'Photographs will convince the last Doubting

Thomas of them all. And so we'll begin

CHAPTER IX
THE HORROR IN THE PALM -TREES

"I scarcely know how to tell it-this horror and mystery that awaited us. Certainly
I have no desire to minimize any part of it.
if for no other reason because you should
know truly what awaits any man who makes
his way into the Gardens of Paradise.
(Cnfititrurd on page 8221
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New U. S. to Italy Cable
The latest crtgoleering feat of the Western Union Telegraph C Jrnpany is
the per.
fection of a clew submarine table whir h works
at a sp,-ed approximating radio.
The new cable connects New York with Italy and Spain
via
the
Afores.
The
fact that secrecy and extremely high speed
transini,,on can be combined in
this cable gives it some advantace o,ar radio. The cable is specially
constructed
is shown in the lower left hand corner of this page.
use of the permalluv
tape permits the transmission of messages at a rate ofThe
fifteen hundred letters a
minute. This tape increases the
electrical inductance of the copper wire with a
consequent increase in

lite capacity of the wire to carry

messages.

The illustration in the upper left corner shows the method of laying the deep
sea cable.
section diagram above shows bow the cable follows the contour of the ocean bed. The ere... -

MO.

OW

000

VIP'.

TRANSMITTING TAPE. - NEW PROCESS

CENTRAL
COPPER CORE

FLEXIBLE.
COPPER TAPE.

RECEIVING TAPE. - NEW PROCESS

PERMALLOY

RECEIVING TAPE - OLD PROCESS

TAPE

photograph directly above
shows the buoys which automaticThe

The sections of tape shown above enables speedy transmission
which is readable. The old style tape shows its isieffsciency.

ally hold the end of the cable in
case of a break.

GUTTA-PERCHA
INSULATION

SPIRAL JUTE
WRAPPING

STEEL WIRE
ARMOR

TARRED
NEMP
CORDS

Above:

Splicing a section of the trams -A tlextu

cable.

workman is putting on the steel armor layer.

The

APIPLIFIER

GROUND

Above: Transmitting and receiving
apparatus.
showing how six messages are cared for simultaneously.
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L\

Meteoric

showers

EARTH

MOVES ON

By DONALD H. MENZEL, Ph.D.

ITS ORBIT

20 MILES PER e

On July 6th at 4:20 P. M. a number of persons
411

'Al

who were watching a ball game at Greeley, Colo.,

SECOND

were startled by hearing four terrific explosions

by a series of minor ones like the
Grayish blue smoke
appeared
and then a number of meteors
puffs
crashed to earth. The event is of great
scientific importance. for it was one of

followed

a

crackling of machine guns.

the rare instances where the fall was

actually witnessed. The first meteor
weighing fifteen pounds hit the road
bed in front of a church. and other

As the earth speeds along at
the rate of twenty miles a second, it often rushes into particles of rock and metal flying
free in space. The friction of

fragmen:s were scattered far and wide
over an area of ten miles. The largest
weighed fifty-four pounds and the total
weight of all the fragments recovered was eighty two and a
In appearance
half pounds.
they resemble brownish granite,
known geologically as Chryso-

through the
passing
earth's atmosphere and their
impact heats them to Incas
descence making the smaller
particles appear as "shooting

their

lite.

stars.- Such large rocks
illustrated in the photo
almost

as

are

unknown.

It

The topsy turvy house as it appears
to the spectator is illustrated below.
Everyone seems to be !caning to a
side and a ball rolls uphill and
then down again. There are no
magnets or mirrors aiding the illu-

Topsy Turvy House

sion.
ti

If the page of this magazine is

:

turned :o an ari,!le of 45 degrees.

it will be seer that the men arc
standing in an upright position.
the ball raw,: down hill.

whole house is con
strutted on an angle. a,
illustrated in the diagran

at the right.
produced

.s

The effe,

startlir,
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1/DOOM-ES
PER HOUR

sONlE of the wonders which we may expect from
science are pictured on this page. Most of them
are the ideas of I. B. S. Haldane, .1 the University of Cambridge. One of the first advance,
which we may expect is the perfection of cold light.
When that time comes, we may expect cities to be
light continuously for illumination will be produced

very cheaply.
Radio vision is almost with us now.
COLD LIGHT c15% EFFICIENT

along this line

AERIAL FREIGHTER

The work

is fairly well known to readers of
SCIENCE AND I NVEN'TION. Ilowever, the future will
find it developed to per fediim.

There is much talk at the present concerning the
effect of radio on weather conditions. Our descendants will no doubt control perfectly the atmospheric
conditions with the aid of a few simple radio sets
delivering power into the air.
And as for power, in the Nure it will all be developed through the agency of an atomic motor. .1 verx
small amount of space will be required for the greatest of powers
--and it will be under perfect
ci intro!.

Our sons

will see wonder lid

aerial developments.

RADIO VISION

be

rWINDMILLS AND LIQUID

HYDROGEN STORAGE VATS

Another source of power will

huge windmills condensing
hydrogen to a liquid form and
storing it in vats.

:,1044

Our food will be a chemical
substance in the form of pellets.
German professors have already
aseertafiwil
--1".4
AN,

that

acid

sodium

phosphate increases the endurance
of man's muscular power sonic
seventeen per cent.
Glass will find greater and
greater use in architecture, and
buildings will become constantly
larger. Interplanetary communi-

cation will be a constant accomplishment

i

performed possibly
with the aid of huge lighted areas
of the oceans or large deserts.

11v offril

ACID SODIUM PHOSPHATE AS

A BEVERAGE

FOODSTUFFS MADE OF 0011/11AL

AND ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN
Ir

RADIO POWER STATION
DISPERSING RAIN CLOUDS
INTERPLANETARY COMM, qICATION
f3Y ILLUMINATED OCEAN !
(WAYS
THE USE OF GLASS r:
IN ARCHITECTURE

!!!!!7:--_

DRIVE SHAFT
ATOMIC. MOTOR

7115

S, ;rm.(' (111(1 I irTntion (fir 1)t.et mber. 192-1

SayacToper 1ParK
and playgrounds
Much greater utility could be obtained in our public parks
if the idea shown in this illustration were followed out. The park is covered
with
decks
running
around
inside, thus
with a huge superstructure of glass
it is usable in winter and
Quadrupling the space available. Being enclosed,
summer. The illustration gives our artist's idea of such a park installed behind
the New York Public Library, Sixth Avenue and Forty-second Street.
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OPEN AIR ROOF.
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MOVABLE

PART OF

TnE GLASS ROOF

t

-
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CHILDREN'S
PLAY ROUND

ELECTR..

TOR.

REFVOCif-
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4ENERAztoR.

THE

SNOW 1,t4
PURPOSE
FOR COLIAG-T1146
COOLtMG
FOR
CELLAR U5E0
LOWER TO BE 1,14 TM SUMMER

WINTER
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"Dr. Hackensaw picked up an object with interest-it was a

small vase decorated with hieroglyphics which, however, conveyed no meaning to the Doctor."

octor Hackensaw's secrets
Ely CLEMENT FEZANDUE
NO.

3.5.

THE SECRET OF THE EXTINCT
1141CROIIE

( A erliOlt.s N orE.-/-1 istory has presert,ed
for Its some account of the horrible plagues
that in former times occasionally overspread
the earth. Even in recent times epidemics of
cholera, infantile paralysis, etc., have 7ritited
us. and there is no telling when a more violent attack than any yet known may make
its appearance. The one enemy that existsthe most dangerous to mankind-is the microbe, and unless we mobilize properly for

the combat, these microscopic creatures may

sweep mankind from the planet. Luckily,
scientists recognise the danger. The Lister
Institute of London has now some fifteen
hundred species of microbes under cultiva-

tion, and adds anew species to its list almost
every day. They make a study not only of
the disease germs, but also of the microbes
beneficial to humanity-those without whose
aid human life would be impossible on the
earth, for microbes are at one and the same
time our worst enemies and our best
f riends! )

must coolant thousands of oilknov,n species,
I mean to bag some of them. Moreover, 1 have been offered a bargain in some
very ancient Eg titian mummies, hence I
have decided to star -t to -morrow for the
and

pyramids in my aeroplane. 'The Hoochie
If you are ready in time you can go with
me.

"Doctor," said Pep, "I saw in the paper
last week that a fly in a dining -room was

more dangerous than a Bengal tiger I"

"Well?"

"Well, I bet that if the man that wrote
it was given his choice of two dining -rooms,
one with a live tiger in it and the other one

with ten thousand or more flies, I know
which room he'd choose, and he wouldn't

hesitate much either!"
Doctor Hackensaw laughed again. "You're
right in one way, Pep," said he, "and yet a
dangerous microbe is capable of doing far
more damage than any tiger. This English

CHAPTER I

46

EP," said Doctor Hackensaw, "Do

you want to come for another
short trip to Africa with me?"
"Shure I do, Pop," replied Pep

Perkins, with alacrity, for she was always
ready

for a trip anywhere, at any time.

"But what's up now? Are you going on a
hunt?"

"Yes, Pep. A hunt for animals more
dangerous than lions and tigers-I'm going
on a microbe hunt I"
"Jerusalem!" cried Pep, surprised. "Can't

you find any microbes here in New York?
I 'read somewhere that every dollar bill was
covered with billions of them. Can't you
get a dollar bill without going to Africa
for it ?"
Doctor Hackensaw laughed. "To tell you
the truth, Pep," said he, "I'm jealous. I
have, as you know, a fine collection of
microbes in my bacteriological laboratorymore than a thousand species. But there's
a society in England that's got more species
than I have. Now I am sure that the Orient

"Eureka!" cried Dr.

Hackensaw, "I have
found

a

prehistoric

mic robe."

society that I have been speaking of sends
specimen microbes to other investigators for
study, but some species are so dangerous
they cannot allow them to leave their hands.
For example, the bacillus tularense was so
virulent that no ordinary bacteriologist could
be trusted to handle it. In fact, its culture
was discontinued, though the disease it causes

-a sort of blood-poisoning-is seldom fatal
to man."

"Pop," said Pep, "Didn't you once tell me
that if a needle were dipped into the blood
of a diseased tissue, it would hold on its
point millions of microbes of different
species ?"

"I did."

"Then how in the world can you separate
theft and pick out the one microbe you want
out of the bunch. Suppose there are a thousand different species and a thousand germs
of each kind-how can you possibly fish out
the one you want?"
Doctor Hackensaw smiled. "The problem
was by no means an easy one to solve," he
explained.

"It was a far more difficult task

than the one set to the princesses in the old
fairy tales. If you remember, the. wicked
step -mother spills on the ground a bushel of

millet and rape seed well mixed together,

and requires the princess to separate them.

The young lady always succeeds, but she has
Even the ants
would be powerless to help the bacteriologist,

to get the help of the ants.

for a microbe is infinitely smaller than

a

rape seed."
"But how does he manage?" persisted Pep.

"Well, a modern business man would find

no difficulty in separating rape from millet

seeds. He would either use sieves, or a blast

of air to blow the lighter grain away from
the heavier one, or centrifugal power, or

something similar. But the biologist has no
such resource. He holds gas the point of his

needle some millions of invisible germs of

different species, and he is required to separate from the invisible cluster one single

microbe-let us say the germ of malariafrom whiclk he wishes to obtain a pure

culture."
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rheumatic disease of the joints, existed then
as did also some infectious diseases of the
teeth and tubercular disease of the spine I
wish some of the old-time bacteria had survived. so I could compare them with' the
modern ones. -It is no easy job to examine
the hard and brittle mummified tissues and
organs
but the late Sir Marc Armand Ruf..
ter proved, by the microscope, that bacteria
existed in ancient times and that the old
Egyptians were subject to kidney disease.

"The job seems hopeless r' remarked Pep.
"Yes, and yet in reality it is very simple
when you know how to set about it. The
bacteriologist has but to take a entantity of
'distilled water, heat it to make sure that

every germ it contains is killed, and then
with proper precautions introduce his drop
of blood. He now shakes the task until the

microbes in the drop of blood arc well scattered through the liquid. Each drop of the
water will now contain only about a million
microbes. He then takes on a clean needle
a single drop of this water and introduces
it into another flask of distilled water. Alter

All the evidence goes to show that pneumonia, plague, malaria and possibly even
small -pox existed three thousand or more
years ago."

sl"king the flask, each drop of water will

The mummies had been removed from
their wrappings and were stretched on a

110X contain, let us say, only one thousand
germs. By continuing the process, a point
is

table in the center of the room. Several of
the tissues had been cut off and were soak-

at last reached when only one drop of

water in a hundred contains any germ at all,
and then usually only a single microbe. occa-

ing in a solution to soften them for exam-

ination.

sionally two or three that cling together.
The biologist's task

lays out a large

paper, and in stet

'

;

almost over. He
.4 sterilized blotting
sir he lets the water
by drop, each drop

fall on the paper, tit
some distance from :t s neighbors. What
happens? The drops that contain no microbes remain unchanged. Those that contain only one microbe will grow and form a

pure culture of that species. In those drops
that contain two or three microbes, the culture will be impure and must be discarded.

-itit

ing out his culture of pure malarial germs
from the others on the paper."

"Say, that's great !" cried Pep. "and yet
so simple after all! Well. I'll "go and get
ready. Shall I take any money along-a
lot of money?"
"Yes." said Doctor Hackensaw. "In fact.
judging from past experience. I would advise you to take more than that !"

CHAPTER II
"Well, Pep, what do you think of the

Land of Egypt?" asked Doctor Hackensaw.
some days later, as he surveyed the pyramids from his biological laboratory, for his

assistants had hired a house for him in
Cairo, and he found the establishment in

Doctor Hackensaw picked up the object

43f
"If you
jug.

This, of course, is only a broad outline of

the process followed, but you will understand
that the experimenter has no trouble in pick-

"By the way, doctor," exclaimed the young
assistant, "we found a strange thing wrapped
up with one of the mummies: a small highly
decorated earthenware jar, but hermetically
sealed. Here it is. What do you suppose
it can contain?"

.

a bsaket of figs and I a water
pack some of our paraphernalia therein:.

full swing when he arrived with Pep in his
aeroplane.

"Gee, it's fierce r replied Pep. "There's
not a single handsome young fellow at the
hotel-not even a homely single young man
-they're all married! I hope you'll finish
your microbe hunt soon so we can get home
again."
"My assistants here have found a number
of new species already. But come and look
at my mummies. The guide assures me that
some of those I hare just bought are among
the oldest ever found here. I have just be. examining them and I have seen evident
that people five thousand years air suffered
from many of the same diseases wt '

.. now,

for their bones and tissues still s'
of the disease. Chronic arthritis.

.h is a

traces

with interest. It was a small vase and was
decorated with taste.
It moreover bore
some hieroglyphics, which, however, conveyed no meaning to the doctor.

"I have read, Pep," said he, "that seeds
found in Egyptian mummies were so well
preserved that they have germinated after
several thousand years. I never put any
faith in the stories, though there is no
inherent reason why the thing should be im-

For a microbe to retain its life
so long, however, would seem an impossibility, fur even in the spore stage few
possible.

microbes retain their vitality long-I wonder what we shall find in here. Some-

thing interesting, no doubt."
"Vs
don't you open it and see?" asked
Pep, p
tically.
"1
';,od idea," assented the doctor.
-

,A precaution he dug out the

,stance that closed the month of
the boo;' and disclosed a dried up human

heart.

(Continued on page 808)

"The Doctor paused-there was a great shouting outside-a mob of Arabs was storming the windows and clamoring for vengeance."
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The picture above illustrates the comparative sizes of Jupiter's satellites, and the Earth.
Moon, Mercury and Mars. Jupiter itself is about eleven times the diameter of the
earth. Its moons arc airless bodies and probably could not support life. It is interesting
to learn that the satellites are about as large as the smaller planets, two of them in
fact surpassing Mercury in size.

In the course of the revolution of the satel:ites of Jupiter around their planet, they occasionally enter its shadow and suffer eclipse.

The photograph below was taken as one of

the moons of Jupiter was about

to enter

Successsive pictures were taken of
the planet. indicated by the big dark smudges
eclipse.

Reading from right to left one will
see that at first all four satellites are visible,
and then the center one of the three moons
disappears as it enters eclipse. Notice the
gradual fading before it becomes completely
below.

invisible.

MOON BEING ECLIPSED

.......... .

........

Four of Jupiter's nine satellites are large enough to be seen in a field glass.
-Charles T. Howard, Ph.D.

New Inventions Not On the Market
A partition in
the center

of

and holes

in

the salt shaker

the shoulder

the device
produce a salt
of

or pepper

II/
The

shaker and

An

electric

iron

illustrated
especially

adapted to conduit pull-

tising space on
the top.

resting on its own
supports is shown

device

above is

provides adver-

ing and grips the pipe
firmly.

above_

As

the handle

of

the electric

iron

is

grasped, the supporting legs automatically

collapse out of the way, and the iron

is

ready for use. The alarm watch shown
below gently taps the wrist of the wearer,
thus awakening him or notifying him of
an appointment which must be kept. The
remarkable feature is that it disturbs no

The device illustrated

above serves as a rest for

one but the wearer.

sil-

verware, and when the bracket
is turned aside, it forms an ash
tray.

/ The

handy -grip

baking

pan illustrated above has

special slot provided
in its sides into which
detachable handles are
a

pushed so that the pan
may be removed from
the hot oven with ease.

Bad roads will not stop

you from using your car
if equipped with the nonslip attachment illustrated
above.
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CTeal Cion AHodenn Scfience
By SHEBA HART;REAVES

9,s.
Even

the earliest

recorded

history indicates that primitive peoples had crude ideas
of sanitation, and they practiced cremation during pestilences and

after battles.

But cremation was just tie

lesser of two evils. The an-

cient funeral pyre was oat
only extremely unsanitary,
but was abhorrent to the
There are vag-ae
senses.
ideas current as to tie

method by which cremation
is effected today, and mu -:11

of the prejudices against incineration arises because of
this mistaken assertion that
cremation still clings to its
ancient form. Nothing corld
be farther from the truth.
It is a tcience.

The above photo shows casket chamber in modern E.
Moore retort. This measures three feet by two feet
eight inches, by nine feet. The walls and roof are
of fire brick, and the floor of especially prepared fire
EMi

The combustion chamber underneath is equipped
with two oil burners, and the hot gases enter through I
an aperture in the side walls, travel past the casket
and thence up the smoke stacks. The diagram below
explains the action. A grooved channel in the sloping
tile.

oww-

w MOVABLE
SHUTTERS
CAST IRON

DOME

...IRON WIRE
'METALlIC
PLATE

The cremation movement proper
was ushered in during the latter
part of the nineteenth century.

The modern type of crematoria
was devised by Prof. Brunetti
of the Univeraty. of Padua, who
exhibited a model of his apparatus in Vienna in 1873. Cremation societies sprang up at
once both in America and in
Europe. This type of apparatus is illustrated at the left.
The crematory Was used in the

floor

Q:21111)

-

DOOR

CASKET

OIL

SAES
.0

open air, and is known as the

'REFRACTING

BRICK

separate coffin metal from the ashes.

direct fire type. Incineration
was complete in four hours.

10 TO IS%
COMPRISES
ALL THE
ELEMENTS
Or EARTH MB

AIR, LIME

PREDOMINATING

The photo above shows the ornate chapel in the
Moore crematory. Cremation is accomplished in
this modern retort in one hour. It cannot be said

that the human organism is burned in any retort.
The organism is 85 to 90 per cent. water, and the
remaining 10 to 15 per cent. comprises the element of earth and air with calcium predominating.

The process of dissolution is always by combustion of gases, whether this
be brought about in a short hour by heat, or slowly by the processes of
cecay underground, or worse yet by the arrested decomposition occurring
is the mausoleum crypt. The photo at the left shows the works of a
modern crematory. The apparatus is so noiseless in operation that the
phones in the back may be used at any time. C indicates the oil con -

Ring valve, and A the oil pipe, while J is the main oil supply line.,
.4

41........,
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Mars A Seen

R924

By CHARLES T. DAHAMA, Ph.D.

Some Interesting Features
and Conjectures as to the
Ruddy Planet Made at
Its Last Opposition.
THE accompanying drawings of Mars
were made by Professor Dahama with
a twenty -inch telescope, one of the larg-

in the United States, and represent very
vets the appearance of the planet Mars dur;t.cr its last opposition on August 22. The
r.c.,lar cap is clearly shown as well as the
(lark markings whose nature has been in dispute. In drawing on right below the markings known as the Lake of the Sun is very
prominent, showing two of the important
:-st

canals.

Why this feature of the planet is
often called "The eye of Mars" is evident

from the drawing.
At the left is shown a map of Lake Bonneville. Some water still remains on Mars as
'11e presence of the polar caps proves. If the
:.:ark gray -green areas are dried-up oceans, as
generally conceded by astronomers, it is pos-

sible that the planet gradually absorbed its
ater, even as the Earth did its once great

Lake Bonneville, leaving only the final rem-

nant, the Great Salt Lake, and the aban.!..ned river deltas shown on the map.

The map of Lake Bonneville at the left
its deltas built during the glacial period.

s

I WO pictures on the opposite page show in

vivid manner some very interesting deduc-

t .ms by Mr. George A. Burger of Denver,
do., as to the problem of Mars. As ex-

'.tined in the captions accompanying the upr picture or map of Mars, the 'present condi.n of this almost water -less planet is very
plausible, due to the gradual absorption of the
water from the surface of the planet. This
!caves dried up river valleys and lake basins,
as outlined and explained in the accompanying page. This logical theory becomes doubly
Interesting when we look at the lower map of
tur future earth, as outlined by Mi-. Burger.
The present continents are shown in dotted
'Inc, while the dark areas represent the dry sea
beds. The dark spots in the sea beds are the
:

:

!

drain sumps or points of lowest elevation,
here the last of the ocean waters will sink
Iwo our planet. By looking at the continents

ti the present time and of the future, accord-

ing to this hypothesis of Mr. Burger's, the
.narked advance of the shore lines will be
readily seen, which also shows how the
lengths of our rivers will be increased.
Referring once more to the lower map on
!he opposite page showing the earth at present
and in the future, the dry sea -beds of our
Hariet will equal about three -eighths -of the

planet surface. and then will show dark on
acc,unt ,,f the black organic soil there.
_

irC

.

.

The two illustrations above show the
surface of Mars and tae famous

Sea of the Sun. sometimes ',ailed
the "Eye

of

Mars."
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gests that the "canals" are merely river valleys whose black soil makes them prominent

against the arid red soil of the rest of the

own iertiie J1: put in contrast ta

planet, even as
valley would

treat
'
-..arets
ger '
river deltas. The conclusio:
redil.
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ed and has an important rela.
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tion of habitability of the planet.

Our Ea fa May Dry Up

The presence of ort:iii

c-i proves that

vegetation has existed (.11 'lc
recent geological :Imes t ile: a

mud and fertile

-

.

;

would 11.:
:Iie red so:I

within
I black
\
.hed
i

Just as
i,
hack
I country near the pett- he once
ri:led forest in Arizona now only exhibits
:

barren sand. It is possible that some of the
lower forms of life, fungus, lichens, etc.,.
still live there but any animal life which ex-

isted while Mars was in its prime has probably vanished.

If Mars .absorbs its oceans, is it not possible that the Earth, when it cools still more,

will do the same? The above shows thr ton figurations of our Earth when it reach: - :he
stage where Mars is it i The aban-I

- the small black
deltas - the dried itt-i
:Ile empty seas, drain
holes in the midst
sumps, where the last vestige of water will
disappear from the surface of the earth.
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The Month's New Devices

Ft, waxing floors
abos r

the housewife will find the
illustrated mechanical surfacer extremely

At last

a little atten
tion has been given
the dressing difficulties

At the right above is given a new double,
tryinq pan which enables the housewife to cook
two different foods at the same time.
handy.

of the male. Note the chair above. The
back forms a coat hanger, a collar drawer
slides out from beneath the seat, and a foot
rest is incorporated.

The

automobile

radiator shown in
the illustration at
the right promises
to

increase

the

efficiency of truck
ing.
Instead of
taking a truck out
of service on account of a broken
or smashed radiator. it will only
be

necessary

to

haul out the old
rn o n key

wrench

and install a new
for t h e
broken one, which
section
is

a matter of

a

few moments only
with
this
new

The vest pocket microscope illustrated above will at
once find its way to the heart of the traveling scientist or physician. It has sufficient magnifying power
for all ordinary field work. It has already been
adopted by a number of college professors.

device.

The addition at the small wire clips shown
in the sketch below to baby's crib, will
keep him from throwing the covers off (hiring the night.
-Mrs. C. M. Worthley.

In purchasing silk hosiery over
the counter, the lady shopper
need no longer worry as to
whether she is getting perfect
quality. The stocking is placed
on

the

stand

shown

above.

which has a light within.

For reproduction of phonograph records, either

for attachment to a radio transmitter or for
increasing its

volume, the little device pictured above manufactured by an English con-

cern. will find a hearty reception among the
amateur engineers.

The device attaches di-

rectly to the phonograph. We its own reproducing arrangement and tone arm and binding
posts for the attachment of the wires. It gives
very clear and even reproduction.

can opener iuustraten above cuts the top as close to The latest in vacuum cleaners appears in the
the rim as possible, allowing the contents to fall out in sketch to the left. The system involved is
one chunk without being broken. It is extremely simple. practically the same as that employed in the
larger machines. It is much easier to carry.
consisting of a steel wheel fixed to a wire handle.
FOR MANUFACTURERS' NAMES AND ADDRESSES ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH QUERY
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The

eKa W' I1 DSOTencznce
By H. WINFIELD SECOR
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In a recent speech made before the Franklin Institute,
Major General C. 0. Wil-

...-......... 7 .....
a.'
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: :- - -

liams, U. S. A., described
some of the developments

!

N;" V.:

OLD

which have been made and
will be made in the world's

At
i
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fighting equipment. Immediately below is shown the new
coast defense gun recently
adopted by Army officials,

A

.:,,1

which fires a sixteen hun-

.,AN ?(,;, ,E,C" . 41..l.

dred pound shell and has a
range of

ousERvp..TioN

The over-all range of the artillery

miles.

bor a few of these guns
could easily give protection
as shown in Fig. 8.

countries has increased by an
average of 25 per cent. since the
all
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graphically illustrated the newest anti aircraft gun with a vertical range of
25,200 feet. This gives protection from bombing planes and to some extent from
observers. When the bomber rises above 10,000 feet, his work ceases to be effective.
At the horizontal setting, this gun has a range of almost ten miles. At 5, is shown
the latest development in howitzers for use in close demolition. It fires an 8 inch
projectile and uses a new powder, which is both smokeless and flashless. It burns
with a dull blue glow.
At 2
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Aerial bombing has thoroughly established itself for siege tactics.
The latest developments along this line are given in illustration

An aerial bomb six times more destructive than any used
during the World War, is one of the greatest advances along
this line. At the left in Fig. 7 is shown a photograph of shell
for new gun pictured in the photograph at 3. At 8 the map
6.

AO,

shows clearly how the long range guns would give ample protection against an enemy fleet for New York City.
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Old Ptolemy's Planetary Idea

With the spires and towers of Munich's skyline as a background all the planets, the constellations, the sun and the moon
travel through the huge blue dome representing the heavens in the great Ptolemaic planetarium at the Munich Museum.

The Copernican theory of the movement of the heavenly bodies is shown with the sun in the center of the planetary system
through another planetarium of the Museum. As a result of its size and careful engineering its movements are almost perfect.

TriE worthy ancients who studied at the feet of Ptolemy, had an
explanation of the movement of the heavenly bodies that was interesting if not correct. They considered the earth the center of the
universe around which all the bodies traveled. In order to show clearly their conception, the Munich Museum has erected a huge planetarium working according to their theory. From projectors on a pedestal, beams of light representing the moon, planets and constellations
travel around a 27 -foot hemisphere which represents the heavens.
The projectors are all connected mechanically and a small electric
motor revolves them through timing gears. Nearby, there is a more
elaborate planetarium of the Copernican system-the correct system

as conceived today-with the planets revolving around the sun and
the constellations painted on the wall. Also, the satellites of each
planet are shown. A system of gears back of the ceiling above the

thirty-foot housing of the apparatus drives the planets around the sun.
Each planet is equipped with a cycle regulator, electrically operated,
which corrects its motion every five seconds so it is impossible for
discrepancies to appear. In the Ptolemaic planetarium the heavens
perform a day's circuit in four minutes. In the Copernican apparatus
the earth completes a year's revolution around the sun in ten minutes.
Also students may hasten the movements of the astronomical bodies.
The observer can 'rotate in a box with and just under the earth.
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Earth Fault

Fire Prevention

i.Ii
luriator

1,4
UM

/4/ 250 YEARS AT
SAME SPEED If/NE
SHAFT WILL BE
CLOSED

In driving down a mine shaft in the West some years ago it was necessary to pass
through the top layer of rock into a stratum running the opposite way. That the top
of the mountain is actually sliding down may be seen in the section view above, which
-F. Rattak.
shows the displacement in the shaft in ten years' time.

By housing the moving picture projectors and the spotlights of a theatre in a metal
booth which is insulated from the building walls and fitting it with metal shutters
where celluloid film takes fire
which are closed when
practically all danger of fires starting from film are eliminated.

-B. A. Cawthon, Rep. 1864.

Ellectron Acti

The Human Nose
The drawing on the
left shows the appa-

The upper portion shows a

ratus of smell in the
body.

human

piece

The

which

is

fusible
solves

sul-

tion.

easily difin
gaseous
This dis-

in a fluid

of

phur in gigantic magnifica-

carnation gives forth
an odorous substance

f o r m.

"IP

se-

by
creted
certain
cells in the olfac-

epithelium
part

tory

in

upper

the

of

the nasal cavity. The
nerves

lated

are
stimuby this solu-

Here

lation causes a transmission of the imto

pulse

the

brain.

A stimulation of different

nerve

produces

a

endings

different

sense of smell. Thus
a

we

see

the

stream of electrons
leaving
are
which
the material below
through
flying
and
the air, toward the
to
element
other
which they are traveling.

tion and their stimu-

in-

pungent smell

volves the stimulation
of

nerves

mon

of

sensibility,

comas

for instance, the fifth
nerve

and

stimulation
olfactory

also

of

a

the

nerve.

An attempt to show
in picture form the
action of electricity
and the travels of
electrons.
By rubbing a piece of sulphur with wool, the
electrons are started
into motion.

This
sents

atoms

lower material repreThe
woolen cloth.
of it
ace given

in gigantic magnification.
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Actual Bullets are Fired Into It-and the Lady Lives!

front and back stands while the magician fires several re,.
bullets right into the cabinet. They go through because th
holes are made in the back showing their complete passag
1Y,
1111=1111111111111111111111111111111

Above

shown placing

the paper cover supported by a steel

frame on the front of the cabinet.
Below is shown the false screw which
the assistant turns to release the steel

doors which protect her from the bullets.

At the left is shown the construc

tion of the safety doors which stop

bullets. When the assistant
emerges, she pushes the doors in
place, and picks up and conceals
the

the bullets from the audience.
carefully

counts the

She

number of

shots and throws an equal number
of bullets already fired through the
C,i924 81.1

holes punched with her finger in the
paper back.

E,CENCE

Inv!,7104.

-Prof. Joseph Dunninger.

Wheir Snngfing Sic rics

When the opera singer trills a beautiful aria, the silver notes which float out and fill the
auditorium so beautifully, come from a number of different locations. The small sketch at
the right show the position at which the resonance of the respective notes originated. The
piano keyboard marks off the various scales of ranges covered by the different parts. Nature
determines what part a singer shall take.
-Kosmos.

4110410ftwin

Nco7A.._11°

Duffer

The small device shown above of French
origin promises to

be one of

the greatest

helps to milady in keeping her nails beautiThe small motor in the base turns
ful.
the buffing wheel.
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4:1)

LARGE LAG
SCREW

BELT TO REAR
WHEEL

OLD INNER
TUBES CUT UP
AND SPLICED

-z

SINGLE
WIRE
TRACK

BOTTOM

The toy shown above runs in a per ectly straight line and stands by itself
in spite of the fact that it has only two wheels. The secret of its equilibrium
as well as its motive power is the small gyroscope incorporated in it. Its
inventor is H. Hebrard.

Cut a hole in the ice, insert and prop a pole and let the pond freeze solid.
Now mount a large wagon wheel on top of it and with the aid of a lag
screw a swinging contraption that will net much fun can be made. It is illus-Dale R. Van Horn.
trated above.

NOME 667 ALKING
NIOVRE5"

'MICK YilLM
IDIgVELOPMEHT
SPOOL OF FILM

CL/P FOR PAPER STRIP
ra

SCREEN
MIRROR

r

CLIP TO HOLD ONE END

OF FILM
SOUND BOX

COLLAPSIBLE RUBBER BAG
GATHERED OVER ARM

THE PAPER BEING COMPLETELY REMOVED ANOTHER
CLIP CLOSES THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE BAG

PHONOGRAPH

MOTOR

THE END /5 THEN TURNED

UP TO RECE/VE THE
PROJECTING

LANTERN

DEVELOPING AND AXING
SOLUTION

r-

CUP MOVED SIDEWAYS ----1.- 4';;t31

Above is shown a new invention for a talking motion picture cabinet for the
home. The small projection machine is housed in the bottom of the cabinet.
mirror which
The picture is thrown on the screen above by means of a in
projects it onto the translucent screen. A phonograph, run synchronism
a
genius
named
S. KuchThe
inventor
is
with the projector, is included.
arski of Germany.

This invention which consists of a closed rubber tube and a couple of clips
allows photographic films to be developed in broad daylight. The tube is
rolled over the arm and the film unwound within it, as shown in the above
The develsketch. One end of the film is clipped and the film unrolled.
of the clips to
oping fluid is poured into the tube as shown by slipping one
the side. A patent on the idea was granted to E. J. Sweetland.
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SINCE architects build most of our
houses, the kitchens, a great many
times, are extremely inefficient . for
cooking. A few hints for easing the

work of the cook are given in this
article. The two floor plans at the

bottom will help greatly in explaining some of the points necessary in
efficient construction. At the right is
shown the proper placement of tables
around the sink. Below at the left

we have a very well arranged kitchen with a breakfast nook combined. All tables and sinks should be
approximately thirty-four inches
from the floor for best working conditions.-Mrs. Christine Frederick.

DPVII49

DINING MOM

FIG.1 EFFICIENT GROUPING OF

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

0 Preparing route
0 Clearing away rout.

Twat
RG2 BADLY GROUPED
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

The Earth Lights the Moan
ILLUMINATED BY
EARTH SHINE

001*
ILLUMINATED. BY
SUN SHINE

Astronomers have a habit of belittling the earth. However, here is a point which
may tend to show that the earth is a fairly sizeable body after all. In the photograph at the left is shown a portion of the moon's surface photographed solely with
the light reflected on to that satellite by the earth. The crescent at the left side
is that part visible to the naked eye and which appears as the moon in the quarter.

small insert in the center and the sketch above explains this reflection of
light, enabling this photograph to be taken. At the right above is shown the
same portion of the moon photographed by the sun's light -Photos Courtesy
Harvard Observatory-Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D.
The
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A Wondelrfu:
KinAaeuree

Rzr_wzy

the
The locomotis on
railway

Broome gareen pulling
is s town above Court
into the Tennis
Static n.

.
44

-;

3::4e.

4'
14114

The ten foot br d;e ccnstructed
half
in standard manner in isthisshown
mile private rzilwrin the abov: pl-.tograph.

lOFT.BRIDGE

FI'GH
POOL
STAIION

3 FT CUTTING

ISLAN
k

TUNNEL
MVOS.

-4FT.CUTTING

LONG

YEW

TREE

TATION

-7TAINIS COURT STATION

TURNTABLE
HOUSE

GARAGE

RUNNING SHED

WORkSHOP

P?O 110 200

to twelve
The train is being pulled through
yard tunnel in the railway on the estate of an
fired
with coal.
English peer. The engine is

Two of the locomotives
are shown in the snop
above. Thry are -e li_ms of standard enutes.

:oloA soitch and turn -table usec it_systems
neat or. with this railway
rapSis
is snown in the two photorstation
atcl.e. There are three of trite,.
mile

wits mere than

SCALE OF FEET

j

10

EMBANNMENT

6 FT. CUTTING

idea of the comThe mar gives a clear
cuts,
plete line including notations of
The en tunnels, bridges andofstations.
10;.i
inch
gauge.
'Ines and cars are
Photos. Courtesy Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Balloon Tric

S

By SAM BROWN

ORIGINAL MIRROR
BALLOONS

FIG.

I

The performer snips off the ends of an envelope

SILK

and inserts a rubber balloon lengthwise. He

then cuts the envelope and the balloon ap-

THREAD

parently in half, but the balloon is removed
fully restored. The envelope is prepared by
cutting along line A -B. The scissors are in-

FIG. 2

serted at A, and cut in front of the balloon.

AS5 !STAN T-s

CARD GRIPPED
THROUGH RUBBER

Three balloons, red, green and blue, are placed in a glass
bowl. The audience selects one of them at random, and
at the word of command it expands, topples over the
end of the bowl, and finally bursts. The balloons are
prepared by pouring into each about four teaspoonfuls
of a concentrated solution of tartaric acid. A tissue
paper sack about 2" square is filled with bicarbonate
of soda and placed in the balloon. The balloons are placed
in a bowl and the mouths are fastened with a rubber band.

By care in putting the balloon in the bowl,
the acid and the bicarbonate of soda will
not meet. When one color is named, the
assistant pulls the corresponding string,

jerking the soda into the acid and causing
the gas to be rapidly evolved.

RED

BLUE

NECK LEFT
EXTENDING)

FIG.4
An inflated balloon changes

its color when the hand of
the performer is passed

over the same. This trick
is simply done by placing
one balloon inside of the
other and inflating the inner balloon. A pull on the

neck of the outer balloon

will force the air to the op-

posite side, and the outer

balloon will be pealed off.

FIG 3
A card is selected by any
person in the audience, torn

to pieces, and

a corner is
given to the spectator to
hold. The remaining pieces

are vanished. A balloon is
then selected, burst, and the
chosen card found therein.

The torn piece in the spectator's hands fits the torn
card. Secret. The cards are
all the same, and the corners are torn off from several
of those placed in the balloons, whereas the remaining

ones are used for the selections. When the card is
torn to bits, the performer
substitutes one of the torn
corners for the one handed
to him by the spectator.

POINT

FIG.5

S,S

The performer first gives a short lecture
on the death ray. Then he tells about his

powerful penetrating gaze which can burst
balloons. "Beams of destruction," he calls
them. A colored balloon is selected. The
performer looks at it and it bursts. The
secret is simple. An assistant pulls the
string and the small wire hook bursts the
balloon.

THREAD
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The first

illustration

shows how the cards
should be held in the

left hand. Do not hold
edges of deck straight
up and down, but
slant them, so that
ach card protrudes a
bit.

ore Gambler's
Tricks Exposed
By MARK MELLEN
The Man Who Fooled P. T. Barnum

MANY of the most expert card sharps do not use

marked cards or cards which have the edges shaved,

known as "shapes," but depend entirely on the manipulation of the cards.
The most expert card sharps depend on Second Dealing,
Palming, and Bottom Dealing. On this page we will show
the three movements used in Second Dealing.

The next illustra-

This manipulation requires years of practice before it
can be safely and successfully practiced. But once a man
can do the work he is able to more than hold his own in
any card game. It gives him advantages that cannot be

card drawn back
by the left thumb

to deal the second card, instead of the top card which is
supposed to be dealt. In this work, marked cards are often

tion shows the top

overestimated. As the name implies, "Second -Dealing" means

while the second

used, but they are different from the cards marked by means
of shades, lines and erasures. They are identified by the
sharp making little indentations in them with a thumb tack
which is attached to his thumb with a piece of court plaster.
The position of the indentation indicates the value of the
card. If the sharp finds on the top of the deck, a card that
will strengthen his hand-or his confederates'-he does not
deal it off to some other player, but deals seconds until the
deal reaches him, or his partner, when the desired card is
dealt off in the regular manner. In this way desired cards
are retained on top of the deck until the sharp can use them

card is grasped be-

tween the thumb
and index finger
of the right hand.

The third illustration shows the top
card shoved back

into its original
position
second c a r d is

as the

withdrawn. To the
right we show
movement used in
stacking and lo-

to advantage.

The cards being marked by an indentation on the face
of the cards as they come to the sharp in the course of
play are eventually all marked with little humps on the
back of the cards which the sharp identifies by the sense
of touch and thereby avoids the suspicion which might be

cating a card.

drawn to him if he stared constantly at the back of the card
looking for ink marks. Whenever a player notices little
bumps or humps on the back of a card, he will do well to
call for a new deck.

In playing three card
monte, the ace of
spades is a special

card with a 3 in one

corner instead of an A.

First the cards are

shown spread wide
open

and

then

re-

versed and spr e a d

only a trifle, thus concealing the trick. This
makes

it

impossible

for the player to win.
The illustration below

shows the second

movement in bottom
palming. The corner
of the under cards are
gripped with the left
little finger at the first
joint. Then swing upper portion of deck
out

against

left

thumb.

When a card is located, the

lower side of the deck is
opened at that

point as

shown above, and the card
slipped out to top of deck.

The illustration below
shows the first movement in making a bot-

tom palm. The bottom
cards are gripped at the
side of corner. With tip
of second finger, squeezing them in against
palm.

When a desired card is located, the deck is tilted and

held bet we en the right
thumb

and

little

finger,

about one-half an inch out-

ward, so that the thumb
will pass the corner of the
deck held by the left hand.
as shown above.

Above we show how the cards
to be palmed are dropped into
the hand, being concealed from
the victim by the upper part of
the deck. The left hand is
turned partly over and inward,
as the right hand lays the deck
down for the cut.
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C
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Roy

y Prof. JOSE

TPUNNINGER

NO. 21 OF A SERIES
In the disappearing cabinet
shown here, the girl is to be

\

seen within the cabinet which
is mounted on four thin legs.
The performer's wand passes
under the cabinet, proving an
entire absence of mirrors.
The cabinet is closed, turned
around and opened again. and
the girl will be found to have
disappeared. When the back

\\

I

PAPER CONE

A stack of checkers is placed

upon the table.

They are
found to be all red, with the
exception of one, which is
black. This is put anywhere
in the stack. A paper tube
is then slid down over the

11

checkers, and it will be found

that the tube is barely large

enough to encompass the
stack. At the performer's

of the cabinet is opened, the

command, the black checker
shifts its position to a new
location selected by anyone
of the audience. The secret

girl braces herself on the

sloping ledge. After the front
is opened, telescoping tubes

permit the

whole back to

lies in the fact that there is

slide downward and the girl
then slips beneath the stage

a

black band

which

sur-

rounds one of the red checkers. This black band slides
up and down due to friction

floor.

V from the paper tube.

Pins

fastened to one red checker
properly located beforehand

stop the black band at the
desired place.

HINGES
II

HANDLFS

RED

RED

AUDI

<-5LAcK BAND

PINS
III

The box has a cover rotatThe performer has a box of
matches in his hand, and, ex-

tracting one match after offering

a

cigarette to

his

friend, he lights his own and
makes sure that his pal sees
that the box is full. He then
extinguishes his own light
and offers the box to his

companion. When the box is
opened it will be found to be
empty. The secret lies in the
arrangement of matches upon
a small tin shelf, which slides

between the cover and the
drawer of the match box. An

elastic band draws the fake

into the sleeve of the performer.

ing on

one

single

screw,

which is passed out to the
audience. They are instruct-

ed to turn the hand o; the
clock to any hour they wish,
then close the cover.

The

performer's X-ray eyes tell
him exactly to what hour the
hand has been turned. The
secret lies in the fact that the
hand and screw are connect-

ed together by means of a

train of gears. The number
of teeth in the gears does not

matter, just as long as the

blind screw gear and the
hand gear are identical in

size and in the number of
teeth.

The hand's position is
read by looking at the screw.
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DEC., lu 9 P.M.
DEC., 15T24-8 P.M.

DEC., 31g- '7P.M.

Horizon"

Above is the
star map for the
month of Decem
ber. If the chart
is held over the head
with

the

BY nine o'clock in the evening on the
first of December the brilliant constellations of winter are coming well

into view in the eastern heavens. Five
stars of the first magnitude. Aldebaran, Capella, Pollux, Betelgeuse and Rigel are now
visible in this part of the sky, all giant suns
with diameters ranging from eight or nine

million miles for Capella, the smallest, to

three hundred million miles, more or less, for
Betelgeuse one of the greatest of giants. As

to the actual size of the magnificent Rigel
which is immeasurably distant from the
earth we would scarcely hazard a guess.
Reliable estimates place this star at a distance of over six hundred light years from
the earth which is about that of the Great
Orion nebula. Owing to its great distance
its angular diameter is too small to have

north
hours

given above; stand.
and time, the location

of stars is seen.

"Northern

T
..

pointing
the
at

yens

lib.

ecem Derr

By ISABEL M. LEWIS, M.A.
of the U. S. Naval Observatory

yielded any value to measurements with the

It is one of the hottest and
intrinsically most brilliant stars in the heainterferometer.

vens and is beyond a doubt one of the super giants of the universe. Pollux, in Gemini,

which is brighter than its twin star, Castor,
is estimated to have a diameter of more than
ten million miles and is the nearest of these
five stars, its distance according to the most
reliable estimates being about thirty-five light
years. Aldebaran which comes next in distance from the earth is about fifty light years

away and the distance of Capella, which is
probably better known than that of any

other first magnitude star from interfero-

meter measurements of the distance between

close companion star is about
fifty-five light years. There is still considit and its

erable uncertainty as to the actual size and
distance of the giant Betelgeuse. Its distance from the earth is at least one hundred
and fifty light years and may be two hundred or over. The star varies irregularly
in brightness and it is suspected that this
may be due to an alternate contraction and
expansion, or pulsation, of the mass of the
star which would cause its diameter to irregularly increase and decrease in size.
Speaking of giants, there is Beta Pegasi,
the second magnitude star at the northwest
corner of the Great Square in Pegasus now
high in the western sky. This star is so
distant that measurements of its parallax are
conflicting and uncertain. It is also a red,
(Continued on page 820)
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By ERNEST K. CHAPIN, M.A.

0
AC

Trrrrt"... Hy, 1.4....

alerrOIX:0,01*"'

virsokesommrommerpoter.-4:-.,-.--....7

In a double track railway system running due
north and south, there is always an indication
of greater wear on the two outer rails, as indicated in the above diagram. Can you tell why
this is so? And why is it that the wear is on
the two outer rails, instead of on one inner rail
and one outer rail?

Place a dish of mercury between the poles of a
strong electro-magnet, and then float ball bearings upon the surface of the mercury. It will
be found that the bearings arrange themselves

in definite patterns acccrding to the number
floating on the surface. Why should the patterns be both definite and symmetrical?

Let us assume that we have two revolvers both
containing an equivalent charge of powder, and
we place into one of them a regular bullet made
of lead. Into the other we place a bullet made
from a tallow candle. It will be found that the
tallow candle bullet penetrates a wood target
more easily than the lead. Why?

.

~Mt,

A druggist had a very gcod beam balance and
he was called upon on one occasion to weigh
out one ounce of powder. He found that he
accidentally misplaced all of his weights, with

Eight boys of equal strength engaged in a tug
'Df war. Four boys were on each end of the
rope. Later they used the same rope to pull up
a stump, one end of the rope being attached to

the exception of the two and the five ounce

the stump, and the other held by the eight

weight.

boys.

With only these two weights, how did
he manage to weigh out exactly one ounce of

Under which of the two circumstances
would the rope be most apt to break?

powder?

Answers to problems given on page 814

.0111N,

Suppose that we have two scales weighing a
ten pound weight; both scales read correctly,
and the weight of the scales themselves is onequarter of a pound. Under the two circumstances illustrated in the diagram above, what
would the reading of the scales be in either
case, and how do you account for the readings?
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Everyday C.he istry
By RAYMOND B. WAILES
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HOW ARE ANIMAL AND KANT
_RISERS MADE IN SMiNYTES?

OF WHAT DO
"BEAUTY -CLAYS"

CONSIST?
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Experimental fossilization can be made with
plant and animal tissues by immersing them in
solution of potassium permanganate which
oxidizes the organic matter in a much shorter
time than natural fossilization would.

IMost of the beauty clays on the market consist\\r-jGriddles are usually made of an alloy of aluminum, which on being heated develops an oxide
of Fuller's earth as a base and some tincture of
coating. This coating absorbs air which acts as
benzoin. Fuller's earth is used to absorb grease
an insulating layer between the hot cake and
marks from soiled surfaces, as wall paper, and
the body of the griddle.
in oil refining to eliminate impurities.

1

WHY DO OUR

EYES

BURN WHEN FATTY
MEATS ARE
OVERHEATED
f

WHAT IS THE ACTIVE
INGREDIENT IN

WHY IS CALOMEL

POULTRY AND

TAKEN WITH PRECAUTION?

ROACH POWDERS

Calomel is a combination of mercury with
chlorine. Twice as much chlorine combined

Sodium chloride is the active ingredient in poultry delousing powders and roach eliminators. It
should be used straight for fowl and mixed with

with the mercury produces corrosive sublimate.
Precautions resolve upon probable conversion
of the harmless into the poisonous compound.
WHY ARE "PEROXIDE "
BOTTLES MADE OF
BROWN GLASS ?

,

a 10010
I

0

flour and sprinkled into the floor cracks for
ridding premises of roaches.

EVER NOTICE THE GRITTINESS IN SOME
TOOTH PASTES ?

Fats are called glycerides by the chemist. When
heated they form glycerine, which in turn is de-

composed forming acrolein, an irritating and
poisonous gas. Ask the cook if she makes
acrolein and if she says "Yes," fire her.
COPPER SULPHATE MAKES
ABETTER GROUND SOLUTION

THAN SALT FOR GROUNDS

t

Peroxide is very susceptible to decomposition.
Light, heat and other agents cause its decomposition and ensuing weakness. Brown bottles
effectively eliminate one

cause of loss

in

strength, that due to light.

WHY DO TRACK TIES
ROT QUICKER IN TUNNELS

THAN IN THE "GREAT
OPEN SPACES ?

10

Coal contains sulphur which burns to form sul- \*.
phur dioxide which in the cool moist atmospheres of tunnels forms sulphurous acid. This
attacks the rail ties and causes them to rot
faster than the ties in the open stretches.
1.792Y, BY SCIENCE AND INVENTION-

Don't be afraid of gritty tooth pastes. The

grittiness is caused by calcium carbonate known
also as marble, or calcium phosphate (egg-

shells or bone). The smoother creams employ
saponin, a vegetable soap substitute.

CONDENSER PLATES ARE NOW OXIDIZED
INITIALLY TO PREVENT CHANGES IN CAPACITY VALUES LATER

Chemically treated aluminum condenser plates
are immersed in warm ammonia water, which

forms aluminum oxide on the plate. This is
very resistant to ordinary natural forces, and
the plates never vary in capacity values.

I

Salt, generally used for electrical grounds, soon
acts upon the copper plates buried in the
ground, and brings about corrosion by the formation of copper sulphate. Substitution of copper sulphate solution for salt prevents corrosion.

- WHAT ARE

NO AFTERGLOW'

MATCHES ?

Safety matches are treated with coppei7;\.i.

tions to make them non -after -glowing.

The

copper treatment causes them to quench their
spark when the flame is extinguished. Such
matches produce a greenish blue flame.
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TrIP CUBS

Rte'

Mystification in Can Re Tric s
Chemistry Turns Magician
for Entertainment

SOAK THREAD IN

SOLUTION EQUAL PARTS
SUGAR AND POTASSIUM
CHLORATE AND DRY

CAtiDLE LIGHTS
STREAM OF WATER

SHEET METAL

1111111;UL*

SQUIRT
GUN

BIT OF

POTASSIUM
IN WICK

RELIGHTED HERE
THEN CONNECT CANDLES BY WINDING
THREAD ABOUT WICKS

Connect several candle wicks with a piece of

thread which has been soaked in a solution
of potassium chlorate and sugar. Light one
end of the thread and the flame jumps from
candle to candle.

CANDLE

BIT OF GUNPOWDER
GLUED TO MOUTH

PHOSPHORUS

AT BOWL OF PIPE

The faces on sheet metal perform this trick. The lighted
candle is held to the gun powder, where the small explosion extinguishes it. The phosphorus in the pipe bowl

You may light a candle with a stream of

water from a squirt gun if a bit of potassium
is placed in the wick first. Be extremely
careful in handling sodium or potassium.

ALWAYS use tweezers.

relights the flame.

) MEAT OF
WALNUT
EDIBLE

CANDLE

ICE CANDLE

CANDLE LIGHTS
WHEN TOUCHED
WITH WAND

SHAKE -TOGETHER

WATER AND ETHER

/

WAND DIPPED IN
SULPHURIC ACID

EIf

IMMERSE IN FREEZING
MIXTURE (1 PART SALT,
1 PART ICE)

LINDER FROM

APPLE

THEN TOUCHED WITH POTAS.
PERMANGANATE BEFORE LIGHT-

ING CANDLE

An edible candle which will at once taste

well and mystify onlookers, is made by constructing a cylinder from the fleshy part of

an apple, and using the meat of a walnut
as the wick. The walnut burns.

The performer touches the wick of a candle which has just
been blown out with a wand, and it immediately relights.

The wand is a glass rod dipped in sulphuric acid and
potassium permanganate.

An ice candle which will burn is made by
sticking together equal parts of water and
ether in a test tube, and immersing it in a
freezing mixture of ice and salt.
-Chas. D. Tenney

Entoarrholo Rt's Mountin Meth®
OP)

tO

to)

&/)

In the case of many smaller insects, extreme trouble is encountered in as shown, and the insect is covered with another batch of clay thrown
mounting them for study, since when they are killed by the ordinary down upon the moving insect at the desired moment.
After allowing
method of chloroforming them, the insect in the death throes loses its time for it to die, most of the clay is carefully picked off
natural shape because of muscular contraction. For preserving the sub- is placed in a container of alcohol, and the insect cleaned and the rest
and mounted
ject in perfect life form, modeling clay is placed in the bottom of the pan

for photographing.

-J. G.

Pratt
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ife saver

p Air Colomn

GRAVITY
SWITCH

LIFEGUARD

CARDBOARD
DIAPHRAGM

PIVOT ED ARM
CARDBOARD
DIAPHRAGM

SPRING
DIVING BOARD

METALLIC

DISC
1

ELECTROMAGNET

1

DRY CELL
SWITCH

<tk

R DETAI L .OF CIRCUIT

SWITCH

GRAVITY SWITCH

st:)
;
Yf

DRY CELL

'BASIN. OF WATER

The back suction on a pitcher pump may be removed by the addition of
an air column below the lower valve, as shown in the above sketch. Instead of the intermittent flow usual with such pumps, the addition of a
-Ben Shilling.
simple device will produce a steady stream,

Novel illy rometer

If one yells "help," the cardboard diaphragm in the above toy opens the

gravity switch, releasing the magnetic current which holds down the

spring diving board, forcing the diver to jump from his perch into the
-Chas. D. Tenney.
bowl of water as if to the rescue.

NOICh-DEMg Doors

RED WHITE AND GREEN PARAFFIN
.4).,r;__\\NNNWANNV,X,WW1prib

;,

MAKING FLOATS

Ire'

1

t-

1

I

1

1

1

_...-----

LEAD PILINGS
°A)
ELECTROLYTE

1280
1230
1150
By weighting three balls made of paraffine of different colors with lead
filings. so that they float at the charge, half charge, and discharge, specific
gravity of storage battery electrolyte, a hydrometer results.-J. T. Graver.

I

------...______

-..........`=P

By placing a triangular piece of wood filler in the center of garage doors
and cutting the doors at an angle at the bottom as shown, the annoying
drag of the doors on bits of cinders and snow may be obviated.-R. C. Dole.
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InKs

An ink which will fade in a few days is made
by dissolving some arrow root in water, and
adding 25 drops of iodine when cold.
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A message written with a solution of cobalt
salt will appear blue upon the application of

Writing with I gram of chloride of nickel and
10 grams of chloride of cobalt in I oz. water,
gives a green by heating.
4.._'

heat.

Home

Ordinary black ink can be made in
by
mixing it with nitric acid, and visible if sub jetted to ammonia fumes.-E. L. Bernstein.

a de Microscopes

ICE

_

OLDTHERMOMETER
BULB FILLED WITH WATER

LENSES RUBBED TO
SHAPE WITH WARM HANDS
r.

A ROUND DISK OF
BLACK CARDBOARD CAN

A DROP OF WATER INA WIRE LOOP, SIZE

OF A PEN CIL TO SIZE OF THE PENCIL LEAD

BE PUT AROUND 2,3
Sk,5 TO CUT OFF STRAY

LIGHT
1,1/./1111,iIII0

41el -CARBON

lli

SULFIDE

BEAD FORMED BY
HEATING THE END II
OF A GLASS ROD
II
Aud,

0111t

FILE

0

MAY BE USED INSTEAD OF
WATER IN 2 84,3
\

\

\ Ign\

Q.

END CUT OFF GLASS
WITH FILE AND GROUND AND
POLISHED DOWN WITH FINE
EMERY AND ROUGE

VO)

4,

GLASS

WATER OR OTHER LIQUID

_CORK

DROP OF CANADA

LIQUID MAGNIFIERS
MALE FROM SMALL
BRASS PIPE

BALSAM
MICROSCOPIC SLIDE

The first lens is made by rubbing ice into shape with warm hands. Two is a
drop of water on a wire loop. A black disk should be placed around 2 and 3
to shut off stray light and outside vision. Carbon disulphide and glycerine

may be used in the second and third lenses instead of water with slightly

,

/

TWO SHORT FOCUS

LENSES MOUNTED AT THE
SUM OF THEIR FOCAL DISTANCE
APART IN A SHOT -GUN SHELL TUBE

improved results. The microscopes made with the aid of pipe fittings shown
at 9, are very good, since the degree of convexity of the surface may be

controlled with the thumb screws in the sides of the fittings. The lens
shown at 7 is a real one and very good.
-Cecil Edgar Payne.
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\AFT()
prize, $5.00.
First prize, $15.00; second prize, $10.00; thirdold
apparatus or old material, and for the
toward accomplishing new things with
This department will award the following monthly prizes:
prizes will be awarded. For the best idea submitted
is to stimulate experimenters
this
department
a
monthly
series
of
The purpose of this department
and
idea submitted to the Editors of
$5.00. The article need not be very elaborate,
most useful, practical and original
prize, and for the third best a prize ofMake
sketches
on
separate
sheets.
for
the
second
best
idea
a
$10.00
Use
only
one
side
of
sheet.
a prize of $15.00 is awarded; We will make the mechanical drawings.
rough sketches are sufficient.

For Draft

Rim Tool

Camera Focus

en

THIRD PRIZE $5

SECOND PRIZE $10

FIRST PRIZE $15.

BICONVEX SPECTACLE

ilk FOCAL LENS of THE SAME'
LENGTH)

FOCAL LENGTH AS

CAMERA LENS -1

- FAR

By using a turn buckle and crotch rod with
inches,
a total over-all length of about 31 effective
the home mechanic can make a very
tire tool. It is used as shown.
-Vernon Goetz.

Timer

For photographers and others who deal much
with timing devices, the above kink will help.
An arrow cut from black paper is pasted on
to the back of the clock crystal. If a certain
period of time is wished, the arrow is simply

pushed ahead a certain number of minutes
automatically keeping track of the time.
-C. A. Oldroyd.

Screw Driver

With protractor angles painted on a block of
wood as shown, and a ruler attached to the
block with a wing nut, any given angle may
-Evermont Fisel.
be drawn at once.

Lettering

Holes drilled in the bottom of a triangle
automatically designate the lining distance,
doing away with the necessity for measuring

-Geo. R. Robinson.

it each time.

-

An automatic focussing device for cameras
can easily be constructed with a bi-convex
spectacle lens with the same focal length as
the camera lens, and a second lens of about
--C. A. Oldroyd.
1 'A inch focus.

Perching Hawk

If a bird is cut from stiff paper on the outline
shown above, about ten inches from wing to
wing, and the wings are weighted with lead,
the birds will perch as shown.

-A. P. D'Ambra.

Watch Chain

Eraser

STRIP OF LEATHER

and small
A handy screw driver for radio
motor work can very easily be made from a
bicycle spoke and nipple. As in the above
photograph a spoke is cut off about three
inches below the nipple and sharpened with
a file. The spoke is screwed in as far as
possible.

-A. P. Peck.

5101'5

AFTER A FEW RUBBINGS
THE SURFACE LOOKS LIKE

TURNING THROUGH

THIS. - THIS MAKES
IT SELF CLEANING

Indentations in the edge of an artist's eraser
-Marcel Papin.
greatly facilitate its work.

handy watch chain is made by braiding a
piece of leather cut as shown above.
A

-John F. Shelby.
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MINUTE VULCABURETTE

Ss

RUBBER CONNECTION
PIECE OF SOLID GLASS

To make a rubber stamp of a coin or other
such article, it is only necessary to dust the
coin with sulphur, place a tire patch over it,
and put the
-C. C. Sorensen.

The use of a pinch cock can be done away
with and a large improvement made if the
above shown kink is employed. A small bit
of solid glass is placed inside of a short piece
of rubber tubing which is connected to the
bottom of a burette. A point is put at the
bottom of the rubber tube. To stop the flow,
it is only necessary to pinch the rubber.

-F. R. Moore.

Arrestor

'FREE AIR CIRCULATION
If potted plants are stationed as above, so air
circulation is allowed, they will not die or
turn yellow so easily.

-W. H. Seitzinger,

TO SET

Wave Length

TO AERIAL

No. 3826.

Glass Drill

INSERT APIECE OF MICA
BETWEEN BLADE AND POLE

SHEET IRON STRIP
HOSE CLAMP

.,_12,&,?0UND WIRE

If a small.sheet of mica is placed in the
aerial switch after the fashion shown above,
the natural period of the antenna may be
effectively reduced.

MARKS

PIPE CAP

-R. L. Young.

Metal Kink
CHALK OR PENCIL

SUPPORT

An effective 1111ting arrestor for radio antenna is made by simply placing a pipe cap
on the end of a spark plug and taking a
ground connection from it with a hose clamp,
and

then running the aerial lead to the

center electrode of the plug as shown.
-Sterling Davies.
Left :

If turpentine is put into a wax ring surrounding the working point of a drill cut-

ting the glass the latter will not crack.

-(Author please send name.)

-""'"""'"" .....
In working with very thin sheets of

Cable Re air

metal, it is often extremely difficult to cut them
exactly. The method shown at the left is efficient. Place the metal to be cut between thin
sheets of wood as shown, and clamp the whole
in a vise. Mark lay -out on wood.-I. Kvamme.
U111111111111111111111111111,1111,1

TIN OR BRASS SHEET

MI

METAL

BOLT

TAPE

III

Right: For repairing broken speedometer
cables, wrap the two ends together with several layers of friction tape, and then to add

strength to the patch, bolt a small strip of
rather stiff metal over the break, as shown.

-L. B. Robbins.
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Readers Forum
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PERPETUAL MOTION

SCIENCE AND INVENTION desires
to hear from its readers. It solicits com-

Editor, Science and Invention:
Your letter of Sept. 21 in regard to perpetual
motion machine just received. I note you ask
for working model to be submitted.
When I wrote you I had been assured by my
attorney at Washington that he had looked over
the records and found nothing to conflict with my
claim and that I had a wonderful proposition, but
since then he has made further examination of
records and informs me that some person has been
granted two patents covering every claim I had
put forth. Now that being the case I see no
incentive in getting out a model unless it would
be to get your $1,000.00 prize.
I feel confident that the machine will work,
because the operation of the 24 pumps in no way

retards the operating of the wheel or it requires

no more power to revolve the wheel when pumping
than when pumps are not pumping. (Italics ours.
-Editor.)
I got my idea from an exhibit of frictionless

on exhibition at the Gottenberg
Sweden Exposition. They run a 10 ton fly wheel

ball -bearings

mounted on these bearings, using a No. 10 spool
cotton thread for a belt and small sewing machine
electric motor for power, that being the case I
feel confident that a one horsepower motor would
operate my 30 ton wheel and compress about 8
cu. ft. of air per minute, which is a record I
believe.

Now since the Patent Office has granted two
patents on this same machine, without a model,
then I should think that your publication would be
glad to accept my drawings for competition for
your prizes, especially since I never really claimed
perpetual motion for my machine (Ours again).
J. M. B., Seattle, Wash.
(Unfortunately the editors cannot consider
drawings as perpetual motion prize entries.

SCIENCE AND INVENTION does not hold that a
perpetual motion machine was ever made. Many
inventors are equally positive that they have invented the system and can demonstrate it.
SCIENCE AND INVENTION says, "Show us," and
for being shown we offer $1,000.00 to anyone who
will but merely demonstrate a working model.
No patent for a perpetual motion machine, as
such, has been granted by the Patent Office during
recent years. Perpetual motion was first discredit.
ed in the year 1772. Up to that year there was
no scientist in all of Europe who knew enough
that there was such a thing
as perpetual motion. Then along came Sir Isaac
Newton and De La Hire, a French scientist, who
demonstrated without a doubt the impossibility of
obtaining perpetual motion. The scientific world
was not willing to accept the Newtonian theory
immediately, and fully three years later at the
French Academy of Science at Paris in 1775, perpetual motion was declared an impossibility. The

ments of general scientific interest, and will
appreciate opinions on science subjects. The
arguments pro and con will be aired on this

This magazine also relishes criticisms, and will present them in both palatable and unpalatable forms. So if you have
anything to say, this is the place to say it
in. Please limit your letters to 500 words
and address your letters to Editor-The
Readers Forum, c/o Science and Invention
Magazine, 53 Park Place, New York City.
page.

greater, it is due to environment and length of
time (millions of years).
Regarding the earth giving forth radiant heat,
this is not noticeable to other dwellers in space,
be
if such there be, and any light that would
seen from our globe would be due to reflected
light, the same as in the case of the moon.-Editor.

PERPETUAL MOTION AGAIN
Editor, Science and Invention:
In your reply to S. V. Boatman in your SCIENCE

AND INVENTION for August, 1924, I note that you
will pay $1,000.00 to anyone merely demonstrating
a working model of this device which will operate
in your offices.
Do

Now what do you mean by "this device?"
I understand you to say that if this device of Mr.
Boatman is developed and runs satisfactorily in
your office, you will pay $1,000.00?
Or, will you pay this amount of money to anyone who will demonstrate a working model of
self motive power of any design?
I am now applying for a Canadian patent for
a wheel to run by gravity. Technically, I believe
as others do that perpetual motion is impossible,
but not as far as mechanical movements are
concerned. This is probably what you had reference to in your "working model." I think that
this is quite possible, as one only needs to see my
drawings to be convinced that this is so. Now
Al11111111111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MEME

The Experimenter

has come back! If you are one of the
one hundred thousand readers of the old
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, you will

Academy of Science thereby branded all those who
still insisted upon experimenting with it as
charlatans.

the November issue PRACIICAL ELECTRICS

has been changed into an entirely new

SCIENCE AND INVENTION does not brand every-

kind of magazine entitled

body who experiments with perpetual motion as
It does, however, brand everyone
a charlatan.
who claims to have positively produced perpetual
motion as a prevaricator, sinless he is in a position
to prove by means of an actual demonstration
that his machine will do what he claims. For this
proof we are willing and anxious to spend the
sum of $1,000.00. The only requisite is that the
machine or model be brought to the offices of
SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magaine, and shown in
must rean operating condition.. The machinepermit
the
main here for a time which will

The Experimenter

In this magazine which has been*greatly
enlarged in point of concepts, illustra-

tions and circulation, you will find the
following new departments:
Experimental Radio
Experimental Chemistry

There is an entirely new treatment of
of the magazine contains pure experiments written by the foremost authorities
in their respective fields, also a monthly
editorial by the writer.
A fine roto-gravure section is now
added to brighten up the magazine. If
radio containing experiments only. 90%

original momentum imparted to it to completely die
down.-EDITOR).

MARS AND MARTIANS

you want experiments, this is your maga-

.
Editor, Science and Invention:
I have been much interested the past two months

in Mars and its opposition to the earth. I read
SCIENCE AND INVENTION, and I was interested also
in your articles which appeared in the August
issue. I am somewhat of a skeptic and would like
to ask you one or two questions. You say that
scientists agree that the solar system came into
being at about the same time. You also say that
due to evolution the Martians have developed a
o

much higher civilization and education than ours.
Do you account this superiority to evolution alone
or were the Martians equipped with a higher order
of intellect in the beginning than were the people
on earth? The Martians have always been pictured
is still
as using a death dealing ray while ours
the earth
in Its infancy. One more question. itIf give
forth
cooling
process
does
its
in
is still

heat and light of its own or like the moon does
it merely reflect the rays of the sun?
ROBERT SWEETMAN, Y. M. C. A.,

Racine, Wisconsin.
(ha answer to your inquiries concerning Mars, it
is our opinion that the reputed greater develop.
ment of the Martians, if they do exist, is entirely
due to their older civilization. or a matter of
evolution, considering it from the basis that their
planet cooled long before the earth did. It is also
our opinion that the Martians were not blessed in
the first place, with any higher intellect than that
possessed by earth dwellers. If their intellect is

no

doubt be glad to hear that the EXPERIMENTER is coming back BIGGER AND
BETTER THAN EVER. Beginning with

zine.

Be sure to reserve a copy from your

,-.77g

;_-*:

news -dealer before the issue is sold out.
THE EXPERIMENTER will be on sale
at all newsstands beginning November
20th, 1924.

Hugo Gernsback
Editor

611111111M1111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111,

degree of efficiency does a self -motive power
what degree

need to produce to come within the category of
your offer of $1,000.00? In my study of the self
motive power, my object has been to produce a
value commercially. I
machine that will be of accomplished
my object.
am quite satisfied I have
JNO L. CASE.
Windsor, Ont.

(SCIENCE AND INVENTION

Magazine will pay

$1,000 to anyone who will demonstrate any kind of
a perpetual motion machine or a model of it at the
offices of this magazine. The amount of power
The
which the machine develops is immaterial.
motor must run and it must remain at the offices
Of SCIENCE AND INVENTION for a time sufficient

to permit the original momentum imparted to it

to die down. If, therefore, the machine is started
at a very slow speed, and it gradually picks up in
speed, indicating that power is actually being developed, the perpetual motion motor need not be
left here for twenty-four hours. This prize offer
holds good for you and any other perpetual motion

inventor regardless of where he may be, or what
his machine may be like. SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magizzine denies that perpetual 'notion has ever
been invented. Many of its readers claim to have
actually

produced

such

a

machine,

but they

wouldn't care to show the working machine unless
they received some compensation for their trouble.
We are, therefore, offering the compensation; not

only that but we are willing to give such a ma-

chine a notable amount of publicity if the inventor
so desires.-Editor.)

MARTIAN EVOLUTION
Editor, Science and Invention:
In a recent edition of your magazine you
published an article called, "Evolution on Mars."

In this article Mr. Gernsback said, "Having at-

tained a far more advanced civilization, perform.
ing all work by machine and hardly ever attempting manual labor, the Martians' arms have shrunk
until they are little more than bones with skin
covering them. The body weighing much less on
Mars and the Martian probably moving around
only in mechanical contrivances, his legs have become almost useless and arc, therefore, similarly
attenuated.

They

covered with skin."

also have

but tiny muscles

I thoroughly disagree as to this. We, in our
present state of mental development, realize the
necessity of proper physical development, and
exercise to attain this necessity; and is it not

logical to believe that two million years hence, the
people will realize the need for physical development even more strongly?
JAMES BRIDGE, JR.
(No one will question the fact that the Grecians
were developed physically to a greater perfection
than modern man. Mentally, however, they were
inferior to the modern fourteen year old boy. We

are sure that you wouldn't care to class Milton,
Lincoln, Wilson, Voltaire, Testa, Ford or Steinmetz as second Hercules. Of course we have
leaders in the field who were well built. Wash-

ington, Napoleon and Roosevelt had well formed
Nevertheless the fact remains that
physiques.
modern man is muscularly inferior to the Putdown or Neanderthal races and without a doubt
several thousand years from now our hands will
become smaller and our muscles very much attenuated through disuse. Any organ in the body
which is not used becomes small and weak. Disuse repeatedly through ages will cause a dicrease
in the sizes of those organs which are not used.
In view of the fact that development started on

Mars hundreds of thousands of years before it
started on this earth, and assuming that the develohment progressed at the same rate of speed,
the tendency is that the Martian man,-if there
is such-has much more slender limbs and
muscles.-Editor.)

BOOST FOR "A MEDICO"
Editor, Science and Invention:
I have been a constant reader of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION for several years and have always given
it preference in the realm of ponular scientific
magazines. I am a Sophomore in the Engineering

College of the University of Florida. studying
electrical and chemical engineering. I am preparing for the profession in the research engineering, and am naturally very much interested
approve
in the latest scientific developments. Ipolicy
of
very much of the "Science -in -picture"
SCIENCE AND INVENTION, and I think that the
a'
very
comis
advent of the Readers' Forum
mendable step.
I wish to present a brief discussion of several of the articles of the Readers' Forum in the
September SCIENCE AND INVENTION. In regard to
"Smells on Mars." I am inclined to the theory

advanced by "A Medico," that the propagation of
odors in a rare atmosphere would be more rapid
than in a dense atmosphere. Your quotation
Also
from Mr. Chapin supports my theory.
that
your quotation from Mr. Burgess states
the
the power of diffusion is influenced in is opinposite way from that in which convection
fluenced by decreased pressure. Now I hold that,
under ordinary conditions of convection currents
either here or on Mars, the decreasing rate of
propagation of odors by convection with decrease
by the
in pressure is in general, compensated
rapid increase in the rate of propagation by diffuAs
the
Let
us
apply
the
theory
of
limits.
sion.
propagapressure approaches zero, the rate of the
actual
tion of the odor by diffusion approaches
velocity of the molecules of that gas as a limit.
velocFor the lightest gas, hydrogen, the average
ity of the molecule at zero degrees centigrade is
about 5.500 feet per second, and for a comparaaverage
tively heavy gas, such as chlorine, the feet
per
925
velocity of the molecule is aboutNow
even
this
second, or 630 miles per hour. of an ordinary
last value is far above the velocity

(Continued on page 843)
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FROM PoLoRu, ENGLAND

IN EVENING

-aloe

A(
POLO HU
ENGLAND

(SAVED

ISTRAtIp

,n

1?,

RECEIVED AT

lef)4C/F/C

°C-

AUSTRALIA

In a series of recent experiments, Marconi demonstrated that radio
waves subject to the sun's rays over a great distance are
nearly
entirely nullified. In the tests, communication was held between the
powerful station at Poldhu, England, and at a receiving station in
FLOAT

i INDICATOR
97-

Australia.

It was found that if the signals were sent in the morning,
they covered a distance of 22,000 kilometers, reaching Australia by
way of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, while during the evening, the
signals travelled a distance of 17,000 kilometers.
SIGNAL NOT

PLUNGER

SIGNAL RECEIVED

0'45

or RECEIVED

SIGNAL WAVE

DAMPED OUT

CALM WATELt

A simple physical analogy of the creation of sustained waves of constant amplitude is shown above. In calm weather, the undulations
are transmitted and received-the interpretation being distinct and
clearly defined. But, if there is a storm raging on the surface of the

water, the signals will quickly damp out and communication will be impossible. In the same measure that storm waves act on calm water, the
magnetic and gravitational waves act on the ether. Solar phenomena
are responsible for magnetic disturbances on our sphere.

TRANSMITTER

NIGHT- No INTERFERING
ETHER WAVES - MAXIMUM
TRANSMISSION

s

der

SOLAR ETHER

WAVES ETC -

I'"""` SIGNAL NOT RECEIVED
RECEIVING STATION

FIG

Upon measurement of the wave -length of the solar ether waves, many
were found to be in the proximity of 2,000 meters. If a transmitting
station were working on that wave -length, the more predominant waves
from the sun would completely absorb the transmitted wave so that re.

SIGNAL RECEIVED

ception becomes impossible. Hence, the wave passes around the other
side of the earth and, as it were, reaches its destination. The signal
strength of the wave is not increased by night transmission, but in the

absence of a disturbing medium, it travels freely.
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Gilgauallic Wad i° Show Ln New Yo
ALSO LATEST DOINGS AT THE BROADCAST STUDIOS
At the recent Radio World's
Fair in New York City,
many new devices and appliances

were

brought out

for the first time.

One of the outstanding features of the

radio show was this

mammoth loud speak-

When in operation, music from its
mighty throat could
be heard all over the
building. On a dare,

er.

the young lady
climbed to the top so

that a good picture

of its comparative size
could be taken. The
details of its construc-

tion are in exact proportion to the ones
we use at home, and
when

current flows

through its operating
mechanism, the vibra-

tions of the horn can
be distinctly felt.

interesting apAmong the many
new and folding
collapsible
loop of

-atus was a

Gm -man manufacture.

Wound with Litz

the most efficient
w -e, it is claimed to bedeparture
from the
Ice p made; a radical
offering various degrees

cc aventional type
The loop antenna is rapo- selectivity.
iOy coming to the fore and will eventua y, replace the unsightly backyard aerials.

WJAZ, the former well known Chicago station, has now become
ether
a transient. In order that in -xrference in the congested
degree, the

around the Windy City may :e alleviated to some
awner if WJAZ has placed it on a truck, thus making it a
portable broadcast station, mitich is being operated within a

radius of 100 tiles from the city.

The hectic days of the Fret ch Re% olition with all its fearsome
c -mos and revolutionary air._ ws-e re,:ently reproduced in quite
were able
al elaborate fashion. Thoosar ds of radio listeners
to visual_ze :he great catastror he that took place in the latter
the
very
marrow.
part of the 13th century arie were Ihrlled unto
The fall of the Bastile was radio :apted with amazing fidelity.
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ITH the perfection of directive short
wave transmission, the radio beacon becomes a possibility. A rotating lighthouse
is constructed in the vicinity of dangerous reefs
and is equipped with a short wave set which is
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made directive by the use of parabolic wire reflectors. By placing a series of contacts along the re-
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NSE

NNE

volving periphery attached to the base of the

NEW

lighthouse, signals corresponding to the points of
the compass are continuously sent out. Thus,
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a ;hip in a heavy fog receives a certain signal
.it ,me position.
Another reading five minutes
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the ship's exact bearing and by the simple method
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perfectly safe from grounding or going upon

shoals in unktirmn foreign ports. So accurate is

this means of recisurement that the errors are
I and practica" nt-''.,Ye Ind in all cases the
readings were accurate
t only is radio be-

2135.

56E

of an international code chart, ships will

coming i,., p; n- Ne in ;':7-,-to-ship and ship -to -

shore communication, but each day finds new uses

for its application and certainly the radio beacon
will be welcomed by all sea -faring men.
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Rzeic

Pay Te ephone

USING AN AERIAL AS A TRANSMISSION IANF,

Widely separated farm houses are now brought more closely together by
utilizing the uppermost wire of the fence that runs close by. The wire
is used as an antenna and is connected to the ordinary receiving set in
the usual manner. The same wire is also used as a telephone transmission
line between the houses. Music is tuned in on the radio set. the head-

" T hn

11,3

The beautiful antenna system of New York's new municipal broadcasting
station is shown above with the Woolworth Building gracing the background. Located on top of the lofty Municipal Building, Station WNYC
in the country.
is ranked as one of the most powerful broadcast stations
With a rated input of one kilowatt of power, though surrounded on all

phones placed in front of the microphone on the wall telephone and the
receiver is lifted off the hook. All that is necessary now is to listen in
at the other end and enjoy the same concert. This aerial is unique in
that both radio frequency and audio frequency signals are conveyed
-Clarence Sampson, Reporter No. 12762.
over it without distortion.

WNYC

99

real first-class
sides by tall steel skyscrapers, this station is one of theMany
novel feabroadcast stations to be found anywhere in the world.
incorporated
and
with
its artistic
tures and new developments have been
and well designed appointments, it may be safe to say that it is the last
word in broadcast stations. Note the powerful transmitting tubes.
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The 751come.coeicoo

The st.1, y t ',vet, of station KGO at Oakland. Calif.,
are shown supporting the huge antenna system from
which its programs are sent for a radius of several
thousand miles. At the right, the comfortable studio.
rich in its appointments and furnishings, is shown,
while several artists are rendering popular selections.
EGO, one of the most powerful stations in the world,
has a wealth of electrical apparatus. Nine motor generator sets supply the necessary current for the
operation of the various apparatus. And every part
of the equipment is in duplicate!

Station WIP, located at Philadelptil has
long been known for the highly insti tore
and interesting programs it carries on its
lists of entertainment. A powerful speech
input amplifier is one of the outstanding
features of this station which has been heard far and
wide.
Broadcasting on 509 meters, the public spirit
manifest in the operation of this station is cornmendale.
ro

The future of broadcasting indeed looks very
promising. The welfare of a station depends
in a great measure upon the enthusiasm with
which its programs are received. Every day
finds constant changes being made in the
repertoire of our indispensable harbingers of
joy.

It seems to be that the struggle is not
merely between the smaller stations, but between the larger ones as well. Each one is
striving to produce the better program and to
attract more listeners to its fold. Gradually
the poorer stations are dropping out and the
better ones are being improved. In the course

of a few years it may be safe to state that
radio broadcasting will become centralized.
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Another step forward in
t h e simplification a n d
standardization of radio
sets
is
the
selector
switch.

A SELECTOR switch that obviates the

necessity of all jacks has recently been
incorporated on the receivers manufactured
by a well known radio concern. It is simple
in construction and substantial in its role.

By its use, the elimination of the "A" battery switch and automatic filament control
jacks with all their attendant disadvantages,
Made of genuine molded
is accomplished.
black bakelite, it gives the best insulation
between successive stages of amplification.
Besides doing away with the unsightly appearance of jacks, it greatly enhances the
beauty of a receiver.

PUSH-PULL INPUT

PUSH-PULL OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

TRANSFORMER

P

At the left is shown the controlling mechanism consisting of a 2 and 3 fingered
switch -lever. There are three positions of
the controlling knob, LOUD, MEDIUM,
and OFF. How much better than intricate jacks! Only six connections are required and they are facilitated by the use
of small binding posts, and soldering lugs.

AUDIO FREQUENCY

LOUD

TRANSFORMERS

SPEAKER

S.
Icc

z
z

P

AUDIO}
FREQUENCY

S.

RHEOSTAT

TR ANSF.

STOP PIN

BLIATT11,11

'A

-

"")'

SELECTOR
SWITCH

4B5 TBOA9TOTV)

The switch is shown in use in a push-pull and straight audio frequency
amplifier circuit. In its OFF position, both the "A" and "B" battery

111011111111110

circuits are open and danger of running down these batteries is entirely
eliminated. On MEDIUM, all except the last tube are lit, while on
LOUD, the output of all tubes is conveyed through' the loud speaker.

LOUD

'13. BATT 90 V.

iEn. sh

.}-1111111,11111111110±

SPEAKER

All Woo Spe Rer

evkces
Due

to the large flare of this wooden

horn, its reproduction is heard loud
and clearly over a great area. For

portability, it is equipped with bayonet
socket joints, thus allowing dissection.

A tuned radio frequency transformer whose

wave -length range can be altered by a rotary
switch has recently been placed on the British market. Its main feature is that of its
adaptability to a large range of wave -lengths.

An ingenious rheostat employing a spiral con-

tact arm against the resistance wire
other

claimed

is an-

to British designs.
It
that more positive contact can

addition

is

be

established with this type of control than
with the ordinary kind.

Brought out by a German manufacturing firm, this loud speaker horn made entirely of laminated wood is bound to appeal to those who desire the resonant qualities of both low and
high notes reproduced in pure rhythmic fashion. No metal whatsoever is used in its construction and it is truly a remarkable piece of workmanship. Its superb tonal qualities comparable to the Stradivarius, makes it an unexcelled instrument, far surpassing those on the
market today. Note the graceful lines of this beautiful horn which greatly amplifies the
faintest sounds with remarkable fidelity, as tests in our offices proved.
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Neutralizi

ethods

PART II

By LEON L. ADELMAN, A.M., I.R.E.

M

TO AERIAL

NEUTRALIZING COIL

.0003 Mr

.0003 Mr

VAR. COND.

NEUTRALIZING
CONDENSER

TO PRIMARY
WINDING

TO PRI.
WINDING

2 MEG)

.00025 ME'.

.00025 ME F
0003 ME

.0003 ME
VARIABLE

-1:B"

CONDENSER

de

BATT.

With

the

ever

+11' 221/2V

(

increasing

popularity of the Neutrodyne
receiver,

-i:B"
90V

90V. !22/2V

A

ADJUSTING KNOB

there has been a

If a third coil is wound diBUS BAR

rectly over the secondary of
the vario-coupler, and con-

BRASS TUBE

great development in meth
ods for neutralization.
It
must

be

remembered

nected as is shown in the

above diagram, enough losses

that

neutralization is that process
by which the internal capacity of a tube is offset or
neutralized. Once a tube is
neutralized, the circuit in

COPPER OR

BRASS DISKS

j

which it is in, is spoken of
as neutralized. Diagram No.
1 shows a simple method of
preventing oscillations from

being set up.

of

GLASS TUBE
OR SPAGHETTI

are

undesirable
alleviated.

oscillations
While the

circuits shown on this page

employ

BRASS OR
COPPER

but one

stage of

tuned neutralized radio frequency

It is known

amplification,

as

many as four stages can be

BUS BAR

successfully employed. There

are many neutralizing condensers or so-called neutro-

the reversed feed -back
method, a counter EMF
being induced in the secas

are introduced in the entire
circuit so that the generation

BRASS TUBE

dons on the market, some of
them being shown herewith.

GLASS
TUBE

ondary circuit by the proximity of the reversed tickler

Essentially

BRASS OR COPPER PLATE

tion

coil.

their

construc-

is varied, but their op-

eration always remains the
same.

TO AERIAL

NEUTRALIZING COND.

NEUTRALIZING COND.

(NEUTRALIZING COIL
TO
G.ND

....

BUCKING COIL

.0003 MF.

C: e-

VAR. COND.

SEG.

TO

PRI.

.0003 ME.
VAR. COND.

A'

+

I

-VB"
90V.

.0003 ME.
VAR. COND.

I

+13" 221/2V.

It is a proved fact that a neutralized tube will receive from a greater distance than one used in a straight radio frequency amplifier circuit. Whereas
perhaps the Hazeltine method is the simplest and the best, the above
adaptation will function in a thoroughly commendable manner. It utilizes
a tertiary inductance in the form of a coil of wire wound directly on the
secondary of the neutroformer. One end of the coil is dead -ended, while
the other can be connected in series with a neutralizing condnser to the
grid of the first tube. The neutrodon in this case is not a requisite.

Perhaps one of the most interesting ways in which neutralization can be
obtained is through the use of what is known as a bucking coil, a third
winding of the same number turns as the primary of the neutroformer and
wound directly over it. Fundamentally, it can be seen that the arrangement is analagous to the opposing rotor and stator of the variometer.
For an experiment, the testing of the circuits shown on this page are
extremely interesting and instructive. It must be borne in mind that the
word

"Neutrodyne" does not imply any but the Hazeltine method.
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dyne Circuits

Three

Having passed the experimental stage, the Solo dyne is fast finding popularity with those radio
experimenters who desire
crystal-clear reproduction.
Herewith is shown a circuit utilizing tuned radio
frequency and combining

.0003 ME

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

.00025 MF.
COND.

As is evident, four element tubes
are used. By their use,
regeneration.

elimination

the

"B" battery
Instead of

of

the

is effected.

the honey-

comb coils shown, other

.0003 ME

types

can be

VARIABLE

transformers
of
used, preferably

closely coupled spider -web
coils. While no specific
receiving range can be

CONDENSER

.0005 ME

given, this circuit is good

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

for approximately 1,000
miles.
1.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111111

HONEYCOMB COIL

TO AERIAL

The Solodyne reflex has
shown promising results
and can be readily un-

from the diagram on the right. By
the use of a sensitive
crystal detector and a
derstood

is

R.F. CHOKE
cal:=711a ,

.00025 ME.

Sao a

COND.

30

four element tube, a rare
combination that gives
unexcelled purity in tonal
qualities

(

250 T.

60 TURNS OF
N2.18 WIRE

TO INSIDE GRID

DETECTOR

0.G

the result.

The primary inductance
is tapped at every fourth
turn up to the thirtieth

.0001

CENTER OF COIL

MF.

the coil.
frequency

or center of
radio
Two

choke coils in the form
of 250 turn honeycomb
coils are incorporated,

250 T
R.F. CHOKE

but are not coupled together. A 4 to 1 ratio
audio frequency transformer is employed and

.0005ME

TRANSF.

affords maximum amplification.

TO G'ND

llt1111111111.1141

.0001 ME
VARIABLE COND.

"A" BATT. +

R.F. CHOKE

TO AERIAL

CENTER OF COIL

VARIOMETER

AUDIO

250 TURNS -4

TRANSF.

60 TURNS OF
Ng. 18 WIRE

The circuit shown is one
using the Solodyne principle and consists of a
detector and one stage of
audio frequency amplifi-

A "C" battery
the form of a single
dry cell materially aids
cation.
in

in increasing the volume.

It must be remembered

that all Solodyne circuits

eliminate "B" batteries,

and give unexcelled clarity. All that is necessary
is a good storage battery
giving a constant current

to operate the filaments
the newly developed
By carefully soldering all connections so
of

tubes.

to prevent needless
waste of energy, best
as

results are obtained.

.0005 M.F
TO G'ND

"A'

BATT.

0111111113111111alimuutiallmimmunnutlitioiimuma
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10

In this Department we publish questions and answers which we feel are of interest to the novice and amateur. Letters addressed
to this Department cannot be answered free. A charge of 25c. is made for all questions where a personal answer is desired.
TO AERIAL

50 TUR41.3I

AUDIO FREQ. TRANSFORMER

HONEYCOMB COIL

TO PRIMARY
WINDING. 10 TURNS

/7

4 TO I. RATIO

P

SECONDARY

50 TURNS

.0005 ME. VARIABLE

.0005 ME. VARIABLE
CONDENSER

'B' BATT.

CONDENSER

"A" BATT.
.001

FIXED
COND.

-10
.001 MR
FIXED COND.

TO GROUND

AUDIO FREQ. MANSE
6 TO 1 RATIO

CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

A reflex circuit employing two tubes and a crystal detector is shown in the
The reason for the popularity of the reflex is that it affords
considerable saving in the price of expensive tubes. Its quality, when

above diagram.

(317)

REFLEX CIRCUIT
James Rossoff, San

Francisco,

Calif,. says he has two 201A tubes and a

sensitive crystal. He asks :
Q. 1. Can you kindly give me the best
hook-up arrangement for these?
A. 1. The reflex circuit shown in the dia-

gram will serve to get you best results from
the use of your apparatus. Care must be
taken to see that the crystal is a sensitive

one and is kept free from dirt or grease.

Such a circuit gives wonderfully clear reproduction since the crystal is the rectifier or

adjusted carefully, is well nigh as perfect as can be, a crystal detector, of
course, giving the clearest reproduction. Care must be exercised in the
selection of suitable parts and materials. Query No. 317.

ted against the frequency. Here it is shown
that
point, the signal strength
is the greatest.
Slightly detuning, means

that the signal strength falls off very appreciably as is shown by Fl and F2. The
MICRO -AMMETER -RESISTANCE
INDUCTANCE

detector.

same time, the current strength is very small.

RESONANCE

Thus, in the Neutrodyne, tuned radio frequency is utilized, at the same time the re-

(318) Hampton Trayner, Idaho Falls,
Idaho, asks :
Q. 1. Will you explain briefly what is

meant by resonance and how it is effected?
A. 1. Resonance is that condition of harmony between two systems such that natural
effects produced by one system on the other
are magnified many fold. Thus in Fig. 1,
circuit A is an oscillatory circuit containing
the two essential conditions of inductance and

CAPACITANCE

CURRENT FREQUENCIES

(319)

Donald Reynolds, St. Paul, Minnesota, asks:
Q. 1. What are approximately the correct values of frequencies used in the transmission of electrical power, in telephony

source of undamped electrical oscillations are
closely coupled to circuit A, the circuit will
RESISTANCE

INDUCTANCE

and in radio?

A. 1. The use of alternating currents may

MICRO -AMMETER

if we bring a similar circuit, B, in close

It must be remembered that maximum signal

sensitive meter that B will respond to the
oscillations in A, when B is exactly tuned
to the frequency of A. Fig. 2 shows the
curve depicting the signal strength as plot -

respond to A when both are in resonance, and
the micro -ammeter will show a greater reading when the resistance in circuit B is a minimum. Query No. 318.

11111111111111101r llllll mileimmtnnimmmnrnmmonnrnnummrrumnminniiiiiminttrr

tively sharp tuning will be allowed.

CAPACITANCE

The resistance in this circuit can
be made small, but will always exist. If a

relation to circuit A, it will be shown by the

sistance in the circuits is relatively high, thus
choking down any persistence towards selfoscillation. In other words, a happy medium
is arrived at where maximum amplification

can be obtained and at the same time rela-

RESISTANCE

capacity.

begin to oscillate and do so to the greatest
degree, when it is tuned exactly to the frequency of the incoming oscillations. The
tuning is effected by the condenser. Now,

effect of resistance is clearly shown in Fig.
3.
When the resistance
and provided the circuits are in resonance,
the current strength is a maximum and tuning is relatively sharp. When the resistance
is large, the tuning becomes much broader
with an appreciable diminution in signal
strength. Again, if the resistance is very
high, the circuit will not always oscillate,
depending of course on the value of the resistance. However, if the resistance is low
enough to allow the circuit to still oscillate.
the tuning becomes very broad and the socalled peak is not clearly defined. At the

strength can be obtained by using circuits
having low resistance. Thus circuit B will

be roughly divided into three groups, sep-

arated according to the frequency of the

current alternations used. Electric power
applications, 20 to 133 cycles per second,
telephony, 100 to 20,000 cycles per second
and radio, 20,000 to 2,000,000 cycles per
second are the groups in question.

MIT1111,11111111111MIIITIMMIIMMITIIIIIIIUMIIMMIMMITIIIMIMMITIMMTMMT1111111101/111
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WANTED!!! RADIO ARTICLES
WE want descriptions of new radio ideas which you have

E

v v worked out in practice. Take photographs of the im-

portant parts and make pencil or pen and ink sketches of the
hook-ups or mechanical details, et cetera. We are particularly

desirous of obtaining new hook-ups and descriptions of single
tube sets, reflex and other types which have proven satisfactory. We like articles on new single tube receptors. We will
pay good prices for your ideas.
-Editor.
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eTo

AERIAL

-TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER -

-DETECTOR -

-TUNER-

AUDIO FREQUENC1.9

.0005 MF. VARIABLE
CONDENSER

TRANSFORMER
3 TO 1 RATIO
OUTPUT

30 TURNS

40 TURNS
SERIES -

PARALLEL

SWITCH?

-o
1

AUDIO FREQ.
TRANSFORMER

60 TURNS.
-12B.

BATT.
22' V.

BATT.

SWITCH

4 T01 RATIO

+.13. BATT.

+.

BATT.

0_

I

90 TO 135 V. -SP

Ji

MF. VARIABLE
CONDENSER

TO GROUND

SERIES- PARALLEL"mx
SWITCH

Arrange your next set in unit form.

The

above diagram shows you exactly how to do
it. Thus you have standard units which can
be used in practically any circuit. A variometer may be used instead of the tickler coil
for the production of regeneration. Query

-TUNER-

TO GO

-DETECTOR-

-TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER -

No. 320.

(320)

transmission of speech and had some success

UNIT ARRANGEMENT
Gregor, Philadelphia,

He used a quartz bulb in which
were placed two electrodes, one a disk of

Robert

with it.

Penna., says he is desirous of incorporating
his proposed receiver into three cabinets so
that they shall contain respectively the tuner,
the detector and the two -stage amplifier. He
asks:

platinum and the other, a metal ball. It may

be interesting to note that ordinary glass is
opaque to ultra -violet light. Hence comes
the use of quartz glass. There are quite a

number of books on the subject of ultra-

Q. 1. Can you kindly give me a circuit
diagram, together with all other necessary
data so that I may be able to construct it?
A. 1. We are pleased to give you herewith the diagram you request. The fact
that the different units comprising the set
are contained in separate cabinets, allows
many different circuits to be employed.

Merely by replacing any unit which only requires a few disconnections, practically any
circuit can be obtained.
ULTRA -VIOLET RAYS

(321) Dyson Doyle, Brooklyn, New York,
asks:
Q. 1. Would be very much obliged to you
if you would give me some information on
ultra -violet rays.
A. 1. It is of course known that ultra-

violet rays and we would be glad to furnish
you with the names of the publishers if you

2

F.1

so desire.
LITZ WIRE
(322)

York, asks :
Q. 1. Is there any real advantage in the

FREQUENCY
INCOMING

use of Litz wire?

4.1

WAVE LENGTH

Note that the greatest signal strength is obtainable when a circuit is in exact resonance
with the incoming wave. Detuning your set
slightly results in appreciable diminution of
the signal.

Query No. 318.

-

- MAXIMUM
CURRENT

STIIENni

violet rays are invisible to the naked eye.
It is also claimed that light and electricity
are closely related, light being of a very

ever, inductances have long been known that

are wound with Litzendraht in place of the
solid conductor. The losses by the socalled skin effect which are caused by the
irregular or varying distribution of the cur-

tain frequencies are flowing through the
wires. Therefore, Litz wound coils function

ened, whereby ultra -violet rays become vis-

In a similar manner, it may also be

A little later, Sella, following Hertz, attempted to use the latter discovery for the

There are as a result several good types of
low loss condensers on the market. How-

by the use of a great number of thin strands
of insulated wire. Litz wire is superior to
solid conductors only when currents of cer-

By the phenomena of fluorescence, the wave -length of light is lengthwave -length.

possible to shorten the wave -length of light
to produce electricity. Due to the ionizing
properties of ultra -violet rays, Hertz discovered that a spark discharge took place more
readily in the presence of violet rays.

A. 1. It has been the endeavor to increase the electrical efficiency of the receiver
by reducing the resistance and other unnecessary losses within the coils and condensers.

rents in the conductor are largely reduced

high rate of vibration and of very short
ible.

John Moore, Staten Island, New

much better over a certain predetermined
wave -length. For the broadcast range, Litz
FREQUENCY

Keep the resistance in your circuits low. It
means broad tuning and poor selectivity.
,,,,,,

,,,,,,

wire is much superior to the solid conductor.
At from 300 to 500 meters its effective resistance is much less. For the very short waves,
its efficiency is slightly less and solid conduc-

tor wire is to be preferred.
,,,,,,,,,,

,,,,,

,,,,,,
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Dr. Lee DeForest's
Biography
AND INVENTION readers will read this important work by the

In the October issue of Radio News, there started a biography
of Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the Audion. This biography

j1

famous inventor.

will run for 12 months in Radio News and we hope all SCIENCE

RADIO NEWS
INTERESTING ARTICLES TO APPEAR IN THE DECEMBER ISSUE OF
The Cold Tube of the Future.
A New Very Short Wave Oscillator.
The Behavior of Radio Waves and the HeaviBy J. H. T. Roberts.
By
Ross
Gunn.
By Sir Oliver Lodge.
side Layer.
By A. D. Cowper.
Loop Aerial Circuits.
A Short Wave Super -Heterodyne.
A Radio Controlled Railroad Block System.
Complete List of Broadcast Stations, of the U. .S.
By J. L. CasselL
By Howard S. Pyle.
By Hugo Gernsback.
The Latest Radio Swindle.
,,,,,,tom ins.........
num,,,,,, ..
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PATENT
4./2/.

Scenic Effect

;

e

./201."

Fire Extinguisher

Screw Driver

tr.
N..

ITIVIZtw

flr'"

By painting scenery on the stage in different

1,500,431,

s

'/

issued to A. Wolf, pertains

to a fire extinguishing apparatus constructed

in the shape of a gun for easy handling.

colors and then flashing colored beams of light

upon the stage, different effects can be produced resulting in rapid scenic changes. This
system was described before in greater detail in this publication.

Life Saving Suit

1.1111.111711111111M11111111111111111111113/111111111111111.1111111111111.1111111111111111111111111111001111111 lllll

WANTED

No. 1,507,990, issued to

ARTICLES pertaining to automobiles such as handy kinks,

repairs and anything
of interest to the man who drives a
car. $50.00 in prizes every month
are offered by MOTOR CAMPER
AND TOURIST for such articles.
Get a copy at your newsstand and
see what is wanted. If your newsdealer cannot supply you send for
free sample copy to:

D. C.

Donaldson,

covers a screw driver with a flexible shaft
that allows the bit to be used in out of the
way places. It is illustrated in use above.

Flying Machine

roadside

0
1

MOTOR CAMPER & TOURIST

53 Park Place,
New York City.

I lllll 11111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W1.111111.11.

No. 1,500,823, issued to R. J. Kee, describes

a suit designed for use on steam ships and
other vessels, which suit fully protects and
keeps afloat a person who is forced into the
water by shipwreck. A view of the suit is

Sunken Vessel
Indicator

No. 1,506,624, issued to Mr. Forchione, describes the apparatus shown above, which is

support a person in the air.
Movement of the person's arms is supposed to
designed to

shown above. The supporting medium consists of kapok (a vegetable fibre) filled tubes.

cause flight while the feet manipulate the

guiding planes. We use the word suppose
for, as yet, this device has not to our knowledge been put to practical use.

Toy Tank

Parachute Toy

-001:11

44
'

1

I I

45.

sp,

1,

ABOVE.
4

No. 1,396,883, issued to J. Ivory, shows a
device for locating the position of sunken
vessels. It is mounted on deck and when
water reaches it, the large float is released

444,04''
*44it'

dr

fw.'

automatically and ascends to the surface car-

rying a cable.
RIGHT.

No. 1,503,740, issued to M. M. Adler, pertains to a box shaped as shown containing

These are ignited by means
of fuse; puffs of smoke simulate guns.

explosive pellets.

No. 1,492,709, issued to C. A. Hall, covers a
toy designed as shown in our illustration.
The parachute is blown into the air as shown
and then floats gracefully to the ground.
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Scientific
JUST LIKE THEM
"I see a burglar has been
CRAWFORD:
arrested for stealing a lot of radiophones."
CRARSHAW : "The chump! He should
have known they would squeal on him."-

First Prize $3.00

FEELING HIS WAY
EL E O TRICIAN
"Pat, be careful

picking up those
wires, you're liable to get hooked

THIS SCIENTIFIC AGE
A boy is said to be the very photograph

up with a live
one !"
IRISH HELPER:

of his father, while his sister is heard to be
the very phonograph of her mother.-Harold
A. Fidler, Reporter No. 13691.
WHERE ONE SWALLOW DID NOT
"Schulz

was

/"Niver moind

thot boss, of aljways feel thim

before. pickin'

thim up."-Orie Shackelford,

always lucky."

"Why do you

say so?"
"He underwent

an operation because

he

swal-

lowed a pearl in

an oyster, and the
pearl proved 40

be valuable

enough to cover
the cost of the operation-and the funeral."
-James Wade.

PHEW!
PROFESSOR (to Chemistry Class) : "Donald,

what is the stable form of ammonia?"

DONALD (waking suddenly from a nap) :

"Manure."-O. E. S. Gardiner.

BY RADIO, PRESUMABLY
On a beach in Toronto, Canada, there is
a sign that reads :
"In case of drowning, call life-saving station, Adelaide 3600."-Lambros D. Callimahos, Reporter No. 3503.
JESS :

AND NO WAY OUT
"Why are joke editors like gas

meters ?"

Gus: "Well?"
JEss : "Because they weigh out a lot of

gas."-J. C. Mello.

"Pretty cold
weather

to

isn't it r

"No; I warm

myself by the am-

pli-fier." - Les
Van Every.

ONE FOR LUTHER BURBANK
plant?"
PUPIL:

my set."

"Cuba-that's nothing,

SMITH :

I got

Japan on mine."
JONES: Japan!"
SMITH : "Yes, but I'm going to scrape it
off and varnish it instead."-Sidney Lang.
111191.7111 lllllneemuLiim

"What is a cold storage

"It's what grows on the meat

that is left in the refrigerator, while we are
on our vacation."-R. Hill.

HOW ABOUT CORN -ED BEEF?

to

two hundred contributions
this department. Of these
only one or two are available. We
desire to publish only scientific humor
and all contributions should be origi-

jokes
nal if possible. Do not copy
publications
from old books or other
as they have little or no chance here.
By scientific humor we mean only such

jokes as contain something of a scientific nature. Note our prize winners.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
and sign your name and address to it.
Write only on one side of sheet. We
cannot return unaccepted jokes. Please
do not enclose return postage.
All jokes published here are paid

for at the rate of one dollar each, be-

side the first prize of three dollars

dollars in cash will be paid to each one.

lllllllllllll 11111111114 lllllllllll iii111111 llllll 11$ llllllllllllllllllll 11111 llllllllll 011.11111111,11 lllll

FOR GOOD CONDUCT

The murderer was awaiting his sentence.
He had purposely killed three of his enemies
by skillful driving of the street car, of which
he was the motorman.
"Judge," he said, "have mercy on me. It
was an accident, I assure you. I never was
a good motorman anyway."

"Well then," said the judge, "we'll try
you out as a conductor."
And he sentenced him to the chair.-A.
Zimmerman, Reporter No. 11189.

SHOULD BE CHARGED TO HIM
CUSTOMER:

"What is the charge for this

battery ?"

BATTEEYmAN : "Five amperes."
CUSTOMER : "Yes, but how much

is that

produced corn."
JOHNNIE: "Say! dat's noting, me Ma
raised two corns on one toe."-Arthur Ber-

STAND, TOO

HE USUALLY TAKES A FIRM
FIP :

"Why

land.

does a chemist al-

PRUNED
FIRST PRUYN : "I'm very happy the Professor used me to test some alcohol last

ply?"

night."

he has plenty of
retorts." - Ever-

SECOND PRUYN :

ways have a re-

"Ah ! that explains why

are so stewed this morning."-Paul
Smith.

Sam Y. Caldwell.

THE POOR NUT!
"Does he know anything about electricity ?"

"No, he even wonders what kind of a nut
belongs on a thunderbolt."-Les Van Every.

A DIRTY JOKE
PROF. (in Natural History
Class) : "What
animal practises
the most rigid
economy ?"
BRIGHT
DENT:

FOP :

"Dunno,

why ?"
FIP :

"Because

ett Shepard.

STU-

'The

skunk-he makes

every scent
count."-Sani

Y.

Caldwell.

ANIMAL MAGNETISM
Magnetism was the subject the class of
students were discussing, and the Professor
asked : "How many natural magnets are
there ?"

One student excitedly raised his hand and

said, "Two, Sir."
"Please name them."
"Blondes
Bamford.

and

brunettes,

Sir."-Sidney

THE LOW DOWN
An Iowa girl, en route to visit friends in
New York, entered the city by the Hudson
tunnel, then took the subway to the address.
"What do you think of our city?" she was
asked on her arrival.
"I couldn't say," she replied, "so far I
have only had a worm's -eye view."-D. W.
Pearce.

A CONDENSED JOKE

month. In the event that two people

in American money ?"-Raymond A. Bailly.

you

that will catch anything in the waves."-

for the best jokes submitted each

"Luther Burbank has proven that
corn came from a Mexican weed, and in
fourteen years of cultivating this weed he
PROF.:

"And you term him a Radio fisherman?"
"Yes, he is charged with enthusiasm, is a
very broad caster, and he designs hook-ups

lllllllllllll mellitymi llllll , llllll 111111111111 llllll 1111111.11111

E receive daily from one to

use

your portable radio set outdoors,

PROFESSOR :

A NEW TUNE
"Yes, I got Cuba last night on

JONES :

send in the same joke so as to tie
for the prize, then the sum of three

THIS IS HOT

TERM WELL GROUNDED

.111.11M11,1111.1.111 lllll 11111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111.11111111111111111,1111111110111.11.111011,111111:1011 lllllll

Jas. J. O'Connell.

MAKE A SUMMER

rte

1ST RADIO BUG:

"Why does Mr.

Jones continue to
open and close his
mouth while he is
listening to his
radio ?"

SAME :
"He is making
use of his new set

of gold teeth as

an
emergency condenser."-Paul

Saffron, Reporter

No. 4664.

IN THE SHADE
"Say Joe you're a broker, can't
you give me a tip?"
BROKER : "I know something that is now
about twenty and within six months I can
guarantee it to go over ninety."
BROKE : "Sounds fine! What is it?"
Thermometer." - Louis
BROKER : "The
BROKE :

Ginsburg.

ONE BAD TURN DESERVES
ANOTHER

IrrmATE: "I think automobiles are a
menace to humanity."
KEEPER: "How's that?"
INMATE: "Well automobiles are the cause
for tapping 'Old Mother Earth' for oil, and

in this manner the earth's axis is deprived
of lubrication, which in tum causes it to
squeak, thus causing those dreadful earthquakes."-Paul Penney.
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific students. Questions will be answered here for the benefit of all but only matter of suffi-,
dent interest will be published. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on ; matter must be typewritten
or else written in ink, no penciled matter considered.
ANEROID BAROMETER
Jack B. Rust, Verona, N. J., wants to
know:
Q. 1. How is atmospheric pressure measured
otherwise than by the usual mercurial barometer?
A. 1. The aneroid (from the Greek, meaning
without liquid) barometer is an excellent convenient and oortable type of barometer that gives very
accurate readings in barometric pressure. A disk (1775)

3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions
addressed to this department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is
made for each question. If the questions entail considerable research work or
intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be
informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

ROTATING LIQUID
Fred C. Tarr, Gloucester, Mass., asks:
Q. 1. Can you explain why the surface of a
rotating liquid is displaced in the center and the
exact reasons for this?
A. 1. When a vessel containing a liquid is
rotated, the liquid by virtue of its viscosity soon
comes to equilibrium and turns at the same rate
as the containing vessel.
If the speed is slow,
(1776)

the upper surface of the liquid is slightly concave; at greater speeds, it will become deeply
hollowed, but it always has the form of a paraboloid of revolution until the speed increases so

the surface must be of such a curve as to be at
right angles to them. As will be noted, the resultant force is greater at points higher up on

the surface so that a surface particle near the top
presses against the surrounding liquid with much
more force than it would if it were at the bottom
of the curve. Similarly, the oblate form of the
earth is explained. A unit mass at the. earth's
surface exerts a downward force toward the center
of the earth due to attraction and also a cen-

Interesting Articles to
Appear In December Issue

of "The Experimenter"

The aneroid barometer is one of the best
means of ascertaining the correct barometric
pressure. Its construction is clearly shown
above.

Experimental Short -Wave Receivers.

shaped metal box is provided with a top made
of thin metal, corrugated so as to be extremely
flexible. The air within is partially exhausted, as
a complete vacuum would cause a collapse of the
thin cover. Aside from this, a stout steel spring
fastened to its center aids in its support. As the
atmospheric pressure increases, the spring yields
a little and its point moves downward, acting by
means of a lever and a delicate chain to give
a greatly increased motion to the pointer which
moves over a graduated dial.
A small hair
spring serves to take up the slack in the chain.
With a decrease in atmospheric pressure the reverse takes place and the pointer naturally moves
in the opposite direction. It is not quite as accurate as a mercurial barometer, since the elasticity
of the spring varies with the temperature, the
coefficients of

How to Make a Crystal Set Loud Speaker.
Making a Radio "B" Battery.
Socket and Switch Testing Machine.
Preserving Magnetic Curves.
By Earle R. Caley, B.Sc.
Electrical Voice Investigation.
The Microphone Relay.

expansion of the various metal

parts used and the lag due to friction

in the
bearings, however sensitive they may be, affect
the reading. It must be compared with the
mercurial barometer from time to time to get

its figure of divergence or error.

By A. L. Groves, 3BID.
Superdyning the Reflex.

By R. Washburne.
Experimental Heterodyne.
Filtration and Crystallization.
By J. Edmund Woods.
%111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,1111111111111.111IIIIIrilli,

that it closes in at the top, when a globular vessel
is used. A small force, M, due to gravity, exerts
against the liquid a downward force MG and an
outward centrifugal force which is measured by
MW1R. The downward components Q as noted
in the diagram, are due to gravity and are the
same at all points on the surface, while the cen-

trifugal components Ll, L2 and L3 increase in
proportion to the distance of the particle from
the axis of rotation. Hence, the resultant force
Al, A2 and A3 will be differently inclined and

The reason why the surface of a rotating liquid
is displaced at the center is graphically shown.
A parabaloid of revolution is always formed.

trifugal force due to its rotation. The latter, of
course, is zero at the poles and reaches a maximum at the equator, and is always at right angles
to the polar axis. The resultant downward force
of gravity G, is therefore directed exactly towards
the center only at the poles and at the equator.
Surface tension, viscosity, speed of rotation and
amount of liquid are variable factors entering
into the exact shape which the liquid will assume.
SIMPLE PARTY TELEPHONE LINES
(1777) Ralph Elden, Jr., Portland, Oregon, requests:
Q. 1. Kindly give me a diagram showing the
connections for the simplest four party telephone
line that you have available. There must be a
bell at each house so that we may call each
other.

OUR $12,000 PRIZE CONTEST

I T will be noted from recent issues and the present one that

our prize contest has been a whale of a success. Over $1,500

E

has been paid out this month for worth while contributions to
SCIENCE AND INVENTION, either in pictures, suggestions, ideas or articles. We now have on our staff, close to
16,000 correspondent reporters who are scouting the world for

new material that can be written up for SCIENCE AND INVENTION. And the formula is simple-just keep your eyes
open. Even if you were totally deaf or blind, you could still
win a prize by simply using your head and sending us ideas of
a scientific nature, or of a nature directly or indirectly attached
to new inventions.

ARTICLES FOR JANUARY SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Interesting Stereoscopic Experiments.
Scientific Toys.
The Keeley Motor.

Trick Photography with Your Camera.

Power From the Earth's Heat.
Animals Which Make Themselves Invisible.
By Dr. Ernest Bade.

Metal Etching-How to Do It.
The Digestive System and How It Works.
By Ismer Ginsberg, B.Sc., Chew. Eng,
Interior of a Star.
By Isabel M. Lewis, M. A.,
of the U. S. Naval Observatory,

New English Tidal Power Scheme.

The Radio Knife-All About It.

By Joseph H. Kraus, Staff Medical Expert.
Experiments in Heat.
By Raymond B. Wailes.
How to Make Rubber Balloons.
1111

l

It II

FREE INFORMATION
IFyou want additional information concerning any of the subjects illustrated and described in this number of SCIENCE AND INVENTION we
shall be glad to give you other data we have at our command. To make this work as easy as possible for our editors, please be brief. Write only
on one side of the paper and state exactly in a few words just what it is you desire further information on. We have the original manuscripts and
drawings of many of these articles in our files and can furnish much additional data in most cases. Please do not fail to send stamped and self-addressed
envelope. Make all questions concise and specific.
inquiries of this nature to INFORMATION EDITOR c/o Science and Invention, 53 Park Place, New York City.
Address
1
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A. 1. Herewith is shown diagram with the
very simplest connections for a four party telephone line. Stations two and three need the
batteries only for ringing purposes, and they are
the
not to be used for speaking, inasmuch as will
opposing polarities of the various batteries
bviously effect the voice with bad results.
STATION NQ.1
r

PUSH -4-

BUTTON

' STATION N4.2

come from over the left shoulder with no glare
of light on the reading matter. This affords the

Q. 2. Kindly define the important light terms.
A. 2. Index of Refraction for any substance is
the ratio of the velocity of light in a vacuum to
its velocity in the substance. It is also the ratio
of the sine of the angle of incidence to the sine
of the angle of refraction. In general, the index
of refraction for any substance varies with the
wave -length of the refracted light.
Minimum Deviation.-The deviation or change
of direction of light passing through a prism is a
minimum when the angle of incidence is equal
to the angle of emergence.
Principal Focus of a lens or spherical mirror is
the point of convergence of light coming from a
source at an infinite distance.
Conjugate Foci.-Under proper conditions of dis-

best arrangement.

THE SPINTHARISCOPE
(1780) Joseph P. Campbell, Trenton, New
Jersey, says he has read about radio activity, but
fails to find any instrument which will enable hint
to view emanations resulting from the disintegration of radium ores. He asks:
Q. 1. Can you help me out in this matter?
A. 1. By the use of the spinthariscope, an in ADJUSTABLE
BRASS TUBE
BRASS

EYEPIECE

tance and curvature of lens or mirror light divergent from a point on or near the axis of a
lens or spherical mirror is focused at another
The point of convergence and the posipoint.
tion of the source are conjugate foci.
Spherical Aberration.-When large surfaces of

F
STATION NO.3

spherical mirrors or lenses are used, the light

divergent from a point source cannot be exactly

focused at a point. The phenomenon is known as
spherical aberration.
Chromatic Aberration.-Due to the difference in
the index of refraction for light of different wavelengths, light of various wave -lengths from the
RECEIVER

N4.4

L..- .......

BATTERY

Simple telephone party lines are always being
by
constructed. Here is one that can be used
at least four widely separated parties. It will
simple
to
afford considerable service and is
construct.

same source cannot be focused in a point by a
simple lens and "rainbow colors" are produced.
This is called chromatic aberration, meaning colored aberration.
Achromatic.-A term applied to lenses signifying
their more or less complete correction for chromatic aberration.
Magnifying Power.-The ratio of the angle subtended by the image of the object seen through
the instrument to the angle subtended by the object when seen by the unaided eye at a distance
of 25 ems. (10 ins.).
3...M111111111111111111111MIIIIIIIIMIUMIM1011.111,11,11

(1778) Charles L. Thomas, Olyphant, Pa., asks:
Q. I. Kindly define some of the more important chemical terms?

An acid is any substance which yields
The Active Mass of a substance is the number

A. 1.

hydrogen ions.

of gram -molecular -weight

per liter in

solution,

or in gaseous form.

Adsorption. The ability of a solid to conon
dense gases, liquids, or dissolved substances
their surfaces is called adsorption. It is a manifestation of the force of adhesion.
An Atom is the smallest unit quantity of an
element that is capable of entering into chemical
combination.

A Base is any substance which yields hydroxyl
A Balanced or Reversible Action is one which
can be caused to proceed in either direction by
suitable variation in the conditions of temperature,
volume, pressure or of the quantities of reacting
substances.
A Catalytic Agent is a substance which by its
ions.

mere presence alters the velocity of a reaction,
and may be recovered unaltered in nature or
amount at the end of the reaction.
A Colligative Property is a property numerically
the same for a group of substances, independent

of their chemical nature.
A Constitutive Property is a property which depends on the constitution or structure of the
molecule.
A Cryohydrate is the solid which separates
when a saturated solution freezes. It contains the
solvent and the solute in the same proportions as
they were in the saturated solution.
The Combining Weight of an element or radical
is its atomic weight divided by its valence.
Eutectic, a term applied to the mixture of two
or more substances which has the lowest melting
point.
The Hydrogen Equivalent of a substance is the
number of replaceable hydrogen atoms in one
molecule or the number of atoms of hydrogen
with which one molecule could react.
The Heat of Combustion of a substance is the
amount of heat evolved by the combustion of 1
gram molecular weight of the substance.
An Ion is a charged atom or group of atoms
in solution. Solutions always contain equivalent
numbers of positive and negative ions.
A Molecule is the smallest unit quantity of
matter which can exist by itself and retain all
the properties of the original substance.
A Molar Solution contains 1 gram molecular
weight of dissolved substance per liter of solution.
A Normal Solution contains 1 gram weight of
dissolved substance

divided

by

the

hydrogen

equivalent of the substance per liter of solution.
Oxidation is any process which increases the
proportion of oxygen in a substance producing
other chemical compounds or compound.
Reduction is any process which decreases the
proportion of oxygen or other electro positive
elements or radical in a compound.
A Salt is any substance which yields ions, other
than hydrogen or hydroxyl ions.
The Solubility Product or precipitation value is
the product of the concentrations of the ions of
a substance in a saturated solution of the substance.

TN order to elirhinate all waste and unsold copies it has become necessary to

to reserve a copy for you every month.
Otherwise he will not* be able to supply

For your convenience, we are
appending herewith a blank which we ask
you to be good enough to fill in and hand
to your newsdealer. He will then be in a
position to supply copies to you regularly
every month. If you are interested in
receiving your copy every month, do not
fail to sign this blank. It costs you nothing to do so.

your copy.

A

1

Newsdealer

oblige,
Name
Address

Resolving Power of a Telescope or Microscope.This is the minimum separation of two objects at
which they appear distinct and separate when
viewed through the instument.

Angular Aperture of an objective angle subtended by the object of largest diameter which
it can transmit.
Numerical Aperture.-The sine of half the angular aperture, used as a measure of the optical
power of the objective.
Dispersion.-The difference between the index
of refraction of any substance for any two wavelengths is a measure of the dispersion for these
wave -lengths called the coefficient of dispersion.
Diffraction.-If the light source were a point the
shadow of any object would have its maximum
sharpness; a certain amount of illumination, howbe

found within the geometrical

shadow due to the diffraction of the light at the
edge of the object.
Polarized Light -Light which exhibits different
properties in different directions at right angles
to the line of propagation is said to be polarized.
Specific rotation is the power of liquids to rotate
the plane of polarization. It is stated in terms
of specific rotation or the rotation in degrees per
decimeter per unit density.

READING LIGHT
G. R. Rodgers, Decatur, Ill., asks:
Q. 1. What is the best arrangement of reading lights in order to cause the least amount of
strain on the eyes? What color is easiest for the
eyes?
A. I. The best arrangement of lights for reading is to have a group of several lamps having
blue or green filters and allowing the light to
(1779)

i <7,
A

inc

sulphide

screen

causes the lumi-

nescence, resulting from the bombardment of
the alpha particles.

copies of
Please reserve for me
SCIENCE & INVENTION every month
until I notify you otherwise, and greatly

would

,.

scopic arrangement whereby the emanations
from radio active materials are made visible.

supply newsstand dealers only with the actual number of copies for which they have
orders. This makes it advisable to place
an order with your newsdealer, asking him

ever,

RADIUM =72

BROMIDE -=

Prof. Crookes' spinthariscope consists of a tele-

TO NEWSSTAND READERS

To
Address

ING KNOB

-. 340-

..... imilmmtnnirminvmmurrnrtmmmrd

IMPORTANT
CHEMICAL AND LIGHT TERMS

ADJUST-

-ZINC
SULPHIDE
SCREEN

strument devised by Professor Crookes, the fluorescent effect of the radiation from radium is beautifully shown. The device comprises a sliding

brass tube, having an eye piece at one end and a
zinc sulphide screen in its bottom. A small drop
of radium bromide is placed on the rod projecting
above the sulphide screen. The radiation from
this minute quantity of radium compound causes
the zinc sulphide to scintillate with constantly
changing intermittent flashes of points of light,
due to the bombardment of the alpha particles. It
is a known fact that the energy of this radiation
is great and as radiation seems to proceed from
within the substances, the bodies emitting it are
affected so as to be kept at a temperature several
degrees higher than that of the surrounding atmosphere. In the course of the so-called transmutation which the radio -active substances undergo, an
enormous supply of energy is liberated. The
spinthariscope is the simplest instrument with
which to view this wonderful process of disintegration of radium into lead and helium.
LETTER -HEAD ERADICATOR
(1781) Albert J. McElfresh, Anderson, Indiana, asks :
Q. 1. Kindly show a way or means by which
I may remove objectionable printing matter from

a letter -head printed in black ink.
A. 1. Printing matter from a letter -head may
be eradicated by the following method:
Two solutions are necessary. The first is composed of citric acid, 1 part, concentrated solution
of borax, 2 parts, distilled water, 16 parts. Dissolve the acid in the water, add the borax solution and mix thoroughly.
The second consists of chloride of lime, 3 parts,
water 16 parts, concentrated solution of borax, 2
parts. The chloride of lime is added to the
water and the whole must be shaken well and
allowed to stand for a week. The clear liquid
should then be decanted and the borax solution
added.
In order now to remove the ink from your letter -head, saturate it with solution 1, and apply
blotter to take off excess, then apply solution 2
and when the writing ink has disappeared, apply
blotter. Then wet with clean water and dry
between two blotters. Although this process is
rather lengthy, it is a very good one.
DENSITY
(1782) H. N. Stellar, Anglesea, New Jersey,
asks:
Q. I. Why is it that an egg will sink in water
and then again sometimes it won't?
A. 1. The reason why an egg will sink in
plain water and why it won't in salt water is
because salt water has a density greater than
that of ordinary plain water. This means that
it is harder for the egg to displace the same
amount of salt water than of ordinary fresh water.
Eggs are sometimes tested in this manner. Old
eggs which have a rather large air cavity, readily
float while good eggs will drop to the bottom
in a diluted solution of salt water.
.
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Awards in aY 1000 Monthly Contest

The Regular Departments Pay Prizes of Their Own, Authors on Contract Receive Their Own Rates;
With Other Special Payments Makes the Total Paid for Articles in Excess of $1500.00 Monthly. this,
FIRST PRIZE $100.00
Mars as Seen in 1924, by Charles T. Dahama, Ph. D

TWENTY PRIZES OF $10.00 EACH

Hosiery Tester, by Frank H. Madison
Pocket Microscope, by R. G. Thackwell
Auto Radiator, by Allen P. Child
Bed Clothes Retainer, by Mrs. C. M. Worthley
Timer, by C. A. Oldroyd, Reporter No. 4433
Lettering, by Geo. R. Robinson
Screw Driver, by A. P. Peck
Eraser, by Marcel Papin
Watch Chain, by John F. Shelby
Dropper, by F. R. Moore

770-771

TWO PRIZES OF $50.00 EACH

How to Make the Motopeller, by P. G. v. Petegem
Cremation-A Modern Science, by Sheba Margreaves

758
769

TEN PRIZES OF $25.00 EACH

Science of the Romans, by Chas. Beecher Bunnell
New U. S. to Italy Cable (author please send address)
Meteoric Showers, by Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D.
Topsy Turvy House (author please send address)
Science of the Future, by B. M. Pall
Skyscraper Park, by George L. Purdy
Ptolemy's Planetary Idea and Ours, by Dr. Franz Fuchs
The Death Cabinet, by Prof. Joseph Dunninger
Is Your Kitchen Efficient? by Mrs. Christine Frederick
Balloon Tricks, by Sam Brown

759
762
763
763
764
765
774
776
778
780

Plant Health, by W. H. Seitzinger, Reporter No.
Metal Kink, by I. Kramme
Soldering Aluminum, by Arthur A. Blumenfeld
Crystal Detector, by B. V.

1,864

775
775
777
786
787
787
787
787
790
795

Non -Drag Doors, by R. C. Dole
Rubber Stamp, by C. C. Sorensen
Radio by Telephone, by Clarence Sampson, Reporter No. 12,762

846
847
849
849
851

851

Perching Hawk, by A. P. D'Ambra
Wave Length, by R. L. Young
Arrestor, by Sterling Davies
Cable Repair, by L. B. Robbins
Glass Drill (author please send address)
Single Hole Mounting, by G. A. Coates, Reporter No. 12,052
Perfect Connections, by V. Ustach, Reporter No. 8,065
Key From Phone Jack, by H. C. Rowe, Jr., Reporter No. 37
Low Loss Insulator, by G. A. Coates, Reporter No. 12,052
Paper Fastener Kink, by Leighton Powell, Reporter No. 8,620

TEN PRIZES OF $15.00 EACH

Fire Prevention, by B. A. Cawthon, Reporter No.
Earth Fault, by F. Rattak
Skating Accessory, by Dale R. Van Horn
Entomologists Mounting Method, by J. G. Pratt
Pump Air Column, by Ben Shilling
Life Saver, by Chas. D. Tenney
Novel Hydrometer, by J. T. Garver

3,826

TEN PRIZES OF $5.00 EACH

768
778
786
788
788

Home-made Microscopes, by Cecil Edgar Payne

789
789
789
789
789
790
790
790
845
845

Receiver Transmitter, by T. C. Clements, Reporter No. 13,231
Loop Aerial Bearing, by W. F. Bloom
Signal Intensifier, by Ernest Oliver, Reporter No. 13,314
Variable Condenser, by David Jenkins
Dial Attachment, by Claude Lisman
Space Saver, by Tud Garver

FIVE PRIZES OF $20.00 EACH
Jupiter's Satellites, by Charles T. Howard, Ph.D.
The Earth Lights the Moon, by Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D
Mystification in Candle Tricks, by Chas. D. Tenney
Invisible Inks, by E. L. Bernstein

772
772
772
772

789
790
790
790
790
846
846
846
847

847

TWENTY PRIZES OF $2.00 EACH

.

Handy Binding Post, by Kenneth Stewart, Reporter No. 13,593
Potentiometer Connections, by Kingsley Peck
(No further entries)

849
851
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TO the individual who casually glances at the above list of
prize winners, it may seem that his chances of winning a
prize are limited. This, however, is not the case.
We particularly desire to impress upon the reader and prize

seeker that a great many of the articles are written by staff
writers or are contracted for. Such articles are not paid for
from prize award moneys, and consequently the readers' chances

for winning a prize are infinitely greater than he may at first
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believe them to be. To assist readers in securing proper material

for publication, we suggest that they carefully read the article
on the bottom of this page dealing with the distribution of reporter cards. We further request that those who send articles to
the magazine see to it that their name and address appears not

only on each page of their contributions, but also on the drawings,

and models. We try to avoid losses of names or addresses as
much as possible, but this cannot always be done.-Editor.
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Here Is How You Can Get in the Contest:

$12,000 or More in Gold i
EVETIROYN mpoanytsh $S1C0I0E0NoCr Em Aa rNe Di
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as follows:

goldE

prizes. Every text article published will

E receive a prize-(most of the departments
E have awards of their own which they give
every month). Ideas are what the Editors

want. The ideas must be told simply, so that
your mother or your sister can understand

them-in pictures or sketches or both. But
the idea must be new and must have some-

thing to do with science or invention.

The Editors want pictures and sketchesmust have them-but what they want most
.41111111
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$12,000 or More in Gold

88 monthly prizes will be given

Nin-

is IDEAS.

FIRST PRIZE $100.00

2 PRIZES of $50.00 each
10

"
CS

10

CI

20

CC

"
"
"
"
if

10

"

20
10

CC

IC

CC

di

25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
2.00
1.00

"

"

"
"

"
"

"

F.

These ideas will be handsomely
paid for. We have published a pamphlet
showing the rules of the contest which we
shall be glad to send to anyone free on receipt of a postal card with your name and
address. The pamphlet gives full details,
the rules and how to submit articles. The
magazine itself shows you what is wanted.
Study it closely and submit your ideas.

The closing date for all prize contributions
i is the 15th of the month preceding date of is.
sue, i.e., the 15th of Dec. for the Feb. issue,

the 15th of Jan. for the March issue,

etc.

a
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WILL YOU BE OUR REPORTER?

Epp

N connection with our $12,000 prize contest announced herewith, it goes without saying that you will have to
do a little work in order to win a prize. The Editors do not wish to make it hard for you, quite the contrary.
We want pictures and ideas and we cannot have too many of them.
Herewith is reproduced our reporter's card.
Up to now we have issued over 15,000. of these.
Note in
our awards how our reporters are winning prizes right along. We shall be glad to send the reporter's card free
to anyone who makes an application for it. By means of this card you will be able to secure entry into industrial
plants, business houses, motion picture studios, steamships, docks, public buildings, etc. This reporter's card will
prove an open sesame to you in many instances. Every card is numbered and only one is given to a correspondent.
A postal card from you and a request for this reporter's card is all that is necessary to obtain one. It will be
sent to you by return mail. With it we will send you a pamphlet giving rules of the contest and how to proceed
in order to get photographs, to send in sketches, and other information in order to obtain a valuable prize. Not
only will this card help you to obtain material. for this magazine, but it will train you to become a news gatherer,
and will be the means of helping you to earn a good deal of money during your spare hours.

Address Field Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION, 53 Park Place, New York
l'IMI0:011.1111B1r11.1,1391=11111111111111111131111111,111111111111111.111111111111111.1.111117111111.011111111
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Invention

CORRESPONDENT

REPORTER'S
IDENTIFICATION

N°. 1000
THE BEARER OF THIS CAR
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IS AN AUTHORIZED CORRESPONDENT REPORTER OP

'SCIENCE and INVENTION MAGAZINE

THE PUBLISHERS OF SCIENCE AND INVENTION WILL

APPRECIATE ANY COURTESY EXTENDED THEIR
REPRESENTATIVE.
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Eveready Heavy

Duty "B" Battery, 45 volts.
Three Fahne-

stock clips.

Length, 8 3/16
inches; width,
4 7/16 inches;
height, 7 3/16
inches; weight,

13 3/4 pounds.
Price $4.75.

THOUSANDS of people are already

cutting their "B" Battery costs one-

half, or even two-thirds, by using

the new Eveready "B" Battery

No. 770 on their heavy drain sets.
This new Eveready Heavy Duty
Battery marks a marvelous advance
in reducing "B" Battery costs.

If your "B" Batteries have

lasted only two months on a five or

six tube receiver, this Eveready
Heavy Duty "B" Battery will in-

crease the service two to three times.

Use this Eveready Heavy Duty
"B" Battery on any receiving set

on which the "B" Batteries last less
than four months. When thus used

to its full capacity, it is the cheap-

est as well as the best source of
"B" energy ever offered.
Manufactured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INc.
Headquarters for Radio Battery Information

New York

San Francisco

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited. Toronto, Ontario
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Doctor Hackensaw's Secrets
By CLEMENT FEZANDIE
(Continued from page 767)
VILL1.1111,4

"Nothing very interesting here," said the

ShowYou

the watj to

BIGPAY-JOBS

in I heAU

BUSINESS

"Probably the heart of a king or
some other high personage. I wonder if
the resin that formed the stopper may not
be more interesting. I have a great mind
to examine it to see if by any possibility
it might contain some living spore from
by -gone days. It will do no harm to try."
And leaving Pep to flirt with the young
doctor.

assistant, the doctor took the piece of
amber -like substance into the laboratory and
proceeded to cut a small piece from the center and dissolve it slowly in a suitable liquid.

For two or three weeks he continued the
work, then one day triumphantly called to

QAY Good-bye to $2o, $30 or ko a week. Go after

Pep.

Pay AUTO EXPERT-get you a job and a big

have found a prehistoric microbe-unlike
anything that has been found so far. The
species must be extinct, but some of the
spores became embedded in this resin and
have retained their life for three or four
thousand years. If you will look at my

-' the Big Money! Work. short, easy hours-boss
thejob instead of being bossed-be independenta SUCCESS! My Free Book will show you how:
Tells how I GUARANTEE to make you a Big
raise in pay. Mail the coupon today for this book
and my amazing guaranteed job and salary offer.

I make you an AUTO EXPERT

By Actual Shop Methods

My new SHOP -NOTE method of instruction
gives you the full benefits of actual shop and
garage experience, right in your own homeand with better, quicker results! No need to quit
your job until you're ready for a big one! My
training fits you to hold a dozen different autojobs.

I make you a MASTER of every branch of auto,
truck and tractor work. I make you a full-fledged
EXPERT-not just a mechanic. I've been in the
Auto business for 24 years-worked for Packard,
Rolls Royce, Paige and others. I know how to
train you and I guarantee your success.

I Train You at Home to
Boss Jobs Like This

"Eureka !" he cried, "I have found it. I

cultures under the microscope you will see
that the species is somewhat triangular,
but with the points blunt, making the figure
really six -sided. My assistants have succeeded wonderfully and I have now an
amount of the culture sufficient to begin
my new experiments. I call my new microbe

the 'Bacillus Tintageles.'
`Miggs'

I named it after
for the reason that with a boy,

as with a microbe, you never know what's
going to happen. I inoculated some of the
germs into a dog, this morning ; but un-

fortunately the dog ran away after the

operation.

I

sincerely hope that if my

microbe does produce disease, the disease
will not prove a contagious one, or all the

dogs of Cairo may fall victims to it."

Unfortunately the disease was contagious
and contagious to an extraordinary degree.

Before a week had passed, there was an

outbreak of distemper among the Egyptian
dogs. Peculiar eruptions appeared on their
bodies, accompanied by a violent fever.
Worse still, the plague soon spread to human

I Guarantee You a Fine Job
and a Big Raise in Pay

Take my training. Then step into a Big -Pay Auto
job. I'!1 get it for you and guarantee you at least

a 50% raise in pay. With

that as a starter you can earn

as high as Poo a week. Re-

member, I guarantee to make

you an EXPERT-get you

days.

a million dollar school.

her he unbosomed himself.
"There must exist some remedy for this

a job and big salary increase.
My guarantee is backed by

Get Started Now - Mail Coupon!

Investigate! - Write today. Get my wonderful
book. It's free. No obligations. Tells about big
jobs, salaries and opportunities now open. Also get

my job and salary GUARANTEE. Write today!

TOM PLUMRIDGE, Chief Engineer,
Automotive Division, American School

Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Dept. A-926

Chicago, Ill.

ITZPati-Raiser germ
TOM PLUMRIDGE, Chief Engineer,
Auto Division, American School

T Drexel Ave. & 58th St., Dept. A -926 Chicago, El.
Send me your free book,-your job and salary guarantee
and full information on how you will get me a Big Pay
Auto Job. This request is to put me under no obligation.

Address

Q

Pep was constantly at the doctor's side,
ready to run his errands for him, and to

disease," said he, "and it's my job to find
it, since I am the author of the mischief.
But I seem to have tried every method
known to science for fighting disease. and

State

to the most virulent germs.

In fact he

found means of increasing the normal virulence of the germs, for he found that when
he passed the disease from one dog to
another, the microbe was more virulent in
the second dog than in the first one.
"You must know, Pep, that when a mi-

crobe attacks a healthy person, the body

fights might and main to protect itself.

It

puts forth all its efforts to localize the
disease. Pimples and other such eruptions

are prisons which nature has provided for
microbes that she has no other means of
getting rid of. Then there are the phagocytes or white corpuscles of the blood, which

attack the invading microbes and eat them
up.
The phagocytes are helped by the
opsonins which soften the microbes and

make them easier to absorb, and also by

the agglutinins which glue the microbes into
bunches and so hinder their free passage in

the blood -vessels.

Then there are also the

anti -toxins whose business it is to destroy
the poisons excreted by the microbes.
"Now microbes are comparatively new to
science-practically nothing was known
about them before Pasteur's experiments on
hydrophobia. But Nature knew about them
hundreds of thousands of years ago, and has
used her anti-toxines, etc., against them
from time immemorial. In fact Nature must

know many similar things which we shall
learn of for thousands of years to

not

come.

"From all this you will readily understand that when a microbe enters the body,
the alarm is at once given and all the
arsenal of anti -bodies attack the intruder.
Now it has been found that even a dead
microbe introduced into the body, produces
these reactions. From which we may safely
infer that the action is mechanical or chemical-probably the latter. These dead germs
are therefore excellent for inoculation purposes and perfectly safe, for they can cause

But in this new plague they
seem of no use. The body has been so
long free from this particular species of
germ that it no longer reacts to them in
the early stages, and the disease therefore
no disease.

spreads through all the tissues unhindered.
I have only one last hope left. That is . ."
The doctor paused. There was a great
.

shouting outside, for a mob of Arabs had
gathered in front of the building. They had
learned

in some way that the doctor was

none seems to answer. Drugs seem powerless. Of course antiseptics such as carbolic

responsible for the present outbreak, and the
mob was now stoning the windows and
clamoring for vengeance.

just as they will any
other disease germ, but they do not seem

cried Doctor Hackensaw. "Quick, borrow
your maid's Arab dress and her heaviest veil

acid, bichloride of mercury, etc., will kill
the isolated germ,

able to reach the microbic spores when they
are snugly imbedded in the tissues."
"Why not try inoculation?" asked Pep.
"I have. Of course it would be dangerous to inoculate living germs, but scientists
have found that the inoculation of dead
microbes will often answer. A living germ

grows and spreads and so gives the very

Name

L....ty

beings, and men, women and children fell
victims to it. Luckily it was not fatal,
but it brought them down to death's door,
and the convalescence was very slow.
By a miracle Doctor Hackensaw escaped,
although he toiled night and day with the
new microbe, studying its life history and
its effects on man and animals. The epidemic spread far and wide and its ravages
resembled those of the plagues of ancient

He found that in rabies, which is
the scientific name for hydrophobia, if the
diseased spinal chords are hung up in the
air for a day or two, the germs will become
weak and only a mild attack of hydrophobia
will result when they are inoculated. By
beginning with these weak germs and gradually using stronger and stronger ones, he
could make a rabbit or dog immune even
air.

disease it is desired to avoid. Jenner, with
his cow -pox, used a milder germ than that
of the small -pox he fought. Pasteur weakened

his germs by exposing them to the

"We must get out of this, Pep, at once,"

and I will get an Arab costume from my
valet. We've got to get out the back way
and get to the hangar. Once in our aeroplane, 'The Hoochie,' we can get to some
quiet spot where I can continue my researches. Luckily the Arab dress is ample
enough to conceal almost anything. I can
carry my flask and test -tubes with me and
no one will be any the wiser for it."
"Gee !" cried Pep. "Won't that be great!
I'll go barefoot and wear those heavy Arab
(Continued on page 810)
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ILL'S got another
new rule, I see. He

sure does rust 'em
out."

"Not any more-that rule is
the same one he's been using
for the last two years. It

always looks like that-it's a
Starrett Stainless."

RUST PROOF
Starrett Stainless Steel Rules laugh at moisture, perspiration and certain acid fumes that soon
destroy the usefulness of the ordinary rule. They are made from a fine quality non -rusting, nonstaining steel. No. 1000 (hardened and tempered) is made in 6 and 12 inch lengths. No. 1020 (flexible) supplied in 6 inch length only. Like all Starrett Rules, the Stainless is graduated with extreme accuracy-a reading glass proves that even when magnified the division lines show up sharp
and clean-cut-perfect in every way. Use Starrett Rules for closer and easier work.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.
FREE REFERENCE TABLES
Wire Gauge Standards, Decimal
Equivalents, Allowances for Fits, Tap
Drill Sizes, Color Chart for use in

World's Greatest Toolmakers-Manufacturers of Hacksaws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.

Tempering, Lubricants for Cutting

Tools, Drill Speeds, Double Depth of

Threads, Metric Conversion Tables

Miscellaneous Measurements, Tables
for Computing Weight of Cast Steel.
All this and other valuable information
needed by every tooluser will be found in
the back of the NEW STARRETT CATALOG. Mailed FREE. Write for No,, 23

Le;
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How to Finish Your
Radio Cabinet
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Secrets

Diamonds ;
'Watches (

r.rig)

(Continued front page 808)

No.

N

$250

anklets I bought. I can easily color my
legs brown.
This will be the first real

Cash orCredit

A Wetik

Christmas Gifts

fun of the trip!"

endforCatalog

Doctor Hackensaw hesitated a moment as

to whether to disguise himself as an Arab
woman or man. The heavy veil would, of
course, be a protection, but to go as a
woman would necessitate sacrificing his
beard.

So he finally decided to go as a man.

"If you carry a basket of green figs on
your head, Pep, and I take a water -jug in

my hands, I can stop and hide my face

by appearing to take a drink if I see any
danger of being recognized. Under the
figs and in the jug I can pack some of my

$125

The

Dia.

Silverware, etc.

AWeek

Sent prepaid for
your Free LIMB -

monde in

!nation.

these Rings
are brilliant,

Satisfaction

Blue White.
high-grade
Quality Gems.

No 36

teed or

$37.60

$1"

Solid Mira% Gold,
which
is

mi:::ky.

A Week

TERMS: go.a.de-

No. 12

Poet

850

rtr7he;:eqig:

$125

nelance 'In equal

AWeek

amounts, ,semisweekly

monthly
or
monthly, at

The pair managed to slip out by the back
way unnoticed, and once in the street, min-

If you have a hobby for mak ng radio
cabinets, furniture, porch swings, etc.,
you will find our Book especially interesting for naturally you want to give
your handiwork a beautiful finish. Our

gled with the throng, there was little fear
of detection. It would have taken a keen
observer to detect that they were not real
Arabs. They reached the hangar without

fully illustrated in color. Use coupon

It was not until Malta was reached that
the doctor halted. Here he hired rooms

below.

Watches,
Wriet
Watches, Pearls.

$325

paraphernalia."

book is the work of experts- beauti-
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trouble, and as "The Hoochie" was in readiness for flight, they were soon miles away
from the howling mob.
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"Even a serum is out of the question,
Pep," he explained to her one day.
"What's a serum?"
"A serum is what you might call a vaccination made to an animal instead of to
yourself. You do not run any of the danger, and yet you profit by the result. The
animal is inoculated with the disease and
at once begins manufacturing anti-toxines,
etc. The anti -bodies appear in the serum
of its blood, and by injecting this serum
into your body, you profit by it just as
though you had manufactured it yourself.
The only disadvantage is that the supply

does not continue-you have to keep on
injecting new serum. On the other hand
you run no risks."
"Then why not try to make a serum?"
"I have tried it, but the animals won't
re -act to this microbe any more than man
does. I have only one hope left. This
terrible microbe existed on the earth thousands of years ago, and yet became extinct.
What destroyed it? Evidently some enemy

-almost certainly some other species of
microbe. If so, the probabilities are great
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turn he placed with some living specimens
of the Bacillus Tintageles. And finally he
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"Pep !" he shouted. "I've got it! I've
found the antidote to the disease. I've
found the microbe that nut the Tintageles
out of existence some thousands of years
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Victory! I can now undo all the
harm I have caused! My! but it was a
close shave! It shows again how one man
can easily do more harm in the world than

Book on Wood Finishing and Home Beautifying.

BARGAIN CATALOG'

and there was no time now to prosecute

This clue was too promising a one to be

playing the service depart-

If no store in your com-

For years he had experimented seeking to
produce artificial anti-toxines and other antibodies chemically, by imitating the natural
products found in the human body. All
such efforts had so far proved unsuccessful,
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a thousand men can repair. Even a scien-

with the best of intentions, may let
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(Continued on page 812)
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TRF-50

A handsomely
carved cabinet-

a most efficient 5 -

tube circuit with

Unit Tuner-

built-in Magnavox Reproducer.
The receiver you

have been wait-

ing for; study the
details.

MAGNAVOX
Receiving Sets which establish an authoritative standard of excellence for the daily
enjoyment of radio.

Receiving Sets
TRF-50 (as illustrated above)-is a
5 -tube tuned radio frequency receiver with carved doors and builtin Magnavox Reproducer $150.00

ONG identified with the most efficient
Is radio reproducing and amplifying equipment, Magnavox has developed its new Receiving Sets under conditions insuring superior
design, precision of manufacture, and a gratifyingly low cost.

TRF-5 is identical with TRF-50 but
encased in smaller cabinet without
built-in Reproducer . $125.00

Exacting tests prove that the Magnavox Receiver is not only the simplest to operate but
one whose daily performance will satisfy the
most discriminating.
Magnavox Radio Receivers, Vacuum Tubes, Reproducers, Power Amplifiers, and Combination Sets are
sold by reliable dealers everywhere.

THE NAGOGIVWC COMPANY, Oakland, California
New York: 350 West 31st Street

San Francisco: 274 Brannan Street

Canadian Distributors: Perkins Electric Limited, Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
12R

Type A and Type D -Six -volt
storage battery amplifier and detect.

or tubes with standard base $5.00
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Dr. Hackensaw's
Secrets

MEN

(Continued front page 810)

1

WANTED

now with the old-time monarch,-I think it
was Alfred the Great, when he rebuked a

EARN UP TO $125 PER WEEK

low to keep the discovery secret!"
For the next week or two Doctor Hack-

chemist who offered him an explosive more
powerful than gunpowder; and paid the fel-

ensaw was a busy man, for he had to propagate the "Bacillus Pepita," as he called the
new microbe, on a gigantic scale. Luckily
microbes, like yeast, propagate with tremendous rapidity, and, under favorable conditions, could cover the earth in a few weeks.

Large quantities of the new species were
shipped to Egypt where their presence at
once made itself felt. As if by magic the

epidemic was checked, and then those who
had suffered from the strange disease began
rapidly to recover. The Bacillus Pepita had
again vanquished the plague as it had once
before in prehistoric days.
"Pep, my dear girl," said Doctor Hackensaw, "I can't tell you how pleased I am
at the turn things have taken. The experience shows, though, how necessary it is
that we should at once begin the thorough

Learn Auto

classification

Truck &Tractor
Business

We Train, and Start You

EARNING

In 8 weeks we will make YOU an Auto or
Garage expert and get you a job. You can
be either an expert Auto, Truck or Tractor
Repairman-Shop or Garage Manager-Salesman-Machine Shop Man-Battery Man-Tire
Vulcanizer and Repair Man-Welder-Chauffeur-Electrician-anything you want to be in

the Automobile, Garage or Accessory business.
We train you and start you earning. Mail the
coupon today for Free Book and Special Offer.

WE HELP YOU

Go In Business For Yourself
18 months ago one of our graduates started
in business for himself with a capital of $400.
Today his business is worth $30,000. Another
graduate now averages $400 to $500 per month
profit after 8 months in business. Another has
retired-independent at 40-his 8th year out of
our shops. Out of more than 40,000 men we
have trained, over 30,000 are now in business
for themselves. With our help you, too, can
do what these men have done.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

Railroad Fare Paid To Chicago
Here's your chance to come to Chicagothe great Auto Sales, Garage and Shop
center. Over 40 Sales Agencies near the
Hundreds more
big Greer Shops.
throughout the city. Over 5000
garages and repair shops. I allow
railroad fare to Chicago and find
The coupon
you a home.
brings complete offer.

FREE

This big AUTO BOOK is
FREE to those who mail the

study

of

the

different

species of microbes. Unfortunately, while
our governments find billions for war, they
grudge the few millions necessary for such
scientific research work. Of course, the
study of the bacteria will, curiously enough,
lead to the invention of new diseases, for
doubtless many species of disease germs are
harmless today because conditions are not
favorable for their spread. Nevertheless we
must run the risks, for the microbes are the
one dangerous enemy left for mankind to
conquer.

"No large animal now in existence, no

lion, tiger or other wild beast has any
chance of ever supplanting man. But almost
any species of microbe, under favorable con-

ditions could multiply in such numbers as
to destroy man's food or kill off the last
man alive by some dread epidemic worse
than any that has ever yet appeared on
earth. Our only safety lies in knowledge.
An army of militia would be powerless.
What we need is an army of competent

my Big Special Offer that comes

with it.
MAIL THIS TODAY
:ERWIN GREER, President,
a
Greer College of Automotive Engineering,
:2024 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 2503, Chicago, Ill.'I

'Please send me FREE Book "How to Succeed,
lin the Auto & Tractor Business" and Special,
'Training Offer. This request does not obligate.
Ilme in any way.

'Name
1

'Address

.

I
s
1

I
i

Robber
Case

SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

For a limited time only, and to introduce this
new and superior Storage "B" Radio Battery to
the Public, we are selling it for $3.50. Regular
Retail Price is $5.50. You save $2.00 by ordering

NOW. A finer battery cannot be built than the

World Storage
"B" Battery
(12 CELLS -24 VOLTS)

To ten million homes with Radio Sets-and to countleas millions of prospective buyers-this WORLD Storage "8" Battery bring. new cot ceution of battery economy and perform -

willHere is battery that pays for itself in a few weekslast for years and can be recharged at a negligible coat.

And you save 22.00 ow ordering now.

ASuperiorBatteryVII,VA',Wer Caseith

Has heavy duty 2 I-8in. x 1 In. x 1-4 In. plates and plenty of
said circulation. Extra heavy gla. jars allow ready observation of charge and prevent leakage and seepage of current.
It holds its charge while idle. at constant voltage.
Y
will find this battery a boon to long distance reception.
ht does away with a great many note. so often blamed on
static " Mail your order today.

SEND NO MONEY

Just state number of batteries wanted and we will ship dint
order is received. EXTRA OFFER: 4 batteries in series 196
volts 1. $13.00. Pay Expressman after examining batteries. 5

fieownatntis.c.ovuen11.%).cash lu full with order. Send your order

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY
Makers of the Jana., World Radio "A" Storage Bailors
1219 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 83 Chicago,

SAVE $2.00 BY ORDERING NOW*

I Paid for This
Sax and Didn't
cM1 Know It!
"I never realized that I
paid out any money for

my wonderful York Saxophone," writes W. P. L. "I
had ten full months to pay,
after I first got it on six days'
free trial. I was making spare

time money in both band and
orchestra long before I made
my last payment."

Youtoo, can get the famousYork
Saxophone, with its easy finger-

RELATIVE VISIBILITY OF COLOR
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

COMBINATIONS.
Black on Yellow
Green on White
Red on White
Blue on White
White on Blue
Black on White
Yellow on Black
White on Red
White on Green
White on Black
Red on Yellow

Green on Red
Red on Green
Blue on Red

coupon below. Many pages and
pictures on Automobiles and Shop

Training. Get it to-day-and study

2So1 dolts

bacteriologists !"

Our FREE EMPLOYMENT DEPART.

MENT has secured thousands of jobs for men
to help them while learning the Auto Business
in the big Greer Shops. We will do the same
for you if you need assistance.

and

12 Cella

Only two really new circuits out of the

thousands of so-called new "hook-ups" have
been perfected since broadcasting-the Neutrodyne and the Super -Heterodyne.

Specifications of a new tube for the Government are that its base shall fit a UV -199
socket, height not more than 3'/", filament
voltage 1.0 volts, filament current 0.25 amperes,

negative grid potential 3 volts and
plate voltage of 60 volts.

ing, easy blowing, superb tone
and perfect workmanship, on six

days' free trial in your own

home. Be popular. No instrument so easily learned. No other so well fitted for borne entertainment, band, orchestra,
school, club or lodge. Write at once for the
free saxophone booklet. Or mention any other

band instrument you are interested in. All
Yorks are sent on the same easy terms.
J. W. YORK & SONS

Dept. 1824-L Grand Ranids. Michigan

One Thousand
Agents Wanted

WE want one thousand agents to sell
subscriptions to RADIO NEWS,
SCIENCE AND INVENTION, THE EXPERIMENTER AND MOTOR CAMPER
AND TOURIST. We will pay a generous
commission for this work and help you in
every way. Our four publications are leaders in their fields, ready sellers and this is
an offer well worth your while. A few
spare hours a day will bring you a handsome return. Write regarding our proposition at once and be the first to get started
in your vicinity.

Experimenter Publishing Co.
53 Park Place

New York
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NO MORE BATTERIES

A -B POWER UNIT
The New Radio Unit
That attaches to any

Radio Set replacing
both A and B Batteries.
Read These Facts
1-Absolutely eliminates all batteries.
2-NOISELESS at all times.
3-Will operate any set-no change whatsoever
necessary in your set.

4-Steady current at full voltage always-a feature not found in batteries.
5-Will not overheat.
6-All connections identical to battery posts.
7-Will operate efficiently up to 10 tubes (!.'t
Amp. each).

8-Eliminates danger of burning out tubes.
9-Attaches to any Light Socket 110 Volt D. C.

PRICE
$25.00
Sent Express Collect
Better order to -day. in two weeks' time we will be so

swamped with orders that they will have to wilt their
turn. Orders sent now can be filled immediately.

RADIOGEM CORP.,
66- S -West Broadway, New York City.
Gentlemen :-I enclose $25.00. Kindly ship
me express collect one A -B Power Unit (for 110
volt D. C. current only).
Name

Address

Patent

Pending

AT LAST

The Logical Unit for Operating
the Radio Set-Cleaner, Steadier, More Compact and More Eco-

nomical than Batteries

You can dispose of your batteries. Both A and B types. You can
use the large space they occupied for other and more valuable material.
You can rid your radio set of the unsightliness of the A and B batteries.

We have just perfected this logical ideal unit for the operation of
the modern radio receiving outfit, a unit that takes the place of your
batteries and operates direct from 110 Volt D. C. house current from
the nearest socket.
The unit is small, neat, compact, not messy. It is silent in operation, does not overheat and IT DELIVERS A STEADY CURRENT
AT ALL TIMES FOR BOTH FILAMENT AND PLATE, THEREBY INCREASING THE SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION OF THE
MULTI -TUBE SET.
It is easier to hook up than batteries, absolutely no change necessary in your set. All connections are identical to battery posts, and
are so marked. Has taps for the following voltages: 6, 22, 60, 90.
Entire unit is only 14 inches long by 6 inches wide by 5 inches
high. Construction is of the finest materials for dependable long life.
The unit is beautifully finished and will not detract from the appear.
ance of the most ornate receiving set.

This Unit for DC Current Only
AC Unit Under Constuction
Use the Coupon on the Left
The Radiogem Corporation

City and State
NM

le 1.1111111. n -t/

-M wo ir

66-S- West Broadway

New York City
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Invention
NowTaught

Answers to
Scientific Problems

PLAY RIGHT AWAY
1,

(Continued from page 784)
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THE WEAR ON THE RAILS

No Knowledge of Music Necessary-Sweet Jazzy Tone

THE greater wear that may be observed

C.

Great Inventors

Now ShowYou How to
Make Your Ideas Pay
Thousands of inventions are needed today. Just one

little idea can bring you fortune and fame.

The

world is waiting for new inventions in engineering,
chemistry, household articles, radio, and other fields

and will pay big money
for even the simplest idea.
Little things like the tin
bottle cap, the crimped
hair -pin, the rubber on the
end of a pencil brought
their inventors hundreds
of thousands of dollars.
Couldn't you make some
equally simple invention?
Haven't you ideas that
could be turned into
money? Inventing isn't a

matter of blind luck-it

Raymond Francis Yates

isn't a question of guesswork. Invention is based
on certain principles, just
as any other profession. It
follows a definite course
of procedure step by step

from the origination of the first idea to its final
development on a commercial scale.

Learn at Home

in the outer rails of a double track
system running north and south is due
to the earth's rotation on its axis. At the
equator the surface of the earth is moving
miles per hour while near the pole

it is

scarcely moving at all. Hence a train going

north would be passing continually into regions of lower and lower velocity. As a
result the eastern or outer rail (if the trains
pass on the right) would continually restrain
the train's eastward motion as it progressed
further and further north, and, consequently
it would be this rail that would receive the
greatest wear.

For a train passing southward the converse is true. In this case the train passes
continually into regions of higher and higher
eastward velocity. Hence it would be the
western rail that would be forcing the train
to take on the higher velocity of the regions

into which it was passing and so it would
be this-again the outer rail-which would be
worn the most.

First Course of Its Kind
This is the first course in practical Invention that
has ever been devised. Now you can take Edison's
advice and actually learn HOW TO INVENThow to make Invention a profession! In simple,
easy -to -understand language, you are told how
successful inventors work; you learn how to use
the secrets of invention that convert a simple little
idea into money.

New Book on
Inventive Science
A wonderful new book has just come from the mess that
tells all about the Science of Invention; that shows how
great inventors work, how little ideas have made fortunes;
how you, too, can easily learn the secrets of successful invention. This fascinating Book will be sent free to all those
who are genuinely interested. Send for this Book today, as
only a limited number are available for free distribution.
Write your name and address on the coupon below. or send
a post card NOW! There is no cost or obligation. This
bureau is not connected with potent attorneys or manufacturers. We do nothing but teach the science of invention.

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE
Dept. 712, Wisner Building, Rochester, N. Y.

Please send me your free book, "The Science of Inven-

tion."

SHORT OF WEIGHTS?

A two and a five ounce weight are sufficient if one desires to weigh out one, or any

State

AND

87 SONGS

FREE
Attractive Jazzy

Sax Carrying Bag,
87 Songs, and full

directions absolutely
FREE with each Jazzy
Sax on our special
offer. But you must
tayourll

at parties, dances, entertainments - every v, here.
No need to
spend $50 or more
when you can own
a Jazzy Sax for a
trifle.

H. Ae Rngwini af.t
no1oe

and played lead in 5.
piece orchestra same
nisht."
II.M.Vinson write*:
"Could play save
eral old airs with-

aTjisi nAci .!

coypdoenr

in an hour."
Brooks sayei
"In 20 minutes

SUPPLY LIMITED
lb.. W. 2. Dorm=

"stiole
thely Saxboy

I could play

'Love Nest.'"
Made of
solid
metal 20
in. long.

wery

v

touch.s A/1 his

friend are
in love

with it

Send No

Money
Just fill out the coupon below.
When the Sax and FREE Carrytog Bag and the 87 Songs arrive,

(?)

1924

pay the postman only 55.98 plus a
few pennies postage. Play the songs right away.
don't risk a penny. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. But the supply is limited-so don't delay. Mall
the coupon today.

FERRY

Send This Coupon Today - -

&. CO., 3224 N. Halsted Street,
Dept. 8259, Chicago, Ill.

Please send me at once your Jazzy Sax and FREE

Carrying Bag and 87 Songs. On arrival I will deposit 55.98 plus postage with the postman. If I am
not satisfied. I will return all within 3 days and you
will refund my money.
Name

I Address
City

State

integral number of ounces of a material.

For example, one could place the five ounce
weight in one pan and the two ounce weight
together with enough material to balance the
five ounce weight in the other. Thus one

would have three ounces of the material.
Then by putting the three ounces by itself
on one pan and counterbalancing with the
two ounce weight it would be a simple matter
to add enough, namely one ounce, of the ma-

terial to produce an equilibrium in the balance.

TUG 0' WAR

The rope would be subjected to twice the
tension when the eight boys pulled from one

A Complete Conservatory Course
ByWonderful
Mail home study music lessons under
great American and European teachers.

Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

Any Instrument Write telling
us course
you are interested inPiano, Harmony,Voice, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet,

end than it would if they divided up with

Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo, or Reed Organ-and we will send
our Free Catalog with details of course you want. Send now,
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
43 Siegel -Myers Bldg.
Chicago, Illinois

THE SCALES PROBLEM

Automobile Makes

four on each end.

divided between them and each scale would
bear the same load, namely, five pounds.

When the scales are strung together in

gether with the weight of any other scales

Address

City

THE BULLET AND THE CANDLE

A candle can be shot more readily than a
bullet through a board probably because the
board offers much less frictional resistance
to the passage of the candle than it does to
the passage of a bullet. This is especially
true since the surface of the candle would be
somewhat softened while passing through.

tandem as shown in the second drawing each
scale has to support the entire load, to-

Name

and delightful harmony.
Will make you popular

with their upper surfaces all of the same
polarity and their lower surfaces of the
opposite polarity. On account of their

When the scales are parallel the load is

Bureau of Inventive Science, Dept. 712,
Wisner Building. Rochester, N. Y.

ished finish.
Looks like
regular saxophone -20 ins.
long. Clear ringing tones

Since they are in a strong magnetic field

forced into positions where the forces acting
upon each one is the same in all directions.
This situation naturally necessitates a definite
arrangement for any given number of balls
since in general only one pattern would yield
a stable configuration.

by step, from beginning to end. It requires just
fascinating moments of your spare time at home.

a toy-but a real musical instrument! Made of metal.
handsome, glistening, pol-

BIG
"SAX
BAG

the balls soon become temporarily magnetized

Hitherto, every inventor had to work out these

ment and terrific struggle to acquire. Fifteen famous
inventors have now revealed, for the first time, the
secrets of invention. They explain how to originate
ideas, how to develop and perfect your ideas, how to
patent your inventions, and how to sell them to your
best advantage. In short, they make it amazingly
easy for you to become an inventor, simply by learning the whole wonderful science of invention, step

(or by notes if you wish). Not

STEEL BALLS IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

weight they tend to slide toward the center
but on account of the mutual repulsions of
similar poles they are kept spread apart and

He knows WHAT TO INVENT, HOW TO INVENT, HOW TO PROTECT HIS RIGHTS AND
HOW TO MARKET HIS PATENT OR INVENTION. But now you can learn in a few months
what it took great inventors years of discourage-

tice. No difficult scales and keys.
Play by easy numbers or by ear

eastward with a velocity of over a thousand

in SpareTime
principles of invention for himself. For every successful inventor knows and uses these principles.

You can play this beautiful imported Jazzy Sax without prac-

which are beneath it. Hence the upper scale
should read 104 lbs. and the lower one 10 lbs.

27 Miles O Air

An automobile goes 27 miles on air by using an
automatic device which was installed in less than 5
minutes. The automobile was only making 30 miles
on a gallon of gasoline but after this remarkable
invention was installed, it made better than 57. The
inventor, Mr. J. A. Stransky, 4152 Eleventh Street,
Pukwana, South Dakota, wants agents and is willing to send a sample at his own risk. Write him
today.-Advt.
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"BUILD YOUR OWN" WITH "RASCO" PARTS!

Buy from the Oldest and Original Exclusive Radio Parts House in the United States

We pay ALL transportation charges in U. S. ALL GOODS SENT PREPAID IN 24 HOURS
Money refunded if
Order direct
GOODS
NEW
AND
'EXCLUSIVE
"RASCO"
goods do not satisfy
from this page.
is! The radio tool that will
bring happiness to all radio experi-

TA. ERE it

"RASCO" 16 in 1 Radio Tool

menters and constructors. Here is
things and does
tool that does 16 different
A tool that does practically
them well.
everything required in building your radio

HAMMER

The tool is built of hardened steel,
Here aro some of the uses: 1.
ished.
Screwdriver. 2. Center punch. 3. Counter-

N°.° 4-36 8 6-32

set.

NUT WRENCH

size exactly as per illustration, highly fin-

N? 8-32 NUT WRENCH

sink and reamer. 4. Bus bar wire bender.
'WIRE \
5. has bar and wire bender for 8-32 screw.
6. Bus bar and wire bender for 6-32 screw.
FORMER'
7. Socket wrench for jacks. 8. Socket wrench
for 4-36 nuts. 9. Socket wrench for 6-32
nuts. 11.
nuts. 10. Socket wrench for 8-32 Screw
gauge for 4-32
Wrench for knurled nuts. 12.
14. Screw
screw.
for
6-32
gauge
Screw
13,
screw.
gauge for 8-32 screw. 15. Screw gauge for 10-32 Ecru?.
16. Knife for wire skinning.
These are only the important uses of the tool, but
many other uses will readily suggest themselves to every
JACK
radio experimenter. You will wonder how you have gotten along before without the 16 to 1 radio tool. Get
You will never again beWRENCH
one of these happiness tools.
without it. D-4800 RASCO 16 in 1 Radio Tool, each $0.35

WIRE SKINNER

35c

N°10-32
NUT WRENCH

Here is a detector which has been especially developed by us for
the new Crystodyne circuits. This detector while using the natural
mineral zincite can be used with any other crystal as well. Several
with It
unique features are embodied in this detector. To begin
perfect
is the only detector that has a sliding crystal cup with
rotates with
contact arrangement and which cup not only slides but
an eccentric motion. (Note slot AL By means of the small knob the
brought incup slides easily so that any point of the crystal can be
to contact. A new crystal can be inserted immediately by unscrewing
at the same time forms
the small knob. The contact plate whichThe
combination of steelthe catwhlsker is made of spring steel.

zincite is the only one that was found practical for the Crystodyne
be
oscillating crystal. Note the micrometric adjustment that can
made by means of the large knob bearing against the steel spring.
This raises and lowers the steel point to the finest Possible degree.
The base is of bakelite, all parts nickel plated and polished.
51.75
D6900-Crystodyne Zincite Detector with Crystal
06900 -Natural Zinelte Mounted Crystal especially tested for Crys50.60
todyne work, fits any crystal cup

NAME PLATE
ASSORTMENT

LUG ASSORTMENT
50 LUGS

000

N°. 4995

ASSORTMENT

108 PIECES
N2. 4996

This Name Plate Assort

50.20 ment

50.22

much less than other
switches, the base of the
switch measuring only 1.54aVe"
room,

All metal parts nickel plated.

A switch you will be

proud to possess. D4850-RASCO Snap Switch. Each 25c

and

most efficient

Cord Tip Jacks ever designed.
4870
Stamped from a single piece
of metal they grip any style
cord tip from any make phone
or loud speaker. The JIFFY
JACKS take but a minimum
of room. All you need do is to
drill two small holes in your panel and mount
the JIFFY JACK with screw and nut furnished. No soldering necessary as the wire goes

5c

right on the screw. X-ray view shows how
two of the jacks are used in conjunction with
our Jiffy cord plug. The jacks go on in bark
panel, only screws show in front. JIFFY
This assortment contain of
JACKS take practically no room when mount108 pieces as follows
ed and are made of best spring brass that
36 "IT" Wire Bus-Ba
Adapte will not wear out. Hundreds of other uses for
Connectors; 4
for
(to fit '4" our JIFFY JACKS. We will pay 51.00
Bushings
every new use for JIFFY JACKS that is acdial to 3/16" shaft); cented by us.
4 Separable Phone Tips;4 JIFFY PLUGS are made of semi -hard rubAngle Brackets; 24 Lock ber into which the tips of your phones or
Assorted
36
Washers;
speaker are pushed. The cheapest and
Lugs, already tinned for loud
simplest plug ever designed. Its small sire
easy soldering.
neatness made it famous over -night. Size
D4996 "RADIO NEEDS" and
50.48 1 in. long, % in. wide and % in. thick. No
Assortment

20c

D-4875

tools required. Just wet the metal cord flog
and push through openings. Plug can be
used with any standard cord tip jack, but

best with BASCO JIFFY JACK.

04875 -Two Jiffy Jacks with nuts and screws
50.20
and one Jiffy Cord Plug
04870 -One Jiffy Jack complete with nut and

0.05

screw

04871 -Jiffy Jacks without nuts or screws.
0.05
two for
0.10
D4860-Rasco Jiffy Plugs, each

-a clip lead hooks in a jiffy onto any wire,

any binding post or other conductor in order

"RASCO" Clip Leads

to make a safe experimental connection.

"RASCO" CLIP LEADS come in two
colors, green and red, to distinguish connections. Brass clips have powerful grip. Length
of clip lead, one foot.
07887 RASCO CLIP LEADS. Each 50.12

Here is something that every experimenter
has been waiting for impatiently. This is a
flexible silk -covered conductor to the ends of
which are soldered strong brass spring clips.
Instead of using wires to make your connections -screwing and unscrewing binding posts

a line

Dealers and Jobbers

" RASCO" Brackets
especially for

1505

of

stamped from heavy metal and have been designed to do the work right.
They are nickel -plated and carefully finished.
All illustrations are exactly half-size. Every builder needs at least .1475
dozen of these. Order them now and save money and effort.
50.03
DI475 Brass Angle Piece, 5/16" wide a 7/16" high. Each
.05
01476 Brass Bracket, %" high a 2 lugs 1," long. Each
.04
D1490 Brass Angle Piece, size %" x 3/4". Each
.05
Brass
Angle
Piece,
size
l'h"
high
a
%"
long
01505
Dozen lots, each style 15 percent discount.

1.35

Dozen lots

the man who ALL ILLUSsmall brackets evolved
TRATIONS
They can be used in a number of different nays -to
"Builds
His coil
Own."
1/4 SIZE
hold tuning
tubes; inductances; spider webs, etc.; to hold up panels; to 1[
attach various instruments to baseboards, etc. "Basco" brass brackets are
Here is

POSITIVE DOUBLE spring action. No more guess work
if the circuit is open or closed. A push of the finger and
the current is on. A slight pull
and The Handle Snaps Back of
its own accord. An internal
run spring pushes the handle
bark when a little pull is applied. This switch is intended
PASCO
as a battery switch to disconnect your "A" batteries.
Only one hole to drill. No tools
required to mount only your
finger and thumb. Also this
switch takes up a minimum of 4850

Rasco leads with a

Again,

simplest,

111.11g,

ment Parket contains Nin Packet
Binding Post Name Plate the most important lugs
for the man who "Builds
as follows: one Aerial
10
one Ground; two Phones: His Own" as follows:
for 8/32: 10 for
one "A" Bat. -; on lugs
10 prong lugs (sot"B" Bat. 4- one "A' 6/32;
6/32; 10 ditto
Bat. -1- "B" Bat. - derless)
8/32; 10 flat type 6/32.
nne "C" Bat. .4-; one All lugs are tinned.
"C" Bat. D4994 Nine Name Plate 04995 Lug Assort-

At last a REAL radio switch constructed foradapted
radio purfor
poses, not just a battery switch that may be
radio. The RASCO switch is the only switch with a

elty. JIFFY JACKS are the

so_

Assortment
This Lug
contains fifty of

CENTER PUNGH

small but Important radio nov-

ea

EC

000
000
Assortment

RADIO NEEDS

5 DIFFERENT STYLES

N2. 4994

CREAMER

"RASCO" "Jiffy" Jacks and
"Jiffy" Plugs

" PASCO"

RASCO"

"'RASCO

COUNTERSINK

KNURLED

NUT WRENCH

"RASCO" Snap Switch

CRYSTODYNE
DETECTOR
(PATENTS PENDING)

6900

SCREW-

DRIVER)

1476

1490

SEE OUR
2 -PAGE

AD ON
PAGES
894 AND
895.

RADIO
NEWS

Write or wire for territory that

is

still open on the specialties described
tal this page. These articles are widely advertised and you will have a demand for them almost immediately.
We shall be glad to send samples to
responsible and rated concerns. Address all wholesale inquiries to
RADIO SPECIALTY COMPANY
Wholesale Department

25A West Broadway, New York City

Place, New York City
RADIO SPECIALTY
CO.. 100 ParkElkridge,
Md.
Factories:.Brooklyn, N. Y.
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U.S.

PAT NTS

.s.,`
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rump FOR -"g %Tqvi7r1 I
-

THIS FORM-)
Don't Lose Your Rights

Edited by

A. P. Peck

Before disclosing your invention to any-

one trend for blank form "Evidence of

Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed instructions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent

hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-

tions. Our schedule of fees will be found

reasonable. The form "Evidence of Conception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,-a post
card will do.

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to those
who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addressed to "Patent Advice" cannot
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all readers.
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketcties
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.
NOTE :-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are upon
the letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to us because either the name of the inquirer
or his address is incorrectly given.
BICYCLE LOCK

(847) Edward DeVoe, Berwick, Pa., has designed a hanger lock for bicycles. He would
like a resume of the situation concerning such
Registered Patent Attorneys in U.S. and Canada

255 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

locks and our advice as to what to do with his
idea.

A. 1.

While your suggested lock for a bicycle
would undoubtedly work quite satisfactory, still
there are many deficiencies in it.
In the first place, it would by no means prevent
the theft of the wheel. A bicycle chain can

"Originators of form Evidence of Conception"

C. L. PARKER

El -Member Examining Corps. U. S. Patent Offits

Attorney -at -Law and
Solicitor of Patents
American and Foreign Patents secured. Searches made
to determine patentability, validity and infringement.
Pamphlet of Instructions sent upon request
McGILL BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.

owest
service noted for results, evidenced by many well known

Patents of extraordinary value. Book, Patent-Sease,free.

Lacey& Lacey. 644 F St.. Wash.. D.C. F.stab.

SPROCKET
LOCK

BOOKLET FREE
HIGHEST REFERENCES
BEST RESULTS
PROMPTNESS ASSURED
Send drawing or model for examination

and report as to patentability

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
644

G

Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

The construction of such a device is very
expensive and it is quite impossible to obtain the
finances for a demonstration of the completed

We do not know of any individual or concern

willing to undertake the work.

Even locks of the type shown above are not
absolute protection against theft.
readily be removed without tools, whereupon the
bicycle could be pushed away with the greatest of
ease. The best type of locks which give fairly
good protection are those padlocks with the long
hasps which are designed to lock the back wheel
to the fork. Thus the wheel cannot be moved
unless the thief has a pair of powerful cutters.
We do not believe that your lock has sufficient
novelty or that bicycle manufacturers would look
upon the same with favor.
OLD IDEA
(848) E. B. Dodson, Memphis, Tenn., suggests an extremely old idea and asks our opinion
as to a patent attempt upon it.

PROTECT
YOUR IDEAS

...I model

City

or sketch

and description

of

your invention and we will give our
opinion

as

to its patentable nature.

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172,

POWER STACK
S. Boatman, Carlinville, Ill., has devised
a method for obtaining power from a stack
draught. He wishes our criticism of the idea.
A. 1. There is no doubt but that a draught
(851)

will take place in the stack, but the extent of
this draught will vary, depending upon atmoshperic conditions and also upon the temperature
of the outside of the stack due to the sun's rays,
or due to the heat at the bottom of the chimney.
Consequently conditions will constantly change,
and days will be found when there is absolutely
no draught running through the stack.
We doubt very much that your system will
work, but it will not cost a fortune to build it.
Undoubtedly you will find some friend who will
be glad to let you use a factory stack in order
to install your device. We would suggest that
you give it a thorough trial. The writer cannot,
however, change his opinion and still maintains
that he does not believe the system to be practical. It smacks of perpetual motion and so far
in spite of promised machines which were to be
sent to us, no one has collected the $1,000.00
offered by us for a glimpse of a perpetual motion
machine, although many have claimed to have
invented one.

Send for our Guide Book, HOW TO GET A PATENT, and Evidence of Invention Blank, sent Free on request. Tells our terms, methods, etc. Send

Street

D. J.

device.

INVENTORS
Name

(849) G. M. Depew, Summershade, Ky., submits a novel but complicated mouse trap design
and asks our opinion as to its salability.
A. 1. In the first place, your proposed mouse
trap is rather complicated and of course this is
a great drawback to its being manufactured
cheaply and to its use after being sold. There
are several mouse traps which have been described
in various magazines which operate on much the
same principle as yours with the exception that
they are much simpler and act practically instantaneously. We believe that they are of much
greater advantage and much better than yours.
Obviously, we would not suggest applying for a
patent on your device.

A. 1. We would not suggest that you apply
for a patent on any type of airplane.

Inventions Developed

PATENTS

We would not suggest that you apply for a
patent on the idea as many similar systems are
being used in New York at the present time.
ANOTHER MOUSE TRAP

(850)

consistent charge, a

Manufacturers Patent Co., Inc.
10 Wall St., New York

old.

AIRPLANE SUGGESTION
Davis, Seymour, Conn., has an
idea concerning airplane construction. He submits it to us for our approval and asks our
opinion concerning patent and construction.

PATENTS e9toggivefenr1 In AlgericaPtt;

If you have an undeveloped invention, consult
us. We will prepare practical designs for you,
also procure your patent rights. Write for
FREE BOOKLET.

A. 1. The idea which you have suggested on
sounding a horn when the automobile leaves the
garage so that pedestrians will be warned is very

WASHINGTON, D. C.

TIDAL POWER PLANT
James H. Blackaller, Pearsall, Texas,
submits the plans for a tidal power plant and
asks our advice.
A. 1. The cost of constructing a tidal power
plant such as you have designed would be so
great, and its efficiency so low, that nothing
could be gained by its construction.
The suggestion is not new by any means and
the project itself would not possibly be constructed by any organization in the United States.
We certainly would not suggest that you apply
for a patent on this idea.
(852)

(Continued on page 818)
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Mr%

---ENTORS :

PROTECT YOUR IDEAS:WRITE FOR THESE FREE BOOKS :76757--T

TaaoE MARKS-COPYRIGHTs
ANY NEW article, machine, design or improvement thereof, or any
combination of parts or improvements in any known article which
increases its efficiency or usefulness, may be patented, if it involves
invention.

IF YOU HAVE ANY NEW IDEAS

which you feel arc useful, practical and novel, take prompt action to
protect your rights. If you have invented any new machine or new
combination of parts or improvement, or any new design or process,

SEND DRAWING, MODEL OR DESCRIPTION of it for
information as to procedure to secure protection.

Drafting and Specification Room of Clarence .-I. O'Brien, Registered Patent Lawyer, Washington. I).

C.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS are held in strict confidence. My personal, careful
and thorough attention is given to each case. I offer you efficient, reliable and prompt
service-based upon practical experience. Highest references. NO CHARGE FOR

ABOVE INFORMATION.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKS, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT" and "INVENTION
AND INDUSTRY" and blank form "RECORD OF INVENTION."

These books will give you valuable information, and they may save you much time and effort. Send for them,
NOW. My practice is devoted exclusively to United States and Foreign Patents and Trade Marks. Write me
freely, frankly and with full confidence; it is very probable that I can help you.
USE THE COUPON attached, and immediately upon its receipt I shall send you the form Record of Invention
to be returned to me with drawing, description or model of your idea; promptly upon receiving your idea I shall
write you as to procedure and costs.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN

REGISTERED PATENT LAWYER
Member of COURT OF APPEALS, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, InTITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS;
!SUPREME COURT OF UNITED STATES, SUPREME COURT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Bar of
Practice Confined to Patents, Trade Marks and Copyrights

FREE COUPONCLARENCE A. O'BRIEN, Registered Patent Lawyer.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
539 Security Savings and Commercial Bank Building Directly Across Street from Patent Office
Please send me your free hooks, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT" and "INVENTION AND INDUSTRY" and blank form,
"RECORD OF INVENTION," without any obligation on my part.
Name

Address

....................................
IMPORTANT-WRITE OR PRINT NAME CLEARLY.
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STORAGE BATTERIES
(853) A. Badt, Mena, Ark., suggests that
automatic means be devised for keeping the opera-

HERE is your future charted for
you, based on the actual average
earnings of trained and untrained men.
Which way will you go? Up, through
training, to a position that means good

Or down, through lack of
training, into the ranks of the poorly
money?

tor of an automobile advised of the condition of
his storage battery by employing an automatic
arrangement for indicating the specific gravity of
the cells. He asks as to the advisability of
designing such a piece of apparatus.
A. 1. We are frank to admit that we do not
believe your specific gravity tester for the individual cells of a storage battery will sell. Your
device must be so arranged that it is part of the
construction of the battery; either a glass window
must be formed in the battery, which becomes
difficult to clean when it gets dirty, and difficult
to replace when it becomes scratched, or else a
pipe must be employed for the purpose. Such a
system will then either be contained within the
battery or extend therefrom. The latter is a poor
idea because the gauge glasses are liable to breakage. The former is inferior on account of possible
leakage around the glass. The additional cost in
the manufacture of the battery is undesired, and
we doubt that any manufacturing concern will
look upon the idea with any great degree of
favor. There is need for a device of the nature
you have described, but it must be so arranged
that it can be placed into the filling plug holes
of the battery. It must be infallible in operation
and must be cheap.

paid?

It rests with you. And now is the
month, but now. You can easily get
trained man's salary. The International Correspondence Schools have
helped hundreds of thousands to qualify

Individual hydrometers in storage cells are
not to be recommended for the reasons given
in the text

return mail.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 6183-D, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation on my part, please tell me
bow I can qualify for the position or in the subject before
which I bare marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management
Salesmanship
Industrial Management
Advertising
Personnel Organization
Better Letters
Traffic Management
Show Card Lettering
Business Law
Stenography and T7P1Ili
Banking and Banking Law
Business English
Accountancy (including C.P.A.)
Civil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Hallway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping
Common School Subjeeir
Private Secretary
High School Subjects
Spanish
a French
Illustrating
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Architect
Electric Lighting
Architects' Blue Prints
Mechanical Engineer
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Draftsman
Architectural Draftsman
Machine Shopp Practice
Concrete Builder
Railroad Position
Structural Engineer
Gas Engine Operating
Chemistry 0 Pharmacy
Civil Engineer
Automobile Work
Surveying and Mapping
Airplane
Engines
Metallurgy
0 Mining
Agriculture and Poultry
Steam Engineering 0 Radio
Mathematics
Name

Street
Address

3-6-24

city

State

Occupation

Persons residing in Canada should seed this congers to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal. Canada

Send sketch, or model and descripthrough prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with
various arts, frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to probable patentability before they go to
any expense.
Booklet of
information
and form forvaluable
property disclosing
your idea, free on request. Write
to& y.
RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Boling, Washington, D. C.

tion, for advice as to cost, search

CLEAN ENGINE
Alphonse W. Boucher, Burlington, Vt.,

(854)

submits a design for preventing the leakage of
oil out of the interior of internal combustion
engines.

A.'1. The truth of the matter is that we do
not believe you have developed a system which
will prevent oil from splashing over the parts of
an engine.
There are no gaskets made tight
enough which are not subject to air leakage and
which will hold the oil back; yet the oil must
get to the onenings for lubricating purposes.
Unless your system can be patented as an
attachment for existing automobiles, we certainly
would not suggest that you apply for a patent
upon the same.

COLORING LIGHTS
(855)

A.

Harrison,

San

Francisco,

Calif.,

asks concerning the practicability of painting the
inside of light bulbs with ordinary colors for
obtaining colored lights. He points out that the
inside coating would not wear off.
A. I. Applying paint to the inside of electric
light bulbs is a very poor practice, and does not
meet with our approval. We do not think that
the idea is patentable, and if it were tried, very
poor results would be obtained from same. The

oxide coating on the inside it the glass would
be burned off very easily, due to the heat of the
filament, and the red dye would always interfere
with the proper sealing of the bulb. Colored
glass is a far better and more efficient method
of making these bulbs.

Hand books on Patents, Trade Marks, etc.,
sent free. Our 78 years of experience,
efficient service, and fair dealing assure
fullest value and protection to the applicant. The Scientific American should
be read by all inventors.

MUNN & CO.
618 Woolworth Building, New York
Scientific American Building, Washington. D. C.
Tower Bldg. Chicago, Ill.

Hobart Bldg., 582 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
Van Nuys Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

INVENTORS!
Your Success

depends upon truthful and proper advice at the
right time. Our facilities to assist you in securing patents, models, capital, etc., and our complete service to inventors will interest you.
Information upon request.
INVENTORS INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
15 Park Row, New York

Patent Litigation

Marks
PATENTS Trade
Copyrights

Handbook of Instructions, "How to Protect Inventions"
Free on Request

R. H. FRAVEL, Patent Attorney
Formerly of the II. S. Patent Office Examining Corps
Washington, D. C.

3503 McLachlan Bldg.

INSURE
Your Copy Reaching
You Each Month
Subscribe
to

"SCIENCE AND INVENTION"
Subscription $2.50 A Year

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc.
53 Park Place

tion.

PATENTS

the training that will command a

full particulars will come to you by

I offer a comprehensive, experienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposi-

2276-8 Woolworth Bldg,, Now York City

time to decide. Not next year, not next

for advancement. Let us show you,
too, how you can prepare yourself, in
your own home, for the position you
want in the work you like best.
Just mark and mail this coupon and

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

N. Y. City

SUGAR DISPENSER
(856)

Joseph Aubin, Attleboro, Mass.,

sug-

gests a stationary table type sugar dispenser of

unique design and requests our advice.
A. 1. During the time when sugar was being
dispensed and only a certain amount was allotted
to each individual, the particular style of sugar
dispenser which you have designed might have
been of value. Unfortunately, the use for it at
the present day is limited.
In the first place, the object is entirely too big
for home use. Secondly, it is not portable enough
to pass it around at the table; thirdly, it requires
the use of both hands in delivering a quantity
of sugar; fourth, either the device must be placed

over the cup or the cup pushed beneath it

ments aent free on request.

ALBERT E. DIETERICH
Patent Lawyer and Solicitor

Successor to Fred
602 OURAY BLDG.

G.

0loterich & Ce.
WASHINGTON. D. C.

STUDY AT HOME

Become a lawyer. Leanne
trained men win the Miriam&
goccilierit
Reltions.Indd
ent. &water .i,portojdapendes

in

order to secure the sugar, which is an extremely
objectional procedure in the home; fifth, due to
the limited proportions, the size of the cups would
have to be prearranged for use with this dispenser; sixth, the possibility of upsetting the cup
in obtaining sugar from a device of this type is
quite great, and last, but not least, the system
is expensive and cannot be easily cleansed.
We would strongly advise against patenting this
suggestion.

PATENTS

Trade -Marks. Copyrights and Patent Litigation
Write for advice and instructions how to proceed,
costa, etc.
Hand Book with illustrations of 100 Mechanical Move-

ties now than ever baron. gat

wetirringrsuagg, nets

ir.:1 by

en

$5,000 to S10,000 Annually

._.We adds

slap

Tan can train at home dm -

of LL. B. conferred. LaSalle
Iro=trspreeticins-Xviin every state. We famish all
text material, inekadieg foorteen-vokre Law Linens
freeGet oar valuable NOWLew Guide see
met. easy
.
Send for them NOW
dame" books

Wadi, Extension University, Dept. 12154-L Chicago
The World's Largest Business Training Institution
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TREE HOLDER
F. A. Burns, Somerville, Mass., asks

(857)

concerning the manufacture of a cheap and novel
is
upon

ho
.

fore objaining a patent

-

tieritigt

411*

the ChristA. 1. We have no doubt that
made is of con-

mas tree holder which you have
siderable value, particularly in view of the fact
that it can be manufactured so easily. The main
difficulty is placing the device on the market, and
we would not suggest that you attempt to locate
a manufacturer until you have actually patented

No Charge for ExaminOUR OFFER ation
and Instructions
YOUR FIRST STEP before disclosing
an invention. The inventor should write

the device.

\Ve would advise that you have a search made
upon the system. If you believe you can reasonably spare the $100 or $150 which a patent will
cost you and not mind the loss, at the same time
taking a gambler's chance for your returns, we
would suggest that you patent the device on condition that the search reveals that you are able
to patent the same without infringing upon any

for our blank form-

This should be signed and witnessed and
returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention

other system, arm that your system is superior
to any of the others.
We believe that quite a market for these
Christmas tree holders could be found, if their
cost will not exceed 25c for the finished product.
CLEANING FLUID
(858) D. E. Boynton, Lancaster,
concocted a new cleaning fluid. He

for examination and instructions.

No

charge for the above information.
Pa., has

Our Four Books Mailed Free
to Inventors
How to Obtain a Patent

wishes to
know whether or not it may be patented.
A. 1. You could, we believe, sell the cleaning
fluid which you have made with some success.
\Ve
This can be placed in bottles and marketed.
would suggest that you start in the stores in
then
as
you
develop
your own home town and
make greater quantities of the liquid and establish agencies in other towns. It is not necessary
of
that you place the composition on the label
the bottle, but just mark it POISON, or in bold
To
"For
Cleaning
Purposes
Only-N,ot
letters,
Be Taken Internally."
You cannot secure a patent on a simple mixture, although you can copyright the label.

Our Illustrated Guide Book contains full instructions regarding U. S. Patents. Our Methods, Terms, and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and described, Articles on Assignment
or SALE OF PATENTS, Patent Practice and
Procedure, and Law Points for inventors.

Our Trade Mark Book

PATENT ROUTINE

Louis N. De Burger, Selfridge Field,
Mich., asks us concerning the patenting routine
with
in this and foreign countries, particularly
(859)

Shows the value and necessity of Trade -Mark
Protection and gives information regarding

regard to publication of the idea.
A. 1. Legally you can patent your idea,
which may be attended to at any time within two
years of said publication of the idea, if ispublication is made in this country
and patent taken
out in this country. Publishing your idea in any
periodical or even in the form of patent papers
themslves, will prevent you from patenting your
suggestion in some foreign countries.

Trade -Marks and unfair competition in trade.

Our Foreign Book

We have Direct Agencies in all Foreign Countries. We secure Foreign Patents in shortest
time and lowest cost.

Progress of Invention

PRIORITY CLAIM
pub(860) Bessie B. Bennett, Baltimore, Md.,
lishes an idea in a prize contest and desires to

Description of World's Most Pressing

know how long priority claim for patent is
granted through the fact of publication.
A. 1. It always delights us to receive letters

Problems by Leading Scientists and Inventors.

in
front the fairer sex, indicating 'their interest
scientific subjects.
With reference to your particular request, we
would advise that any individual winning a prize

two
in our contest may patent the idea within
years from the date of publication. The device
time.
does not have to be fully patented by that
shown in
but an evidence of good faith must be After
two
that a patent has been applied for.by this magayears, the priority claim extended the idza bezine does not hold any longer, and
comes public

property.

PUZZLE
(861)

George

Bostorm,

Portland,

Oregon,

submits a model and drawings of a new and very
interesting puzzle and asks us to look it over for
appraisement.

A. 1. We think that the puzzle which you
have designed is very good indeed, andthebelieve
same
that if you are in a position to market
you should find quite a sale for a device of this
nature.
We would suggest that the blocks be made
slightly smaller with curved edges, because they
have a tendency to stick, and also that the puzzle

as a whole be made in two sizes; one, the small
pocket size, which could probably be sold at 25c
to 50c, and the other of a size similar to the one
yOU have designed. A device of this nature is
interesting enough to make it become a "fad,"
anxious to
and the American public is always
purchase things of this nature. However, toy
manufacturers are not always willing to undertake the manufacture of devices such as this. It
may, therefore, be necessary that you establish
your own plant to build these devices. The parts
could be purchased from different companies, and
your own organization could sell the outfit and
likewise assemble each game. The whole device
can be made in the form of stamped metal, or
the grooves in which the pin holding the block
slides could be made of metal. We doubt, however, if this will lessen manufacturing costs.
We would suggest that you haVe a search made
by a reliable patent attorney with a view toward
patenting the system.

--trgi) 'MILS PATENT OPPICC
WE REGARD A SATISFIED CLIENT

in
As our best advertisement, and will furnish to anyone upon request, lists of clients
strictly
confidential.
secured
patents.
All
communications
any state for whom we have

r

Highest References-Prompt Attention-Reasonable Terms
WRITE TODAY.'
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys

FREE
COUPON

Pittsburgh Offices
Philadelphia Offices
New York Offices
514 Empire Bldg.
Bldg.
1007 Woolworth Bldg. 714-715 Liberty
San
Francisco
Offices,
Hobart Bldg.
Chicago Offices, 1114 Tacoma Bldg.

Main Offices, 779 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen: Please send me FREE OF CHARGE your books as described above.

Name

Adress
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variable star and probably a worthy rival of
the great Betelgeuse.

FREE

Trial

Lesson

DRAFTING

Mail the coupon and we will send you this Free
Trial Lesson which will show you how well prepared you are to master Drafting. No obligation
on your part, nothing to pay. While other schools
ask you to enroll and pay a fee at once, we send
this lesson first.

Before you pay a cent or decide

about enrolling test your ability and learn about
the Chicago Tech. Method of teaching Drafting
by mail.

Double your Earnings

Big concerns everywhere are seeking expert Drafts.
men at top notch salaries. This is your chance to

step ahead just as R. L. Cary did who reports
300% salary increase since training with Chicago
Tech. ; or as J. A. Da Costa did who was doing
manual labor and rose to an executive position.

Train by Mail

By the Chicago Tech. Method you can become
an expert Draftsman by home study. Practical
men will give you the training that brings highest pay. No useless theories-you learn how to
handle actual problems. Direct personal instrucFREE
tion. We furnish full size professional
Drawing Drawing Outfit (retail price $25) free or
Outfit
credit you on fees if you have one.

Send the Coupon

Ask now for the Trial Lesson. We will also send
catalogs and full information about the Chicago
Tech. Method. No obligation-no promise on your
Send today.

part.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE,

Dept. 1245, Chicago Tech. Bldg.,
118 East 26th Street, Chicago, Ill.
Without cost or obligation to me please send
Free Trial Lesson in Drafting and other instructive matter about opportunities open for me in
this line.

Write or Print Name Plainly
Name

Address
City

One of the most interesting constellations
now visible in the east is Taurus, The Bull,
which is easily located by means of its two
conspicuous clusters, the Pleiades and Hyades, with which everyone should be familiar, for they are two of the most noted
groups of stars in the heavens. Like Pegasus, The Winged Horse, only the head and
forequarters of the animal are represented
on the star atlases for according to one legend this is the snow white bull in disguise,

of Jupiter or Zeno, which

is

swimming

through the sea toward the island of Crete

bearing the maiden Europa on his back. According to another legend he is charging

down upon the warrior Orion, who is now
rising in the east and threatening him with
uplifted club. The V of the Hyades repre-

sents the forehead of the bull and Aldebaran
is his blazing red eye. 'The tips of the long
horns are marked by two stars, of the second
and third magnitude respectively, south of

Auriga and northeast of Orion. On the
southern branch of the V is the interesting
double star, Theta, which is visible as a

double even to the naked eye.

Let us prepare you at home to became

an Auto Expert
Write for SPECIAL OFFER

SIMPLEX AUTO SCHOOL
2016-2024 W. Van Buren St.
Chicago, Ill.

Cut Prices on Radio
Save 25 to 50 per cent. Standard Sets, all types,
$5.00 to $79.00. Everything in accessories. Wiring
diagrams and estimates free. 150,000 customers.
Money back guarantee. Immediate delivery. Illus.

catalog on request.

Special prop. to community
agents. Radio Dept. 109, IMPERIAL LABORATORIES, Coca Cola Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

A 24-Volt"B"StorageBatterypositivelygiyen
FREE with each purchase of a WORLD 'A"
Storage Battery. The WORLD Battery is fa-

mous for its guaranteed quality and service. Backed
by years of Successful Manufacture and Thousands of
Satisfied Users. You save 50%.

Prices That Save and Satisfy

Auto Batteries

9.Volt, 11 Plate $12.29

&Volt, 13 Plate 14.25
92.11olt, 7 Plate 17.00

Radio Battorle
6-Vort, 100 Amps. 12.30
6 -Volt. 120 Amps. 14.so
6 -Volt, 140 Amps. 16.00

Shipment Express C. 0. D. subject to examination.
6 per cent discount for cash in full with order.

2-Yr. Guarantee Bond in Writing
With Each World Storage Battery
proves satisfactory World performance. Mall this ad with
your name and address- we will ship battery day order is received; and give you your choice of "13" Star sge Battery or a
handsome dale finish Auto Spotilta, FREE. write TODAY.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY

1219 So. Wabash Ave.
Dept. IS, CHICAGO, ILL.
Thin FREE "B" Storage Battery takes willi Vtaannodregrirt21:
To be sold retail for $6.00. It 13 the only battery of Ito kind
equipped with solid rubber case-and insurance against acid
and leakage.. Take advantage of this, remarkable introductorr
offer NOW. (To those
it. we will send FREE a
handsome nickel Brush Auto
tlite, instead of the "B" Battery. Be sure to specify whic
le wanted.)

GIVEN

FREE
To introduce

this new and
epii,Arbotro World
rage
Battery to

the

The Hyades and Pleiades are both moving

nebulas, both dark and luminous.
Though the unaided eye sees in the Pleiades

vast

Siefeg

only six or seven stars, an opera glass will
show over two score, and a three inch tele-

scope fully one hundred, and there are known

alrear In
Commie)

to be at least two hundred and fifty stars

belonging to the Pleiades group and all drifting through space together. Photographs
taken with powerful telescopes show nebulosity enveloping all the brighter stars in the
cluster, which nebulosity shines by reflected
light of the stars involved. The distance of

PhotograllY

Magazines, newspapers,
manufacturers, spend millions every year on commercial photographs. The
man
or woman who
knows. Modern

the Pleiades is estimated to be about three

hundred light years, that is the light of these
stars traveling at the rate of 186,000 miles per
second takes about three centuries to reach
the earth. The Hyades are much nearer to

Photography

has an unlimited opportunity

us than the Pleiades, the distance of the

group being estimated at about one hundred
and forty light years. Here are extensive
dark nebulous regions that are projected
against a background of stars as dark clouds
or streaks, into which possibly in the course
of the ages our own solar system may pene-

This victor e was
fmade for a catalog
Bathing Suits.
Thousands of manu-

facturer now use
photographs to ea
their merchandise.

Cetus, The Whale, stretching its enormous
bulk across the meridian due south, and Eridanus, or as it is sometimes called, Fluvius

fessional work from the start
and charge the same prices that
other high grade photographers do. I guarantee to return
every cent of your tuition ifyap

are not absolutely satisfied.

Learn at Home

FREEI
wonderful, big, Professional Camera FREE.

This
wonderful offer le open for a lim-

ited time only. So write for information right away. Today)
International Studios, Inc.

3601 Michigan Ave.
Dept. 14-29 Chicago, U.S. A.

star of first magnitude, Achernar, which is in
the southern hemisphere far below our horizon. There are many stars of fourth magni-

tude, however, and a few of the third in

this long winding constellation, and we can
easily trace the course of this River of The
Sky toward the west and southwest from a

point near Rigel in Orion to the southern
horizon whence it continues its course far
into the southern hemisphere.
Cetus, which represents the sea monster
devour the

maiden

Andromeda

chained to the rocks, a sacrifice for the vanity of her queen mother Cassiopeia, contains

but two objects worthy of notice, one the

is necessary, You can make

big money in your spare time while you are learning.
Last Christmas, E. D. Blaut got more than the entire
cost of the coarse for one family portrait group. You
can do this, tool If you are ambitious, there is a tremendous opportunity for you in Modern Photography.
give every student a

Eridanus, The River Eridanus, appearing
in the southeast. There are no first or second magnitude stars visible in our latitudes
in this constellation though it contains one

sent to

for success in this fascinating
anti big paying profession.
During your spare time alone,
you can make F75 a week from
commercial photographsor nor.
traits. You can do modern pro-

No previous experience

greater part of the southern heavens are

Learn the Simplex Way!

Wor ld Batterg

clusters of stars in a region abounding in

Two huge constellations now filling the

Be An Auto Expert

Purchaser
or a

Public.

trate.

State

To Each

MAKE MONEY
AT HOME
CAN earn money at home in your
YOUspare
time making show cards. No

canvassing or soliciting. We show you how,
supply you work at home no matter where
you live and pay you cash for all work done.
Full particulars and booklet free. Write
to -day.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SYSTEM, LTD.
110 Adams Building
Toronto, Canada
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second magnitude star, Diphda, brightest star
in the constellation standing in solitary splen-

dor over in the southwest, and the other

Omicron- Ceti, popularly known --as Mira;

The Wonderful, the first known variable
star.

The variability of Mira was discovered in
1596 by Fabricius and the star has been observed through more than three hundred of
its

irregular cycles of light change which

average about eleven months in length. Usu-

ally the star is far below visibility to the
naked eye but after a slow but gradually
accelerated increase in brightness

it flashes

into visibility for a month or more and at
its best is a star of the second or third magnitude. Then follows a gradual decline to
minimum brightness at which it is usually of
the ninth or ten magnitude. Another in-

is

WEB STE R' S NEW

How Quickly
People
Judge Us!

by Dr. Aitken and others failed to reveal
the presence of its companion star, which

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

Before we have spoken a
dozen words in any social
conversation, the men and
women whose respect we

was probably too near the brighter star to be

The Merriam Webster

from the earth is placed at about eighty light
years and at minimum brightness it is much
inferior to the sun in luminosity though there

prize have passed judgment
on us. Accuracy and power

Wherever the importance of correct, forceful English is appreci-

of expression win their admiration ; errors and uncertainty lose it. The same standard

teresting chapter in the history of this remarkable star was written a year ago when
Dr. R. G. Aitken, associate director of the
Lick Observatory, found that it was attended
by a close companion star. The companion

bluish in color and half a magnitude
fainter than Mira, which like all long period
variables is reddish in color. Careful examination of this star twenty years or so ago

seen at that time.

is

The distance of Mira

a range of over ten thousand fold be-

tween maximum and minimum brightness of
this star. Needless to say Mira has no inhabited planets encircling it !

Mars alone of all the planets is now
visible at the time for which the chart is

given and will be found over in the southwest. Its brightness has decreased rapidly
by the end of the month
since
it will be inferior in brightness to Capella
and Rigel but still half a magnitude or so
brighter than Pollux and Aldebaran.

"The Supreme Authority"

ated, there you will find this
standard authority-in office,
home, and study. A complete

is accepted in the world of
business and the professions.

Our use of English goes

far in measuring our success. Intelligent men and

reference library in dictionary

form is this one big volume,
equivalent in type matter to a

women draw constantly on

the highest authority of

English expression WEBSTER'S NEW
INTERNATIONAL

15 -volume encyclopedia.

Thousands of the new words
people are using are here among

Electric Bath

DICTIONARY.

the 407,000 vocabulary terms.
The biographical section gives
you information about 12,000
famous men and women. There

Read this interesting
Booklet
It is Yours on Request

are 32,000 geographical entries.

"The Magic
of Words"

Over 6,000 fine illustrations.
Surely it is a work you must have

-and now is the time to get it

for you may secure with it the

There is magic in words

1924 Atlas Free

rightly used and this booklet
tells, with many interesting

This splendid Reference Atlas of the

what words can accomplish.
It gives you also information

illustrations, a story about

World is offered without charge to
those who order now. It contains H8

you will be glad to have

pages -96 pages of colored maps with
all recent changes in the countries of
the world, new census figures, parcel post guide, etc. This free Atlas and

aboutTheMerriamWebster.

The Coupon
Brings Your
Copy Free

the great Merriam Webster will be

Delivered for $1.00
on approved orders and you may remit for the
dictionary in easy monthly payments thereafter.
Send the coupon to -day and get

the booklet "The Magic of
Words," free, and full information on our present special offer.

G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY
Dept. S., Springfield, Mass.

G. di C. Merriam Company,

1Depg. 8 Springfield. Mass.
Please send me. without cost or

I

obligation, the illustrated booklet "The Magic
of Words" and full information about Webster's
New Interrational Dictionary and yogr special
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Fns Atlas offer.
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Street
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The Livia ° Death
By JOHN MARTIN LEAHY
(Continued from page 761)

"Perhaps you will not go, Mr. Frontenac.
But something tells me that you will. Yes,

of one thing I feel certain: if I am any

judge of a man, the very danger itself and
the mystery that lurks there will draw you
on-to what, God in Heaven only knows."
The expression on Frontenac's face never

changed; not a lineament moved.

So Easy Now, to
Know thatYou Can Play
BY measuring your natural musical

I

thought, Captain Livingstone's

judgment only too true!

"But," the explorer continued, "to get

on with my story-to tell you of that horror
there in the palm -trees and the discovery
that was to follow, the strangest and most
wonderful discovery of them all, of nov
poor frozen Sleeping Beauty there in her
bed of crystal. And then-well, my tale is

ability, this famous, free, new
Holton Talent -Test tells you how
easy it may be for you to win success on
this easiest -to -learn of all saxophones.

In just a few interesting minutes any unsuspected gift is brought to view. You determine.
to your own satisfaction, how near you really
are to new and endless hours of pleasure, social
eminence, and even increased income if you

ended then.

"We went clown fast enough, as can
easily be imagined. The temperature was
swiftly rising. There were curious minglings of the warmer air with the cold.
The cheek would be warm one moment
and chilled the next. These things we had
known, though in a far less marked degree, at Summer Haven, and the boys load

choose. Thousands have done so. In fairness to
yourself, accept this opportunity.

Your request for copy of this booklet brings
you Appointment Card entitling you to the
Talent -Test in the privacy of any
FREE BOOK Holton dealer's studio, or in
-tells how
your own home, with the aid
test is
given.

Alas,

judgment of the man before him was a

of our copyrighted phonograph
record, on which the Talent -Test
is recorded.

dubbed

these

warm

`atmospheric highballs.'

FRANK HOLTON & CO.

and

left for the time being, whilst. we men

hurried down into Paradise.

SAXOPHONE

On Christmas morning, when the

curtains are pulled aside and the tree
in all its splendor is disclosed to the
happy, expectant children, be sure
that among their gifts they will find
a Hohner Harmonica.
There's nothing like good music for

Christmas; and there's nothing like
a Hohner for good music. Get a
Hohner Harmonica today -50¢ upand ask for the Free Instruction Book.
If your dealer is out of copies, write
M. Hohner, Inc., Dept. 197, New
York City.

If you want a musical treat ask to hear Vic-

tor Record 19421, by Borrah Minevitch.

1.1OHNER
1LARMONICAS

went on, only stopping long enough to get
one of the rifles.

YOU TOO CAN PLAY THE

them.

HAWAIIAN
GUITAR ,{4*
JUST AS THE HAWAIIANS DO!

"'Better bring along the other,' I told
'There's no telling, you know-no
guessing what we may run into. We may
J

Ask Him For One!

through with greater despatch. While the
men were about these things-much to the
disgust of the dogs, who wanted to go

into Paradise as well as their masters-I

Prank Holton & Co., Elkhorn, Wis. ©
Without obligation, I want to determine my talent
for the easy -to -learn Holton New Revelation Saxophone. (Check if interested in any other instrument):
Comet ( ) Trombone ( ) Baritone ( ) Trumpet ( )
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Street Address
(9 )

Into Paradise

-great Heaven!
"Never were the details of a halt gone

uoldaditanb.p

State

mixtures

"Near the edge of the' snow, we halted ;
here the dogs and the sleds were to be

Elkhorn, Wis.

America's Greatest Band 1m:rut-news

Town

cold

For Christmas-

need them both.'
"A few moments, and I had stepped off
the snow and was treading my way down
over lichen; a little space, was crushing
through pretty daisy -like flowers,

PLAY ALL THE LATEST HITS

ONLY 4

MOTIONS

used in playing
the fascinating
Hawaiian Guitar. Our native
Hawaiian instruc-

-

which

covered the ground in all directions like a
gorgeous carpet. I came to shrubs, stunted

trees of a species of pine-a species that I
load never seen before. The trees became

larger and larger, were swiftly losing that
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-- with your living
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trained
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year with
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hotels of the United States. Today this is the FIRST INDUSTRY IN AMERICA with over $992,591,965 in new

hotels being built in 1921-exceeding by $200,000,000 the
next largest industry. These new hotels, restaurants. etc.,
will need over 60,000 trained men and women.
You can have one of these high-class big -pay positions, with

luxurious meals and apartment and fascinating work. No
Previous experience necessary. The Lewis Schools guarantee
to give you the valuable knowledge that it has taken some
of the most successful hotel men years to obtain-men who
are now making, $5,000 to $50,000 a year. We train you by
mail in your spare time at home with the Lewis Simplified
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hotel men everywhere. Send today for Free Book. "YOUR
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tors teach you to master them
quickly. Pictures show how.
Everything explained clearly.

and savage -looking ; to dwarf fierce -looking

...

I

fierce look, and soon other trees were growing amidst the pines-willows, maples, yes,
and there was that wonderful tree, the
madrona, for all the world like the madronas

GUI

thing but conventional, we were now comfortable, and that, believe me, was some

rem

EASY
LESSONS
The 62 printed lessons with a great

many pictures make it easy to learn
quicsly. You don't have to know
how to read notes. No previous musical knowledge necessary. You
learn to play any kind of music, and
pay as you play.

ill

"Suddenly I became aware that it was in-

sufferably warm, so halted and began to
peel off. While I was thus getting rid of
my zero togs, the others arrived, and then
finished, we had a good laugh at our appearance, which certainly was a singular
one. But, though our costumes were any-

After you get the 4 easy mo-

tions, you can play harmonious
chords with very little practice.
40,000 students have learned to
play in this easy, pleasant way.

lit

that grow here along your Puget Sound.

their clothes too began to fly. When we had
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FREE
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Asa special offer to new students
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and
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tell you all about the 62 easy lessons
and the free guitar. You have everything to gain. Don't put it all. A
Post card will do. Ask for new special offer and easy terms.

ti

Special courses on Vialtn, Tenor -Banjo, Banjo -Ukulele and Ukulele

First Hawaiian Conservatory.

of Music, Inc.

233 Broadway (Woolworth Bldg-

Dept.40 New York. N. Y.

consolation.

"Down there before us, the wood had an

INSURE

almost semi -tropical appearance. We moved
on towards it. Of a sudden Hampden
stopped and gazed intently at the ground off

Your Copy Reaching You Each Month

he was moving in that direction. We saw
him stoop and place his palm to the earth.
"'What's going on now?' Thompson

"SCIENCE & INVENTION ff

to our immediate right. The next moment
queried.
`'Come here,' was Hampden's answer,

'and see what you think of this.'
"We went : the ground was deliciously

SUBSCRIBE
to

Subscription $2.50 A Year

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc.

53 PARK PLACE

NEW YORK CITY
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warm. And so we found it for come acres
in extent, and how much farther it extended we did not know.
"'No wonder there are palm -trees !' exclaimed Thompson, 'with all this heat coming up! The whole valley must be like

this, more or less and most probably mostly

This great electrical library
may be worth $25,000 to you

more.'

"'At any rate, there's a place that's more,'
Hampden told him, pointing to a great space
that was almost destitute of vegetation. 'The
ground is so hot there that only a few shrubs
can stick it out.'
"'That's so,' Bogardus said. 'You can

Yet it
costs
only

see the heat waves boiling up from the
ground."

"'And there!' put in Wilkie. 'Look at
that spring gushing up, gushing a regular
full-grown creek. The water looks boiling

$19.50

hot.'

in ten
easy
monthly
payments

"We went over to this stream and found

the water at so high a temperature that
it was all one wanted to do to keep the
hand immersed in it for even a few moments.

"'Warmth!' exclaimed Hampden. 'No
wonder this great basin is covered with
forest, some of it tropical, no wonder it is
the Gardens of Paradise, with the ground
radiating all this subterranean heat and the
sun pouring down throughout the whole of
the twenty-four hours, and that for months,
on end.'
"'Except,' said Wilkie, 'when the mountains hide him.'
"'I can see it now,' mused Bogardus.

WE say "worth," because the value of anything you may have
depends on what it will bring you. $25,000 at 6 per cent.
means an income of only $1,500 yearly. An all-around knowledge
in the great field of electricity may easily add $1,500 or more to

your earning power. Many have found such knowledge to be
worth several thousand dollars a year to them.
Just remember that these great books, covering all the fundamentals, from mathematics to advanced electrical practice, are
written and illustrated for spare -hour reading. There are no

'But it seems to me a strange thing that

there is so tremendous a store of heat. One
can't imagine how much is lost even in a

single day, and yet here it has been going
on for thousands upon thousands of years.
Seems to me that the supply ought to be
exhausted. At any rate,' said Bogardus, 'it
will be some day.'
"Hampden smiled a little at this.
"'And so will the heat of the sun itself
be exhausted-some day.'
"'It must be a mighty queer place, this,
in the winter' Bogardus added, 'when for
months the sun never shines at all.'
"Hampden nodded.

"'A gloomy, weird place indeed it must
be then.'
"'But,' said Thompson, 'still warm.'

"'Of course. But it must be a strange

place truly when the long and terrible night
settles down upon it.'

"Thus we talked and speculated as we

moved on, going deeper and deeper all the

into this wonderful place. Insects
were about us. Now and again great gorge-

while

ous butterflies were seen. We could hear

birds singing, but as yet none had been seen.
"And then it happened-our fatal mistake.
Our little party separated. I have never
forgiven myself for permitting this. But
how was I to know? Everything seemed
so calm and peaceful, so safe. Indeed, what
could there be here in these woods that could
harm a man armed with a modern repeating
rifle? I thought of these things, for, though

I didn't fear anything at the time, yet I was
reluctant to see our party go different ways.
"Had there been any grounds for fear, I
would not have hesitated to speak as a
commander, and that would have ended the
matter then and there. Would to God that
I had! As matters stood, however, as I had
nothing but vague misgivings, misgivings
that I could not explain even to myself, that
exercise of authority would have seemed
czaristic to my companions, and, indeed, so
it would have seemed to myself also. So I
merely suggested that it might perhaps be
well for us all to stick together. But this
made no impression upon them. Thompson

(he was carrying the rifle) Bogardus and

Wilkie continued to gaze longingly towards

that vale, over to the right, where palm So I acquiesced, and off the
three went, whilst Hampden and I started
trees grew.
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on in the direction of that mirror-like sheet
of water we had seen nestling in the midst

Reflex

of the hills.
"'Be careful!' I admonished after them.
"Thompson raised the rifle and with a

Radio Receivers

smile tapped it significantly. The next mo-

ment he and the two others had vanished
from sight-never to be- seen by us again.
What we did see-the horror of that who
could ever forget?

INFAIMENTEll
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"We journeyed on, Hampden and I, steadily and with no little caution, now and again
stopping to examine some strange plant or

tree or flower. A strange. weird stillness
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there in the air about us-things stealing
about and following us with some sinister
purpose. It was as if, in some mysterious

way, warnings of some terrible impending
danger and mystery were being borne to the
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"But there was not a moment's hesitation.
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to) as though we were having the gayest
time in the world-all this, however, without
any effect upon our caution and watchfulness.

"'All'the same,' said I to myself, 'you
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"I smiled a little at this but without letting

Hampden know it. I thought his nerves
were getting on the jumps. Certainly I had
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learned, and now we never shall. I have
my belief, however, and that is that the
sound was a real one-that at that very
moment the horrible tragedy had begun.
"Let me hasten on to the awful end, for
I shudder to think of it, let alone to tell it.
"Hampden and I went on for perhaps a
half hour longer. Evidently the lake was
farther away than we had thought it. Also,
we had to acknowledge that we were not
sure just where we were. I don't mean
by this that we were lost; that we would
have any trouble in retracing our steps.
What I mean is that we were no longer
certain of the lake's precise direction. So
we would go back and explore the Gardens
of Paradise at some more opportune time.
"At length we stood again in that spot
where our companions had left us. This
was a long hill or ridge. Up this ridge we
proceeded and in a few minutes had stepped
out into the large open space above. We
were perhaps two-thirds of the way across
this spot-only a few stunted shrubs grew
there-when Hampden stopped as though
struck by a bullet and gave the strangest,
most horrible cry that I had ever heard in
all my life.
"The next moment I saw it. I don't know
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whether I cried out, too, or not, but I do
know that I turned very sick at the sight.
"There, not fifty feet from the spot where
we stood, lay a head-a severed human
head 1"
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I
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and they shone with a light that was almost a glitter, whilst the expression on his
lean features was so eager and keen that,
I experienced something like a sudden shock.
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Again Captain Livingstone lapsed into

silence.

Darwin Frontenac queried :

"Was that all? Was there nothing else
-no body there ?"
"None. We looked all around, but there
was no sign of the body anywhere. There
was nothing but the head and a great
quantity of gore, as though the body had
been completely drained of its blood."
"Strange !" Frontenac muttered.

"We went to it and saw-how horrible it
is to see the picture again !-that the head
was Wilkie's.'
"One moment, Captain Livingstone," said
Frontenac. "How had the head been
severed?"

The captain looked at him inquiringly.

"I mean," said Frontenac, "had
cut from the trunk, or had it-?"
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"I don't know," Captain Livingstone said,
"that any instrument, any weapon had been
used to cut it off. Such a thing might have
been used, but it is my idea that it was
probably something very different."

I

"You interest me exceedingly, Captain Livingstone! What, then, is your explanation?"

The explorer gave a significant gesture.
"I have no explanation," he said.
"You interest me more than ever, Captain

Livingstone !"
Frontenac looked at the other keenly,

searchingly for a few moments, then said:
"Was the cut a clean one, or was the flesh
torn and jagged?"
"Torn and jagged-horribly so. And
across one cheek were marks that seemed to
have been made by a great claw."
"Claw?" Darwin Frontenac exclaimed.
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ceeded seemed to have been written in
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mercy-it's coming now."
What, in God's name, was coming thenwhen he wrote those last words, even as his
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as it has such sons, whatever its failings
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and sins and madness, all will be right in
the end.

When that noble (at times terrible)

breed dies out, Heaven pity us all, for we
shall sorely need it then.
I read Wilkie's message again and yet
again, then reached it to Frontenac, who had

extended a hand for

it.

Once more he read it, then gave it back to
the captain.
"I wonder," Frontenac said, "why it was
torn out."
"I have often wondered at that myself, Mr.
Frontenac."
"Did you find the book?"

"No; all we found was the pencil he had

used.

"We were in a dilemma now. What was
to he done? Go see if we could find Thompson and Bogardus, said I. To this Hampden was opposed, and I had to acknowledge

that he could put forth the best of the
argument.

"'It would be a

Livingstone,' he said.

foolish risk, Captain

'And for nothing. If

we could hope to help them, it would be

altogether different. But we can't. They're
beyond that now. Look at what Wilkie says:

"'As I crawled saw it taking their heads
clean off.'

"'What you say,' I told him, 'is true, but
no one can say that I was afraid to go and
recover the body of a comrade and friend.'
"'Very well,' said Hampden at last, `if you
are bound to go down there, I'll go, too. I
can't see you go alone. But I tell you this:
I think the chances are that we shall never
come back, and so this wonderful discovery
of yours will be lost to the world.'
"'I know that. Yet I am going.'
" 'Then so am I,' Hampden said. 'I think
this is what we ought to do first, though: go
up to the sleds and get an ax. Not the best
weapon in the world, but it is all there is,
ax.

Not much though, I fancy, seeing that

Thompson never got a chance to fire a single
shot and that the others couldn't get a hand
on the rifle. Remember, Captain, what
Wilkie says:

"It seemed to drop on us.'
' "I remembered that. There wasn't aI
single word on that horrible paper that
didn't remember-that wasn't seared on my
brain. But all I said was :
" 'Let's get that ax.'
"So we started up, Hampden carrying

Wilkie's head. The hair on it was rather

long, and so he carried it by the hair-a
horrible sight to see."
"One thing, Captain Livingstone," said
Frontenac: "could the dogs be seen from
that open spot where you had come upon
Wilkie's head?"

"Oh, no. We had left them in a

little

hollow; you couldn't see them until you were
right close."
"Did they bark or howl, make any sound
that might have attracted attention to them?"
"None that we heard."
"I see." said Frontenac.

"Well," the captain went on, "Hampden

HAT germs exist is certain
knowledge, but that they are
the cause of disease is quite
a different statement.

If the theory that germs are the
primary cause of disease is correct, it
follows that the introduction of germs
into the living organism would produce disease in every case.
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Power of resistance may be measured in terms of life current or vitality. The stronger the life current, the
greater the resistance and, vice versa,

"Yes; there at last we stood, Hampden and
'I, in that place where the horror had dropped
down upon them.
"There were palm -trees all about, but the
spot

itself was beneath the branches of a

great cypress. The thing easily could have

lain hidden up there, and we had no doubt
whatever that it was from one of those
branches that it had dropped. But what
was it? There was nothing to throw any
light on that.

There were marks

of a

struggle, but it was plain that that struggle
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the weaker the life current, the

weaker the resistance. So we may
conclude that where 100 per cent of
life current, or vitality, exists the susceptibility is zero; and where 50 per
cent exists the resistance is small and

the susceptibility

correspondingly

great.
It requires but little reasoning from
these facts to conclude that those who

contract typhoid, for instance, owe
their susceptibility to a lack of vital

force in the intestinal tract; those who
contract tuberculosis, pneumonia, etc.,
to a lack of resistance in the lung tissue, and so on through the entire list
of "germ" diseases.
Chiropractic goes several links far-

ther back in the chain of cause and

effect. While the germ theorists stop
at the susceptibility of the patient, the
chiropractor says that the susceptibil-

ity is the result of a lack of vital
force, due to pressure on a nerve

caused by a misaligned vertebra; and
that when the vertebra is adjusted the
normal vital force will again flow over
the nerve, the affected parts will again

got the ax (and a knife) and we started
down again. We knew, of course, the direction that the three had taken on parting,

but they had left no trail to guide us. We
had but little difficulty, however, in finding
the place of the tragedy, for Wilkie had
crawled, all the way out, and the signs he
had left were not hard to follow.

become normal and the disease germs
and every other incidental effect will
disappear.
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had been a very brief one. And what we
had found in that spot where poor Wilkie
had been killed, that we found here also-

One Radio Book

blood that showed the bodies had been completely exsanguinated and the heads of the
two victims."
"The bodies were gone?" exclaimed Darwin Frontenac.

Everyone Reads

There was the blood and the
our poor companions and that
mark there on the trunk of the tree, and
"Gone.
heads of
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that was all-that mark, again, left by some
enormous claw."
"The rifle?"
"Gone. So we came away, carrying their
poor severed heads, or, rather, 'twas Hampden carried them, and this he did as he had
the others-by the hair.
" `Twas little enough truly that we could
do for our comrades now, but that little we
would do. Perhaps at that very moment-I
shuddered to think of it-their bodies were
being feasted upon. But we could give their
heads burial, and we did, raised a cross over
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"Little did we dream that a discovery was
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than those wonderful and terrible Gardens
of Paradise.
"At Discovery Depot, we went over to the

talus where Hampden had made his great
find. The fragment of pillar was too heavy
for us to take away, but we carefully broke
off a piece, though this seemed something
very like sacrilege ; if photographs couldn't
convince them, certainly this stone with its
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harpies and palm -trees ought to do it.
"As I stretched out in my sleeping -bag
that night, Hampden was sitting up in his,
and he was still examining that sculptured
fragment-or, rather, staring at it. I watched him for a time, for the brooding interest
that he took in those figures-well, I couldn't help wondering.

" 'What,' said I at last, `do you find so

fascinating? Is it the palm -trees
harpies?'

or the

" 'The harpies,' Hampden told me. 'Did
you notice-their claws?'
"I sat up in my bag and stared at him.
" 'Hampden, what on earth do you mean?'
"That brooding look was gone from his
face now, and, before ever he spoke, I knew

what the answer would be.
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meant anything? Look at them, Captain.
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"I knew, though, what had been in Hampden's mind, and I cursed myself for a fool
because I could not drive that thought from
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"It was on the 23rd of December that we
left this camp, and two days later, on
Christmas, came the discovery.
"It was in latitude 84° 25'. We were now
near that great plain, the mountains, though,
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tumbled and jagged, and our way lying

along a glacier that filled one of the deep
valleys. We had swung over very close to
the mountains on the right in hopes of finding a better way through the pressure ridges
and the terrible sastrugi.
"The surface had looked better off in this
direction, but, now that we were there, we
found once more that things are not always

as they seem. We were having a terrible
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time of it. It was mid -afternoon. The sun
was shining clear and bright, the sky nearly
cloudless.

It was in one of our

frequent

halts, and I was leaning against the sled as
we rested-or, I should have said, against
the load on the sled-and was, as a man will
do when he is doing nothing, studying the
sides of a kind of gorge in the mountains.
"In a way (though I did not notice this
at the time) this deep place was rather
peculiarly situated, for into the greater part
of it the sun's rays could never shine. In
other words, the temperature in there could
never rise to the melting point. You will
see in a moment why I so particularly draw
attention to this circumstance.

"Only here and there were the rocks
themselves visible ; snow and ice covered
everything. There was the sunlit snow rising up all around, and the gorge itself

in

deep shadow. At first, what with the strong
contrast, those depths, though masses of

snow and

ice themselves, seemed almost
But, as I continued to gaze up into it,
the obscurity that involved everything there
seemed to thin out and pass away like mist.

black.

I could make out masses and hollows that
a few moments before had been totally invisible.

"A dark spot in particular claimed my atI didn't know why and don't know
why yet, for I wasn't looking for anything,

tention.

never dreamed that there might be something
up there to fin:!. In fact, as for these
things that I was actually looking at, I

wasn't thinking of them at all.
"I have said it was a dark spot, but there
were, in fact, two, the darker (and smaller)
one being above.. Thus I went on with my
examination, but certainly my thoughts, as
I have remarked, were elsewhere-or, rather,
it was as if I was thinking of two things
at the same time, though that, I believe, is

I soon perceived what it was : there
had been a rock -slide up there and a recent
were to be trusted.
one,
absurd.

And that very dark spot-it appeared black
no matter how hard I peered-what was
that black thing there above?
"It seemed-it must be-yes, there could
no longer be any doubt : it was the mouth

of a cave!
"My thoughts were now any place but

Still, so I thought the next
moment, what was there in the discovery of

elsewhere!

this cavern mouth to call forth any great
interest, any expectation whatever?

"tis only a cave.'
"'A cave,' said
"'Yes,' a little voice seemed to whisper in
my ear, 'but, remember, sometimes things
are found in caves.'
"Caves had been found in the Antarctic,
but nothing had ever been found in them.
Well, for the matter of that, explorers before us had never found geysers in the Antarctic. or sculptured stone, or Gardens of
Paradise, with their palm -trees, their birds
and flowers and that horror which had left
the mark of its great claw. So there was no
telling. Certainly it would do no harm to go
and see.
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"'No flowery climb,' he observed, 'and
the chances are that you will find nothing
in that cave but emptiness.'
" 'Well,' I told him, 'I'll have the satisfaction of being sure, at any rate.'
"And so off I went, leaving Hampden
leaning against the sled and watching me in

RADIO
READING
COURSE

that listless, half -vacuous manner that, considering the man's constitutional restlessness
and curiosity, surprised nte not a little.
"The going was pretty difficult, almost as
much so in that gorge as amongst the pressure -waves

and pressure -ridges

and

the

sastrugi of the glacier.
"At last I stood at the foot of the slide,
and there I stopped to take breath and make

a survey of things.
"A great mass of rock had given way,
and clearly this had occurred but, a short
time before. This broken mass had taken
the form of a talus and gave access, steep
but not so very difficult if one were careful,

to the mouth of the cavern. My examination led me to the opinion that the cave,
before the rock had given way, had been

completely concealed or that, at any rate, the
entrance had been a very small one then.
"Now, however, it had an entrance wide

and dark and yawning, and up I started to
get a look into it.

"I had got up to the entrance and had

just stopped to look around when my eyes
fell on a sight, there not more than a yard
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not yet on a level with the floor ; my head
and shoulders only were that high. The
cavern floor itself was a mass of ice some
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way, this ice had been cracked Clean across,

the part broken off going down, of course,
with the avalanche. This ice was not clear

like that formed from water but had the

whitish appearance of snow -ice. And yet it
wasn't like snow -ice, either. It was trans-
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a misty glass, the face within six or eight
inches of the edge ; there in that terrible
bed of cloudy crystal-there lay the body of
a girl, or, rather, of a very young woman!"
CHAPTER XII

Earn

"SHE ISN'T DEAD!"

"The sight, as you can easily imagine, was
a shocking one truly. It gave me quite a
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turn. It was, however, though terribly so.

a beautiful one, too. For she looked so fair
and sweet and lovely.
"She lay on her back, the right knee drawn

up a little, the left hand on her breast, her
face turned towards me.
"Yes, so lovely and lifelike she looked
that I could have imagined that she was
only sleeping-if it had not been for the
marble stillness of her bosom and that
terrible look in her eyes.
"I had moved up farther and put my face
close to the ice. I moved this way and
that and at last was gazing straight into her
eyes. I thought that they were blue, but
of this could not be sure, for the pupils
were extraordinarily dilated, giving the eyes
a look that was horrible to see."
The explorer paused ; he was looking at
Darwin Frontenac in a strange manner.
"Belladonna, perhaps," said Frontenac.

"That was my thought, even then as

looked into them.
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"And can any one imagine how powerfully
the sight of that poor girl, my poor Sleeping
Beauty-how powerfully that terrible and
do not
yet beautiful sight affected me? I describe
think so, and I shall not attempt to

Will you give me

it.

"For a time my thoughts were in a kind
of daze. At first I couldn't grasp the full
meaning of it all. Whence had she come?

61410N

How long had she lain here in her bed of
crystal, in the heart of this frozen, desolate
land.

"Then of a sudden the answer came, the
sudden full realization of the wonderful and
awful truth; and I dropped my head to the

to increase null'
means .Yes

and for some moments leaned there
motionless, for the thought-or, rather, the
ice

Your name on the coupon

multitude of thoughts that came rushing into
my mind-overwhelmed me.
"For this girl had been here for thousands
upon thousands of years, suffering no bodily
change whatever in the course of those untold, awful ages. Here she lay when Alexander led his Macedonians forth to the conquest of Asia, when Hannibal threatened

the might of Rome, when

thousands of men.
money, not just a few men here and there, buttime
I boosted one man's
Think these facts over-in just a few amonths
month-another now makes as
pay from $2.00 a day to over $300 after
securing
my help, went into
high as $27.00 a day-another man, hires his drafting
done, he makes
business for himself and, while he now

Free Subscription to Drafting
Publication. "The Compass."

$275 Extra in Three Days

One man saw an ad like this-Sent in. the coupon-Enrolled for the
Columbia Course-and shortly after he received $275 for one drawing
days.
that he made in his spare time in threedo?
the money in your pay
Do you make money like these men wantDoes
or just enough to make you
envelope get you the things you really
things
of
life
that other men havewish you, too, could have the good

"Why, here she lay, even as I saw her

now, in the day of the Man of Neanderthal,
he of Spy and the Man of Piltdown. Yes,
back through the mists and darkness of the

prehistoric ages, and back and hack, and
yet she lay here sleeping then-even in those
dim days when, as the saying has it, the
world was young. Sometimes I wonder if
it hasn't always been old.

"For a long time-how long I did not
know and do not know now-I stood there
looking, then started hack.
"I found that a remarkable change had
come over Hampden. That listless, half vacuous manner was gone; what I saw was
just the opposite.

"'What on earth, Captain,' he called out

as I was coming up, 'did you find up there?'
"'How,' I asked him, `do you know that
I did find something?'
"He tapped the glasses.
just as
"I was watching. I thought once,going
to

you got to the top, that you were
fall over backwards. It looked as though
you got something of a shock.'
"I did not answer until I stood before
him.

"'Hampden,' I then said, 'a stranger sight

than the one that met my eyes at that moment no man on this earth has ever seen!'
"He made an exclamation and stared at
me.
`Tis so,' I told him. 'And. God only
knows what else may be there in that cave.
We must explore that place. We make
camp right here and now; then get your
camera, and we are off.'
"I knew that, as a speedy affair, the making of this camp would be a record-smasher ;

but the thing vas done, and we were off
for the cave, sooner than I had expected.
" 'Now, I warn you, Hampden,' I said as
we went along, 'that you are going to get a
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machine
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stand
and
easy
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more money as soon as possible.
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Many of my students are qualified.
Many of my graduates are today
even before they complete the course.
holding such positions as a result of
Many a man has increased his pay so
pay big
my help. These positions
soon after enrolling that his course
money and lead on to executive
has actually cost him nothing.
positions of the highest type. Thousands of men have found Drafting to
SUCCESS CALLS MEN OF
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ACTION ONLY
biggest positions in American industry.
If you are a man of action-if you
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GET THE RIGHT TRAINING
and grab it, clip the coupon nosy and
I started this school years ago.
show me that you are a man of action.
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with
institution,
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to make real money. Don't go looking
graduates all over the world. I stand
for a pair of scissors, tear the coupon
personally in back of the Columbia
off and mail it right away. Get
School of Drafting and back of every
started now.
promise, every statement we make.

at
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and saw my poor Sleeping Beauty.
"For a long time he stood and just looked,
and then at last he spoke.
"'Poor little kid!' is what he said.
"And I saw tears in his eyes, and I knew

Consultation Privileges. You
are free to write me at any time
for personal advice and suggestions regarding your progress.

Diploma. The diploma I will

give you on completing the course
attests to your proficiency as a
Draftsman. It is an entering
wedge to success.

Advice Regarding Government
Positions. The following are a
few of the many positions open in
the Government Departments
from time to time. The salaries
are starting salaries, subject to
increase:
Architectural Designer - $4,000
a year.
Chief Draftsman, Naval Aircraft
Factory -315.04 a day.

Aeronautical Draftsman, Field
Service Navy Department $5.20 to $12.50 a day.

We will advise you as to other
government openings from time
to time.

FREE BOOK COUPON
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COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

Dept. G-113, 14th and T Sts., N.W..

Washington, D. C.
Please send me without charge your free illustrated book
on Drafting, telling me hew I can secure your help in se.
for
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subscription to "The Compass."

Ifree
Name

FREE DRAFTING OUTFIT

We give you free with our course this professional I Addressh
Drafting outfit. It is yours to keep when you complete I' City
the course.

" 'But why on earth won't you tell me

last he stood there and saw her could never

I

Roy C. Claflin, President

This is what the tip of a fly's leg
is like when seen thru the

"'No; you must wait and see.'
"Were I to live to be a very, very aged
man (which, of course, I shall never do)
the picture which memory has of that look
which came to Hampden's face when at

Draftsman's Equipment. I

will furnish you with a full set of
first class drawing equipment and
Drafting instruments, as shown in
the picture below, when you enroll. You keep both sets on completing the course.

Dept. G.113, 14th and T. Sts., N.W., Washington, D.C.

Magnified 225 Diameters

what it is?'

I will give you free a subscription
to our helpful, inspiring publicstion. "The Compass."
Practical Problems. You will be
carefully coached in practical
Drafting work.
I Help You Get A Job. I will
help you get a position as a practical Draftsman and will give you
real, personal help, such as I have
given to thousands of others.
Personal Instruction and Supervision, throughout the Course. You
will receive the personal instruction and help of Roy C.
President of the Columbia School
of Drafting and a practical Draftsman of many years' experience.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

So be

prepared.'

that there were tears in my own.

tains proof that I can raise yourpay.

over $50,000 a year.

Hector fought before the walls of Troy, ere
the first king ascended to the throne'of the
Egyptians or the Chaldaeans.

fade in even the slightest detail-when
last he was there before that bed of

today. I will immediately send
you our book "Drafting-Your
Success" which tells about Drafting and its opportunities and con-

For fourteen years I have been helping men just like you to make more

Achilles and

shock too, when we reach that cave.

What
I Give You
Free Book. Send in the coupon

- No, I am not a wizard. I don't claim to have a "corner"
on success, but here's a fact.
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"'One would think,' I said, 'that she is

ONLY $
Brings You This
Genuine Underwood

Typewriter

on I 0 Days' FREE TRIAL

A perfect machine,
complete in every
detail. Read all
about this great offer

100

only sleeping.'
"'Sleeping l' exclaimed Hampden.

"He moved up close to the ice as I had
done and gazed eagerly in upon the still
face. Of a sudden he became excited. I

Radio. Hook -Ups

could see his hand trembling. The face he

turned toward me was bright with

some

powerful emotion and yet dark with horror.
" 'Sleeping !' he exclaimed a little wildly.
'Great God, Captain Livingstone.-"

"'In Heaven's name,' I asked after waiting a moment or so, 'what is it ?'

"'God in Heaven,' Hampden cried, 'she
isn't dead!' "
(To be continued)
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Radio Broadcast

g REVISED AND CORRECTED TO DATE.
First Group of Figures Indicate the Power
in Watts in the Antenna of the Transmitting
the
Station.

The

Second Group
Wave -Length.

Gives
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KDKA

Power
& Wave
Length

Location and Name

East Pittsburgh, Pa., Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co 1000-326
Cleveland,
Ohio, Westinghouse
KDPM
500-270
Electric & Mfg. Co
San Diego, Calif, Southern
KDPT
50-244
Electrical Co
Salt Lake City, Utah, NewKDYL
100-360
house Hotel
KDYM San Diego, Calif., Savoy The- 100-280
atre
Portland, Ore., Oregon InstiKD YQ
50-360
tute of Technology
Bakersfield, Calif., Frank E.
KDZB
100-240
Siefert
KDZE
KDZR
KFAD

KFAE

KFAF
KFAJ
KFAN
KFAR

Seattle,

Wash.,

Rhodes

De-

partment Store
Bellingham, Wash., Bellingham
Publishing Co.
McArthur
Ariz.,
Phoenix,
Bros. Mercantile Co
Pullman, Wash., State College
of Washington

Lighting Service Co

City, Boise High School

150-270

Corp.
Boulder, Colo., University of
Colorado
Moscow, Idaho, The Electric
Shop
Studio
Calif.,
Hollywood,

KFAU

Independent
Idaho,
Boise,
School District of Boise

KFAW

Santa Ana, Calif., The Radio
10-280
Den
Medford, Ore., Virgin's Radio
50-283
Service
Havre, Mont., F. A. Buttrey
50-360
& Co.
San Diego, Calif., W. K. Azbill 5-278
San Luis Obispo, Calif., Reuben
50-242
H. Horn
Tacoma, Wash., First Presby50-360
terian Church
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KFBG

KFBK

Sacramento,

Calif.,

Kimball -

KFCF

Upson Co.
Everett, Wash., Leese Bros
Trinidad, Colo., Trinidad Gas
& Electric Supply Co. and
The Chronicle News
Laramie, Wyo., The Cathedral
Phoenix, Ariz., Nielson Radio
Supply Co.
Walla Walla, Wash., Frank A.
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Los Angeles, Calif., Leslie E.
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KFEQ
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KFEY

KFFB

KFFE

KFFP
KFFR
KFFV
KFFY
KFGC

KFGD

100-28.1

Moore
Rice.

Los

15-224
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50-283
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100-360
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500-236
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fey, Jr.
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High School
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Tucson, Ariz., University of
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Corvallis, Ore., Oregon Agri-
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Shreveport, La., First Baptist
100-360
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Iverson
&
Ore.,
Meier
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254
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/
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100-261
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Denver, Colo., Western Radio

/t,

The Shandaken Tunnel runs

through the heart of the

Catskill Mountains. Two

and a half million pounds of

dynamite were used to blast 4r
the rock which G -E mine
locomotives hauled away.

Building the world's
longest tunnel
To double New York City's
water supply, engineers have
Tunnel,
built the
18.1 miles long.
Electricity helped thebuilders

In every great mod-

ern engineering proj-

ect that must be

completed within a

to finish the work one year

few months or years,

rather than whole
lifetimes,electricity

ahead of schedule. Everyone

does the heavy work
quickly. The General

knows that electric motors
save human labor; here is

Electric Company designs and buildsheavy
electrical equipment,

as well as the little

impressive evidence that they
also save money and time.

motors which you use

in your office and
home.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Letters
KFGH
KFGL
KFGQ
KFGX
KFGZ

KFHA
KFHD

KFHH

KFHJ
KFHR
KFI

"I'm making real
money now"
"

EE that coupon? Remember the day
you urged me to send it to Scranton? It was the best thing I ever did.
"Mr. Carter called me in to -day. Said
he'd been watching my work for some
time-ever since he learned I was study-

KFIF
KFIO

KFIQ

KFIU
KFIX
KFIZ

ing with the International Correspon-

dence Schools.

KFJB

take over Bill Stevens' job. I told him
I was sure that I could-that I had had
that goal in view ever since I started my

KFJC

"I start to -morrow, Mary, at an increase of $60 a month. It's wonderful
how spare -time study helps a man to

KFJI
KFJR

"Then he asked me if I thought I could

I. C. S. course.

get ahead."
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which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management
Salesmanship
Industrial Management
Advertising
Personnel Organization
Better Letters
Traffic Management
Show Card Lettering
Business Law
Stenography and Typing
Banking and Banking Law
Business English
Accountancy (including C.P.A.) Civil Service
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Railway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping
Common School Subjects
Private Secretary
High School SubJecte
Spanish
D French
Illustrating
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
Architect
Electric Lighting
Architects' Blue Prints
Mechanical Engineer
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Draftsman
Architectural Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Concrete Builder
Railroad Poeitione
Structural Engineer
Gas Engine Operating
Chemistry CI Pharmacy
Civil Engineer
Automobile Work
Surveying and Mapping
O Airplane Engines
Metallurgy
0 Mining
and Poultry
Steam Eneineering 0 Radio 00 Agriculture
Mathematics

KFJF

KFJL
KFJM
KFJQ

KFJR
KFJX
KFJY
KFJZ
KFKA
KFKB
KFKQ

KFKV
KFKX
KFKZ
KFLA
KFLB

KFLD

KFLE
KFLQ

RFLR

Name

Street

3-5-24

Address

City

State

Occupation

,'croons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
-International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada

A FINE MECHANIC APPPRECIATES A FINE TOOL

The Johnson Folding Pocket Rule is made of Spring
Nickel Silver, accurately and distinctly graduated.
It can be used as a Square, Hook -rule,
Caliper gauge. Protractor, Triangle or
Trt-square, and can ba applied to practically all classes of mechanical work.
Vernier reads to one-half degree. Center Joint has fibre bearings which will
not become loose and will remain firmly

at any angle.

No. 46-6" Rule $2.50: No. 4512" $3.50. Including chamois cases.
Money refunded if not satisfied.
Catalog on request
E. P. JOHNSON RULE MFG. CO. Scot. A..
565 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago

RFLU
KFLV
KFLW
KFLX
KFLZ
KFMB

KFMQ

KFMR

KFMT
KFMW
KFMX

KFNF
KFNG

w ADE
Amateur Mechanics - Model
BENCH -LATHE
Makers - Students
Cap: 4" dia. a 12"

Sliderest has
travel entire length of
bed. Leadscrew inside
bed. Hollow spindle.
Turning, facing, boring, drilling, winding, thread -cutting.
Price $28 F. 0. B. New York. Free Circulars.
THE GEROLD COMPANY
length.

Dept. 5-5. 120 Liberty Street

New York

KFNJ
KFNL
FUMY
KFNY

KFNZ

Location and Name

Power
& Wave
Length

How to
Locate Troubles
In Your Radio
Set

Stanford University, Calif.,
Leland Stanford Junior University
500-273

Arlington, Ore., Snell & Irby
Boone, Iowa, Crary Hardware

10-234
10-226
Orange, Tex., First Presbyterian Church
500-250
Berrien Springs, Mich., Emmanuel Missionary College. 500-286
Gunnison, Colo., Western State
College of Colorado
50-252
St. Joseph, Mo., Utz Electric
Shop Co.
100-226
Neah Bay, Wash., Ambrose A
McCue
50-261
Santa Barbara, Calif., Fallon &
Co.
100-360
Seattle, Wash., Star Electric
& Radio Co.
50-283
Los Angeles, Calif., Earle C
Anthony (Inc.)
500-469
Portland, Ore., Benson Polytechnic Institute
100-360
Spokane. Wash., North Central High School
50-252
Yakima, Wash., First MethoChurch
50-242
Alaska, Alaska Electric Light & Power Co
10-226
Independence, Mo., Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints
250-240
Fond du Lac, Wis., Daily Commonwealth & Oscar A. Huelsman
100-273
Marshalltown, Iowa, Marshall
Electric Co.
10-248
Seattle, Wash., Seattle Post In
telligencer
100-270
Oklahoma, Okla., National Radio Mfg. Co.
20-252
Astoria, Ore., Liberty Theatre 10-252
Bristow, Okla., Delano Radio
& Electric Co.
100-233
Ottumwa, Iowa, Hardsacg Mfg
Co.
10-242
Grand Forks, N. Dak., University of North Dakota
100-280
Grand Forks, N. Dak., Electric
Construction Co., Valley
Radio Division
5-280
Stevensville, Mont.
(near),
Ashley C. Dixon & Son
5-258
Cedar Falls, Iowa, Iowa State
Teachers' College
50-280
Fort Dodge, Iowa, Tunwall
Radio Co.
50-246
Fort Worth, Tex., Texas National Guard, 112th Cavalry 20-254
Greeley, Colo., Colorado State
Teachers College
50-273
Milford, Kans., Brinkley -Jones
Hospital Assn.
500-286
Conway, Ark., Conway Radio
100-250
Laboratories
Butte, Mont., F. F. Gray
50-283
Hastings, Nebr., Westinghouse
Electric & Mfg. Co
1000-341
Colorado Springs, Colo., Nassour Bros. Radio Co
10-234
Butte, Mont., Abner R. Willson
5-283
Menominee, Mich., Signal Electric Mfg. Co.
50-248
Franklinton, La., Paul E
Greenlaw
10-234
Denver, Colo., National Educational Service
25-268
Little Rock, Ark., Bizzell Radio
Shop
20-261
Albuquerque, N. Mex., University of New Mexico
100-254
San Benito. Tex., Rio Grande
Radio Supply House
100-236
Rockford, Ill., Swedish Evangelical Mission Church
100-229
Missoula. Mont., Missoula Electric Supply Co.
5-234
Galveston, Tex., George R.
Clough
10-240
Atlantic. Iowa, Atlantic Automobile Co.
100-273
Little Rock, Ark., Christian
Churches of Little Rock
-254
Fayetteville, Ark., University
of Arkansas
100-263
Sioux City, Iowa, Morningside
College
10-261
Minneapolis, Minn., George W.
Young
5-231
Houghton, Mich., M. G. Sateren
50-266
Northfield, Minn., Carleton College
500-283
Shenandoah, Iowa, Henry Field
Seed Co.
500-266
Coldwater. Miss.,
Wooten's
Radio Shop
10-254
Co.

When something happens to their Radio Set
five people out of ten do not know what to do.
CONSRAD has a book that tells YOU what to
look for, lust as the Auto instruction book tells
you how to locate troubles in your car. How
to test the batteries to see if they are fully
charged, how to trace all leads to and from the
batteries, how to locate faults in the Radio frequency and Audio frequency circuits, etc. The
book is complete in that it takes every step in
the modern radio receiving sets and outlines
what possibly might happen to each.
Contains 52 poses, flnely printed. complete
with pictures and charts. Buy a copy today
for emergency.

AT ALL RADIO DEALERS

distJuneau,

Warrensburg, Mo., Warrensburg Electric Shop
50-234
Paso Robles, Calif., Radio
Broadcast Assn.
10-240
Santa Rosa, Calif., L. A. Drake 5-234
Helena, Mont., Montana Phonograph Co.
5-261
Burlingame, Calif., Royal Radio
Co.

10-231

HOW TO LOCATE

TROUBLES IN
YOUR RADIO SET

The E.Selling
I. Company
Agents
THE CONSRAD COMPANY

233 Fulton St., New York City

$1
Postpaid
with
Instructions

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY

TESTED

HOOK-UPS
SUBMITTED BY USERS OF OUR
WONDERFUL TRANSMITTER
BUTTON FOR LOUD SPEAKERS
AMPLIFICATION EXPERIMENTS

K. ELECTRIC CO.
15 PARK ROW

NEW YORK

You've beard
your neighbor praise this
wonderful weekly magazine
that 3 million people read. Cablesed digest of national and world affairs.
Chock full of the kind of reading you want. Science. politic,. travel. fun, question box, books, health, home, radio
-entertainment and instruction for all. Send ISe (coin oratamps)
today for this big paper on trial 13 weeks. or $1 for I year (52 issues).
PATHFINDER.
566 Langdon Star, Washington, D.C.

Wan dog oDecorating
Paperhanging, Marbling and Graining,
P stla
Sign and Auto Painting, Show Card Writing.
All practical courses. Learn in a few weeks by actual
work in the World's Largest Painting Shops. Earn
$10 to $20 a day. Be an expert. No books-no classes

-start any time. Write for Free Book and Special
Offer.

CHICAGO PAINTING SCHOOL
150 W. Austin Avenue Dept. 1439 Chicago, Illinois

Science and Invention for December, 1924
Power

Call

Letters
KFOA
KFOC

KFOD

KFOF
KFOJ
KFOL
KFON
KFOO

KFOQ
KFOR

KFOT
KFOU
KFOX
KFOY
KFOZ

KFPG

KFPH
KFPL
KFPM
KFPN
KFPO

KFPP
KFPR

& Wave
Length

Location and Name
Seattle, Wash., Rhodes Dept
500-455
Store
Whittier, Calif., First Chris100-236
tian Church
Wallace, Idaho, The Radio
10-224
Shop
Marshfield, Ore., Rohrer Elec10-240
tric Co.
Moberly, Mo., Moberly High
School Radio Club

Leslie

Marengo,.. Iowa,
Shafbuch

Long Beach, Calif., Echophone
100-234
Radio Shop
Salt Lake City. Utah, Latter
10-261
Day Saints University
Galveston, Tex., Ora W. Chan50-240
cellor
David City. Nebr., David City
20-226
Tire & Electric Co.
Wichita, Kans., College Hill
50-231
Radio Club
Hommel
Calif.,
Richmond,
100-254
Mfg. Co.
Omaha, Nebr., Technical High
100-248
School
St. Paul, Minn., Beacon Radio
50-226
Service
Fort Smith, Ark., Leon Hudson
20-233
Real Estate Co
Los Angeles, Calif., Garretson
100-238
& Dennis

Salt Lake City, Utah, Harold

50-242
C. Mailander
15-242
Dublin, Texas, C. C. Baxter
Greenville, Texas, New Furni10-242
ture Co.
Jefferson City, Mo., Missouri
National Guard, 70th In10-242
fantry Brigade
Denver. Colo., Colorado National Guard, 45th Division
500-231
Tank Co.
Olympia, Wash.. G. & G. Radio
20-236
& Electric Shop
Los Angeles, Calif., Los Angeles County Forestry De p artment

500 -231.

Johnson

500-268

KFPT

Salt Lake City, Utah, Cope &

KFPV
KFPW

San Francisco, Calif., Heintz
& Kohli-cos

KFPX

KFPY
KFOA
KFQB
KFQC

KFQD

KFQE
KFQF
KFQG

KFQH
KFQT

KFQJ
KFQK
KFQL

Carterville,
Church

St.

Mo.,

Johns

Minneapolis, Minn., Donald A.
Boult
Los Angeles, Calif., Armory
Exposition Park, Southern
California Radio Assn
Hillsbourgh, Calif., A I b e r t
Sherman
Culver City. Calif., Thomas H.
Ince Corp.
HarbourOkla.,
Oklahoma,
Longmire Co.
Fayette, Mo., Democrat Leader
Muskogee.

Okla..

Oklahoma

Free State Fair Assn

Austin, Texas, Texas Highway

KFQN

Portland. Ore., Third Baptist

Bulletin

KFQO

Church
Russell, Kans.,

KFQP

Iowa City, Iowa, George S.

KFQR

Oklahoma, Okla.,
Ellis
Colo.,
Manitou,

KFQT
KFQU
KFQV
KFQW
KFQX
KFQY
KFQZ

KFSG
KFSY
KGB

50-236.

10-268

Pine Bluff. Ark., First Presby100-242
terian Church
Spokane, Wash., Symons In100-283
vestment Co.
50-261
St. Louis. Mo., The Principia
SearchTexas.
Fort Worth,
100-254
light Publishing Co
Taft. Calif., Kidd Brothers
100-227
Radio Shop
Anchorage, Alaska, C h o v i n
100-280
Supply Co.
Colorado Springs. Colo., Dickenson -Henry Radio Labora5-224
tories

KFO71I

KFQS

5-246
10-234

M

Meier Radio

Shop

Carson, Jr.

Walter L.

10-224
100-226
50-231
100-234
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How New Method Makes Cartoon*

AstonishinglyEasy to Learn!
Cartoonists earn from $50 to over $250 a week! Why
don't you make big money in cartooning when new

easy to learn-at home
THOUSANDS who never dreamed they
could make cartoons, can now
earn big money in this fascinating field. Right at home in your
method makes

Manus, Sid Smith and all the
other head -liners earn more

than the President. A single
cartoon idea can easily mean

myself and find all I can
d... I and no trouble in
cleaning up in the neigh.
borhood of *260 a week.

The World's Easiest, Pleasantest and

and
a m gradually
branching out into a

10-224
10-250

A few

hours a day at work that is as

enjoyable as play - and

there is almost no limit

to the money that can be
earned
Never before have the
opportunities in cartoon-

ing been so many or so
varied. Never has there

been such a splendid
chance to earn big money

Mass

Free

Employment
Bureau

I want to thank you
for the pm sonel in-

terest you have
taken in me labile
receivins !instruction

from your echo°, and furgeferring me to ibis MUffIlL1..

F. 61.-Mustying, 713101.

$125 a Month Spare Time

I wieh to take this opportunity
to recommend your School.
I have been doing a great deal
of commericalwork
wo
- anakintf
,g the avteag
r e of $125 a anon
T. .l.V.rt" 'OM niorrg , N. C..

Graduates of this school are to be
found in every section of the country. Read in the panel what they
are doing and what they say about this training.

for cartoons. And regardless of what you

are doing at present or how poorly you draw

Mail Coupon for Free Book

now, you can easily and quickly. learn to
make cartoons thru this new easy method.

Learn more about the wonderful opportunities
for making money in Cartooning and how this new
method makes it easy for you to learn. Read about
our students, how they make money while learning, and big salaries after they graduate. Our
handsomely illustrated booklet is crammed full of
interesting facts on Cartooning and describes in
detail this remarkable method of teaching cartooning. It will be sent to you without obligation.
Mail the coupon for this booklet now.

New Easy Way to Learn
Cartooning
-

It's fun learning to make cartoons this

new way. It's just like a game. You learn

at home, yet it is just as if an instructor
stood at your elbow. You don't need to
know a thing about cartooning. You start
with straight lines and curves. Then you

Washington School of Cartooning
Room 26I2B, 1113 -15th St., N.W.,Waahington, D.C.

learn the little secrets of originating cartoon
ideas, the methods of exaggeration, of

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF CARTOONING.
Room 26128, 1113 -15th St, N. W.. Washington. D. C.
Cleace send me, without obligation, your Free Booklet
on Cartooning and full details on your new easy home (Please Write
study method of teaching Cartooning.
Plainly.)
Name

(State whether Mr., Miss or Mrs.)

Address

easy, why shouldn't you too make big

State

City

(If under 16. please give see

1

fkig-i---fLEitiliraiirigiiiipHy5-21,--4
!MORSE AND WIR ELESS==-Ith
assm. .m.r

TEACH

250-240

Los Angeles, Calif., Echo Park

10-261

50-252

MImor
in half usual time, at trifling cost, with the wonderful
Automatic Transmitter THE OMNIGRAPH. Sends unYOURSELF
limited Morse or. Continental messages, at any speed, just as an expert
operator would. Adopted by U. S. Government and leading Universities,

Colleges and Telegraph Schools.

3 styles.

Catalog free.

If you own a Radio Phone Set and don't know the Code,
you are missing most of the fun.

50-243

250-233

500-278
Evangelistic Assn
Helena, Mont., Van Blaricom
Tacoma, Wasfi., Tacoma Daily
Ledger

R. P.-LawituncE,

How could money be earned

more pleasantly ?

1 have any own syndicate

good field.

Best Paying Profession

10-261

Belden, Nebr., Farmers State
10-273
Bank
Hollywood, Calif.. Taft Radio

Co.

I am now working for

a splendid life -salary for you.

Omaha, Nebr., Omaha Grain
100-231
Exchange
North Bend, Wash.. C. F.
Knierim Photo Radio &

Co.

What
Students Say:

money and enjoy the fun of cartooning?

Dickenson -

bard

PL-))

Fontaine Fox, George Mc-

5-283

20-252

Ir

comic, sport, political, human interest and animated. You can now earn
some of the big money paid for cartoons of every description.
And cartooning does pay enormous
money ! Briggs, Bud Fisher,

100-268

50-236
10-236

r

in spare time?

spare time, you can now easily learn
to make all kinds of cartoons-

action and expression-all the little tricks
that make cartooning amazingly easy to
those who know them. And soon you are
making real cartoons. Many of our students had cartoons published before they
were half way thru their courses.
When learning to make cartoons is so

10-246
Henry Radio Laboratories
Denison, Texas, Texas National
Guard, 36th Signal Company 10-252
Holy City, Calif., W. Riker 100-234

Electric Shop
Seattle, Wash., Alfred M. Hub-

it so

OMNIGRAPH MFG., CO.
Here's

how to 'nuke

Bigger Profits
ing your

Slowest Winter
Months
iVew Easier

Terms,
Smalle r
Down Payment

HB 8 HOUR

22 Hudson St., NEW YORK

pt.ttei,gncihttyroiiii,i-.01.rt:

Get an HB 8 Hour Battery

Charging Outfit now.

Winter brings biggest demands for battery service.
No experience needed to operate. $35 cash brings complete outfit. Easy payments on balance. Free trial.
Moneyback guarantee. You can make $150 to $300
monthly clear profit. Write for free Bulletin 120.

HOBART BROS. CO., Box S 12, TroylOhio
Profits Easily Carry Small Monthly Payments

.,
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Call

KGG
KGO

aspsr

RGU
KGW

me_

KGY

Aviation
Brings Quick

there will be a clamor for trained men. It will not
be a question of pay but of getting capable men.

Become an Aviation Expert
$50 to $100 per Week
The study of aviation is almost as fascinating
as the actual work. Every lesson is full of interest. That is why it is easy to learn aviation.

You do not have to make yourself study-it is
like reading an interesting book that tells you
things you have always wanted to know. Only
one hour each evening will give you the basic
training in a surprisingly short time.
One student, S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says:
"Your lessons are like a romance, and what
is more, after one read.

Fascinating
--DaringBig Paying
Prepare Now for One
of These Positions
Aeronautical Instructor
$60 to $150 per week
Aeronautical Engineer
$100 to $300 per week
Aeronautical Contractor
Enormous profits
Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Mechanician
$40 to $60 per week
Aeroplane kipector
$50 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Salesmen
$5000 per year and up
Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week

in

the student gets

athorough understand.
ing. One never tires of
reading them." James
Powers, Pa., another
student, says, "I am indeed surprised that
such a valuable course
can be had from such
practical men for so
little cost."

Personal
Instruction

by Experienced Men
Men who have had ac-

tual experience give
you personal attention.
They select the lessons,
lectures, blueprints and
bulletins. They tell you
things that are essential m everyday practice. Each lesson is
easy to read and understand.

Get Big FREE Book-Now
Send coupon below for New Book, just out, "Op-

KJQ
KJR

KLS
KLX

KMJ
KMO

KNT
KN3,'

Stockton, Calif., C. 0. Gould
5-273
Seattle, Wash., Northwest Radio Service Co
50-283
Los Angeles, Calif., Bible Institute of Los Angeles
750-360
Oakland, Calif., Warner Bros.
Radio Supplies Co
250-360
Oakland, Calif., Tribune Publishing Co.
500-509
Denver, Colo., Reynolds Radio
Co.
500-283
Fresno, Calif.. San Joaquin
Light and Power Corp
50-248
Tacoma, Wash., Love Electric
Co.
10-360
Kukak Bay, Alaska, Walter
Heinrich
100-263
Los Angeles, Calif., Electric
Lighting Supply Co.
100-360

Hood River. Ore., Apple City

KQV
K QW

KRE
KS D

KT\V

KUO
KUY
KWG

KWH
KYQ

KYW
KZ M

WAAB
WAAC

WAAD

WAAF
WAAM

WAAN

WAAW
WABB

WABD
WADE

WABH
WABI
WABL

WARN

WABP
WABQ

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 14.29 Chicago, Ill.
Without any obligation, send me your Free Book,
"Opportunities in the Airplane industry", also information about your course in Practical Aeronautics.

WABU
WABW
WABY

State

500-395

(Excelsior Motorcycle & Bicycle Co.)
100-360

KQP

WABR

City

Times-

KPO

WABX

I

Calif.,

KOP

American School of Aviation

Street.

Angeles,

Mirror Co.

Mexico College of Agricul.
ture and Mechanic Arts
500-360
Detroit, Mich., Detroit Police
Department
500-286
San

WABO

American School of Aviation

Mulrony
500-360
Portland, Ore., Portland Morning Oregonian
500-492
Lacey, Wash., St. Martins College
5-258

State

WA BM

Chicago,

Honolulu, Hawaii, Marion A

KOB

portunities in the Airplane Industry." It is interesting and instructive. It will show you many
things you never knew before about aviation.
We have but a limited supply of these bookssend the coupon before they are all gone.
3601 Michigan Ave.4.Dept. 14.29

&

Seattle, Wash., Louis Wasiner

KLZ

In the automobile industry and in the moving
picture business hundreds of men got rich, by
getting in at the start. They made their success
before others woke up. Today, these lines offer
no greater opportunities than a hundred and one
others. BUT AVIATION IS NEW. Get in while
the opportunities are big. All over the country

Hallock

Los

field of work offers such a fascination, such high pay, nor such opportunities for quick success as the field of
Aviation. As yet, aviation is practically
in its infancy. But now is the time to

Amazing Opportunities
in Airplane Industries

Ore.,

Watson Radio Service
50-360
Oakland, Calif., General Electric Co.
1000-312

KHQ

Success

get in.

Portland,

KHJ

KJS

TO young men of daring no other

Power
& Wave
Length

Location and Name

Letters

WABZ
WBAA

College,

N.

Francisco,
Bros.

Radio Club
Pittsburgh, Pa.,

M.,

Calif.,

Hill Electric Co

San Jose,

Calif.,

Hale

Doubleday -

Charles D.

St. Louis, Mo., l'ost Dispatch.
Wash., First Presbyterian Church
San Francisco, Calif., Examiner Printing Co.
El Monte, Calif., Coast Radio
Co.
Stockton, Calif., Portable Wireless Telephone Co.
Los Angeles, Calif., Los Angeles Examiner
Honolulu, Hawaii, The Electric
Seattle,

Ill.,

Westinghouse

Electric & Mfg. Co.

Oakland,
Allen

Calif.,

Preston

-ancl cl.irect from factSory

New

Herrold
Berkeley, Calif., Berkeley Daily
Gazette

Shop
Chicago,

wn

D.

Only $1.00 down buys the

famous Studebaker Insured Watch
direct from the factory at the low
factory price. Choice of 54 newest
Art Beauty Cases, in white gold,
green gold or yellow gold effects; 8
handsome dial designs. Mail coupon
f or beautiful Style Book in colors-

500-423
10-360

Sent Free!

500-270

50-360
50-275
500-546
750-360
150-360
50-256
50-360
250-360
100

270

1000-536

New Orleans, La., Valdemar 100-360
Jensen
100-268
New Orleans,
La., Tulane
University
Cincinnati, Ohio, Ohio Me- 400-360
chanics Institute
25-360
Chicago, Ill., Chicago Daily
Drovers Journal
200-286
Newark, N. J., I. R. Nelson
Co.
Columbia, Mo., University of 250-263
Missouri
50-254
Omaha, Neb., Omaha Grain
Exchange
Harrisburg, Pa., Harrisburg 500-286
Sporting Goods Co
Dayton, Ohio, Parker High 10-266
School
5-283
Washington, D. C., Young
Men's Christian Assn
100-283
Sandusky, Ohio, Lake Shore
Tire Co.
10-240
Bangor, Me., Bangor Railway
& Electric Co.
100-240
Storrs, C o n n., Connecticut
Agricultural College
100-283
Saginaw, Mich., F. E. Doherty
Automotive & Radio Equipment Co.
100-254
La Crosse, Wis., Ott Radio,
Inc.
500-244
Rochester, N. Y., Lake Avenue
Baptist Church
10-283
Dover, Ohio, Robert F.
Weinig
200-266
Haverford, Pa., Haverford College Radio Club
50-261
Toledo, Ohio, Scott High
School
50-270
Camden. N. J., Victor Talking
Machine Co.
50-226
Wooster, Ohio, College of
Wooster
20-234
Mount Clemens, Mich. (near),
Henry B. Joy
500-270
Philadelphia, Pa., John Magaldi, Jr.
50-242
New Orleans, La., Colsieum
Place Baptist Church
50-263
West Lafayette, Ind., Purdue
University
250-283

21 Jewel A. Extra thin

STUDEBAKER
The Insured Watch

Has 21 Jewels -8 adjustments-and is insured for the
lifetime of the owner. The masterpiece of timepieces
at an amazingly low price.

Watch Chain FREE!

For a limited time we are offering a beautiful Watch
Chain FREE. Write while offer lasts.

Mail Coupon for FREE Book
Mail mupon today for magnificent Studebaker Book

of Advance Watch Styles. Find out how you can

buy direct from the factory-save money and own one
of the finest watches made. The Book shows 54 newest
thin -model designs in Art Beauty Cases. Sent FREE!

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.
Dept. N-97

South Bend, Indiana

Canadian Address: Windsor, Ontario

Ask for Ladies' Bracelet Watch Folder
Ask for Jewelry Folder

STUDEBAKER WATCH CO.
Dept. N-97

South Bend, Indiana

Please send me your Free Book of Advance Watch
Styles and particulars of your 81.00 down offer.

If you live in Canada send your inquiry
to our Canadian office: Windsor, Ontario.

Name
Address

City

Check here for
1_1 Ladle. Watch Folder

State
Cheek here for
1_1 Jewelry Folder

YOU CAN MAKE

$2648 DAILY

Selling Two Shirts ha.

For th.e Price of one P"
The Walton -Duplex Shirt Is rewreibie-ezettly the one on both
TIM means du* de was of any onlinary shin. YOU WC molly
selling tau shins for the price of owl Frank Chem, Duluth.
modebetter26.
$48isin conenlakna define day. $621 M 40 days.Mira' Yew
wn
or
Sido.

swam

fey Agvaleeell .1. We Deliver
Build up a big unman. Income wiling the pewees doreloparera In
men s shirts ever onceived. Fifty nee fel pseterrn. Get ellf raw booklet -Your Opportunity" and our uniasielly liberal proposition toWk
Wmawake salesmen. Write AT ONCE.

627

WALTON DUPLEX CO.

Brooke Bldg

Mirage, DL
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Power
& Wave
Length

Call

Location and Name
Letters
WBAH Minneapolis, Minn., The Day1000-417
ton Co.
WBAN Paterson, N. J., Wireless 100-244
Phone Corp.
WBAO Decatur, Ill., James Millikin 50-275
University
WBAP Forf Worth, Texas, WorthamCarter Publishing Co. (Star 750-476
Telegram)
WBAV Columbus, Ohio, Erner & Hop500-423
kins Co.
\VBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa., John H 20-360
Jr.,
Stenger,
\VBAY New York, N. Y., Western 500-492
Electric Co.
WBBA Newark, Ohio, Plymouth Con20-240
gregational Church
WBBD Reading, Pa., Barbcy Battery 50-234
Service
Irving
Mass.,
WBBG Mattapoisett,
500-248
Vermilya
WBBH Port Huron, Mich., J. Irving 50-246
Bell
\VBBL Richmond. Va., Grace Cove5-283
nant Church
WBBM Lincoln, Ill.. Frank Atlass 200-226
Produce Co.
WBBN Wilmington, N. C., A. B. 10-275
Blake
WBBP Petoskey, Mich., Petoskey High 100-246
School
WBBR Rossville, N. Y., Peoples Pul- 500-273
pit' Assn.
WBBT Philadelphia, Pa., Lloyd Bros. 5-234
WBBU Monmouth, Ill., Jenks Motor 10-224
Sales Co.
WBBV Johnstown, Pa., Johnstown Ra5-248
dio Co.
WBBW Norfolk, Va., Ruffner Junior 50-222
High School
WBBY Charleston, S. C., Washington 10-268
Light Infantry
WBBZ Indianapolis, Ind., Noble B. 50-227
Watson
Anthony, Kans., T & H Radio
WBL
100-254
Co.
Newark, N. J., D. W. May,
WBS
50-360
Inc.
Charlotte, N. C., Southern
WBT
250-360
Radio Corp.
WBZ

Springfield,

Mass.,

Westing-

house Electric & Mfg. Co I000-337
WCAD Canton, N. Y., St. Lawrence 250-280
University
WCAE Pittsburgh. Pa., Kaufmann & 500-462
Baer Co.
WCAG New Orleans, La., Clyde R. 50-268
Randall
WCAH Columbus, 0 h i o , Entrekin 100-286
Electric Co.

Earn$50 to $200 aWeek

in RADIO

You can! Hundreds of amh:tious men are already earning thousands of dollars in this wonderful new industry-you, too, can get
your share. Mail coupon below for Free Book which describes
fully the amazing money -making opportunities in Radio and

tells how YOU can earn from $5000 to over $10,000 a year.
The astounding growth of Radio has created thousands of
big money opportunities. Millions of dollars were spent during
the past year on Radio, and thousands of young men are
needed right now to meet the ever-increasing demand of work.

Men are needed to build, sell and install Radio sets-

to design, test, repair-as radio engineers and executives-as operators at land stations and on ships traveling the world over-as operators at the hundreds of
broadcasting stations. And these are just a few of the
wonderful opportunities.

Easy to Learn Radio at Home
in Spare Time
No matter if you know nothing about Radio
now, you can quickly become a radio expert, by
our marvelous new method of practical instruction-instruction which includes all the material for building the latest up-to-date radio
apparatus.

Scores of young men who have taken our

course are already earning from $75 to $200 a
week. Merle Wetzel of Chicago Heights, Ill.,
advanced from lineman to Radio Engineer,
increasing his salary 100% even while taking our
course! Emmet Welch, right after finishing his
training, started earning $300 a month and expenses. Another graduate is now an operator of
a broadcasting station-PWX of Havana, Cuba, and
earns $250 a month. Still another graduate, only 16
years old, is averaging $70 a week in a radio store.

Wonderful Opportunities
Hardly a week goes by without our receiving urgent calls for our graduates. "We need the services
of a competent Radio Engineer." "We want men
with executive ability in addition to raI

$T5

a

WCAO

WCAP

Washington, D. C.. Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone

\VCAR
WCAS

Minneapolis.

William

Hood Dunwoody Industrial
Institute
\VCAT Rapid City, S. D.. South Dakota State School of Mines
WCATJ Philadelphia, Pi., Durham &
Co.
\VCAV Little Rock, Ark., J. C. Dice
Electric Co.
WCAX Burlington. Vt., University of
Vermont
AntWCAY Milwaukee. Wis.. Hotel
lers. Milwaukee C i v i c
Broadcasting Assn

strators"-these are

to $150

month

just a few small indications of the great
variety of opportun-

iv a a making
before enroll.
ing with you.

ities open
graduates.

I would not
for the course.

consider 210000 too mucb

100-280
50-240
250-286
10-360

to step into a big
paying position in

50-360

250-266
WCAZ Carthage, Ill., Carthage Col- 50-246
lege
WCBA Allentown, Pa., Charles W. 10-280
Heimbach
WCBC Ann Arbor. Mich., University 200-280
of Michigan
WCBD Zion, Ill., Wilbur G. Voliva.. 500-345
WCBE New Orleans, La., Uhalt Radio 5-263
Co.
\VCBF Pittsburgh. Pa.. Paul J. Miller 50-236
WCBG Pascagoula, Miss. (portable), 10-268
Howard S. Williams
WCBH Oxford, Miss. (near). Univer10-242
sity of Mississippi
WCBI Bernie, Tenn., Nicoll, Duncan 50-24n
& Rush
10-244
WCBJ Jennings, La., J. C. Mans
WCBK St. Petersburg, Fla., E. Rich- 500-266
ard Hall
WCBL Houlton, Me., Northern Radio 50-280
Mfg. Co.
WCBM Baltimore, Md., Char 1 e a 50-229
Schwarz
WCBN Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.,
James P. Boland, Lieut.
50-266
U. S. A.
WCBO Memphis, Tenn., Radio Shop, 20-250
Inc.
WCBQ Nashville, Tenn., First Baptist 100-236
Church

this wonderful new
field. Radio offers
you more m oney
than you. probably
ever dreamed possible-fascinating easy

Doubles Salary
I can very
easily make
double t h e

amount of

work-a chance to
travel and see the
world if you care to
or to take any one
of the many radio

now

th an before

I enrolled
with you.
Your

our

Take advantage of

(Signed) A. N. Long.
120 No. Main St.,

money

to

our practical training and the unusual
conditions in Radio

Greensburg. Pa.

500-469
Co.
San Antonio, Texas. Southern
Radio Corporation of Texas 100-360
Minn.,

agers." "We require
the services of several resident demon-

aver-

more than I

University Place, Neb., Nebraska Wesleyan University 500-283
WCAK Houston. Texas, Alfred P.
WCAL

am

aging a n y where f r om

\VCAJ

10-263
Daniel
Northfield, Minn., St. Olaf
500-360
College
Baltimore, Md., Sanders &
50-360
Stamen Co.

dio knowledge to become our local man-

Pay I stresses
Over $100 a Month

course

has benefited
m e apPrnsimatelY Tame
over and above what I would
have earned had I not taken
it.

positions all around
you at home. And
Radio offers you a
glorious future!
The National Rad i o Institute i s

(Signed) T. Winder.
731 Belford Ave..
Grand Junction, Colo.

America's Pioneer

FARAWAY RADIO

Radio School-established in 1914. Our course is the
absolutely complete one now being offered which
qualifies for a government first-class commercial license. It gets you the bigger paying jobs in Radio.

Send for FREE RADIO BOOK
Learn more about this tremendous new field and
its remarkable opportunities. Learn how you can
quickly become a radio expert and make big money
in Radio.
We have just prepared a new 32 -page booklet which
gives a thorough outline of the field of Radio-and
describes our amazing practical training in detail.
This Free Book, "Rich
Rewards in Radio," will
be sent to you without
the slightest obligation.
Mail coupon for it
now! For a short time

we are offering a reduced rate to those
who enroll at once.

Act promptly and

save money.

National

Radio Institute
Dept. 14MA
Washington, D. C.

N

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. I4MA, Washington, D. C.
your
l'lease send me without the slightest obligation
full details
Free Book, "Rich Rewards in Radio." and Please
write
of your special Free Employment Service.
plainly.

Age

Name

Address

State

City

Be aCettified

mAsTI ER

TELEGRAPHER!

2950

Gets stations

Far and near
loud and Clear
,uRr.seFAWAY Radio Sets are amming values at bargain prices.

get stations from New York to Frisco-loud and deer.
Operate with either dry cells or storage batteries. Beautilut
cabinet finished in mahogany with new platinum -finished panel.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED Don't pay SIN to TIM. Write
for our money -roving plan and literature -

2 -Tube Set
4 -Tube Set

-

$29.50
59.50

Mit: =brig:

Dealers -Agents: ttliirf :Tian

lift FARAWAY RADIO 00., 1,07 W. THIRD ST., CINCINNATI, O.

EARN $165 to $500 EVERY MONTH!

I guarantee to make you a cracker -jack Telegrapher
No books
here. AR practical work on actual equipment. Prepares you for big pay jobs with Railroads, Broken.
Telegraph Companies, Newspapers, Broadcasting
Stations or great shin&
LEARN QUICK BY DUNLOP SYSTEM!
Write today for confidential offer to ambitious
whilemen,
you
in a few months by famous Dunlop System I

women, boys, or girls. I help you earn
learn-you can work your way thin my school.
Big catalog and complete information FREE.
Institute
DEL DUNLOP, Chlef Dispatcher, Chicago Telegraph

13388. Michigan Ave.

Dent. in

Chicago
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Araorengoeezil

You Can Now Learn to be a Popular Dancer
Overnight-For Almost Nothing !_Here's How:
YOU can have a good time at the next party you go to.
Don't sit by and envy others. You can learn to dance
the latest steps - overnight - without music or partner.
Dance every step like a professional. Arthur Murray, instructor to the Vanderbilts, is willing to give you the same
high class instruction for almost nothing. 250,000 have
alread$, taken advantage of this offer.
It doesn't make any difference whether you know one step
from another-even if you never danced before-you can
learn in a few hours. Mr. Murray is so positive of this that
he is willing to send you five lessons FREE as proof.

He will tell you free: (1) The Secret of Leading; (2)

How to Follow; (3) How to Gain Confidence; (4) A Fascinating Fox Trot Step; (5) A Lesson in Waltzing. Enclose
25c to cover the cost of printing and postage, and the lessons
will be sent to you by return mail. No obligation I Surprise

Posed by
Evelyn Law

your friends. Write today to ARTHUR MURRAY,
Studio 352, 290 Broadway, N. Y. C.

star dancer
of the Follies

FIVE LESSON FREE COUPON

and Arthur
Murray

ARTHUR MURRAY, Studio 352
290 Broadway, New York City
Send the FIVE FREE LESSONS.
for the postage, Printing, etc.

I enclose 2.5e

Name

Address

City

Location and Name
Length
Providence, R. I. (portable),
Charles H. Messter
5-246
WCBT Worchester, Mass., Clark University
250-238
WCBU Arnold, Pa., Arnold Wireless
Supply Co.
WCBV Tullahoma, Tenn., Tullahoma 50-254
Radio Club
10-252
WCBW Macon, Ga., George P. Rankin, Jr., and Mitland Soloman
10-226
WCBX Newark, N. J., Radio Shop of
Newark
100-233
WCBY Buck Hill Falls, Pa., Forks
Electrical Shop
WCBZ Chicago Heights, Ill., Coppo- I0-268
telli Bros. Music House
50-248
WCK
St. Louis, Mo., Stix-Baer &
Fuller Dry Goods Co
100-360
WCX
Detroit, Mich., Detroit Free
Press
WDAE Tampa, Fla., Tampa Daily 500-517
Times
WDAF Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City 250-360
Star
WDAG Amarilla, Texas, J. Laurance 500-411
Martin
WDAH El Paso, Texas, Trinity Meth- 100-263
odist Church (South)
50-268
WDAR Philadelphia, Pa., Lit Brothers 500-395
WDAS Worcester, Mass., Sam Waite's
Radio Shop
WDAU New Bedford, Mass., Slocum 10-360
& Kilburn
WDAY Fargo, N. D., Radio Equipment 100-360
Corporation.
WDBB Taunton, Mass., A. H. Waite 50-244
& Co.
WDBC Lancaster, Pa., Kirk, Johnson 10-229
& Co.
WDBD Martinsburg, W. Va., Herman 50-258
WDBF
WDBI

ot Cr

Every Room an Outside Room

WDBJ

0

WDBK

0

()rm. rik
42 West 35th Street

WDBN
WDBO

Near 5th Ave.
NEW YORK CITY

A High -Class Fireproof Hotel in the Very Heart of the City. Close to All Department
Stores and Theatres. Within a few minutes to Pennsylvania and Grand Central
Terminals.

ROOMS WITH BATH FROM $3.00 PER DAY
FOR 2 PERSONS $5.00 PER DAY
SUITES $6 PER DAY

WDBF
WDBQ
WDBR
WDBS

WDBT

Very Attractive Rates by Day, Week, Month or Season.
Ownership Management Assuring Personal Attention.

WDBU
WDBV

"BE THE LIFE OF THE PARTY"

Play a Saw

With Our Free Course of Instruction You Can

-Play in 3 Days

indeed, within a days you will be "laying all the popular

hymns and classical music you and your friends love.The
mellow, pleasing tone from our Musical Saws you have
.0 Vaudeville,
r the Radio and on Phonograph Rec.
Now
10,00ove0 men, women, boys and girls are
ying
ourover
Musical
parties, dances,yrr,
daurch

Simply send coupon today. We will send you our special
Tempered Musical Saw, Special Soft Musical Hammer
and Free Course of Instruction by return mail. The
complete outfit is only 14.85 C. 0. D
on arrival
$4.81., plus a few cents postage. Former Pay
$13 60.
Nothing like this ever offered before.Tbisnee
reduction due to great demand & low producing cost.
The musical saw is one of the greatest bar-

gains ever offered in Music. Be the one to
furnish the "Big Surprise" at your next
party, lodge or entertainment. Rush coupon TODAY.Money back if not satisfied.

MUSSEHL & WESTPHAL
FT. ATKINSON, WISCONSIN

'

WEAF
WEAH

Now

85

F..0

'0

Former Price $13.50
binssehl & Westphal

Send No Money

so

732 W. Water St.
Ft. Atkinson, Wis.

Yon may send me the Musical Saw,
".0. struction.
Soft EIammer and Free Course of In1 will deposit with postman

$.5

.

S4.85 pl. postage. If not entirely satisfied
I will return the shipment within three dare

and YOU will refund my money.

sso

s°4$e4

Name.. ......

Address

**US. hi.pmeMs to Canada, Cabs, Philippine Islands, and all points outside the
S cannot be made C. 0. D. Send M.83 with this coupon. We Day Postage.
SAWMILL

WDM

Club in
Your
own

Only

cian and entertainer -the "Center of Attraction"and in demand.
in your neighborhood, your own town, in cities everywhere.

WDBZ

WEAI

WEAJ

Play or No Pay

, you can play our Musical Saw within 3 days by folrte, easy course of instruction. The Musical Saw IS
guarantee
De perfect and satisfactory in every way. If not, return in 3 data and your money will be refunded under our Bank
Guarantee. The Musical Saw in specially tempered by a Special Process, to produce soft sweet, mellow tones, obtainable from no other source under our specific guarantee.
SA
This is your opportunity to quikly bm a master Saw Musi-

WDBX
WDBY

Start a Saw

famous

dance orchestras are using our Sawa.

WDBW

WDZ
WEAA

IMO

Just think of it! In 3 days,without any musical ability-without
it-nowing one note from another - you can quickly play such
age as "Long, Long Trail," "Till We Meet Again"- all

old and new -time favorites - the day Saw arrives.

We gm.
lowing o

E. Burns

5-268
50-246
Co.
St. Petersburg, Fla., Radio 100-268
Specialty Co.
10-226
Roanoke, Va., Richardson -Wayland Electrical Corporation 50-229
Cleveland, Ohio, M. F. Broz
Furniture, Hardware & Radio Co.
100-248
Bangor, Me., Maine Electric
Light & Power Co.
5-252
Winter Park, Fla., Rollins College
S0-240
Superior, Wis., Superior State
Normal School
Salem, N. J., Morton Radio 50-261
Supply Co.
10-234
Boston, Mass., Tremont Ternple Baptist Church
100-256
Dayton, Ohio, S. M. K. Radio
Corp.
5-283
Hattiesburg, Miss., Taylor's
Book Store
10-236
Skowhegan, Me., Somerset Radio Co.
10-258
Fort Wayne, Ind., Strand Theatre
100-258
Columbia, Tenn., The Radio
Den
20-268
New York, N. Y., Otto Baur
5-233
Chicago, Ill., North Shore Congregational Church
500-258
Kingston, N. Y.. Boy Scouts
of America (Ulster County
Council)
5-233
Washington, D. C., Church of
the Covenant
50-234
Tuscola, Ill., James L. Bush
10-278
Flint, Mich., Police Juilding,
Frank D. Fallain
50-280
New York, N. Y., American
Telep. & Teleg. Co.
1000-492
Wichita, Kans., Wichita Board
of Trade
50-280
Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell University
500-286
Vermilion, S. Dak., University
of South Dakota
100-283
North Plainfield, N. J., Borough of North Plainfield 150-286
Providence, R. I., Shepard Co. 100-273

Youngstown, Ohio, Robert G
Phillips
WDBH Worcester, Mass., C. T. Shear

State

i

Power
& Wave

Call

Letters
WCBR

WEAM
WEAN
WEAO Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State
University
WEAP Mobile, Ala.. Mobile Radio Co. 500-360
100-360
WEAR Baltimore, Md., Evening News
Publishing Co.
WEND Sioux City, Iowa, Davidson 50-261
Bros. Co.
100-275
WRAY Houston, Tex., Iris Theatre
500-360
WEB
St. Louis, Mo., Benwood Co 100-273
WEBA Highland Park, N. J., The
Electric Shop
15-233
WEBC Superior, Wis., Walter C.
Bridges
10-242
WEED Anderson,
Ind.
Electrical
Equipment & Service Co
10-245
WEBE Cambridge, Ohio, Roy W. Waller
10-248
WEBH Chicago, Ill., Edgewater Beach
Hotel Co.
1000-370
WERE
Salisbury, Md., Walter Gibbons
WEBJ New York. N. Y., Third 15-242
Avenue Ry. Co.
500-273
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Call

Letters
\VEBK

Power
& Wave
Length

Location and Name
Rapids,

Grand

Mich.,

Rapids Radio Co.

Grand

Spedal Offer

20-261

9

100-226
United States, R. C. A
WEBP New Orleans, La., E. Budd 50-280
Peddicord

WEBL
W EV

Houston, Tex., Hurlburt-Still
100-263
Electrical Co.

St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis Uni100-280
versity
\VFAA Dallas, Tex., Dallas News & 500-476
Dallas Journal
\VFAB Syracuse, N. Y., Carl F. Woese 100-234
WFAM St. Cloud, Minn., Times Pub- 10-273
lishing Co.
WEAN Hutchinson, Minn., Hutchinson
100-286
Electric Service Co.
\VFAV Lincoln, Nebr., University of 250-275
Nebraska
50-240
WFBB Eureka, Ill., Eureka College
\VFBG Altoona, Pa., William F. Gable

Down

\VEW

\VGAL
WGAN
WGAQ
WGAZ
\VGI

WGL

100-261

500-273

Send only

Philadelphia, Pa., Strawbridge
500-395
& Clothier

coupon for

The Tribune
Hotel - Whitestone

Buffalo, N. Y., Federal Telep.
750-319
Mfg. Co.'

(Drake
Co.)

WHAZ
WITH

WHK
WHN
WHO

WIAB
WIAC

\WAD

Louisville, Ky., Courier -Journal
500-400
& Louisville Times

Wilmington, Del.. Wilmington
100-503
Electrical Specialty Co.
Troy, N. Y., Rennselaer Poly500-380
technic Institute
Kansas City, Mo., Sweeney
500-411
School Co.
Cleveland, Ohio, Radiovox Co. 100-283
New York, N. Y., George
500-360
Schubel
Des Moines, Iowa, Bankers
500-526
Life Co.
Rockford, Ill., Art. A. Johnson
50-252
Garage
Galveston. Tex., Galveston Tri100-360
bune
Philadelphia, Pa., Howard R.
100-254
Miller

WIL
WIP

Washington, D. C.. Continental
Electrical Supply Co.
Philadelphia, Pa., Gimbel Broth-

WIAS

WJAB

WJAD
\VJAG

WJAK
WJAM
WTAN

WJAR
\VJAS

WJAX
WJAZ
\VTD

WTY
WTZ
WKAA

lined pockets, Close knitted wrist-

lets. Ivory buttons to match.

Made in big, full size, In rich fast
colors. Nothing so practical for

fall and winter wear. Sold by
most stores for $10.00, all spot
cash. Sizes 84 to 46. Colors:

Madison, Wis., University of

WIK

WIAQ

a bargain price. Every fibre pure
wool Heavy rope stitch. Large
fashioned shawl collar. Two large

Schenectady, N. Y., General
1000-380
Electric Co.

Nebr., Journal -Stock250-278
man Co.
Marion, Ind., Chronicle Pub10-226
lishing Co.
Burlington, Iowa, Home Elec100-283
tric Co.
McKeesport, Pa., K. & L. Elec-

\VIAK

Heavy
Pure Wool
This is a splendid big sweater at

1000-370

500-360
Wisconsin
WHAA Iowa City, Iowa, State Univer- 500-484
sity of Iowa
WHAD Milwaukee, Wis., Marquette 100-280
University
WHAG Cincinnati, Ohio, University of 100-222
Cincinnati
WHAH Joplin, Mo., Hafer Supply Co. 250-283
\VHAK Clarksburg, W. Va., Roberts 15-258
Hardware Co.
WHAM Rochester, N. Y., University 100-283
of Rochester
WHAR Atlantic City, N. J., Seaside 100-275
Hotel
\VHAV

thisAll-Wool
-heavy, jumbo sweater.
Money back
instantly if
you ask for it.
Order NOW I

Ill.,

WGR

\VHAS

$1.00withthe

Lancaster, Pa., Lancaster Electric Supply & Construction
10-248
Co.
Pensacola, Fla., Cecil E. Lloyd 50-360
Shreveport, La., Youree Hotel 150-252
South Bend, Ind., South Bend
250-360
Tribune
Medford Hillside, Mass., American Radio & Research Corp. 100-360
Philadelphia, Pa., Thomas F. J.
500-360
Howlett
Chicago,

WHA

Heavy
Sweater

Radio Corp.

WGN

WGY

All Wool

$10.00

Co.

WFBH New York, N. Y., Concourse
WWI

Brings this

RegularValue

Omaha,

tric Co

100-234
5-360

500-509
ers
Lincoln, Nebr., American Elec100-229
tric Co.
Wit:co. Tex., Jackson's Radio
150-360
Engineering Laboratories
Norfolk, Nebr., Norfolk Daily
250-283
News
Greentown, Ind., Clifford L.
30-254
White
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, D. M. Per20-268
ham
100-280
Peoria Star
Peoria.
Providence, R. I., The Outlet
500-360
Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.. Pittsburgh Ra500-286
dio Supply House
Cleveland, Ohio, Union Trust
500-390
Co.
Chicago,

Chicago

Radio

20-268
Granville. Ohio, Denison Uni10-229
versity
New York, N. Y., R. C. A 750-405
Laboratory

New York, N. Y., R. C. A
Cedar

Rapids,

Iowa,

H.

500-.455

F.

WKAD

Pear
East Providence, R. I., Charles
Looff (Crescent Park)

WRAF

Wichita Falls,

Tex., W.

Radio Supply Co.

S.

50-278

20-240
100-360

Maroon.NavyBloeorSeal Brown.
Order by No. F-12. Send $1.00
with coun. $1.00 monthly.

Writafarour

Free Bargain Catalog
of
men's,
women's and
children's

Totalp

6 Months

clothing and
shoes. Everysmall monthly payments.

to Pay

thing on

I

$6.98.

Send Coupon

Buy the Elmer Richards way, on credit, as thousands of
well satisfied men do. Everything you need in clothing or
shoes
and you pay in small monthly sums. Open a
charge account with us. No charge for credit. One price
only. Strictly dependable qualities.

Street
Elmer Richards Co.,If I amtnItsith
not delighted with the
I enclose $1.00. Send All Wool Sweater, No. F.12.
sweater, I may return it ana get my money back. Otherwise I will pay the bargain
price on your terms; $1.00 with coupon, and only $1.00 monthly. Total price, $6.98.
Size

Maroon

Name

0

Navy Blue 0

Address

Seal Brown 0
I have lived
in this town
Nationality
or Color
Present

State

Post Office
And before

for

yrs. that I lived in

Yrs.

Own 0 Married 0
Rent

Age
Employers

Single U

Name
Occupation
Give names of merchants who know you personally

State
State
Name
If you have ever bought goods on credit by mail, tell us from whom. If there is anyof
paper
and enclose it
thing else you wish to tell us about yourself, write on a piece
with this coupon. But the coupon alone, fully filled out, will do. That's all we want
Town
Town

Name

to know and we're ready to send the sweater at once. No red tape. No C. 0. D.

FREE With

3FtTELEscoP

See people and objects miles away, on land or sea, as if they were close.
Wonder Telescope gives new pleasures to home, farm, camp, travel,
sport. Bee moon and stars as never before. Opens out over 3 feet
long, in 5 sections; measures 12 inches closed. Brass bound, haspowerful
lenses. Thousands pleased-"Could tell color of
aeroplane 4 miles away."-Mrs. Yarbrough. "Saw
Provincetmon Light, 28 moles away,
as clear as if is front of me...-

FREE

Clyde Scribner. "I have bees
watching

tlIVbCrit7..
handsome, sturdy -P. Gruel,
12 in. leatherette see children"Can
Carrying Case

sent FREE with
Wonder Telescope forthort
time.

Clip
This Ad

lard 6 miles away."-P. H. Henning.

ton. 'Reed the numbers on freight care mile
away, see mountains on moon"-A. C. Palmer.

ecanse of fortunate purchase from large European
maker we can give you a big bargain. Be first in your
neighborhood; entertain your friends. Send no moneys
send only name and address for telescope and case by parcel post.
On arrival deposit with Postman only $1.85 plus a few pennies postage.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Order today while supply lasts.

PlaYirer in

school

FERRY & CO., 3224 N. Halsted St:, Dept. 8979, Chicago, Ill.

"LIGHTING FIXTURES"
READY TO HANG
Direct from manufacturer.
Completely wired Including glassware.
Send for Catalogue No. 26

(Just off the Press)
Special Proposition to Dealers
ERIE FIXTURE SUPPLY CO.
Erie. Pa.
Desk B

HOME

STUDY

Become More Efficient
through courses in Mathematics,

Ilistory,English,Chemistry.

Psychology, Education, Business and 35 other subjects which the University
gives by mail. They command credit toward a
Bachelor degree and may be begun at any time.

Zhe liniberssitp of Chicago
Chicago, In.

2/ Ellie Hall
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Everyone interested in radio should have this
68 -page book of approved

parts and sets - it's free!

Ward's

Call

Letters
WKAN

Location and Name
Montgomery, Ala., United Battery Service Co.
WKAP Cranston, R. I., Dutee W. Flint
NVKAQ
San Juan, P. R., Radio Corp
of Porto Rico
\VKAR East Lansing, Mich., Michigan
Agricultural College
WKAV Laconia, N. H., Laconia Radio
NVKBF

WKY

WLAG
\V LA H

New Radio
Catalogue

\VLAL

WLAP
NVLAQ

\V LAX

need merely to write for your copy.
It shows you everything new in Radio,

everything that has been tested and ap-

proved by the Radio laboratories. Simple
instructions are furnished with every Ward
receiving set enabling you to put up and
operate it without outside help.

And the prices on everything in this

book are surprisingly lowl

A Price and Quality Guide
Study this Catalogue every time you need anything in Radio, whether parts or a complete set.
See what is the lowest price for standard quality
goods.

Everything shown in this Catalogue has been
selected by an expert. Everything is standard.
Remember at Ward's we never sacrifice quality
to make a low price. Yet our prices are always
low because we sell direct to you by mail-and
without the usual "Radio Profits."

Write for
Your Free Copy

Bring the Joy
of Radio Into Your Home
You can get the most enjoyment out of Radio
only by using standard, high grade equipment.
You know what you are getting when you buy at
Ward's. You are sure of high quality as well as
a big saving when you order from this book, for
our Radio equipment is sold under the Barrie liberal
guarantee we have made for 52 years on every
article sold by Ward's -" Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back."
Write for your free copy of the new Radio
Catalogue-Write to our house neatest you and
address Dept. 40 It.

MontelifeiSTWard &Ca
The Oldest Mail Order House is Today the Most Progressive

Chicago

Kansas City

St. Paul

Portland, Ore.

Oakland, Calif.

Ft. Worth

W MAY

WMAZ
W MC

WMH
WMU
WXAC

WNAD
WNAL

WNAP
WNAR
WNAW
WNAX
WNYC
WOAC
WOAE

WOAF

The high pressure, mile -a -minute life of today,
with its mental strain, worry, anxiety, grief and

WOAG
WOAI

trouble, is WRECKING THE NERVES of

WOAJ

mankind. This applies especially to the people

with highly active brains and sensitive nerves.
Have your Nerves stood the strain?
Read "Nerve Force," a 64 -page book on the
care of the nerves. This book is a startling revelation to people with sensitive or deranged
nerves. It has aided many thousands to gain
control of their nerves and build up their Nerve
Force. Price 25c postpaid. (Coin or stamps.)

WOAN
WOAO

WOAR
WOAT
WOAV
PAUL VON BOECKMANN
Author of Nerve Force and various other books on
Health, Psychology, Breathing, Hygiene and kindred subjects, many of which have been translated
into foreign languages.

What Readers of "NERVE FORCE" Say:
"1. have gained 12 pounds since reading
your book, and I feel so energetic. I
had about given up hope of ever finding
the cause of my low weight."
A physician says: "Your book is the
most sensible and valuable work I have
ever read on the prevention of neurasthenia. I am recommending your book

to my patients."

"Reading your book has stopped that
dreadful feeling of FEAR which paralyzed my stomach and digestion."
"Your book did more for me for indigestion than two courses in dieting."

"My heart is now regular again and my
nerves are fine. I thought I had heart

trouble, but it was simply a case of
abused nerves.
I have reread your
book at least ten times."

"The advice given in your book on relaxation and calming of nerves has
cleared my brain. Before I was half
dizzy all the timer

"I have been treated by a number of
nerve specialists, and have traveled from
country to country in an endeavor to
restore my nerves to normal. Your little book has done more for me than
all other methods combined."

Write to Paul Von Boeckmann, Studio 521, 110 W. 40th St.,N.Y. C.
Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Science & Invention-$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C.

Greencastle, Ind., Greencastle
Community
Broadcasting
Station

Chicago, Ill., Chicago Daily
News
WMAV Auburn, Ala., Alabama Poly- 500-448

WNAT

NERVE
STRAIN

15-226
50-360
100-360
500-280
Club
50-254
Cranston, R. I., Dutee \V. Flint 500-286
Oklahoma, Okla., WKY Radio
Shop
100-360
Minneapolis, Minn., Cutting &
Washington Radio Corp.
500-417
Syracuse, N. Y., Samuel Woodworth
100-234
Tulsa, Okla., Naylor Electrical
Co.
100-360
Louisville, Ky., W. V. Jordan 20-286
Kalamazoo, Mich., Arthur E.
Schilling
10-28!

10-231
Minneapolis, Minn., University
of Minnesota
5-360
\VLBL Stevens Point, Wis., Wisconsin
Department of Markets
500-278
\VLS
Chicago, Ill., Sears, Roebuck &
Co.
500-345
\VLW
Cincinnati, Ohio, Crosley Radio Corp.
500-423
WMAC Cazenovia, N. Y., Clive B
Meredith
WMAF Dartmouth, Mass., Round Hills 100-261
Radio Corp.
100-500-360
WMA
Lincoln, Nebr., General Supply
Co.
100-254
WMAK Lockport, N. Y., Lockport
Board of Commerce
WMAL Trenton,are N. J., Trenton Hard- 500-273
ware
50-256
WMAN Columbus, Ohio, First Baptist
Church
10-286
NVMAQ
WLB

ONE copy of Ward's New Complete
Radio Catalogue is yours Free-you

Power
& Wave
Length

WOAW
WOAX

WOC

WOI
WOO

WOO
WOR
WOS

WPAB

WPAC

WPAJ
WPAK

technic Institute
500-250
Presbyterian Church
100-280
Macon, Ga.. Mercer University 100-261
Memphis, Tenn., "Commercial
Appeal"
500-500
Cincinnati, Ohio, Ainsworth Gates Radio Co.
750-309
Washington, D. C., Doubleday Hill Electric Co.
100-261
Boston, Mass., Shepard Stores 100-278
Norman, Okla., University of
Oklahoma
50-360
Omaha, Nebr., Omaha Central
High School
.20-258
Springfield, Ohio, Wittenberg
College
100-275
Butler, rcMo., First Christian
20-231
St. Louis, Mo., Kingshighway

Philadelphia,
Pa., Lenning
Brothers
100-360
Fort Monroe, Va., Henry
Kunzmann
5-360

dio100-244

Yankton, S. Dak., Dakota RaApparatus Co.
New York, N. Y., City of
New York
1000-526
Lima, Ohio, Page Organ Co
50-266
Fremont, Nebr., Midland College
15-280
Tyler, Tex., Tyler Commercial
College
10-360
Belvidere, Ill., Apollo Theatre 100-273
San Antonio, Tex., Southern
Equipment Co.
500-385
Parsons, Kans., Ervins Electrical Co.
15-258
Lawrenceburg, Tenn., James
D. Vaughn
200-360
Mishawaka, Ind.,
Lyradion
Mfg. Co.
50-360
Kenosha, Wis., Henry P
Lundskow
50-229
Wilmington, Del., Boyd M
Ramp
100-360
Eriei, P
Pennsylvania National Guard, 112th Infantry 50-242
Omaha, Nebr., Woodmen of
the World
500-526
Trenton. N. J., Franklyn J.
Wolff
500-240
Davenport,
Iowa,
Palmer
School of Chiropractic
500-484
Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College
500-360
Philadelphia, Pa., John Wanamaker
Kansas City, Mo., Western 500-509
Radio Co.
Newark, N. J., L. Bomberger 500-360
& Co.
500-405
Jefferson City, Mo., Missouri
State Marketing Bureau
500-441
State College, Pa., Pennsylvania State College
500-283
,

Okmulgee, Okla.,
Radio Co.

Donaldson

100-360
New Haven, Conn., Doolittle
Radio Corp.
100-268
Agricultural College, N. Dak
North Dakota Agricultural
College
50-283
r'
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Call

Letters
WPAL

Power
& Wave
Length

Location and Name

Columbus, Ohio, Avery & Loeb
500-286
Electric Co.
\VPAM Topeka, Kans., Auerbach & 100-275
Guettel
WPAR Beloit, Kans., Ward Battery & 10-236,
Radio Co.
WPAU Moorehead, Minn., Concordia
College

Charleston, W. Va., John R
Koch (Dr.)
WQAA Parkesburg, Pa., Horace A
Beale, Jr.
\VPAZ

\VQAC
WQ.AE

Tex.,

Radio

Gish

Amarillo,
Service
Springfield, Vt., Mo.ore Radio

6

10-286
10-273
500-360
100-234
50-275

`>

fat a whale of a difference

'list a few

make

News Station
Sandusky, Ohio, Sandusky Reg5-240
ister
WQAM Miami, Fla., Electrical Equip- 100-283
ment Co.

\\Q.11,

IAN
5.1'() \O

WQAQ

WQAS

Scranton, Pa., Scranton Times 100-280
New York, N. Y., Calvary
100-360
Baptist Church

Abilene, Tex., West Texas
Radio Co. (Abilene Daily
100-360
Reporter)
Lowell, Mass., Prince -Walter
Co.

\VQAX

Peoria, Ill., Radio Equipment

WQ)

Chicago, Ill., Calumet Rainbow

Co.

Broadcasting Co.
Laporte, Ind., The Radio Club
St. Croix Falls, Wis., Northern States Power Co.
\VRAM Galesburg, Ill., Lombard College
WRAN Waterloo, Iowa, Black Hawk

WRAF
WRAL

100-266
100-248
500-448
10-224

100-243
100-244
10-236
Electrical Co.
Louis, Mo., St. Louis 10-360
WRAO St. Radio
Servicr C .
WRAV Yellow Spring-,, Obi,i, Antioch 100-242
College
WRA\V Reading, Pa., Avenue Radio 10-238
Shop
WRAX Gloucester City, N. J., Flex- 100-268
on's Garage
Ind., Immanuel
WRBC Valparaiso,
500-278
Lutheran Church
Washington
D.
('., Radio Corp
WRC
500-469
Amer,of
Hamilton, Ohio, Doron Bros
ad{
200-360
Flectrie-,1 Co,
Schenectady, N. Y., Union Col\VRL
500-360
', ,te
Ill University of Illit'rh
WRII
500-360
.

WRR

Dana,-

Tt

,

City

.

of Dallas,

,nd Fire Signal DeTam town, N. Y., Tarrytown
part,. r.nt

WRW
WSAB

WSAC
\VSAD

WSAI

WSAJ

30-360

--Xi the difference

LaboraResearch
Radio
500-273
tory
Cape Girardeau. Mo., South-

east Missouri State Teachers College
Clemson College, S. C.. Clemson Agricultural College
Providence, R. I., J. A. Foster Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio, United States
Playing Card Co.
Grove City, Pa., Grove City

between just an ordinary cigarette

and-FATIMA, the most skillful

100-360
500-360
100-261

blend in cigarette history.

500-30')
250-258
250-263
Adventi t Church
Doughty &
Fall River,
100-254
Co.
Welch I. 'i err
MarienChesham, N II
10-229
fetd
College

WSAP New York. N Y., Seventh Day
WSAR

WSAU
WSAV

Houston,
Vick

Tex.,

Radio

tt,,rd

W.

r

100-360
Port Chester. N. Y., Irving
Austin (Port Chester ('ham100-233
ber of Commerce)
Pomeroy-, Ohio, Chase Electric
50-258
Shop
Atlanta, Ga., Atlanta Journal 500-429
Co

WSAY
WSAZ
WSB
WSL

Utica, N. Y., J. & V. Electric
Co

10-273

NYTAB

S,hool of
Enoineering f \liltraukee 100-246
Birmingham, Ala., Alabama
500-360
Power Co.
River
Fall River, Ma,,,.,

WTAC

Johnstown, Pa., Penn. Traffic

WSOE
WSY

Milwaukee,

Daily Herald Publishing Co. 100-266
150-275
Co.
WTAF New Orleans, La., Louis J
10-2,68
Gallo
WTAI Portland, Me., The Radio Shop 10-236
WTAL Toledo, Ohio, Toledo Radio &
10-251
Electric Co.
WTAI(I Cleveland, Ohio, Willard Stor1000-300
age Battery Co.
WTAP Cambridge, Ill., Cambridge Ra50-242
dio & Electric Co
WTAQ Osseo, Wis., S. H. Van Gor100-2'4
den & Son
WTAR Norfolk, Va., Reliance Elec100-280
tric Co.
WTAS

WTAT

Elgin. Ill.
Erbstein

(near). Charles E

Boston, Mass. (portable), Edison
Co.

Electric

Illuminating

500-286

100-244

$1140MEN
to $3000
a Year
BOYS 18 UP
Steady work Sure pay
OE:COME RA LWAY +is'
(2,
In.,
IVA! L CLERKS
Travel-See your country
Address
Mail coupon-Today sure
.%

L\loW

fici

Franklin Institute
81
y

**

Common education sufficient

F

.

°,4.2<ti, rS I

!.,

.1. 1-

I,
.(:,

free of

u. S.

'tuition regard.
1,-;

duties. etc..

(.ple examination

and InvenInsure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to ScienceN.
Y. C.
tion-$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place,

1
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Call

Letters

Location and Name
WTAU Tecumseh, Nebr., Ruegg Battery & Electric Co.
\VTAW College Station, Tex., Agricultural & Mechanical College
of Texas
\VTAX Streator, Ill., Vill lams Hardware Co.
\VTAY Oak Park, Ill., Oak Leaves
Broadcasting Station
WTAZ Lambertville, N. J., Thomas J
McGuire
WTG
Manhattan, Kans., Kansas State
Agricultural College
WTL
Chicago, Ill., H. G. Saal Co
WWA D Philadelphia. Pa., \Vright &
Wright, Inc.
WWI
Dearborn, Mich., Ford Motor
Co.
W\VJ
Detroit, Mich., Detroit News
NVWL
New Orleans. La.. I.oyola Uni-

Giving you the best
HE POURS dreams, energies, perfection into
his product-determined to give you the

Power
& Wave
Length

10-242
250-280
50-231
500-283
15-283
50-273
10-268
100-360
250-273
500-517

versity

best.

5-280

A food perhaps. He thinks, "Somewhere the
finest grain is milled" or "the finest fruit is
grown."

"My product must have the best."
He isn't satisfied until he has found it - for

you.

He tells you proudly through his advertisements, "You can buy all the dreams, energies and
perfection I have poured into this productfor 25c."

He doesn't say, "I like it." He forgets self.
He holds out a promise and a fulfilment. He
says, "You'll like it."
Read the advertisements that come your way.

Not only to know what is printed there-but
what is not printed there . . . the striving
toward perfection.

THE 22 BILLION
etoon CORPUSCLES
IN THE HUMAN BODY

wiLl COVER
413 34 SO.
FEE E.

When you buy advertised goods, you buy
definite satisfaction

LATEST WHOLESALE

RADIO CATALOG
Simply send name

REE

Full

STANDARD RADIO CO., 112 East 19th, Kansas City, Mo.

Ago MONEY" SHIRTS
DtloreV from
14API"
our factory.
Easily sold. Over one million satisfied wearers. No capital or experience
required. Large steady income. Many earn
$100. to $160. weekly. Territory now being

Write For Free Samples.

MADISON MILLS MFRS., 562 B'way. NewYork

line of

Radio Sets:

and
auto
hod ies fur
Fords
at
Wholesale

48 - page catalog

Live dealers and agents wanted.

- - AUTO BODIES

SEND FOR THE INTERNATIONAL CATALOG
Our net Drive llst.

TODAY for big

Fof latest radio goods at Wholesale.

allotted.

RADIO SETS

Prices. Save
big money by buying
Diced I I
Internaticnal Burly Works, S14 W.Ohio St.,Dept.4,Chieago,111.

RAD 0 ENCYCLOPEDIA
Thousands of redo bargams standa

sets. standard parts for sets vacuum
one-third less than regular
tubes. etc
prsces mso latest mformahon on allencuds complete 1st
of broadmatmg stetsons and other valuable data Send
name and address we'll send_you SO0 book FREE,
FREE SERVICI DEPART/41PR. Mr IMosm ti V Eva
World vnll hely you why your rodbo probloYno and funlob
upluviane Nor -mown on uo conatrucK. oprunn onprove

room Thu sem, FREE m our summers Wm. tem,

NORWALK RADIO CORP

Eliot.

52

66 READE ST.. NEW YORK

If the twenty two million blood corpuscles
which are contained in the average human
body were placed on a plane surface, they
would cover an area of 41,334 square feet,
as graphically compared with the Woolworth building.
-Kosmos, Germany.

ELECTRICITY FROM TREES
It has long been known to radio engineers
that trees can be used as collectors of radio
waves. However, it remained for a French
scientist to find still another use for trees,
this use also being connected with electricity.
In the course of experimenting, he attached a

copper plate to a tree, buried another plate
in the ground near the tree, and upon con-

necting wires from these plates to a gal-

vanometer, he found that the measurable
quantity of electricity was flowing through the
instrument. Pursuing the same line of experimenting. three trees and later twenty
trees were connected together in series. Suf-

ficient amount of current was obtained
this way to light a lamp.

in
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aeaders Forum
(Continued from page 791)
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Ewith this

F

BIG 3 FT.
TELESCOPE
Yes -absolutely free! This substantial

convection current at atmospheric pressure on our
earth. Hence we see that at extremely low pres-

sure the rate

of propagation

leatherette covered Carrying Case complete with strap, free with "Wonder" Telescope. Case measures 12 inches long, 2
inches in diameter.
Everybody wants a telescope. Here's
one that will show you people and
objects a long way off just like they

of odors due to

diffusion alone is far above any possible rate of
propagation at atmospheric pressure. The graph
of this increasing rate of propagation with decreasing pressure must apprtutimate a regular
curve with a positive slope. Therefore, we must
conclude that the rate of propagation of odors on
Mars, since the atmospheric pressure there is less
than the atmospheric presssure on the earth, must
be greater than the rate of propagation of similar
odors on the earth.

when closed.

chromatic
has powerful
Have barrels of
lenses.

fun entertaining your
friends day and night.
Send now-be first in

have
the big
"Wonder" achroing case.

teresting, but it can scarcely be said that his prem-

farm, camp, travel, sport.
Needed by Farmers to
count stock, inspect fences
and see persons in distant fields. Used by
Auto Tourists, Boy
Scouts, Sailors. etc.
Biggest telescope
value ever of.
fered. Get the
Read o u r
special

oer.

1924

.

FERRY & CO., 3224 North Halsted St., Dept. 1259, Chicago, Ill.

Mail this coupon now for 3 ft. Telescope
and FREE Carrying Case

I

Send me -3 ft. "Won-

der" Telescope and Name

I Free Carrying Case.
On arrival I will de Iposit $1S5, plus post-

State

SOUTH BEND LATHES
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Our Easy Payment Plan allows you to install a South Bend Lathe in your shop, by
making one payment with the order; the
balance to be paid month by month, the

amount depending upon the size of the
Lathe.

South Bend Lathes are made in all sizes from 9 in.
to 24 in. swing, and bed lengths from 21/2 ft. to 16 ft.

11"s3',/2' Bench Lathe Unit

with D.C. Motor but not
including Bench -8277.50

Write today for Catalog No. 82,
which describes our Easy Payment
Plan. Mention size lathe desired.
31,000 IN USE

but that does not cause absorption of the sun's
radiations. True, a small part of the heat that
we experience is a result of the transformation
of radiant heat into molecular heat by the impact of
the heat rays upon the molecules of the atmosphere,
but most of the radiant heat received by the earth is
not transformed into molecular heat until it strikes
the actual solid surface of the earth. This im-

SOUTH BEND LATHE WORKS

618 E. Madison Street
South Bend, Ind., U. S. A.

pact of the heat rays upon molecules of matter

I

I

FERRY & CO., 3224 North Halsted St., Dept. 1259, Chicago, Ill.

L..

sicists of the day who hold that the hypothesis of the
cosmic ether is not necessary for the complete explanation of the known phenomena of electro-magnetic
radiations. Of course the temperature of interstellar space is far more than 100 below zero,

As for Mr. Betts' third item, I shall say that,

Send only your name and address

age, with postman. Address
IIf I am not satisfied
you will refund my
money.
City

ing a gradual decrease in the volume of the sun.
but at the same time, according to the laws of
isothermal compression, the sun is able to keep a
constant temperature while constantly radiating heat.
Another theory is that, under the enormous temperature and presssure within the sun, matter is
actually being transformed into energy.
Be that as it may, we are practically assured
that the sun is, has been for millions of years,
and for millions of years to come will continue
to radiate energy in the form of electro-magnetic
waves of a wide range of wave -lengths. Among
these are those rays of such wave -lengths that
they are visible, others of such wave -lengths that
their energy is transferred into molecular heat
energy upon their impact with matter which is
opaque to them, and still others that are not
naturally perceptible to man. The method of
propagation of these radiations is not yet known,
but much is known of their nature. In this discussion we are interested in those radiations
known as radiant heat or heat rays, but let us
remember that the only difference between them
and the other electro-magnetic waves, from the
longest radio waves to the shortest X-ray, is a
matter of wave -length. The velocity (en Vacuo)
of all electro-magnetic waves of all wave -lengths
is the same. It is the difference of wave -length
that causes the different effect upon matter.
To Mr. Betts' second assumption I would reply
that the hypothetical luinniferous ether has never
been supposed to be gaseous by the leading physicists, but rather to be an elastic solid, or to be
structureless, or to be of an electrical nature.
However, there are a number of prominent phy-

since the sun is composed of a mass of incandescent gases, is such a large body compared to the
earth, and contains such enormous internal energy,

offering you this big bargain.

der" TeleFerry & Co.

Because of a fortu-

nate purchase from a
large European
manufacturer we are

and we will send the "Wonder"
3 ft. achromatic Telescope and
FREE Carrying Case by Parcel Post. On arrival pay Postman only
Satisfaction
guaranteed or money
$1.85 plus a few pennies postage.
refunded. Order today while the supply lasts.

genuine"Won-

scope from

M. L. Thom, St. Louis, Mo.
'I ass nearly 80 years old and if
could not get another would not
take $10.00 for it."-A. R. Walker,
Dayton. Ohio. "I have had my "WonI can tell
der" Telescope 6 months.
i

Send No
Money

gives new pleasures to home.

Mass.

House 18 miles away."-Clyde Seri bner, Taunton,
Mass. "Far above my expectations. Can see men
working 7 miles away."-S. M. Gearhart, Bolan,
Iowa. "I could see a wind -mill on a farm across a lake
more than 4 miles away. I am much pleased."-Raymond Cosanova, Hudson, Wis. The "Wonder" Telescope makes a "hit" everywhere. Send for yours today on
our big FREE offer.

and FREE carry-

The "Wonder" Telescope

Beverly,

time on the church clock 5 miles away."
-Edw. Foster, Baltimore, Md. "Could
tell color of aeroplane 4 miles away."-Mrs.
L. M. Yarbrough, Stringer, Mass. "I am very
much pleased with telescope. I saw a Light

your neighborhood to

matic Telescope

coast." - Philip

"The telescope I received
ant month is very fine.
I live on a bluff and can
see across the Mississippi 3
miles and see people fishing."-

Just think of a

big telescope over a yard
longl It is brass bound and

pick up contains ideas that I have seen presented
elsewhere. I dare say that not one such article
in a hundred contains absolutely new ideas, but
that is no fault of the magazines or of the
writer.
Indeed if we confined our scientific
magazine to strictly new ideas, we should have
no scientific magazines. However, the old ideas,
with new applications of them, must be submitted to the thinking persons in order to foster
scientific thought on the still further new application of them.

produce increases of molecular motion which we
recognize as heat.

the
Brush,

Over 3 ft. long in 5 Sections

This big telescope opens out over
3 ft. long and measures 12 inches

As for "A Brickbat" from Mr. Milton White,

tion of temperature on the sun (about 6,000 degrees
centigrade makes all compounds unstable and,
therefore, all matter on the sun must exist as
elementary substances in gaseous form. Hence, as
Mr. Betts wisely concludes, the source of the sun's
heat cannot be combustion. What the source
really is remains a mystery, but several logical
theories have been advanced. One theory is that
the enormous internal pressure of the sun is caus-

"I am delighted
with the "Wonder" telescope.
Today
I
have
been watching submarines 3 miles off

were close. See things miles away on
land and sea. See moon and stars as never
before.

I might say that nearly fifty per cent. of the
articles in any scientific magazine that I may

The letter from Mr. E. H. Betts is very inises are tenable or that his reasoning is logical.
His comparison of the sun to a ball of burning
coal is absurd, not because, as he suggests, that
a ball of coal that size would be soon consumed
(by what he would have it consumed I know not,
for it would require two and one half times as
much oxygen by weight as there was of the coal
to consume it. But oxygen is less abundant in
the sun than hydrogen and, therefore, if combustion were possible on the sun, the oxygen
would all combine with hydrogen to form water.
If the hypothetical coal were forced to combine
with the excess of hydrogen it would require the
exertion of energy rather than the release of
energy), but because of the fact that the condi-

ALL

Delighted!

16"x8' South Bend Quick Change Gear Lathe

Price, $498.00

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Science & Invention-$2.50 a year. Experimenter Publishing Co., 53 Park Place, N. Y. C.
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it

is not at all unreasonable to believe that some
great eruption at the surface of the sun might
throw out streams of incandescent gases (not
flames as Mr. Betts suggests), hundreds of thousands of miles.

Tr..ii.t""44
I

Mr. Betts' fourth statement is very nearly
correct. In addition to its electro-magnetic radiations, the sun probably gives electrons. The

Aurora
Borealis are probably caused by the impact
upon

of an

electronic discharge from the sun
solid particles of nitrogen in the upper

strata of the atmosphere.

To Mr. Betts' fifth assumption I take exception, for there is both evidence and proof of the
presence of molecular heat on the moon, though,
as he says our satellite has little or no atmosphere.
Indeed, if there were no heat
the
moon, it would actually cease to exist, on
for all
indications lead us to believe that, if a temperature of absolute zero were obtained in the presence of matter, the molecular structure of that
matter would collapse and

ELECTRICITY
There is a wonderful opportunity right now
for boys who like electricity. Boys who are
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cease

to
exist as flatter as we recognize it.
No, the sun's source of energy is not radium,
and yet it may be more similar to dissociation
of radium than we realize. Of course the sun
is an electrical body, as Mr. Betts hazards, but
it is an electrical body for the simple reason that
all matter is electricity.
I also find some errors and some very doubtful
statements in the quotations from Mr. H. Gemsback's "Editorial," which is appended to Mr.
Betts' letter. First, I question the statement that
interplanetary and interstellar space is an absolute vacuum. We say that all gases tend to expand definitely, and we know that many molecules
of the lighter gases are continually escaping from
the gravitational influence of all the heavenly
bodies. Then, is it not reasonable to believe that
these escaping gases fill infinite space, however
rarified they may be? And if Mr. Gernsback is
right in his theory of the absolute vacuum, then
the temperature of interstellar Space is -273
degrees Centigrade or absolute zero, but if there
be any matter however rare, in the interstellar
space, then the temperature is not absolute zero
however near it may approach the value.
It is true that heat cannot be propagated in a
vacuum by conduction or convection, but it certainly can be propagated in as complete a vacuum
as interstellar space by means of radiation. Mr.
Gernsback failed to state that the walls of the
thermos bottle are silvered to prevent the loss
of heat by radiation, since the vacuum would
not diminish that loss.
Mr. Gernsback states,
"Heat proper cannot flow between these bodies
(the earth and the sun) immersed in a perfect
( ?) vacuum and besides separated some 92 million
miles.
So we see that, we do not and cannot
receive radiant heat rays from the sun." But
I say that we can and most certainly do receive
radiant heat rays from the sun, and that is the
only present source of heat on the earth, other
than chemical energy which originally came from
the sun.
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Incidentally, I might say that molecular heat
(if that is what Mr. Gernsback means by heat
proper), does not flow, but is transmitted by the
impact of one molecule upon another. Also I
object to the statement that meteors enter our
atmosphere at a temperature of absolute zero.
Although they may approach that temperature as
a limit, they can never reach it as long as they
exist as matter.
L. C. CARTWRIGHT, Reporter No. 9656.
University of Florida, Gainsville, Fla.
(After reading the above letter, there is very
little left for us to say. Mr. Cartwright seems to

have covered the ground quite thoroughly, and
conscientiously.
It seems that the majority of
votes are in favor of "A Medico" who sent a letter to the Readers' Forum which was published in

the September issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

Present

$20

it

'''!he gift

in which he disputed the statements made its the
August issue as to the reason why Martians hate
a long nose. This opinion was given by Mr. H.
Gernsback who held that the scant atmosphere on
Mars made it difficult to smell, and the odors were
propagated at a slower speed due to this attenuated atmosphere.

In the statement quoting Mr.

Gernsback's editorial, relative to radiant heat rays
from the sun, Mr. Cartwright seems again correct.
The only heat energy which we receive from the
sun is radiant heat rays. Through some error the
teord radiant was substituted for the ordinary
effect of heat, which is conveyed to our senses
by the physical phenomena known to us as conduction and convection.
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rarified gas were to be found in interstellar space,
there would be a considerable slowing up of the
planets. There is no reason to presuppose for one
tnoment that if rarified gas is present that a por-

gas are separated greatly.

It would seem that if

tion of that gas would not contain molecules of
oxygen, and containing molecules of oxygen, interstellar space should support combustion.
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For tonal quality use
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9th Floor

525
Detroit.
DetroitMich.
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to the

The

belief that interstellar

space holds nothing but an almost perfect vacuum.
Hilly the temperature should be minus 273 degrees

Centigrade simply because the space contains a
vacuum is not very clear. There may be particles
of micro cosmic dust in space which would raise
the temperature considerably above absolute zero.
Of course this micro cosmic dust would also tend
to slow rap the planets at least to the same extent
that air would. -EDITOR.)
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In soldering aluminum, apply the flame from
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a Bunsen burner and heat the surface and

melt the solder as usual. Insert a stiff wire
brush and scrape the surface so as to remove
the coating of oxide. The solder will then
be found to adhere perfectly. Aluminum sol-

der will be found to last longer than the
ordinary kind.

-Arthur A. Blumenfeld.
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by means of a threaded brass rod passing
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For further information on how to drill glass,
the reader is referred to page 49 of the May
issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION.
-G. A. Coates, Reporter No. 12052.
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the N. Y. Evening Post. Mr. Brockmeyer

body, you must work for it. And if you
Modern science has taught us that we must
keep our bodies physically fit or our mental powers will soon exhaust themselves. That is why
the successful business man resorts to golf and
other active pastimes.
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Paper fasteners may be attached to tap leads
so that the necessity of soldering may be done
away with. If so desired, the taps may be
taken off before winding the inductance, so as

to allow soldering without burning the insulation off the wire.
-Leighton Powell, Reporter No. 8620.
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now. Get on the job and make me prove it.

LOOP AERIAL BEARING

Just pin a check, money order or five dollar
bill to the coupon below and mail. Then

Enclosed find $5 for which you are to ship me at
once, prepaid, Henry J. Brockmeyer's complete course in
Practical Journalism with the distinct understanding

languid day?

PEP UP!

coupon below is used before Jan. 20, at
$5-exactly half price.

decide whether you want to keep it. If not,
return it at our expense. and your money
ill be immediately refunded.

Pills Never Made
Muscles
NO one can paste muscles onto your arms and
shoulders. If you wish a strong, healthy

comprehensive lessons just brimful of everything a reporter must learn. The following
are only a few of the subjects covered.

Suggestions for Stories. Rhetoric. Preparing Your Story. Don'ts for Writers. Office
Organization. Syndicated Matter. Business
Office. Mechanical Department. Hints for
Headline Writers. The Make -Up. The
Country Correspondent, etc., etc.

The Musele Builder

Wishing Never Brought
Strength

has trained hundreds of men and women,
many of whom have, under his guidance,
developed into front rank reporters.
Mr. Brockmeyer's course will teach you
what it would take years of actual newspaper work to learn. It consists of six

Reading.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

Dept. 212, 305 Broadway. New York City

BASE

SOLDER

A very good support for the loop antenna is
made from the wheel of a ball bearing roller
This allows of a neat and efficient
skate.
bearing which requires little effort to turn
and takes up very little space.-W. F. Bloom.
(Continued on page849)

Dear Sir:-I enclose herewith 10 cents for which you
are to send me without obligation on my part whatever,
a copy of your latest book, "Muscular Development."
(Please write or print plainly.)
Name

Address
City

State
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The Standard Super -Heterodyne
Build It Yourself With This
11111111111111111,1111L11111111111 iiiiii 1111M1111111111111M1111111111111.111111111111111 iiiii niklitlilla411111111..11111111111111110.1111 iiiiii

S UPER PATTERN

`=ice
The Genu%StlIka

SIETUFPROPINE

HE simplest, greatest and most revolutionary Radio Pattern ever designed.
The complete super -heterodyne as shown above can be built with this
pattern by anyone. The secret of the marvelous simplicity is the gigantic
blueprints that are drawn the full size of the super -heterodyne itself. The
blueprint of the wiring diagram measuring 191/2" x 44" is drawn by a master radio
engineer, every conceivable measurement is given right on the pattern so that you need
not measure a single wire.
The blueprint of the panel layout is made up so that all you need to do is to lay
it flat on the panel and then take a pencil and carefully trace
each hole as shown
because the blueprint measuring 191/2" x 44" is the exact size of the panel required.
Then extra comes a 16 page booklet, size 8" x 12", the most complete booklet of
this kind ever made up. It describes every little detail, shows you how to proceed in

As illustrated above, "Consrad"
patterns are the simplest ever origi-

building. What parts are necessary, how to set them up and lastly how to operate them.
The price of the complete pattern, comprising two blueprints, size 19%" x 44" and
a 16 page booklet size 8" x 12" and enclosed in an extra heavy cardboard box printed
handsomely in two colors, is only $1.00.
Here is the most wonderful opportunity for every radio amateur to have the finest
set yet designed for radio receiving.

size, and an instruction book to fol-

GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY OR SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY

The Consrad Method
nated.

You have blueprints, full

low. You cannot go wrong. Write
for our full list of publications on
reflex, crystal and tube hookups.
All Patterns are complete with
blueprints and instruction
pamphlet

ON SALE AT ALL RADIO AND NEWS DEALERS

Price

.00 Prepaid

Write for our Free Catalogue of Modern Radio
Hookup Patterns
Radio Books.

or Direct from Us

and

The CONSRAD COMPANY
233 Fulton Street

New York City

Consrad

RADIO'S FOREMOST PUBLISHERS - Everything in Books, Patterns and Diagrams
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SIGNAL INTENSIFIER

ELECTRICITY

1111

A ,BATTERY

If I Send You

TheseNewBooks

I Guarantee

WWILL you look them over for a week at
my risk-give them a chance to show
you how a few minutes a day devoted to reading them will answer your problems-help you
with your daily work-raise you pay-and put

To Make You A
Public Speaker Or I
Won't take a Penny

you in line for a bigger job?" Prove their value

-then decide if you want to keep them.

Teach Yourself at Home

1 will show you how to control one
man or an audience of a thousand.
How to conquer "Stage fright." How
to increase your earnings quickly
through this amazing new method.

These books contain every important up-tothe-minute fact about Electricity in all its
branches. They're packed with new, sound,

15 Minutes a Day

commonsense, how-to-do,itinformation, written
by practical experts. Easy to read-easy to learn

and apply. No need to take a long, expensive
course of training-these books contain every
thing you need to know to get and hold the
Common school education is
best jobs.
all you need to master Electricity with these
books. Order a. set today for free examination.

1111111A.BATT.

Soft detector tubes sometimes work very well
if a permanent magnet is placed near them,

slight

movement of the magnet and we may be
minus a tube. Twenty-five turns of No. 26
S. C. C. wound on a cardboard tube and
connected in series with the "A" battery

Theory and Practice of Electricity-Principles of A. C.
and D. C. current. Electric machinery-Dynamo and
Motor Design-Measuring and Testing Instruments-

supply gives a much better arrangement.
-Ernest Oliver, Reporter No. 1 3 31 4.

Wiring -Convertors- Rectifiers-Underwriters' Requirements-Electrical Estimating - Switchboards Electric Railways, etc. Ready -Reference indexed for
quickly locating any subject.
Electrical Engineering complete in eight big volumes -

A VARIABLE CONDENSER

4,100 pages, 3,300 pictures, charts, diagrams, blueprints, etc. Flexible binding. Gold stamped.

easy way to acquire quickly the power of vital
convincing speech.

I don't care what line of business you are in. I

SEND NO MONEY!

solopficp
TINFOIL

Just the coupon. Look the books over a full week with
our compliments-then decide. No obligation
to buy unless you are satisfied and want to
keep them. Send coupon now -today

EATIERI
NUT

WOOD,

don't care how embarrassed you now are when you
are required to speak. I can show you how to rise
quickly above the mess in business - how to jump

into prominence and become a leader with the
poise and assurance that convinces-how to sell
any number of people, from one to a thousand, on
the idea yon want to put over.

..10

and get this master electrical set.
Pay only $3.00 monthly if you

\

A

but this is dangerous practice.

Learn These Vital Points

That's all 1 want. 16 minutes a day to prove absolutely and beyond a shadow of a doubt that I can
do for you what I have done for thousands of other
men-increase your income, make you successful,
make you a leader.
C. F. Bourgeois, President of Robischon and Peckham Company says: "The lesson on 'How To Develop Personality' is alone worth the entire cost of
the course. It has beet, of real practical help to me."
Walter 0. Ford of the Ford Manufacturing Company writes: "Was always considerably flustered
when called upon to speak. Now, thanks to your
course, I feel perfectly at home and confident.
Every man who wants a strong personality and the
power of effective speech should take your course."
These are big men in their fields and they know
that the man who can hold others beneath the
spell of powerful speech has the world at his feet.
Others of equal ability in every other respect are
passed by unnoticed because they lack the power
to impress others. And yet, there is an amazingly

TINFOIL OR COPPER

decide to keep it.

;1 WOODEN

BRASS PLATE

KNOB

AMERICAN
TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept.E.925 Chicago, U.S.A.

REE TRIAL
American Technical Society, Dept. E.925
Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me the 8 volume cyclopedia of ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING for free examination. If satisfactory I
You 52.80 within 7 days. and $3.00 monthly for
wll seonths.nd
nine

Name

A fairly good type of variable condenser is
readily made by using a discarded compass
and fitting it as shown in the above diagram.
Extremely fine adjustment can be had.
-David Jenkins.

Free Self Test
I can prove to you, very simply, as I have to thousands of
others-that it is possible for
YOU to become a master of
speech-no matter what
your experience has been. By
a remarkable self -test that I
have devised you can judge
for yourself what this training will do for you. And you
can make this test absolutely
FREE. Do not wait. Fill out
DAY.ail the coupon below TO -

Let me tell you of my amazing special offer, which I may have
to withdraw in a short time. Let

me send you this self -test that
will mean for you the opening of
a bigger and better career.

What This Coarse
Teaches You
How to make after

dinner speeches
How to sell more
goods
How to train your

memory
How
to enlarge
your vocabulary
How to make a political speech
How to develop
self.confidence
How to acquire a
winning Personality

North American Institute

Address

HANDY BINDING POST

Employed by

North American Institute

The Midget "FIVE -IN -ONE" Slide Rule
a

combination

Mannheim.

3601 Michigan Ave.. Dept. 14-29 Chicago, Iii.

Log -

Please send me your free Test Information
willf oroctl;
enable
anthat
=r7,..
.op.dixedre. f oLzi,y.retfd wmhsetkell or ritcul cn
Ca l
limited time offer. I am under no ttrigalion

Log, Add and Subtract, Polyinetric
and Binary Slide Rule. Will instantly add, subtract, multiply and
divide any combination involving
whole numbers, fractions, decimals
and mixed numbers. Gives every
root and power of every quantity.
Graduations printed on metal coated with white celluloid and are
grease and waterproof. While the

most versatile calculator ever invented, operation is simple and
4". Price with 16 -page Ineasily understood. Diameter
struction Book, $1.50. Leatherette carrying case 50c extra.
not satisfied.
Catalog free. Your money back If you areNILES,
MICH.
GILSON SLIDE RULE COMPANY,

Protect your rights!
Inventors Protect
Blank Free.

Consultme if you have an

undeveloped

invention or idea. Do not delay!'
and Enginee;
0. S. Leszay RegiParkstered
Row, New York, N. Y.
15

3601 Michigan Ava..Dept. 14-29 Chicago. 111.

of any kind.

Name--. ..... ........
Address
City

State---_. E

For quickly changing wires to binding posts
when experimenting, the combination shown,
consisting of Fahnstock clip and binding post

to save much time and trouble.
-Kenneth Stewart, Reporter No. 13593.

serves

(Continued sit page 851)

Make money chalk talking. Send $1 for snappy
program of trick drawings, with instructions by a
professional cartoonist. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Circular free. Saida Art Service. Dept. 4, Oshkosh. Wis.
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EXPERIMENTAL RADIO
1000
Hookups

Meet the Hookup Board
Mr. Experimenter:
yOU who are experimenting with hook-ups know what it means to connect
and disconnect loose wires from binding posts every time you try out a
new hook-up. Sometimes it takes hours to do so and then it is a most
tedious task. By means of the hook-up board which is now being demonstrated

every month in THE EXPERIMENTER all this hard work has been done
away with. Radio experimenting is now a positive pleasure and not tedious work.

You can now make hook-ups in 10 per cent. of the time that it took you previously. All this is accomplished by means of the clip -leads and tip -leads pic-

tured at the left.
A new science,-EXPERIMENTAL RADIO has come into being. You will want

to keep abreast with the myriad of hook-ups that are being published in all
radio publications every month. Reading a hook-up does not give you any more
satisfaction than smelling a steak. You want to experiment with the hook-up
yourself. The Experimenter teaches you how to do it.
THE EXPERIMENTER now has twelve pages of experimental radio every

month,-articles featuring radio from the experimental side only. Buy the
December issue now on all newsstands. One copy will convince you that this
is the one magazine you must have.

%EXPERIMENTER

25c The Copy ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
SUBSCRIPTIONS-$2.50 the Year
Published by

GERMOTT PUBLISHING CO., 53 Park Place, N. Y. City
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DIAL ATTACHMENT

TWO cars for

the Price of
ONE

SMALL
MAGNIFYING

GLASS

.11

Corner of One of the Seven S. of E. Laboratories

--

Write
At Once

Take This Short Cut to

for full particulars about a

Accomplish Your Ambition

wonderful invention for

,G

lightcars and trucks.

The field

11rek TWO IN ONE by
4111P

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
with B. S. Degree in 3 Years

thing heretofore

7Iiiik impossible. The

RUCK-

mere shift of a
Ilkhandy lever

STELL

AXLE
enables
you to

increases

climb prac-

tically all
hills onhigh";
go through
heavy, muddy
roads: speed

20% more

lirspeed if

needed.

Startling
performance.9

RUCKSTELL SALES & MFG. CO.
Kansas City, Mo.
New York City

A faculty of specialists is leading hundreds of ambitious young men to sure success. Why not you?
If you are lacking some preparatory studies YOU can
make them up here as you go along. This is an exceptional opportunity to become an electrical engineer
in the shortest possible time.

By using a small magnifying glass attached
to the panel and directly over the scale of
a dial, the numbers and marks can be seen
much better, thus aiding in sharper tuning.
Old people who cannot see very well will
welcome this as a worthy suggestion.
-Claude Lisman.

VI'power 55%

along level highways. Provides
TWO NOISELESS
HIGHSPEEDS.10,000
Dealers in light cars
and trucks now know
about it. See yours, or
write at on' e for Free
Circular, Prices, etc. Address Dept. 62-B.

engineering offers wonderful

ough and practical training here in our course of

combining POWER
and SPEED, some-

The

of electrical

opportunities for trained men to direct and carry out
great industrial and commercial projects. Get a thor-

Makes your car or truck

ELECTROTECHNICS

From 1 to 2 years in this course makes you a completely trained electrotechnician-prepared to fill such
positions as general plant superintendent. director of
construction, superintendent of maintenance, chief draftsman, etc. The Electrotechnician is the man between
the Electrical Engineer and the Electrician-a well paid
position and a stepping stone to higher executive work.
A grade school diploma or equivalent admits YOU without examination. New term opens every 6 weeks.

SPACE SAVER

COMMERCIAL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

In 1 Year

Unparalleled oportunities for brilliant, successful
careers in the new field of Commercial Electrical Engineering. To meet the extraordinary present-day demands for trained electrical business men, consulting
and efficiency engineers, we offer this thorough. con.
dented and very practical training, especially adapted
to high school graduates.

oft

San Francisco, Cal.

This coupon good for Free Demon- i
g stration of the Ruckstell Axle at near- I
" est Dealer, or for Free Circular giving
62-B.
,41 full particulars.
I

HOLLOW BRARSSI

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY

OD

In this complete 6 months' Electrical Course -8 hours
daily-you can learn house, factory and theatre wiring,
testing and meter work, A.C. and D.C. Armature Winding and all necessary mathematics.
A 3 months' course in A.C. and D.C. Armature Winding. or a :o months' Course In Light and Motor Wiring
and Testing is offered to those with limited time and

tBAKELITE ROW'
RHEOSTAT

i Name

means.

1

AUTO ELECTRICAL SERVICE
ENGINEERING
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY

Address

Electrical specialists who instinctively diagnose and
locate automotive electrical troubles command high posi-

tions and are well paid. Specialize in starting, lighting, ignition and storage batteries and command a big
job at a big salary.

I Make of car or truck
a

Its

"EARN WHILE YOU LEARN"

POTENTIOMETER

We agree to provide, for a limited number of worthy
young men, half-time jobs at good wages, and permato all duly
nent positions wills unlimited theprospects
opportunity of your
qualified graduates. Here is
life to acquire a thorough, practical training for big paying profession that is in urgent need for trained men.

BRACKET.

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS AGO

The S. of E. stands absolutely alone in the field of
thorough, practical electrical education and in commercial and electrical engineering.

A potentiometer and a rheostat, or cven two
rheostats alone, may successfully be combined into one unit. The result is a conservation of space and a distinctive outstand-Tud Garver.
ing appearance.
O'1 ONE TUBE

BIG FREE BOOKLET tells the story. California users
of CROSS COUNTRY CIRCUIT hear Atlantic Coast,
Canada, Cuba, Mexico and Hawaii. Atlantic Coast users
plan makes this
hear England to California. Our new
in
set easiest and cheapest to build. One hour putsAny
One tuning control. No soldering.
operation.
novice can do it. BIG BOOKLET FREE or complete
instructions for 25c stamps or coin.
Oakland. Calif
Box S1-117
VESCO RADIO CO

NO NEED OF YOUR BEING WITHOUT AN S. OF E. TRAINING
It does not matter how old you are or what schooling
,,a1 have had. Students from 16 years up to 50 are in
tttendance here.
Fill out the following coupon and mail it to -day.
New Term Opens January 5th.

POTENTIOMETER
CONNECTIONS

-ENGINEERING
SCHOOL
of or
Milwaukee
Founded 1905

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
S8,1-1224. 415-17 Marshall Street.
Milwaukee, W is.

Without obligating me in any way. Please mall free
72 -page Illustrated honk "Electricity end the One Best
Way to Learn It" and particulars regarding the course

Make #100 Weeklg-sell RADIO

Demonstrate once-results mean sure
sale. Coast to Coast, lowest prices.

I hare marked with an X.
....Electrical Engineering.

attractive four tube instrument $39.50.
Big commission to you. Exclusive territory to proven salesman. Territory

1

going fast. Write today for large illustrated book No. 100. Don't fail to
give name of your county.
OZARKA, INC.
818 Washington Blvd., Chicago. III
V

....Electrotechnics
.Commercial Electrical Engineering.
....Automotive Electricity.
....Armature Winding.
....Light, Motor Wiring and Testing.

....Practical Electricity.
....I am interested in your "Earn While You Learn"
Plan.

Big

Frofit

Circuits employing potentiometers must be
so connected as to alleviate any slow leak
across the various batteries. The right way
to connect the potentiometer is shown in the
-Kingsley Peck.
diagram.

Name

Age

Address

City
Education

State
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25 Cents

NOVEMBER
Over 200
Illustrations
`_fitted by P. GERNSFAC':

EAR THQUAkE5 RECORDED
BY RADIO
SEE PAGE 660

UP WITH RADIO
No one knows what radio will be tomorrow.
So fast has been the pace of radio development

that the business -men of the great industries
of the world have been astounded.
There is only one way to keep up with radio.
To learn from month to month what is going
on in radio. RADIO NEWS endeavors to accomplish this one purpose, to enable every radio
fan whether amateur or professional to keep up
with radio.

As shown here, RADIO NEWS has special
departments for each phase of radio, for each

class of radio fan, and for radio listeners of
every description.

YOU CAN KEEP UP WITH RADIO

Nos

THROUGH RADIO NEWS. READ IT
FROM MONTH TO MONTH

25c the copy-on all Newsstands
Published by THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., 53 Park Place, N.Y. City
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Opportunity Ad -lets
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made
every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,
automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
month.

Advertisements in this section twelve cents a word for each insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should
accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 words accepted.
Ten per cent. discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent. discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for the February issue must reach us not later than December 10th.

The Circulation of Science and Invention is over 150,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., IN C., 53 Park Place, New York City, N. Y.

Agents-Best seller; Jem Rubber Repair for tiros and

tubes; supersedes vulcanization at a saving of over 800 per
cent; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself in two minutes and
is guaranteed to last the life of the tire or tube; sells to
every auto owner and accessory dealer. For particulars bow
to make big money and free sample, address Amazon Rubber

Co., Dept. 601, Philadelphia, Pa.

Agents-Write for Free Samples. Sell Madison "Better Made" Shirts for large Manufacturer direct to wearer. No

capital or experience required. Many earn $100 weekly and
bonus. Madison Mills. 564 Broadway. New York.

At Last! Diamond Rival Discovered! Amazing blue
white Rajah Gem astounds jewelry world and deceives
$100 weekly!
Beautiful Sample Case Free!
experts!
Write Quick! Rajah Diamond Co., Dept. F45, Salisbury,

N. C.
Mail Order and Agents, sell late popular songs at 5c
each. 100 per cent profit. Enormous demand. Sales plan
and 10 sample songs sent for 50c. New York Music Supply
Co., Dept. 7, 309 Fit Ui Ave.. New York.

tials for his auto.

Newly inExclusive State Distributor-Big earnings
vented pricing system, retails $4.90. Tremendous demand!
Big repeats! Millen Mfg., Dept. H. I., Colonial Bldg.,

We start you without a dollar. Soaps, Extracts. Perfumes.
Experience unnecessary. Carnation Co.,
Toilet Goods.

Wonderful Invention eliminates needles for phonographs.
Preserves records. Abolishes scratching. Day's supply in
Sample on approval if requested.
$20 daily.
Pocket.

Big money and. fast sales. Every owner buys gold iniYou charge $1.50; make $1.35. Tea
orders daily easy. Write for particulars and free samples.
American Monogram Co. Dept. 71, East Orange, N. J.

Dept. 232, St. Louis.

Make $25 to $50 week representing Clown' Famous Philadelphia Hosiery, direct from mill-for men, women, children.
Every pair guaranteed. Prices that win. Free book "How
to Start" tells the story. George Clown Company, Desk 27,
Philadelphia. Pa.
Only one sale day means $200 per month. Five sales,
machine. Re$1,000 per month. Marvelous new addingAdds,
subtracts.
tails $15. Work equals $350 machine.
accurate, durmultiplies, divides automatically. Speedy,
Offices, storm, facable, handsome. Five-year guarantee.
tories, garages buy one to dozen. A fortune for live agents.
Write quick for protected territory and free trial offer.
Lightning Calculator Co., Dept. W., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Earn hip money fast applying gold initials to autos.
Every owner buys-$1.35 profit on $1.50 sale-particulars
and samples free. Write quick. Lithogram Co.. Dept. 19,
East Orange. N. J.
Wo want Salesmen and Agents, either whole or side line,
to sell our low priced radio books to the trade. Excellent
proposition for live wires. The E. I. Company. Publishers.
1183 Fulton Street. New York City.

Earn $10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing
metalware, chandeliers, bedsteads, headlights. Outfits furnished. N. Decie Laboratories, 1133 Broadway, New York.
for store win$60-$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters
Easily applied. Free samples. Liberal offer to
general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,
dows.

Chicago.

Agents-Make 125.00-$100.00 weekly selling Comet Spray-

ers and Autowashers to farmers and Autoists. All brass.
Throws continuous stream. Established 30 years. Particulars free. Busier Co.. Johnstown, Ohio, Box C47.
$25.00 a day easy! Best line of brushes on the market.
90 varieties, including famous Auto Fountain Washer. Excellent territory available. Write immediately. Philadelphia

Brush Co., Dept. 26, Vineland. N. J.

Boston, Mass.

Everplay, Desk H12, McClurg Bldg.. Chicago.

District Managers-Wonderful envelope sealer, seals
3500 hour! Retails $4 only! Big repeats. Tremendous
profits. Consolidated Co., Dept. Q.I., 100 Boylston, Boston. Mass.
Handiest
Screw -holding Screw Driver.
Unlimited market. Tremendous deTool ever invented.
Big repeat earnings! Write Coburn Tool, 739
mand!
Distributors!

Boylston, Boston, Mass.

Agents! Best money -making proposition on earth. 6100.00

a week for full time; $25 to $50 spare time. Most complete line of Household Necessities in the country. Nationally advertised. A rare opportunity-grasp it,
American Products Co.,
postcard today for particulars.
2009 American Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.

Dept. 551 E. 602 W. Lake St., Chicago.

Ford
Agents-Something New-Wonderful invention.
Owners wild over it-Distributors profit 300%-thirty day
trial offer. Write A. Z. Super, 1304-Fondulac. Milwaukee. Wis.

Agents-Pick up $5.40 for few minutes' work. Then, if
you like, become "regular" representative making 810-$15
daily Write quick for particulars. Pitkin Company. 694
Pitkin Building, Newark. New York,
Agents-$15 a day. Easy. Quick sales. Free auto. Big
weekly bonus. $1.50 premium free to every customer. Simply
show our beautiful, 7 -piece, solid aluminum handle cutlery
set. Appeals instantly. We deliver and collect. Pay daily.
New Era Mfg. Co., 803 Madison St., Dept. 88B, Chicago.
$300.00 a month to distribute everyday household neces-

sity in rural and small town districts. No money needed.
Million dollar firm behind it. Write for particulars and
Johnson, 611 W. Lake,
B. U.
state territory desired.
Clean Up $100.00 Weekly with our marvelous Christmas

packages, selling from 50c to $3. Great crew manager's
proposition. Postal brings unique plans. Davis Products

Co.. Dept. 67. 1311 Carroll, Chicago.

Write and learn how to start profitable business without
capital or experience. Silvering mirrors, refinishing auto
headlights, tableware plating. Outfit furnished. International Laboratories, Dept. 25, 309 Fifth Ave.. New York.

Opportunity to start Manufacturing Metal Toys and Nov-

elties. No experience necessary. Enormous demand exceeds
supply. We furnish, at cost, casting forms for production

and buy entire output, also place yearly contract orders.
Casting forms made to order. Catalog, advice and information free.
New York.

Agents-Be Independent, make big profit with our soap,

Make $17 Day.-Finest extracts,

Hastings, Nebr.

Agents Big Earnings! Selling greatly needed Radio
feature. Newly patented. Low price. Tremendous Market.
Nationally advertised. Radio Equipment. 20 J, Stuart.
Boston, Mass.

Battle Photos and War Relics
Far Dens: Relics Collected from Europe.' Battlefields.
Firearms, medals, helmets, etc. Illustrated catalogue and
sample War photographs 25c. Lieut. Welsh, 2117 Regent
Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

1/111111111.11/1110111111111,111111.11.1111111In1unnninemeemoormacionmm

Owosso, Mich.

"Nature's Finer Forces." Marvelous Scientific Disclosures; Lights; Colors; Tones; Vibrations; Odic -Auras;
Cold -Lights; Radio; Inventions; 270 pages; $3.00. Satisfaction Guaranteed; Circulars Free; E. J. Stevens. Publisher, 242 Powell, San Francisco, Calif.

Bargain Catalogue (all subjects). Send 5 stamps (books
also wanted). Phipps Library, 1014 Belmont, Chicago.

Business Opportunities
Dollars yearly in your backyard. No mushroom dope.
Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89th, New York.
You can have a business -profession of your own and earn
big income in service fees. A new system of foot correction;
readily learned by anyone at home in a few weeks. Easy
terms for training, openings everywhere with all the trade
You can attend to. No capital required or goods to buy, no
agency or soliciting. Address Stephenson Laboratory, 19
Back Bay, Boston. Mass.

Stop Plodding! Be Successful. Operate a Tire Repair
Make big profits in any locality. We teach you and
furnish complete equipments $100 up. Book of Opportunity
free. Haywood's, 1312 South Oakley Avenue, Chicago.
150 Money -Malting Plans Free! Wolverine Bureau. SI-2,
Muskegon, Michigan.

Get Money In your mall. "Lambert's Mail Order Se.
erets" contains successful methods never before published.
Particulars free. Leon Lambert, 870-D Kaufman Bldg.,
Wichita, Kansas.
Will finance patent (good invention) for Interest. V. A.,
c/o Patent News, Washington, D.C.
Patent applications filed guarding priority $20 drawing;
deferred $15. Caveat advantages; basic protection. Inventors' Service, 11 Broadway, N. Y.
Start a paying business at home or small office anywhere.
Soliciting unnecessary. $50.00 weekly easy. Begin In
spare time. Free Folder. Downs Co., 2327 Myrtle, St.
Paul, Minn.
Free Instructive Book. Start little Mail Order business;
home employment evenings. Outfit furnished. Pier, 895
Cortland Street, N. Y.
Make Money with your Camera. Lancester-P, Box 436.
Los Angeles, California.
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Learn Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. &Toner Sloane noted
educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our home
study correspondence course fits you to take a position as
chemist. See our ad on page 825 of this issue. Chemical
Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New York City.
1{1111,1111111111/1/11111111111 ..... 111111101111111111019:1MMITMIIIIITINIIITMent1MTP .....
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Correspondence Courses
Used correspondence nurses of all schools sold, rented
Lee
(Courses bought.)
List free.
and exchanged.
Mountain, East Chattanooga, Tenn.
yammeaannvornimiirmlnumneninnanumanleaneititiiiiimmumummenanarrintleratettseillt

District Representatives
Money -making opportunity selling Radfolite system Of
charging batteries. Sells to battery stations, garages, auto.
owners. White for information and tree demonstration oder.

Radiolite Co., Dept. N. St. Paul, Minn.

Books

food products, toilet

Preparations, household necessities. Credit; sample case
free. Write for amazing offer. Perkins Products, B-30,

A. W. Martens. E. E.

4 New Books on Sex, Love, Marriage, etc. Plain facts
for adults. Over 350 pages. 50c. F. Smetana Company.

Metal Cast Products Co.. 1696 Boston Road,
iiiiiiiiiiiiiii I iiiiiii I ........................... ..... ...... ili111101111.11,1111111111

toilet articles and household necessities. Get free sample
case offer. Ho-Ro. Co., 2719 Dodier St., St. Louis. Mo.

Young Men who want to make their spare time pay from
$20 to $50 a week are offered an opportunity to sell an article
which every man buys on sight, made by Ingersoll the dollar
watch man; retails for $1; you don't need to be a salesman;
merely to show is to sell: big profits, quick sales and constant repeat business; write today. Robt. H. Ingersoll. 976
Broadway, Dept. 212, New York.

Philosophy, Gazing Crystals, etc.
6, Burlington. Iowa.

Chemistry

American Made Toys

District Managers Wanted-Appoint Local Agents for us
No canvassing or delivering. $100.00

weekly easily made. Commissions advanced.
Z 2307 Archer, Chicago, IlL

Mediumship, Personal Magnetism, Personality. Physiognomy, Salesmanship, Seershlp, Success, Sex, Will. Yogi

iiiii 11,111111imi. iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 11.1/111M
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Bob Russell,

Free-Upon request will send you my literature illustrating the following books. Astrology, Character. Clairvoyance. Concentration, Healing, Hypnotism, Magnetism,

Shop.

Succeed With Your Own Products-Formulas by experts.
Manufacturing processes. Trade secrets. Different, dependable, profitable. Interesting catalog free. D. Thaxiy Co.,
Washington. D. C.

Chicago.

Agents Wanted Full or Part Time to Sell on liberal

commission new Thermostatic Automatic Carburetor control
Attachment for Ford cars. Increases mileage 100%. No
Does automatically
boles to drill. Attached in 2 minutes. driver
do by hand.
exactly what Ford Manual instructs
Cadillac now using Thermostatic Carburetor Control under
Biancke license. Write at once. A. C. Blaneke & Co.,

in your locality.

Books (continued)

Agents Wanted (Continued)

Agents Wanted

111i17111111M11111111111.11611.1091.61,

Educational
Hypnotism. Astounds, controls. Wants gratified. Dissent eliminated. 25 Easy Lessons $1.00 "Mindreading"
(Any distance) wonderful. Success guaranteed. 60c "How
to Win in Business, Love and Society" 400 pages $3.00.
Science Institute, SE 1014 Belmont. ChiCatalog free.
cago.

Join our home study club and save over 50% on new or

Particulars free. Courses
correspondence courses.
bought. Students' Exchange, Dept. A, 97 West 92d St.,
New York.
used

Science and Invention for December, 1924
For Advertisers

Instruction

216 msrds-355 Rural Weeklies $14.30.

Ad -Meyer, 4111

fa; liartford. St, Louis. Mo.
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Lacey Patent -Sense.
Free. See page 816.

as chemist.

"Inventors' Guide" free on request; gives valuable information and advice for all who have original ideas or
improvements. Frank Lederman, Registered Attorney and
Engineer. 15-E Park Row, New York.

home study correspondence course fits you to take a position
See our ad on page 823 of this issue. Chemical

Institute of New York, 66 W. Broadway, New York City.

For Inventors
We Develop Your Ideas into commercial shape for pre-

sentation to purchasers making working models, drawings.
experiments 6r tests. Courtesy, efficiency, secrecy and ample
equipment; 30 years' experience. Ducorron-Rich Engineer'

Patent Attorneys (continued)

Chemistry at Home. Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane,
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
Learn

ing Co.. 504 Pacific Mutual Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Correspondence Courses sold complete; one-third usual
prices because slightly used; easy terms; money back

guarantee. All schools and subjects.
Write for special
Free catalog. Courses bought for cash. Economy Educator Service, H202, West 99th St.. New York.
mortoomnntgimunimmnrommilmiumnettlmmusumillf llllllll 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/11111/1

Uspatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
you make the sale. Free particulars (Copyrighted). Write

Herbert limner. Patent Attorney and Mechanical Expert,
624 F Street, Washington, D. C. I report if patent obtainable and exact cost.

Bend for circular.

N. P. Laughlin, Patents.

42nd Street, New York.

Languages

W. T. Greene, 808 Jenifer Bldg., Washington. D. C.

Your Chemical problems solved and working process furnished for Five Dollars. Write me. W. Stedman Richards, Consulting Chemist, Box 2402, Boston. Mass.

"The book the inventor keeps."

World -Semi. System, Masterkey to All Languages.
Primers, $1.99; Chinese, French, Spanish. Pronunciation tables. 30c. Languages, 8 West 40th, New York.

Engineer -Attorney. 47 West

Patents-Write for our Guide Books and "Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing inventions. Send model
or sketch of your invention for Examination and Instructions. No charge for the above information.
See advertisement on page 819. Victor J. Evans & Co.. 194 Ninth.
Washington, D. C.
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Have you an Invention or patent for sale on cash or
royalty basis? Do you wish to buy a practical money
making invention? Write us definitely what you have or

We bring

want.

seller

and

buyer together.

Western Security Co., 303 Hannibal, Mo.

Address,

Protect your ideas by incontestable method. Copyrighted
instructions $1. Tune, 2930 Maxwell Ave., Oakland, Calif.

Cash for the better patents and pending patents. Write
American Patents Corporation, Barrister Building, Washington, D. C.
Promptly.

Machinery and Tools
Concrete Building Block Machines and Molds. Catalogue
free.
Concrete Machine Co., 303 South Third St., St.
Louis, Mo.
Vulcanizers, tools, materials, supplies, tires, tubes direct
from factory. Miller -Anderson Rubber Works, Anderson,
Ind. Dept. B.I.-4.
llllll

Manufacturing
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Formulas
Moneymaking Books, Plans, Formulas. Catalogue Free.
ideal Book Shop, 5501-E. North Robey, Chicago.
11.1131111111111111111111111101111111111111 lllllllll 1111111MIM llllllllllllllllllllllllimmommnivimummimminimon

To order: Metal articles, simple, or complicated machinModels, tooth, patterns. 'Experimenting. Parma Engineering Works. Brooklyn Station, Cleveland, Ohio.
ery.
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Miscellaneous

For the Photographer
Write for free sample of our big
magazine, showing how to make better pictures and earn
Have you a Camera?

American Photography, 118 Camera House, Boston.

money.

17. Mass.

Hindu PaYchologY, Yogi, Personal Magnetism. The Secret Sciences, Books and Courses. Large illustrated Private Catalogue, with "How. Realize Any Desire," 25c.
Adores, 116 South Michigan, Chicago.

Wanted-Inventors' Experimental work, wood, metal pat-

Games and Entertainment

terns, Machine work, rubber mill under one roof.
Send
drawings. Miller -Anderson Rubber
Works,
Anderson,

Indiana, Dept. 8.I.4.
Tricks. Puzzles, Jokes, Magical Apparatus, Plays. Stage
Blind -Reading Acts and Sensational Escapes.
Send 10c for 160 -page illustrated 1922 professional catalogue. Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh, Wie.
Supplies.

A complete blueprinting outfit for your child.

Dads!

They can print photograph negatives, drawings, leaves. etc.
Educational ae well as entertaining. Sent postpaid for
Trenton Blueprinting Agency, Post Office Box 443,
$1.00.

Trenton, N. J.

Beautiful registered bull pups
Rockwood, Dallas, Texas.

Health

MIMIIIMTIMIIIIIIIMMEMMINIF11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111/1111111111111

Help Wanted
We want Salesmen and Agents, either whole or side
line to sell our low priced radio books to the trade. Ex.
eel lent proposition for live wires. The E. I. Comma',
Publishers, 233 Fulton Street, New York City.
Needed

Everywhere.

16 -page price list for chemists and
George Ott, 1218 Chestnut, Reading. Pa.

Mirrors, French plate. Easily learned. immense profits. Plans free. Wear Mirror Works, Excelsior
Borings. Mo.

All men, women, boys, girls, 17 to 65. willing to accent
Government positions, 61174250. traveling or stationary.
write Mr. Ozment, 293 St. Louis, Mo., immediately.
Detectives Earn Big Money. Travel. Excellent opportunity. Great demand everywhere. Experience unnecessarY.
Particulars free. Write, American Detective System. 1974
Broadway, N. Y.

Men to Build Radio Sets for me in spare time.
Lambert, 670-H Kaufman Bldg.. Wichita, Kansas.

Leon

Become a Landscape Architect Uncrowded profession of
wonderful opportunity for money -making. Easily mastered
by mail. Earn while you learn. Write for book. American Landscape School, 66-E, Newark. New York.
Mirrors, Autolights, Radiators, table-

Write Sprinkle Plater, 955 Marion.

Bldg., New York.

Monroe Miller, Ouray bldg., Washington, D. C. Patent
Attorney; Mechanical, Electrical Expert. Free Blue Book
gives candid advice.
Inventors-Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be
signed and witnessed, Form, fee schedule. Information free.
Lancaster and Allwine, Registered Patent Attorneys in
United States and Canada, 242 Ouray Bldg., Washington.
D. C.
The Patenteme. Impartial advice to Inventors and Manufacturers. Mailed on request. Anderson & Son. Patent

and Trade Mark Lawyers. Established 1865.
Washington, D. C.

637 F St..

Millions spent annually for Ideas Hundreds now wanted!
Patent yours and profit. Write today for free book-tells
how to protect yourself, how to invent, ideas wanted, how
we help you sell. etc. American Industries. Inc.. 212
Kresge Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Firemen, Brakemen, B

men. Sleeping Car. Train
897
Railway Bureau, East St. Louis. Dl.
Porters (colored) $140-$200.

Motor Winding Made Easy. Send 75c for 90 Blue Prints
of single, two and three phase windings. 12 Direct and 90
Alternating $1.00. E. & E. Company, Box 935, South
Bend, Indiana.

Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205, Si, Louis, Mo.

Inventions

Artificial Marble, sanitary flooring instructions, ornamental
casting, concrete, plaster. Papier-mache, decoration garden
furniture, 15 years instructing the public, particulars and
200 Illustrations free.
C. Mahler, Huntington. N. Y.

Films rented and sold, Moving Picture Projectors sold at
prices.
Movie Cameras $40.00.
Tripod $20.00.
Movie Projector $25.00. New Motor Driven
Case
Projector $75.00. Write for Bargain Price -List. Suit
C. Ray.
324 Fifth Ave., New York.
lowest

Engineer -Attorney, 47 West

commercialised.

Patented

or

uneaten ted.

One man sold patents for $10,000 and 85.500 cash. Can
market or finance patents. Send no money. The Patent
Exchange, Washington. D. C.

Patent Drawings made by reliable Specialists. difficult

problems solved $5.00; strict secrecy.
3001 Washington Ave., Erie. Pa.

Johnson & Johnson.
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Personal

Motion Pictures

Exchange interesting letters with new friends.
Dolly Gray Club, Box 186K, Denver, Colorado.
appreciated.

Write

Stamp

Exchange Cheery Letters with new friends.

Lee,

Write lIetty
Inc.. Box 820, City Hall Station, New York City.

Stamp appreciated.
1101111=111111111.1111111111111111111111111111MTIIM111111/11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/1111111111111111

Motorcycles-Bicycles
Don't buy a Bicycle Motor Attachment until YOU get
our catalogue and prices.
Shaw Mfg. Co.. Dept. 6.
Galesburg. Kansas.
11

111

Lonely-Join our Club. Make friends everywhere. ParWrite Mrs. Mathews, Box 26, Oakland. Calif.

ticulars free.

Free to Men or Women-Information pf a scientific nature
that has brought physical vigor and happiness to thousands.

No charge; no obligation.

Write Fair Sales

246-I, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Co., Dept.

llllllllllllll 111111111111111,11111111/11111,1111111111111111111111.

Novelties
Magic goods, cards, books, novelties, tricks,
catalogue
free. Clifford Fenner, 2401 Jefferson, Louisville.
KY.

Patent Attorneys
Patents.

Send for free booklet.
Highest references.
Best results. Promptness assured. Send model or
drawing
for examination and opinion. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Attorney, 644 G Street, N. W., Washington. D. C.

Lonely Hearts-Exchange letters; make interesting new
friends through our romantic club. Write Eva Moore. Box
908, Jacksonville. Florida.
llllllllllllllllllllllll II llllllllllllllllllll 1111111111111111111111,11111111 llllll 11111111111111111111111 llllllll
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Phonographic Supplies
Build Your Phonograph.

Spring motors, electric motors.

tonearms, reproducers, amplifiers,

accessories. Free blueprints and building instructions. Big savings. Highest
grade equipment. Catalog mailed for ten cents. Hoosier
Manufacturing & Supply Co., 313 Baldwin Block. Indian-

apolis, Ind.

25

Get your own patents. Application
complete
instructions $1. Cutting Bros., Campbell. blanks,
Calif.
Inventors write me about
My fees Payable
monthly. Booklet free. Frankpatents.
Fuller, Washington, I). C.

Experience unnecessary.

U. S. Government Positions. Pay $1140 to $2300 year.
Men-women. 18 up. Steady work. Life positions. Paid
vacations. 'Common education sufficient. Influence or exunnecessary.

Patents

experimenters.

111TR111111111111111.1ry

Be a Detective-Exceptional opportunity; earn big money.
Travel. Big rewards. Established 1909. Particulars free.
Write C. T. Ludwig, 1417 Westover Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

coached

Write today sure.
Dept. 523, Rochester, N. Y.
a

Booklet of information and form

for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen. 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C., or 2278-T Woolworth

M. P. Laughlin, Patents.
42nd Street, New York.

Earn $1.20 an hour cutting blanks at home; anywhere;
spare time. Men only. Send addressed reply envelope.
Goodyear Sy., 147 W. 23d St.. New York.

obtainable free.

allied without charge.

.

Cigar Factory, 4004 Montrose Ave.. Chicago, Ill, Dept. B.

1111,

perience

to

Patents Procured; Trade Narita Registered-A compre-

Factory to Smoker System Saves YOU
half; write for particulars
and special offer. Montrose

Work home or travel.

Silvering

.

Write for my free Guide Books "How

hensive, experienced, prompt service for the protection and
development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly fur -

U1111111111111111111111111111111111111 lllllll 11111111111111111M llllll 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t1111111111111111111

Write, George Wagner, former
Experience unnecessary.
Eiovernment Detective, 1988 Broadway. N. Y.

Money Silvering

501

Cigar Smokers!

Free-Stop using tobacco. We will give free information how to conquer habit easily and permanently. Results
guaranteed. Anti -Tobacco League Box M, Omaha, Neb.

ware. methods free.
Indiana.

Bulldogs,

cheap.

Patents.

Obtain '.a Patent" and "Invention and Industry" and "Record of Invention" blank before disclosing inventions. Send
model or sketch of your invention for instructions. Promptness assured. No charge for above information. Clarence
A. O'Brien, Registered Patent Lawyer, 929 Security Bank
Building, directly across street from Patent Office. Washington, D. C. See page 817.
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Detectives

Developing ideas and manufacturing our specialty. Absolute satisfaction, 33 years' experience, write us. K. & B.
Die & Specialty Co., 2016 Elm St., Cincinnati. Ohio,
Dept. A.

Inventors: Send sketch or model for free opinion concerning patentable nature and exact cost of patent Book "How
to Obtain a Patent," sent free. Tells what every inventor
should know. Established twenty-eight years. Highest references.
Prompt service. Reasonable charges. Chandlee
& Chandlee, 476 Seventh, Washington. D. C.

free.

List positions

Franklin Institute.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
you make the sale. Free particulars (Copyrighted 19231.
Write W. T. Greene, 809 Jenifer Bldg., Washington, D. C.

"Inventor's Advisor," the valuable Patentbook with 139

Mechanical movements and illustrations. sent free unon
request.
M. I. Labiner, Patent Attorney, 3 Park Row,
New York.

Photo Finishing
Trial Offer. Any size Kodak film developed 5c. Prints
Trial 5x7 enlargement beautifully mounted 25c.
Young Photo Service, 904 Bertha St., Albany, N. Y.
3c each.
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Photo plays, Stories, Etc.
$ $ $ For Ideas. Photoplay Plots Aeeepted any form:
criticised, copyrighted, marketed.
Advice free.
Universal Scenario Corporation, 223 Security Bldg., Santa
Monies & Western, Hollywood, California.
revised,

$55

Science and Invention for December, 1924
Printing

When Marriage
is a Crime!'"

Foote Prints anything.

Sample and price list.
Cleveland,

Radio
saving prices. Complete sets or units ready for
Send ten cents for catalog. Hoosier Manufacturing & Supply Co., 310 Baldwin Block, Indianapolis,
Indiana.
assembly.

Attention!

The greatest

50 Vacuum Tube Hook -Ups.

collection of Vacuum Tube Circuits ever brought under two
covers at such insignificant cost. These diagrams will be

found in the great "Basco" catalogue which contains raw
materials and parts in a greater profusion than any other
catalogue.

to You.

Mention the ailments on which YOU
want Special confidential Information
and send with 10o to help Dar Postage.
etc., on my free book, "Promotion and
of

Complete line of radio equipment.

B uild Your Radio.

Money

STRONGFORTISM-The New Science
ef Health Promotion will aid Nature in
restoring your Flagging Powers and
Manhood and fit you for Marriage and
Parenthood. I guarantee it.

Mental Energy."
and a life-saver.
Now-Today.

Free

sclusuoussoossussisccuirmumunsincuscussussuccusunsummuncsuccumusumuscu

The man who marries a good. pure
woman, knowing that he is not physically fit, commits the worst Crime
known to civilization. Where do you
stand? Are YOU fit to marry? Some
sweet, innocent girl is trusting in your
honor. You must not deceive her. You
dare not marry until you are physically
fit. The way looks hopeless to YOU, but
cheer up-I can help you.

Conservation

Send copy for estimate.

Foote Printing, 5711 Haltnorth,

Ohio.

15c in stamps or coin will bring the catalogue
Radio Specialty Company, 100 Park Place, New

York City.

The "Basco" Baby DetecB oys. don't overlook this!
tor. Greatest detector ever brought out with molded base.
Fully adjustable. See former advertisements in this publication or our catalogue. Detector with Galena Crystal

Health, Strength and
It's a man -builder
Send for it Right

complete, 500; the same Detector with Radlocite Crystal.
75c,

LIONEL STRONGFORT

Radio Specialty

for yours today.

Send

prepaid.

Co., 100 Park Place, New York City.

Physical and Health Specialist
Dept 1679

STRONGFORT
Newark. New Jersey The Perfect Man

Send me your burned out or broken Power tubes -50 watts
or over. Will pay liberally. W. Baker, 36 W. 20th St.,

New York City.

DON'T WEAR
A TRUSS

Have your broken and burned out power tubes repaired,
50 watts or over. Send them to us for Repair. Charges
reasonable. Wm. Baker, 36 W. 20th St., New York City.
1111101171TILITIMIIITIITTIMO111111111111111111m1mMinnlinlienmmgmilin111 sssss //111min..11.11711,1111

BE COMFORTABLE-

Salesmen Wanted

Wear the Brooks Appliance, the modern scientific invention which gives
rupture sufferers immediate relief. It
has no obnoxious springs or pads. Au-

in every town or city within 25 miles

tomatic Air Cushions bind and draw
together the broken parts. No salves
or plasters. Durable. Cheap. Sent Mr. O. E. Brooks
on trial to prove its worth. Beware
of imitations. Look for trade -mark bearing portrait and
signature of C. E. Brooks which appears on every Appliance. None other genuine. Full information and booklet
sent free in plain, sealed envelope.
BROOKS APPLIANCE CO.. 172A State St.Marshall. Mich.

SE

Facts other sex books don't dare
discuss are plainly told in
"Where Knowledge Means Happiness." Creates a new kind of
married love. One reader says:

It

contains more real information than all other sex
books put together.

A Salesmen wanted
broadcasting station to sell Radlogem, the complete
of
radio receiving set that retails for $2.50. With Badiogem

$20.00 Profit Daily selling needlebooks; costs 3c -5c each.;
sells 25e, value 50c; three samples 25c: catalogue tree.
Neediebook Specialty Co., 661 Broadway, New York.
051111111111111tillimmelo..11111111111111111flim 1 111 nE1,11171111101111111.111111mm 1 1 1111 litit111111111,11rIT1111031

Short Stories, Manuscripts Wanted

Straightens Shoulders
-Increases Pep

THE NATURAL BODY BRACE-Corrects

stooping shoulders, straightens the back, gives
the lungs chance for normal expansion, induces
proper breathing. Brings restful relief, comfort.
energy, and pep. For men and women.

Costs nothing to try it

Write for 30 days free trial offer and free book.
NATURAL BODY BRACE CO.
HOwilfilealdetc.286BashBlds..Salina,Bansee

You can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER

Send 10 cents for 200-nage book on Stammering and
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure." It tells how I
eared myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,

8111 Bogue Bldg.,

1147

N.

111.

St.. Indianapolis

STAMMER

MORE

RIII the fear of stammering. Re-education the
key. The widely tamed Hatfield Method fully
outlined In an accurate, dependable, worthwhile book-"HOW TO STOP STAMMERING." IS

has inspired thousands. Free copy today.
sue HATFIELD INSTITUTE. 109 N. Dearborn, Chicago,

Ill.

ADULTS! SEX KNOWLEDGE BOOKS
instructive, authoritative, profusely illustrated in natural colors, etc. The worth -while sort. Contains everything one should know both before and after marriage to enjoy health and happiness. Large Catalog, Ilk.
OWOSSO, MICH.
F. SMETANA & CO.

taking the step that is bound to bring you advancement and more money?

Stories, Poems, Descriptive Articles.
wanted for publication.
Submit Mas.
Bureau, 165 Hannibal, Mo.

in

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6180-D, Scranton, Penna.
my part, please tell me

, Without cost or obligation on

how I can qualify for the position or in the subject before
Which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
°Business Management
0 Salesmanship

Plays, etc., are

or write Literary

PIMPLES
cured myself after being afflicte116 years.
IESLGIVENS.168 Chemical Bldg.. Kansas Clts.hlo.

the head of the firm-"That's only a start. He
has the brightest future of any man in the

One hour a day, spent with the I. C. S.

Does Your Trade Use Salesboards.

Write the words for a song. We compose music. Our
Chief of Staff wrote many big song -hits. Submit your
song -poem to us at once. New York Melody Corp., 412J

FREE Yillitti,thda!TLL ritlar,MIEterrittrI

during the day.
And success came, as it always comes, to men
who really study their work. In three months
he became assistant foreman-then foreman-and
then one day they called him into the head office
to supervise all blue -print work.
He's earning $100 a week now, and to quote

the quiet of your own home, will prepare you for
the position you want in the work you like best.

Broadway, N. Y. City.

Song Poems Wanted

Acne Eruptions on the face or body. Barbers Itch.
Eczema, Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

at home in the evening and in spare moments

The largest and most
complete salesboard catalog now off the press. Big Commissions. Lincoln Sales Co., Dept. B. N.. 212 N. Sheldon
St., Chicago.

West

monmrnmerrmmorturtromminm111111.11111T1111111133111r111111rtil

Tour Skin Can Be Quickly Cleared of Pimples. Blackheads.

International Correspondence Schools. He studied

organization."
How much longer are you going to wait before

Dept. 153. COUNSEL SERVICE, 257 W. 7Ist St.. N. Y.

money order,check or stamps

A LITTLE over a year ago he was just a hand
-an untrained worker doing ordinary work
and getting an ordinary salary.
Then he decided to take up a course with the

there is nothing else to buy-the outfit includes the Radio gem receiving apparatus, 1.000 -ohm phone, and aerial outfit. The cheapest radio outfit on the market-yet as Practical as the moat expensive. Big money to the right men.
Bend $2.00 for sample outfit The Radlogem Corp., SOB

From "Where Knowl- Sent in plain cover, by re edge Means Happiness"- turn mail, for $1.00 cash,
Copyright 1921

He gets $100
a week now

OIndustrial Management
Personnel Organization

0 Advertising

Better Letters

Show Card Lettering
Traffic Management
Stenography and Thank
Business Law
Business English
HBanking and Banking Law
Civil Service
Accountancy (including C.P.A.)
Railway Mall Clerk
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Common School Subjects
Bookkeeping

0 High School Subjects
0 French
0 Illustrating
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
Electrical Engineering
0 Architect
Electric Lighting
Architects' Blue Prints
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Engineer
Architectural Draftsman
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Concrete Builder
Railroad Positions
Structural Engineer
Gas Engine Operating
Chemistry 0 Phenols!?
0C1v11 Engineer
Automobile Work
Surveying and Mapping
Airplane Engines
0 Mining
Metallurgy
Agriculture and Poultry
Steam Engineering 0 Radio
Mathematics
0 Private Secretary

°Spanish
Roma: Bldg., New York.
...MITIMIUMMIrt111111.7111 IITI111 1
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Stamps and Coins
California Gold, Quarter size. 27e; half -dollar size. 53c.
Columbian nickel and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz, Box
146, Colorado Spring, Colo.

Name

Stamps 100 All Different 3 cents.
Company, Toledo, O.
158 Genuine Foreign Stamps.

S.

I. Quaker Stamp

Mexico War Issues.

Ven-

ezuela. Salvador and India Service, Guatemala. China, etc.,
only 5c.
Finest approval sheets 50 to 60%. Agents
Wanted. Big 72-p. Lists Free. We buy stamps. Established 20 years. Hussman Stamp Co., Dept. 156, St.
Louis, Mo.

3-6-24

Street
Address

State

City
Occupation

Persons residing in Canada should send this coupon to the
International correspondence Schools Canadian, /Anne&
Montreal, Canada

French Colonies Free-Pretty picture set, Native Chiefs.
Tigers, 2c postage. Empire Stamp Company. 354 Lippincott, Toronto, Canada.

Typewriters
Typewriters, all standard makes. $10 up. Fully guaranteed. Free trial. Write for complete illustrated lists.
Northwestern Exchange, 121 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago.

/
Begin Today -Write for My FREE BOOKAI
can make a good penman of you at home during
spare time. Writs for my TREK BOOK. "Now
To Become a Good Ponnson... It contains speMmens and tells how others mastered penManship by the Tamblyn System. Your name artil
be elegantly written on a card if you enclose
stamp to PLY postage. Write today for book.

P.W.TAIABLYN, 424 Rldrilldg..Konsaa City, U.S.A.

sunsmumunumunisum-Fmicinunassommunsummiumsimuunimimuin

Wanted
Detectives Earn Big Money. Work home or travel. Experience unnecessary. Write. George Wagner former Government Detective, 1968 Broadway. N. Y.

"BOW LEGS and KNOCKKNEES" UNSIGHTLY
Send for Booklet showing photos of men
with and without the Perfect Leg Forms
PERFECT SALES CO., Dent. 50
140 N. Mayfield Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

Wonderful, new device, guides your hand; correct!)
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three

boors.- No failures. Complete outline FEEE.
Write C. 3. Cement. Dept. 44

St. Lonie. Mo.

Print Your Own

Cards, statirmery, circulars. labels. Presses

Paper Cutters $3 up. Save money.
Print for others. big profit. All easy, rules
sent. Write for catalog presses. type, Paper
612 up.

etc. THE

CO.. N-47. Morldoo.Cono.

Science and Invention for December, 1924
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c
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Men like you are needed right now to fill big -paying -jobs in the electrical field. There
never was a time when opportunities for money -making were as good as they are now. Good
jobs are open everywhere to men who know "what's what." Electrical Experts earn from
$12 to $30 a day. Even the ordinary electricians get top-notch pay. Why don't you get in

on this and get a real man's size job now? With my simplified Electrical Course I can
quickly fit you to hold one. Read W. E. Pence's letter below. This is only one of thousands of such letters I have received.

You Can Be a Big Money Maker

I have trained over 20,000 men in electricity-thousands of successful men all over the
world attribute their success to my training. I can make you successful too. In fact I will

guarantee your success. If you will follow my homestudy course you can become an expert, drawing

a fat salary, in the same time it takes you to get a little raise in the work you are doing now.

From

125

A Month to

$750

READ
the Story of
W. E. Pence

and
Over

Age or Lack of Education No Handicap
No matter how old or how young you are, or what education you have, there is a
real future for you in electricity. It you can read and write I can put you on the road'
to success. I can help you to a position that will make people admire you and look up to you.

Cash In on Your Spare Time
Use your spare time to get a better job. Most
of us have enough spare time every day to sell
a little at about $10.00 an hour. Sell some to
yourself at this price. Watch how quick
you will earn the money back if you put
the time into study.

Electrical Working
Outfit Free
Every man who enrolls for
my electrical course gets

W. E. Pence

in his working togs

Mr, Cooke:-

Albany, Oregon.

When I enrolled with you less than a year
ago I was a common mechanic earning $25
to $30 a week. Today I am an "Electrical

Expert" with a business of my own that

gives me a clear profit of over $750 a month.
I have more work than I can do. The peo-

ple around Albany come to me to fix their
starters, generators and ignition troubles be-

cause they know that I know how to do it

right.
My success I owe to you, Mr. Cooke. The
thorough practical training which you gave
me through your Easily -learned Home Study
Course in Electricity has made me an inde-

pendent, highly respected business man in

this community. Sincerely yours, W .E. Pence.

a big outfit of tools, ma-

terial and instruments free.
This includes an electric
motor and other things not

usually found in a beginner's outfit. These are the
same tools and the same
material you will use later
in your work. Everything
practical and good right
from the start.

I Guarantee Your
Complete Satisfaction

I am so sure I can make a big pay electrical
expert out of you that I guarantee your suc-

I agree under bond to return every

cess.

cent you pay me for tuition when you have
finished the course, if you are not satisfied
that it is the best investment you have ever
made. If you don't make good, this mil-

*

lion dollar institution will.

Act Right Now
Let me send you my big free book *#
giving details of the opportunities #
electricity offers you and a sam-

ple lesson also free. Mail the
coupon and get this at once. #

Learn how other men #

"got themselves ready /
to hold good paying /
L. L. COOKE
jobs" and how I can
Chief Engineer, Chicago
help you do the
Engineering Works
same. This is your

big chance-

take it.

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer /

.

CHICAGO ENGINEER- /

Dept. 529, 2150 Lawrence Ave.-

Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sir: Send me at once Sample
Lessons, your Big Book, and full par ticulars of your Free Outfit and. Home
Study Course-all fully prepaid without
obligation on my part.

Name
ING WORKS, Dept. 529
Chicago / Address
2150 Lawrence Ave.

THE PRRIODICAL PRESS, NEW YORK
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RAILWAYS
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WORK
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WIRELESS
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PICTURES
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at your finaer ends
HAWKINS ELECTRICAL
$1 A VOLUME
11500 PAGES

4700 PICTURES

$1 A MONTH

more money and better
Know the facts in Electricity. They mean
you all you need to know
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell
so
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered
study and apply. A complete,
you can understated it. Easy tovolumes.
size;
Books are pocket
practical working course, in 10
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
LEARN ALL ABOUT
Magnetism-Induction-Experiments - Dynamos - Electric MaWindings-Installing of
chinery-Motors-Armatures-Armature
Testing-Practical
Management
Dynamos-Electrical Instrument
Systems-Wiring-Wiring
of Dynamos and Motors-Distribution
Batteries-Principles of Alternating
Diagrams-Sign Flashers-Storage
Alternating Current Motors -Transformers -

Currents and Alternators Circuit Breakers Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Systems - Stations-Installing
Also many
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards-Wiring-Power
Index
-Telephone-Telegraph-Wireless-Bells-Lighting-Railways.
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference
of the ten numbers.
SHIPPED FREE
buy unless
to great
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation
get this
help
Send
Coupon$100
now-today-and
month for
satisfied.
You
are
to
you-you
pay
$1.00
a
library and see if it is not worth
,ten months or return it.

GUIDES ZrNoLITT:E!.'s'

SEND NO MONEY -SEND ONLY THIS COUPON
INIMMI1111110ft

THEO. AUDEL & CO.,
72 Fifth Ave., New York City
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.
Name
Occupation

Employed by

Home Address .
Reference

S. I. Dec.

ELECTRICITY
6008ffers
to $10000
%lobs After Only

(I)4V
44

La9MKS

E

AlA TNING

in Ibur Own Home!
Remarkable "Shop Type Home Training

System" is the most complete, thorough and
easily mastered Method ever devised. Trains
you for the Higher Paying positions in Electricity-enables you to advance rapidly to the
top in your profession-and gives you an
authorized diploma endorsed by the well
known Lincoln Institute of Technology.
DON'T be

satisfied to become an
ordinary Electrician. Our remarkable new method enables you to Aim
Higher, and Get Higher-it places the
Big Pay jobs at the top of the profession
at your disposal. It is different from
all other courses.

A Master Course
This new system
was designed by an
authority, called by
his friends the "Electrical Wizard" because of his ability to
teach electricity and
because of the reputation and high positions attained by those
whom he has taught.
exclusive

copyrighted

S. & H. Training.

feature of

It gives you all the theoretical knowlof electrical principles that is

edge

taught in Technical Universities-with
a diploma actually certified by the Lincoln Institute of Technology. This is
something the student of no other Electrical School can get.
But, in addition, it gives you the
Practice that a man gets only from
doing practical work, which is something

ing now you will he entitled to this
outfit:-but you must send coupon immediately.

Free Employment Service

gives you both.

Conduit Man
Electric Light Service
Trouble Shooter
Installing Radio
Power Plant Foreman
Block Signal Man
Auto Electric Work
Elevator Electrician
Plant Building Installation
Electrical Construction
Power Plant Installation
Hy. Electrician

This Shop Type Home Training Sys-

an

the College student does not get. The
man at the head of big Electrical Plants
-the men in the $10,000 jobs must
have both the Theory and the Practice.
S. & IL and Lincoln "Tech" Training

Actual Shop
Methods In
Your Own Home

Qualify for Jobs
Like These

tem-which makes you so efficient-is

Here is an amazing booklet that

is showing hundreds
the way to big money in electricity.
explains the
new Shop Type Method of Training andIttells
you what
you want to know about the big opportunities
electrical field, the openings and salaries paid. in the
This
book will be sent you absolutely free, without obligation, by simply mailing the coupon below.

$160
160
160

200
200
240
250
210

400
300
400
300

If you are able to
read and write ordinary English, we can
train you to do house
wiring, central station

and power house

operation. automotive
and tractor electricity,
electric welding. arm attire winding, motor
and generator work, etc., so that when
you are in charge of a plant you can tell

every man in it what to do and how to
do it. Because our Engineers have devised numerous shortcuts this
Extra
Training takes no longer than the ordi-

nary courses.

Free Outfit
All who send the coupon at once will
receive a Free offer of a complete outfit
of Electrical Apparatus,
Instruments
and Appliances for experimental and
practical home shop work. By enroll-

Act Quick

Do this today. Get our big catalog
giving information about this amazingly
rapid and easy course. Read in it the
letters from other students who have
attained big success through S. & H.
Training. This catalog will also explain the remarkable servi;.!
rendered

our students by the S. & '1. Employment Bureau.
absolutely free.

This service is offered
Mail Coupon now.

S. & H. ENGINEERING CO.
DEPARTMENT S-2

1422 W. Monroe Street, Chicago, III.

Affiliated with the Lincoln Institute of Technology
Chief Engineer,
S & 1f Engineering Co.,
1422 W. Monroe St., Dept. S-2,
Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me catalog and full
about the remarkable S & H Course,information
your Free
Outfit, your Employment Bureau, etc.
This
infortnation is free and does not obligate me
in
any way whatsoever.
Name

Address

City

State

